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Abstract 
 
During the 1830s, Sarah Grimké, the abolitionist and women’s rights reformer from South 
Carolina, stated: “It was when my soul was deeply moved at the wrongs of the slave that I first 
perceived distinctly the subject condition of women.”  This rhetorical comparison between women 
and slaves – the woman-slave analogy – emerged in Europe during the seventeenth century, but 
gained peculiar significance in the United States during the nineteenth century.  This rhetoric was 
inspired by the Revolutionary Era language of liberty versus tyranny, and discourses of slavery 
gained prominence in the reform culture that was dominated by the American antislavery 
movement and shared among the sisterhood of reforms.  The woman-slave analogy functioned on 
the idea that the position of women was no better – nor any freer – than slaves.  It was used to 
critique the exclusion of women from a national body politic based on the concept that “all men 
are created equal.”  From the 1830s onwards, this analogy came to permeate the rhetorical 
practices of social reformers, especially those involved in the antislavery, women’s rights, dress 
reform, suffrage and labour movements.  Sarah’s sister, Angelina, asked: “Can you not see that 
women could do, and would do a hundred times more for the slave if she were not fettered?” 
My thesis explores manifestations of the woman-slave analogy through the themes of 
marriage, fashion, politics, labour, and sex.  The white reformers who employed this prominent 
rhetorical device often privileged the position of white women over their enslaved African 
American counterparts.  As a result, the woman-slave analogy has been derided by twentieth-
century scholars, leading to a lack of historical examination regarding its nineteenth-century 
cultural significance.  My thesis fills this critical omission through a historical and cultural 
examination of this rhetoric: examining the broader cultural context reveals the woman-slave 
analogy was much more than racist rhetoric.  Yet this oversight is based on the assumption that the 
use of such rhetoric was limited to white women.  My thesis proves that this was not the case by 
demonstrating that a variety of nineteenth-century Americans relied on discourses of slavery to 
describe women’s oppression, from proslavery ideologues to African American reformers, for both 
reform and conservative purposes.  However, unlike white reformers, African American reformers 
emphasised the plight of the slave and the experiences of black women over those of white 
women. 
This thesis therefore suggests that it is more useful to consider the woman-slave analogy as 
a nineteenth-century attempt toward understanding interdependent forms of oppression – 
intersectionality.  During the antebellum era in particular, when comparisons were predominantly 
based on a direct analogy between women and chattel slavery, many reformers and cultural 
commentators demonstrated a profound awareness of how different forms of oppression could 
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intersect.  However, following the Civil War and the Reconstruction amendments that privileged 
the passage of manhood suffrage, white women reformers became increasingly focused on white 
women’s rights.  This was expressed through a transformation to comparisons based on sex and 
race, rather than women and slaves.  Overall, the woman-slave analogy could and was mobilised in 
racist, nativist, and even sexist ways, but its mobilisation generally demonstrated a growing desire 
to understand of the intersections between different forms of oppression. 
By the turn of the twentieth century, the prominent women reformers of the nineteenth 
century were remembered, alongside the “Great Emancipator” President Abraham Lincoln, as 
“Lady Emancipators,” thus demonstrating the cultural centrality this rhetoric gained throughout the 
century.  It is important, therefore, to consider the ways in which discourses of slavery worked 
alongside that of women’s rights throughout the nineteenth century.  The woman-slave analogy 
was a rhetorical device that enabled a discussion of the multiple sites of oppression that existed 
during the nineteenth century, and was often used in a concerted attempt to describe how this 
affected women – all women. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
“THE ABOLITIONISTS OF SLAVERY AMONG WOMEN” 
Remember them that are in bonds, as bound with them; 
and them which suffer adversity, as being yourselves also in the body.1 
HEBREWS 13:13, THE BIBLE 
It was when my soul was deeply moved at wrongs of the slave that I first perceived distinctly the 
subject condition of women. …  It requires but little thought to see that the condition of 
women and that of slaves are in many respects parallel.2 
SARAH M. GRIMKÉ, “CONDITION OF WOMAN” (N.D.) 
During the nineteenth century, the rhetorical comparison between women and slaves inspired 
American social reformers such as Sarah Grimké, the abolitionist and women’s rights reformer 
from South Carolina.  The woman-slave analogy emerged in Europe from at least the seventeenth 
century, but gained peculiar significance in the United States during the nineteenth century.  The 
Revolutionary era rhetoric of liberty versus tyranny meant slavery gradually gained prominence as a 
referent, especially in the antebellum reform culture dominated by the antislavery movement.  The 
woman-slave analogy was based on the idea that the position of women was no better – nor any 
freer – than slaves.  From the 1830s, this rhetoric became important among social reformers, but 
also had wider cultural impact for cultural commentators, novelists, and even southern proslavery 
ideologues.  This thesis will explore the emergence of the woman-slave analogy through the themes 
of marriage, fashion, politics, labour, and sex. 
The ideological underpinnings of the woman-slave analogy were incongruous.  Most 
obviously, the habitual exploitation and dehumanisation of chattel slavery made the comparison 
tenuous and problematic.  The comparative cultural power with which white women were imbued 
meant the analogy was overwhelmingly imbalanced.  Yet this rhetoric also existed alongside, and 
often in conflict with, cultural ideals that venerated womanhood whilst confining women to very 
specific ideals.  Since nineteenth-century political ideology sought to determine what constituted 
citizenship and who could be a full citizen, there was also a coherent thought framework behind the 
comparison. 
When white reformers employed this prominent rhetorical device, they often privileged the 
position of white women over their enslaved African American counterparts.  As the woman-slave 
analogy has therefore received much derision from twentieth-century scholars, there has been little 
examination of its nineteenth-century cultural significance.  Moreover, this historiographical 
                                                          
1
 The Bible (New Revised Critical Edition). 
2
 Gerda Lerner, The Grimké Sisters from South Carolina: Pioneers for Women’s Rights and Abolition (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1967, 2004), 130. 
2 
oversight is based on the assumption that this rhetoric was limited to white women reformers.  This 
thesis addresses this critical omission through a historical and cultural examination of this rhetoric.  
Simultaneously, it disproves the assumption that this rhetoric was only mobilised by white women, 
and demonstrates that the woman-slave analogy was used for both reform and conservative 
proslavery purposes.  However, African Americans, unlike their white counterparts, emphasised the 
plight of the slave and the experiences of black women over those of white women.  It is necessary 
to look toward the methodology of women’s history and the contemporary academic feminist 
framework to inform this perspective. 
Intersectional Politics 
Since the 1970s, intermittent considerations of the comparison between women and slaves have 
taken place in the fields of history, literature, studies of gender and race, legal history and political 
science.  Although this rhetoric has largely been condemned across these fields, William H. Chafe 
drew attention to its significance in 1977: “Probably no analogy has been used more frequently by 
both scholars and women’s rights advocates than that between sex and race.”3  Much of this critique 
was in response to the mobilisation of similar rhetorical strategies during the twentieth century, 
especially amongst feminists.4  In response, the women’s history methodology that developed 
during the 1970s condemned the contemporary use of analogy – whether between women and 
slaves, or sex and race.  Of the little scholarly literature that actually investigates the significance of 
the woman-slave analogy, discussion is largely limited to isolated or fragmentary commentary. 
It is therefore important to recognise that the woman-slave analogy has long existed as a 
rhetorical device.  The institution of modern slavery, based on the forced labour of transported 
Africans, developed throughout the seventeenth century and was predicated on the denial of rights 
to particular human subjects.  As the concept of rights gained prominence during the enlightenment, 
this provided the ideological foundations of abolitionism and feminism in a way that encouraged 
comparisons between women and slaves.  The woman-slave analogy was prevalent among 
European women writers, reformers and other intellectuals from the seventeenth century onwards.5  
The importance of chattel slavery in the United States provided the framework for the emergence of 
this rhetoric among women reformers.  Although the northern states abolished chattel slavery at the 
end of the eighteenth century, its continued presence in the southern states remained controversial 
                                                          
3
 William H. Chafe, “Sex and Race: The Analogy of Social Control,” The Massachusetts Review 18, no. 1 (1977): 147. 
4
 See: Lisa Maria Hogeland, Feminism and Its Fictions: The Consciousness-Raising Novel and the Women’s Liberation 
Movement (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), Chapter Six: “The Sex/Race Analogy”; Serena 
Mayeri, Reasoning from Race: Feminism, Law, and the Civil Rights Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2011); Judith Resnick, “Sisterhood, Slavery, and Sovereignty: Transnational Antislavery Work and Women’s Rights 
Movements in the United States During the Twentieth Century,” in Women’s Rights and Transatlantic Antislavery in 
the Era of Emancipation, ed. Kathryn Kish Sklar and James Brewer Stewart (Yale: Yale University Press, 2007). 
5
 See: Kathryn Kish Sklar and James Brewer Stewart, eds. Women’s Rights and Transatlantic Antislavery in the Era of 
Emancipation (Yale: Yale University Press, 2007). 
3 
and became central to antebellum public debate.  The issue of antebellum chattel slavery existed 
alongside wider issues surrounding the transformation of the home, family and work, as well as 
changing gender roles.  The cult of true womanhood – an ideology wherein mother, father, and 
children were gathered in the private household to maintain cultural and social stability and promote 
the pursuit of happiness – confined women’s roles within the domestic sphere and men’s to the 
public sphere.  Together with a rapidly growing and industrialising economy, this resulted in a 
greater gender demarcation between home and work.6  Although this demarcation was an ideal 
more than a reality, it still affected liminal arenas – such as social reform – where the public and 
private could coalesce.7  In addition, religion played an equally important role in shaping women’s 
lives and creating gendered spheres and Protestantism was particularly influential following the 
First and Second Great Awakenings.8  Religion will provide background context but will not be a 
focus of this thesis because many historians have considered this aspect of nineteenth-century 
American culture.9  The way in which these social forces created and maintained gender and racial 
hierarchy provided the context for comparisons between women and slaves. 
The woman-slave analogy became most influential and contentious during the antebellum era.  
In 1853, Paulina Wright Davis, editor of the women’s rights periodical The Una, stated: “[T]he 
analogy that exists between the conditions of women, and of the negro race in the United States, is 
so close, that slavery and caste apply to the one as well as to the other.”10  The antislavery and 
women’s rights movements themselves became foundational to expressions of the woman-slave 
analogy.  For Davis, women’s rights reformers were “the abolitionists of slavery among women,” 
but just as radical abolitionists refuted the American Colonisation Society’s repatriation of freed 
slaves to Africa, she positioned women’s rights as too important for compromise and so demanded 
“emancipation on the soil, not colonisation on the clouds.”11  The woman-slave analogy enabled a 
broader critique of women’s oppression in an increasingly interconnected world, but interpretations 
                                                          
6
 See: Barbara Welter, Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century (Athens: Ohio University 
Press, 1976); Jeanne Boydston, “The Woman Who Wasn’t There: Women’s Market Labour and the Transition to 
Capitalism in the United States,” Journal of the Early Republic 16, no. 2 (1996): 183-206. 
7
 Mary Kelley, Learning to Stand & Speak: Women, Education, and Public Life in America’s Republic (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 5. 
8
 See: Thomas S. Kidd, The Great Awakening: The Roots of Evangelical Christianity in Colonial America (Yale 
University Press, 2007). 
9
 See: Robert H. Abzug, Cosmos Crumbling: American Reform and the Religious Imagination (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1994); Anna M. Speicher, The Religious World of Antislavery Women: Spirituality in the Lives of Five 
Abolitionist Lecturers (New York: Syracuse University Press, 2000); Jennifer Rycenga, “A Greater Awakening: 
Women’s Intellect as a Factor in Early Abolitionist Movements, 1824-1834,” Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion 
21, no. 2 (2005): 31-59; Kathryn Kish Sklar, “‘The Throne of My Heart’: Religion, Oratory, and Transatlantic 
Community in Angelina Grimké’s Launching of Women’s Rights, 1828-1838,” in Women’s Rights; Emily R. Mace, 
“Feminist Forerunners and a Usable Past: A Historiography of Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s The Woman’s Bible,” Journal 
of Feminist Studies in Religion 25, no. 2 (2009): 5-23. 
10
 Paulina Wright Davis, “Pecuniary Independence of Woman,” Una, December 1853. 
11
 Paulina Wright Davis, “The Moral Character of Woman,” Una, June 1853. 
4 
differed between nations, specifically in regards to the actual presence, distance from or complete 
absence of chattel slavery. 
The woman-slave analogy was mobilised and circulated in many ways throughout the 
nineteenth century.  From reform and mainstream novels and newspapers to the minutes of 
antislavery and women’s rights conventions and congressional arguments, the woman-slave 
analogy emerged in diverse contexts.  This rhetoric was therefore ubiquitous and at the heart of 
nearly all comparisons between free and enslaved women.  Herein, free women were usually, but 
not always, white; indeed, dialogues also centred on the degrees of freedom experienced by mixed-
race women.  The concept of slavery was overwhelmingly related to chattel slavery in the American 
South or European colonies and so inherently related to the racial slavery of Africans and those of 
African descent, but some references were founded on orientalised impressions of gender relations 
in Eastern cultures.  Often, but not always, the use of this rhetoric implied that white women’s 
oppression was contemptible and therefore more unjust than that of the enslaved.  Both explicitly 
and implicitly, this rhetoric appeared as the unequivocal comparisons of women and slaves as well 
as in more indirect references facilitated through language associated with chattel slavery and 
unfreedom. 
In spite of the prominence of this rhetoric, scholars have largely concluded that it was an 
expression of racism and focused only on the experience of white women.  These claims are not 
without merit, but have led scholars to dismiss any further examination of the woman-slave analogy 
and its cultural significance during the nineteenth century.  As a result, the full complexity of this 
issue has not yet been explored.  This rhetoric was frequently invoked alongside racist, nativist and 
elitist sentiments, but its existence also reflected a growing awareness of connections between 
gender, race and class. 
An awareness of these connections occurred long before there was the terminology to 
effectively explain such concepts.  During the 1990s, Kimberlé Crenshaw condemned the way 
African American women were overlooked in the “single-axis framework” of feminism, which 
instead tended to focus on the experience of white women and black men.  This critique led to the 
development of the concept of “intersectionality,” which has since become a central methodological 
concept within contemporary feminist scholarship.12  Since its development, intersectionality has 
enabled more productive discussions regarding the existence of interdependent oppressions in a 
manner not possible prior to its conception.  These insights have facilitated a more comprehensive 
understanding of the relationship between gender, race and class oppression, but has also enabled 
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greater awareness of the intersections beyond these categories.  Nira Yuval-Davis considers 
ongoing interrelationships between gender, class, race, and ethnicity, as well as other social 
divisions, and how they interact in a contemporary human rights framework.13  Therefore, an 
intersectional framework demonstrates how the woman-slave analogy helped draw attention to 
gender, as part of an emerging awareness of interdependent oppressions, during the nineteenth 
century.  Although this rhetoric focused on gender, its mobilisation within so many discrete groups 
indicates that it was more prevalent than scholars have previously suggested.  Beyond the 
development of gender consciousness among white women, the concept of slavery facilitated an 
analysis of interdependent oppressions in nineteenth-century American political discourse. 
Therefore, the woman-slave analogy emphasised the need for women’s rights.  It was not 
only ubiquitous, but often acknowledged and included more than just white women in its discussion 
of various forms of oppression.  Yet this was not a static process, because a rhetorical and 
substantive emphasis to understand and address the interconnections between gender, race and class 
was more evident in the antebellum era than in the postbellum era.  Moreover, this rhetoric was 
used to draw attention to the existence of gender oppression in both reform and proslavery 
conservative contexts.  Overall, an awareness of what can retrospectively be understood as 
intersectionality was more prolific amongst antebellum reformers, whereas it largely remained a 
focus for African American reformers during the postbellum era.  The degree to which reformers 
and commentators used the woman-slave analogy to engage with the exploitation experienced by 
the enslaved, rather than just that of white women, usually demonstrated their intersectional 
awareness. 
Rhetoric, Metaphor and Language 
This thesis examines the rhetorical foundations of the woman-slave analogy in the United States 
during the nineteenth century.  The interrelations between social movements, at both the individual 
and organisational level, meant this rhetoric emerged across many reforms.  These included the 
antebellum antislavery, women’s rights, dress reform, health reform, and labour movements, as well 
as the postbellum women’s suffrage and anti-vice movements.  Even so, the political and cultural 
significance of slavery meant that other groups – such as journalists, novelists, and proslavery 
ideologues – also espoused this rhetoric.  Over the course of the nineteenth century, inscriptions of 
the woman-slave analogy changed from comparisons between women and slaves to categorisation 
based on sex and race.  Although greater intersectional awareness characterised this rhetoric during 
the antebellum era, the changes that resulted from the Civil War, the Emancipation Proclamation 
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(1863) and Reconstruction provide context for an increased focus on white women by the end of the 
nineteenth century. 
It is important to consider the way “analogy” and “metaphor” has been understood from a 
scholarly perspective.  “A metaphor,” according to Nancy Leys Stepan, “is a figure of speech in 
which a name or descriptive term is transferred to some object that is different from, but analogous 
to, that to which it is properly applicable.”14  As related figures of speech, analogy and metaphor are 
often used interchangeably.  Max Black suggests that “every metaphor may be said to mediate an 
analogy or structural correspondence.”15  Carla L. Peterson views the nineteenth-century reliance on 
analogy, which “imitates the similarity between two unlike entities,” as instructive: 
[I]t allows the speaker to select the term with which to compare the chosen object or 
idea and, in the process, to emphasise one particular feature over all others.  It functions 
… as a form of explanation by suggesting that the same cause has given rise to the 
similarity of features.  Finally, … analogy often seeks to suppress what does not fit; and 
yet, since similarity never means exact sameness, difference always remains.16 
In conjunction with the scholarly critique of the woman-slave analogy, scholars have demonstrated 
that metaphor and analogy proved equally dubious in many other historical frameworks: convictism 
or indentured labour being described as slavery; the Holocaust as a metaphor; rhetorical 
comparisons between abortion and slavery; the Vietnam War as a metaphor for any subsequent 
failed military engagement; Hitler as a historical metaphor for other dictators; legal analogies 
between race and sex; and the analogy between queers and Jews.17  In this thesis, analogy will be 
used to describe the rhetorical comparisons between women and slaves. 
The language underpinning the woman-slave analogy related to the way oppression and 
hierarchy were described in the United States.  Since the rhetoric of “slavery” and “tyranny” 
informed the late-eighteenth-century desire for colonial sovereignty, there was context for the use of 
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such language.18  Historically, “servant” was considered an insult to personal liberty in the North, 
and was therefore superseded by “help,” but in the South it became a euphemism for slavery and, as 
such, not considered applicable to white labour.19  The cultural importance of religion meant that 
biblical injunctions also provided context for the rhetorical employment of slavery as a metaphor.20  
While reformers found inspiration in Acts and Hebrews, among others, proslavery southerners were 
influenced by Galatians and Peter.  More generally, Romans and Corinthians used slavery 
metaphors to discuss concepts such as slavery to sin and being enslaved to God.21  Moreover, 
“freedom” and “emancipation” constituted the ideal towards which critics of oppression strove; this 
shaped how the “generation of 1848” discussed ideals of human freedom and equality alongside 
specific calls for citizenship and enfranchisement.22  Yet this language proved just as problematic as 
“slavery” because of the competing purposes to which these nebulous concepts could be applied.  
The prominence of chattel slavery, together with the ongoing impact of revolutionary rhetoric, 
biblical metaphor, and changing interpretations of labour and freedom, enabled “slavery” to became 
a euphemism for varying sites of oppression, including women’s oppression.  Overall, the woman-
slave analogy was invoked through vocabulary deemed synonymous with many sites of “slavery.” 
This thesis seeks to develop appropriate terminology to describe comparisons between 
women and slaves.  Historians have used myriad phrases to describe this rhetorical phenomenon: 
the “slave comparison”; the “situation of women and blacks”; the “analogy between race and 
gender”; the “analogy between race and sex”; and the “woman as slave analogy.”23  Beyond a focus 
on gender, it is necessary to think about how analogy and metaphor interacted with the language of 
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slavery during the nineteenth century.  The contention surrounding the use of “slave” and 
“enslaved” informs historiographical interpretations of the language of slavery.  Where “slave” has 
the potential to emphasise the legality and oppressiveness of the institution but also to become 
synonymous with “victim,” “enslaved” instead draws attention to the process of enslavement but 
emphasises the dignity and humanity of enslaved beings.24  Since the prevalence of chattel slavery 
meant the slavery paradigm had great significance in nineteenth-century America, this rhetoric 
became more than simply a slavery analogy. 
Therefore, this thesis argues that “discourses of slavery” shaped nineteenth-century 
conceptions of the woman-slave analogy in the United States.  Carl Plasa and Betty J. Ring’s The 
Discourse of Slavery: From Aphra Behn to Toni Morrison (1994) provided the framework for this 
terminology.25  As “slavery” itself became a discourse through which oppression and the imbalance 
of power were described, it is useful consider the influence of “discourses of slavery” in the context 
of the United States.  Two distinct discourses of slavery will be identified throughout this thesis: 
abstract and direct.  Abstract discourses of slavery refer to rhetoric that references slavery without 
specific reference to race, such as through allusions to the American Revolution.  In contrast, direct 
discourses of slavery relate to direct references to the “peculiar institution” of chattel slavery, 
especially to focus on its racial dimensions.26  The significance of these categories is that a greater 
sense of intersectional understanding often accompanied the use of direct discourses of slavery, 
especially during the antebellum era, whereas abstract discourses of slavery did not often engender 
such awareness.  Moreover, the woman-slave analogy will be used to describe the many ways in 
which this rhetorical phenomenon has previously been identified. 
Literature Review 
This literature review will consider scholarly attitudes toward comparisons between women and 
slaves from the 1970s to the present.  Initially, the woman-slave analogy was reproduced in 
twentieth-century scholarship, especially by biographers, but methodological discussions of 
women’s history led to the outright condemnation of this rhetoric.  By considering the broader 
cultural forces of nineteenth-century America, more recent scholars have found some redeeming 
factors surrounding this rhetoric.  It has been a general historiographical and methodological trend 
to discuss the existence of the woman-slave analogy as part of a larger work, meaning that this topic 
only ever constitutes a peripheral analysis.  Intersectionality has not been applied as a 
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methodological paradigm, nor have the breadth of groups that mobilised this rhetoric been 
considered collectively. 
The lack of consensus on terminology has made it challenging to collate pertinent scholarship, 
but important historiographical and methodological developments can still be identified.  The 
emergence of African American and women’s history during the 1970s made both groups more 
visible.  Lemuel A. Johnson and George M. Frederickson acknowledged the significance of racial 
metaphors and stereotypes in Western society following slavery and colonisation.27  This lay the 
groundwork for scholarly attention toward issues surrounding race and metaphor.  Barbara Welter 
and Nancy F. Cott wrote seminal texts that shaped discussions of American women’s history and 
scholarship on the public and private spheres.28  The focus on ideologies surrounding race and 
gender, together with the significance of metaphor, encouraged scholars to think about the 
connections and differences between these social categories. 
It is a contradiction that many scholars have appropriated rhetoric reminiscent of the woman-
slave analogy.  Wil A. Linkugel’s 1963 article, “The Woman Suffrage Argument of Anna Howard 
Shaw,” stated that nineteenth-century women “deserted the upholstered cage” and “arose to throw 
off the shackles of male subjugation,” while Andrew Sinclair’s The Better Half: The Emancipation 
of the American Woman (1965) framed women’s history in terms of emancipatory progress.29  This 
historiographical interpretation often used variations on the woman-slave analogy as a seemingly 
clever pun.  Although Ellen Carol DuBois’ later scholarship emphasised the organisational skills 
and common cause espoused by antislavery and women’s rights reform women, her 1970 article on 
the Grimké sisters, published in Women: A Journal of Liberation, used an 1837 quote – “Some few 
females have Emancipated themselves” – to frame its methodological approach.30  These scholars 
let their own rhetoric merge with that of their historical sources, which meant they blatantly 
reproduced the nineteenth-century reform perspective that envisaged the experience of women 
within a paradigm of slavery versus freedom. 
Many biographers of nineteenth-century reform women perpetuated this problem, but some 
have demonstrated other possibilities.  Katharine du Pre Lumpkin’s The Emancipation of Angelina 
Grimke (1974) emphasised how Angelina experienced “a deep, compelling need to strip away those 
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crippling bonds laid on her sex so that she could fully realise the powers that lay within her.”31  
Mary Kelley’s 1978 examination of Harriet Beecher Stowe indicated that Calvin Stowe’s sexual 
needs threatened her autonomy, while her “commitment to wifehood and motherhood made her 
captive to an ideal that in many respects she was unable to realise in her own life.”32  Thomas 
Gossett’s discussion of Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) suggested that Stowe’s sympathy for slaves 
developed “because she was, in a real sense, a slave herself – a slave to family cares, household 
chores, and ill health.”33  Even more recent biographers have remained enmeshed in such rhetoric.  
Valarie H. Ziegler framed the life of Julia Ward Howe through this dichotomy, claiming that Howe 
“despaired that the demands of marriage and motherhood had stripped her of her true self,” as “she 
struggled mightily to break the shackles that bound her to the private world of the home[.]”34  In 
contrast, Gerda Lerner’s 1967 biography of the Grimké sisters demonstrated that scholars did not 
have to accede to comparisons between women and slaves.  Lerner made a distinction between 
Sarah Grimké’s antislavery awareness and feminist consciousness that other biographers failed to 
appreciate.  The “important experiences” of Sarah’s childhood, “were not so much concerned with 
slavery as with her frustration as a girl in a world dominated by men,” and only later would 
Grimké’s “specific feminist discontent” merge with dissatisfaction toward the institution of 
slavery.35  When the woman-slave analogy was appropriated within biography, historians did not 
gain the critical distance needed to consider the significance of this rhetorical device for nineteenth-
century women reformers. 
The biographical prominence of this rhetoric existed alongside the growing disdain of 
scholars.  The earliest methodological discussions in women’s history considered the prominence of 
analogy.  From a theoretical perspective, Lerner argued that approaches to women’s history prior to 
the 1970s focused on the way women’s historical experience was defined by their inferiority and 
oppression.  Acknowledging this as a limiting framework for women’s history, she emphasised the 
way it assumed women to have been passive to the restraints of patriarchal society and overlooked 
the “positive and essential” ways women operated in history.  Lerner therefore asserted that the 
examination of women as “victims of oppression” should be an aspect – but not “the central aspect” 
– of women’s history.  Importantly, the “slave comparison” was viewed a “rhetorical device rather 
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than a factual statement,” but this also extended to comparisons between women and minority 
groups.  The comparison disregarded “the real plight of the slave”: 
All analogies – class, minority group, caste – approximate the position of women, but 
fail to define it adequately.  Women are a category unto themselves: an adequate 
analysis of their position in society demands new conceptual tools.36 
Chafe extended this perspective, noting that the problems surrounding the definition of women as a 
group had led scholars to compare “women to ethnic minorities.”37  Although not all historians and 
biographers followed the injunction to desist from using such comparisons, consideration of these 
methodological issues led to the scholarly critique of the nineteenth-century presence of the 
woman-slave analogy. 
This condemnatory interpretation influenced the history of antebellum reform movements that 
emerged during the 1970s.  Robert L. Allen and Pamela P. Allen evaluated the racism inherent in 
white women’s use of the woman-slave analogy.  In spite of the solidarity between white and 
African American abolitionists, Allen and Allen viewed white women’s “tendency to equate the 
status of white women with that of the slave” as factually flawed because “enslaved black women 
faced a totally different situation from that of the white women reformers.”  The reasoning provided 
in refutation of the comparison – physical violence; sexual coercion, violence and rape; the inability 
to protect one’s peers; reproductive freedom; lack of child custody – were all reasons reformers saw 
as equally problematic for married women.  More importantly, however, Allen and Allen drew 
attention to white women’s “different reality” and the resulting chasm between the experience of 
white middle-class women and enslaved African American women.38  For DuBois, the development 
of an antebellum feminist consciousness was a result of forces greater than just women’s 
involvement in antislavery.  However, this analysis barely acknowledged the existence of the 
woman-slave analogy.39  Blanche Glassman Hersh’s investigation of the antislavery and women’s 
rights movements emphasised the rhetorical framework of the “slavery of sex.”  She posited that 
antislavery arguments “merged easily and logically” with white women’s resistance so as to 
generate “an ideology espousing equality for all women.”40  Although Hersh recognised the 
prominence of the woman-slave analogy, she was not particularly critical of its ideological 
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foundations.  Overall, historians had a tendency to be either too critical or too dismissive of this 
rhetoric. 
The feminist methodological debates that continued during the 1980s and early 1990s 
expanded upon Lerner’s early methodology.  While differences emerged in the perspectives of 
black and white women, there was a general tendency to conflate nineteenth- and twentieth-century 
expressions of this rhetoric.  African American scholars closely interrogated why the woman-slave 
analogy was inherently exploitative by highlighting how it engendered a focus on white women and 
disregard for black women – the actual enslaved women of colonial and antebellum America.  
According to bell hooks, African American women were “conscious of the fact that true freedom 
entailed not just liberation from a sexist social order that systematically denied all women full 
human rights.”  Hazel V. Carby and others critiqued the way scholars tended to focus on black men 
and white women.  As this obfuscated the experience of black women, the “sisterhood” proclaimed 
through common “victimhood” did not challenge women to “examine their sexist attitudes towards 
women unlike themselves” or explore how race and class privilege impacted their relationships.41  
Although identification with the oppression of slaves could act as “a valuable reference in white 
feminist consciousness,” Nancie Carraway determined that it led to the violation of interracial 
gender-based solidarity.42  These scholars rightly emphasised the inadequacy of an approach based 
on comparisons between women and slaves during the late twentieth century and beyond, thus 
inscribing a scholarly appreciation for the difference between racial and gender oppression.  The 
growing recognition of the problematic existence of this rhetoric elided the nineteenth-century 
historical context in which many such pronouncements were made. 
These scholars viewed the power relations imbued in the woman-slave analogy as 
intrinsically imbalanced.  Sandra G. Harding discussed the way “victimologies” created the 
erroneous impression that “women have only been victims,” which led to the problematic 
assumption that they “cannot be effective social agents on behalf of themselves or others.”  
Similarly, Joan Kelly-Gadol acknowledged the inefficiency of minority group analogies when 
applied to women as “explanatory concepts.”43  However, some scholars looked further toward 
other comparative paradigms.  Kathleen M. Brown observed how the early women’s history 
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imperative to compare women with slaves made it more difficult to “create analytical space for 
slave and working-class women.”44  These scholars appreciated the problematic foundations of such 
comparisons with slaves, but neither accounted for the degree to which the woman-slave analogy 
influenced the development of feminist thought, nor its rhetorical importance during the nineteenth 
century. 
Figure 1. “Am I Not a Woman and a Sister?” Antislavery Token.45 
These methodological developments similarly influenced the historiography of antebellum 
women reformers.  Acknowledgement of the relationship between rhetoric and imagery provided an 
important point of departure.  Jean Fagan Yellin’s critical assessment of the antislavery token, “Am 
I Not a Woman and a Sister?” (see Figure 1), suggested that this imagery inspired white women’s 
antislavery activism while encouraging them to “examine the condition of slaves in relation to their 
own situation.”  Since these images relied on a contrast between the relative safeties enjoyed by 
white women when compared with the vulnerability of slave women, it was implied that white 
women had the power to aid the black woman supplicant.  Therefore, when white women recreated 
themselves as “liberated Women and Sisters,” an emphasis on gender identity reinscribed racial 
hierarchy so as to undermine any awareness of the crucial differences that emanated from slavery, 
race and class.46  Shirley J. Yee also criticised how the woman-slave analogy belied the self-interest 
of white women reformers in spite of the interracial “sisterhood” they proclaimed.  This rhetoric 
demonstrated that “white women, as a group, could not always be trusted to evaluate their own 
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complicity in racism or even to understand black women’s concerns.”47  Together, these scholars 
present a highly critical view of the woman-slave analogy that did not account for its ubiquity. 
Alongside the emergence of intersectionality during the 1990s, an interdisciplinary framework 
enabled scholars to appreciate the efficacy of the woman-slave analogy whilst still acknowledging 
its problematic foundations.  Karen Sanchez-Eppler observed how the “metaphoric linking of 
women and slaves” examined their “shared position as bodies to be bought, owned, and designated 
as a grounds of resistance,” but emphasised that it still obliterated “the particularity of black and 
female experience, making their distinct exploitations appear identical.”48  This limited but nuanced 
examination of the way white reformers used this rhetoric sought to account for the conditional 
differences between women and slaves but still explain the structural similarities that inspired the 
comparison.  A tendency to look beyond outright critique also emerged in legal history.  Sandra L. 
Rierson outlined the commonalities between the nineteenth-century legal disabilities of women and 
slaves.  Since the United States did not abolish chattel slavery alongside the rest of the Atlantic 
world, temporal and ideological connections emerged between the lack of self-ownership attributed 
to women and the enslaved, which in turn justified the exclusion of these groups from democratic 
processes.49  So too did a literary approach enable a broader view.  Kari J. Winter drew connections 
between women’s Gothic novels and the slave narrative, where “imprisonment and slavery” 
constituted the “central paradigms of women’s condition in patriarchal society.”50  The historical 
reconsideration of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century divisions between slave and free, black 
and white, were equally important.51  In addition, Elizabeth V. Spelman drew philosophical 
attention to comparisons between women and slaves in the context of suffering.52  This 
interdisciplinary approach also spoke to the rhetorical ubiquity of the woman-slave analogy, which 
appeared in diverse literary and historical sources that had both a limited and wide circulation base.  
Overall, interdisciplinary scholarship proved less disparaging because it focused on the cultural 
forces that shaped the woman-slave analogy, but such transitory analysis has not accounted for the 
ubiquity of this nineteenth-century rhetorical phenomenon. 
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The ongoing developments in race and gender studies have impelled twenty-first century 
historians to more comprehensively account for the way these ideologies shaped the worldview of 
reformers, and how this affected their rhetoric.  Carla L. Peterson indicated that the prominence of 
the slavery metaphor among antebellum white women indicated “increasing tensions and 
ambivalences,” but also suggested that African American women only invoked slavery as “a 
historical reality that directly affected black women’s lives.”53  Yet black and white women alike 
used the woman-slave analogy as a rhetorical device, in a way that reflected Eric Foner’s assertion 
that a “common language of politics” existed during the nineteenth century.  This was shaped by the 
universal rhetoric of independence, citizenship and freedom, but still disguised contradictory 
impulses because these concepts underwent constant challenge, change and redefinition.54  Julie 
Husband recognised that white women appropriated antislavery narratives “to advance their own 
interests, sometimes at the expense of black women,” but concluded that economic changes 
between the 1830s and 1850s “caused unprecedented intrusions of the marketplace into family life 
for all Northerners of all classes and for slave families in the South, promoting a very real sense of 
common cause among white and black women.”55  Theresa Zackodnik also argued that African 
American women reformers moved beyond “the woman question” to consider “linked or 
interdependent oppressions.”  As reformers challenged “dominant conceptions of democratic 
citizenship,” black women – rather than white women – were central to the reform project of 
African Americans.56  These perspectives provide context for the possibility that while hegemonic 
attitudes toward slavery, race, class and gender dominated throughout the nineteenth century, the 
woman-slave analogy could be used to come to terms with points of intersection. 
Kathryn Kish Sklar and James Brewer Stewart’s edited compendium, Women’s Rights and 
Transatlantic Antislavery in the Era of Emancipation (2007), which remains the most 
comprehensive investigation of this rhetoric.  By tracing the foundations of social reform 
movements to Europe, this discussion considered the antislavery struggles that emerged from the 
late eighteenth century and the women’s rights impetus that followed.  From the seventeenth 
century onwards, women came to view their experience in a way that was shaped by a gendered 
understanding of the institution of slavery.57  This volume acknowledged how the presence of 
American chattel slavery affected epistemological understandings of slavery, in contrast to the 
geographic isolation of slavery throughout the rest of the Atlantic world.  Karen Offen, Claire 
Midgely and Bonnie S. Anderson considered the emergence of the woman-slave analogy in France, 
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Britain, and Germany, but there is not a discrete chapter on the development of this rhetoric in the 
United States.58  Elsewhere, Asunción Lavrin observed the emergence of this rhetorical 
phenomenon in Latin America.59  These scholars took the initial steps toward complicating the 
existence of this rhetoric and further examining the cultural forces that influenced its construction. 
The critique of comparisons between women and slaves that emerged during the 1970s 
provided a fundamental departure for the study of gender and race.  Subsequently, scholars 
demonstrated the prejudices inherent in the construction of the woman-slave analogy.  However, the 
tendency to critique this comparison without further seeking to understand its significance 
dominated scholarship until the end of the twentieth century.  The critical departure of early twenty-
first century scholars will therefore provide the inspiration for this thesis. 
This thesis challenges the consensus that the woman-slave analogy was a white women’s 
rhetorical device by complicating the notion that it was employed in a habitually racist and 
exploitative manner.  Instead, this thesis suggests that the existence of the woman-slave analogy 
represented a failed attempt toward intersectionality.  The process through which discourses of 
slavery permeated interpretations of gender oppression in myriad reform movements, political 
ideologies and regions has not previously been considered.  It is important to acknowledge that 
many competing groups employed this rhetoric, for both reform and conservative proslavery 
purposes alike.  In the United States, women and men, white and black, individuals from differing 
and often competing groups, employed the woman-slave analogy.  Although northern reformers 
predictably dominated, they emanated from diverse backgrounds – antislavery and women’s rights, 
but also dress and health reform, labour reform and free love.  Proslavery ideologues, plantation 
mistresses, and southern novelists engaged with this rhetoric for conservative rather than reform 
purposes, while less political permutations appeared in diaries and love letters, and amongst 
journalist and cultural commentators.  It is most incongruous to observe how this rhetoric informed 
the slave narratives, speeches and unpublished writings of ex-slaves and other African Americans.  
A certain rhetorical commonality suggests that discourses of slavery informed the way many 
individuals understood and discussed different forms of oppression.  Therefore, these competing 
groups reveal how the woman-slave analogy constituted an attempt toward what can now be 
understood as intersectionality – the existence of interdependent oppressions. 
During the antebellum era, a direct comparison between women and slaves dominated.  This 
enabled an appreciation for the plight of the enslaved and an acknowledgement of the cruelty of 
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chattel slavery.  However, following the Civil War, the rhetorical focus changed from an analogy 
between women and slaves to a more emphatic comparison based on sex and race.  This rhetorical 
shift was inspired by an erroneous assumption that racial equality had been realised during 
Reconstruction, and gradually enabled a focus on white women that did not account for, or even try 
to understand, the continued existence of racial oppression in the United States.  A vacillating 
understanding of the exploitation of chattel slavery and the existence of racial oppression emerged 
alongside an unequivocal desire to condemn gender oppression.  This thesis will trace how the 
woman-slave analogy encompassed a comparative egalitarianism during the antebellum era and a 
more exclusionary vision following the Civil War. 
Chapters 
This thesis will consider the emergence of the woman-slave analogy as a rhetorical device.  It will 
begin by considering the European foundations of this rhetoric, and then focus on the thematic 
manifestations of the woman-slave analogy in the United States.  This will be considered through 
the themes of marriage, fashion, politics, labour, and sex. 
Chapter One will consider the classical and enlightenment foundation of the comparison 
between women and slaves, followed by the rhetorical developments in Europe and colonial 
America during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  This transatlantic analysis contextualises 
the development of the woman-slave analogy in nineteenth-century America.  By considering the 
legal antecedents surrounding marriage, Chapter Two will demonstrate the emergence of the idea 
that marriage constituted the slavery of women.  Antislavery and women’s rights reformers 
emphasised this comparison, as did proslavery ideologues, novelists and, to some extent, African 
American ex-slaves.  Chapter Three will reflect on the way fashion critique encompassed discourses 
of slavery, from the dress reform and women’s rights movements to novels and popular cultural 
commentary.  As competing attitudes emerged, fashion was alternately perceived as the symptom or 
the cause of gender oppression.  The interaction between women’s suffrage and changing attitudes 
toward citizenship and enfranchisement will take place in Chapter Four.  The women’s suffrage and 
manhood suffrage were considered in tandem during the antebellum era anticipated divisive debates 
of the Reconstruction era and beyond.  Chapter Five will consider the way labour, broadly defined, 
and the market economy were imagined through discourses of slavery.  The discussion will 
encompass labour reform alongside women’s work in and beyond the home.  In conclusion, Chapter 
Six will bring these themes together by considering the ideological connection between the 
marriage market and the sexual economy of prostitution.  As the rhetoric of white slavery 
demonstrated the complete transformation of the woman-slave analogy, from a dialogue that sought 
to understand interdependent oppressions to a validation of white women’s rights. 
18 
A number of sources, including historical, literary and legal documents, will together 
demonstrate the thematic construction of the woman slave analogy.  This rhetoric was often 
employed within discrete sections of individual works, meaning that it is important to consider 
myriad documents of both an historical and literary nature to gain a comprehensive historical 
overview.  The themes of religion and education could also be specifically addressed, but have been 
largely excluded due to the limitations of space.  As nineteenth-century attitudes toward religion 
and education informed marriage, fashion, suffrage, labour and sex, these ideas will be addressed 
throughout. 
Conclusion 
The woman-slave analogy was an important and pervasive rhetorical device in nineteenth-century 
America.  This rhetoric was mobilised to draw attention to the oppression of white women, but also 
to, and by, women of racial minorities.  The woman-slave analogy was often employed in racist and 
nativist ways, and could be used in a way that overlooked the experience of the enslaved, but this 
thesis seeks to move beyond such reductive and sometimes historically anachronistic conclusions.  
An examination of this rhetoric enables a complex picture of a developing awareness of the 
existence of interdependent oppressions to emerge.  This awareness coursed through a variety of 
reform movements, political ideologies and regions, and was expressed by women and men of 
different racial backgrounds.  This rhetoric focused on the construction of gender as a social 
category, yet its prominence in so many differing and competing contexts demonstrated a growing 
awareness of the way women – all women – experienced the complexities that resulted from this 
reality.  As a result, an analysis of the woman-slave analogy reveals an early desire to comprehend 
the interrelations between gender, race and class oppression, long before the enunciation of 
intersectionality as a theory.  This thesis provides a more nuanced understanding of the way in 
which discourses of slavery were mobilised to elucidate gender oppression during the nineteenth 
century. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
FOUNDATIONS: “ALL WOMEN ARE BORN SLAVES” 
Many are the causes that, in the present corrupt state of society, 
contribute to enslave women by cramping their understandings and sharpening their senses.1 
MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT, A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN (1792) 
The slave may be freed and woman be where she is, 
but women cannot be freed and the slave remain where he is.2 
ANGELINA E. GRIMKÉ TO THEODORE DWIGHT WELD, OCTOBER 1837 
In both Europe and the United States, prominent women intellectuals demonstrated an 
understanding of the way women’s oppression interacted with other forms of social domination and 
coercion, including that experienced by the enslaved.  Eighteenth-century British philosopher Mary 
Wollstonecraft and nineteenth-century American reformer Angelina Grimké drew this comparison 
to demonstrate the interdependency of different forms of oppression, thus referring to 
intersectionality without the benefit of the 1990s framework.  Grimké even emphasised that the 
distinctive oppression of chattel slavery was worse than that experienced by women.  Yet the 
rhetorical strategy of aligning the exploitation of women with that of other groups developed 
centuries before the influence of Wollstonecraft or Grimké.  The woman-slave analogy had a 
profound and prolonged influence across Europe and the United States, where nineteenth-century 
reformers came to valorise its rhetorical import. 
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the enslavement of African peoples and 
those of African descent generated contentious political debates which culminated in the gradual 
abolition of the Atlantic slave trade and the institution of chattel slavery.  Kathryn Kish Sklar and 
James Brewer Stewart observe how, in the process, women “created and encountered 
unprecedented opportunities for self-discovery, intellectual exploration, and political engagement 
on behalf of the enslaved, and on their own behalf as well.”3  This encouraged reformers to use the 
woman-slave analogy, a distinctive rhetorical device which had foundations in classical thought.  
Eighteenth-century enlightenment philosophers expanded these ideas in a way that brought this 
rhetoric into wider public debate.  In 1700, Mary Astell asked: “If all men are born free, how is it 
that all women are born slaves?”4  Hereafter, the woman-slave analogy influenced the antislavery 
and women’s rights movements across Europe and in the United States. 
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The woman-slave analogy distorted and overlooked certain realities, yet its use across time 
was not completely unfounded because of the degree to which gendered subordination characterised 
women’s historical experience.  For Wollstonecraft, women represented “the oppressed half of 
mankind.”5  Since intellectual women lacked the “cultural prodding” and “vital social spaces” that 
would mature a burgeoning feminist consciousness, they were forced to develop social networks in 
which their ideas could find resonance.6  Pioneer feminists, in spite of their disparate time periods 
and locations, were connected by “a common body of international literature” that provided both 
“news and confirmation of a shared outlook and sensibility.”7  In 1860, Ernestine Rose, the Polish 
immigrant of Jewish heritage and American women’s rights reformer, emphasised the importance 
of “enlightening the mind of woman as to the injustice that oppresses her”: 
Our movement is cosmopolitan.  It claims the rights of woman wherever woman 
exists[.] …  In England, great efforts have been made of late years, and great accessions 
have been made to the rights and liberties of women.  The same thing is taking place in 
France and Germany, and, in fact, everywhere.8 
This transatlantic exchange impelled individuals on both sides of the Atlantic to create and 
contribute to a broadly conceived dialogue that challenged women’s oppression.  As this rhetoric 
shaped connections between women, especially women reformers, the woman-slave analogy 
emerged as perhaps the most enduring method through which the social, legal, political and cultural 
restrictions experienced by women were interpreted. 
This chapter explores the development of the woman-slave analogy, from its classical and 
enlightenment foundations to its expression in Europe and colonial America.  Scholars have paid 
attention to the mobilisation of this rhetoric in some transatlantic locales, but this chapter brings 
together what have previously been treated as more or less disparate rhetorical trends.  In classical 
and enlightenment thought alike, the exclusion of women and slaves from the public sphere was 
justified because of physical and mental differences which were thought to influence personal 
autonomy.  When the slavery analogy initially emerged in seventeenth-century Europe, it was used 
to critique marriage and the private sphere in a way that demonstrated an awareness of women’s 
oppression.  But with the expansion of the Atlantic slave trade, a growing awareness of colonial 
slavery rendered the concept of slavery less abstract.  Gradually, chattel slavery gained racial 
connotations.  This is not to say that Europeans did not see racial differences among themselves, but 
that enslaved Africans constituted a clearly differentiated racial other against the hegemonic 
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invisibility of whiteness.  Where initially abstract references to slavery worked to draw awareness 
to women’s oppression alone, the emergence of direct references to colonial slavery became more 
problematic. 
It is important to consider how geographic proximity to actual institutions of slavery shaped 
the expression of this rhetoric.  Chattel slavery remained at a distance for the majority of Europeans, 
but its presence and expansion in the United States resulted in greater awareness not only of the 
institution, but also of racial difference.  The constant oscillation between abstract references to 
slavery and more concrete allusions to actual institutions of chattel slavery had implications for the 
degree to which the enslaved became marginalised in the process.  Transatlantic connections were 
central to the development of the woman-slave analogy, but it gained new significance and meaning 
in the United States – a country that prided itself on being a “land of the free” where “all men are 
created equal.”9 
The Enlightenment and its Classical Influences 
Enlightenment attitudes toward the role of women and slaves influenced the emergence of the 
woman-slave analogy.  Yet it is necessary to first examine the foundational ideas upon which 
enlightenment philosophers drew.  The social divisions that emerged in ancient societies were based 
on hierarchical social structures that enabled comparisons between women and slaves.  The power 
relations of master/slave, husband/wife and parent/child created ideological dualisms which, in turn, 
inscribed gendered attributes of active/passive, soul/body and strong/weak.10  These hierarchies 
became equally important during the enlightenment.  The construction of difference informed the 
perspectives of classical philosophers just as the classics would later prove foundational for 
enlightenment ideology. 
Early divisions of labour were often inscribed along gender lines, and this resulted in the 
dispersion of gender roles.11  David Christian concludes that the institutionalisation of social 
hierarchy and the market economy influenced developing concepts – including the state, class, 
taxation, and slavery – in a way that contributed to the inscription of women’s subordination.  This 
resulted in greater disparities based on class, occupation, and, more specifically, gender.12  
According to Gerda Lerner, the emergence of patrilineal marital exchange and concubinage resulted 
in the commodification of female sexuality and reproductive capacity, rendering women “a group 
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with less autonomy than men.”13  When women were conveyed between kinship groups, male 
dominance was reinforced because female-female relationships were undermined, increasing 
women’s vulnerability.14  The institution of slavery evolved alongside inscriptions of power and 
gendered subordination, primarily from the sexual exploitation of female war captives; women’s 
oppression therefore antedated slavery and made it possible because women were viewed “as 
inferior beings like slaves.”15  Seymour Drescher and Stanley L. Engerman acknowledge that 
women constituted the “archetypical slave,” and David Brion Davis argues that Aristotelian theories 
meant women were treated as “domesticated or pet-like animals” so as to “ensure their dependency 
and appearance of inferiority.”16  As gendered difference was central to the development of slavery 
and powerlessness, the substantive devaluation of women became of rhetorical import. 
Since classical thought provided an important foundation for enlightenment thinkers, the 
exclusion of women and slaves anticipated the development of the woman-slave analogy.  The 
mind/body dichotomy of classical philosophy meant the capacity for rationality became gendered, 
and women were habitually relegated to the latter category.17  Socrates alone expressed the more 
nuanced idea that men and women should be assigned jobs based on individual merit rather than 
solely on sex.  Although Socrates influenced Plato’s conclusion that physical difference did not 
influence political or civic responsibility, Plato’s interpretation of marriage and private property, 
especially the idea of “private wives,” meant he could not fully view women as equal citizens.18  
Plato and Aristotle, as teacher and student, shared comparable views on the position of slaves, 
barbarians, children, and artisans, but their philosophy regarding women was divergent and 
incompatible.19  For Aristotle, slavery was part of the natural order and biological difference was 
fundamental.  The apparent emotional susceptibility of women implied a lack of sovereignty and 
the need for male rule, while the idea that females were undeveloped males was reiterated in ancient 
Greek medical texts.20  These perspectives enabled empirical observation to be transformed into 
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normalised gender hierarchy, so women’s exclusion from political and civic participation could be 
justified.  Although such beliefs continued to be of interest throughout the middle ages and early 
modern period, they gained new prominence during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  
Importantly, Aristotelian interpretations dominated enlightenment political theory and were used to 
justify rationalisations for sexual difference and proslavery thought. 
The enlightenment saw a flowering of debate about freedom and equality for all people, and 
therefore inspired the earliest women’s rights thinkers.  Where the enlightenment emphasised 
individualism, autonomy and equality, its focus on the classical mind/body dichotomy continued to 
engender exclusion.  Prior to the enlightenment, unpropertied and unprivileged classes of men had 
been thought to lack rationality – a perspective which endured in nineteenth-century transnational 
debates toward universal suffrage.  More important to this discussion is the way women’s supposed 
lack of rationality excluded them from enlightenment ideals.21  Jean Jacques Rousseau – who 
declared, “Man is born free; and everywhere he is in chains” – believed that women, endowed only 
with modesty, lacked the rationality needed for self-government.22  Indeed, rationality was central 
to the enlightenment inscription of the public and private realms.  For John Locke, the private realm 
was structured by “a master of a family with all the subordinate relations of wife, children, servants, 
and slaves, united under the domestic rule of a family[.]”23  The hierarchy of domestic rule was seen 
to create a justifiable private inequality, because political authority was viewed as artificial but 
domestic authority was natural.  For Montesquieu, “the slavery of women is perfectly conformable 
to the genius of a despotic government”; as this institution required “tranquillity” it was “absolutely 
necessary to shut up the women.”24  In spite of such blatant proclamations, historians of natural 
rights often overlook the way active and passive language shaped the gendered universalism of 
political theory.  According to Joan Wallach Scott, “the addition of Woman also implies the need to 
think differently about the whole question of rights.”25 
Enlightenment ideals were largely restricted to radical political circles during the seventeenth 
century, but political theory ensured white men were largely the beneficiaries of these 
developments.  The rhetoric of slavery versus freedom became prominent, but the enlightenment 
emphasis on gradual social change, private property, and ongoing social progress did not 
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automatically lead to abolitionism.26  Indeed, the expansion of the Atlantic Slave Trade throughout 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries generated contradictions.  The transportation of enslaved 
Africans to the English, Spanish, French, Dutch and Portuguese colonies throughout the Caribbean 
and the Americas rendered Montesquieu’s conclusion – “as all men are born equal, slavery must be 
accounted unnatural” – an exception.27  The influential treatises of Locke, Algernon Sidney and 
John Milton rhetorically contrasted slavery against freedom, but chattel slavery came to be justified 
through a hierarchy of racial difference.28  For Locke, a master should have “absolute power and 
authority over his negro slaves.”29  Innate connections therefore developed between gendered 
hierarchy, especially in Britain, and the way white women rhetorically displaced their own anxieties 
about a “sense of subjection to a cross-class patriarchal order” on the enslaved.30  As chattel slavery 
came to be understood as a racialised institution, the way women, and men, employed the slavery 
analogy was transformed. 
The foundations provided by classical philosophy meant gender became inscribed in a way 
that directly related to slavery during the enlightenment.  Rhetorically, women and slaves were 
excluded from the public sphere based on perceptions of physical and mental difference.  Yet this 
comparison gained greater cultural significance because of the way gendered hierarchy shaped 
women’s legal presence. 
Women and the Law 
Enlightenment political theory became an important influence on the development of the law, 
especially in Britain.  From the sixteenth century onwards, this had restrictive implications for the 
legal presence of women.  Importantly, the expansion of European colonies meant the gender 
distinctions that became increasingly obvious in English common law shared fundamental 
similarities throughout the Western world. 
When specific gender-based legislation expanded during the sixteenth century, it took on “a 
very specific role in the oppression of women” and facilitated exclusion from civil society through 
increasingly elaborate inscriptions of “the legal disabilities of Woman.”31  Coverture, most clearly 
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described in Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-1769), ensured 
the permanent legal minority of married women because husbands had near absolute control of their 
property and person.32  Wives could not sue or be sued without husbands being party to the suit, 
make valid wills unless husbands consented to provisions (which could be withdrawn at any time 
prior to probate), or enter contracts (except the marriage contract).  Husbands could physically 
“correct” wives, yet if a wife murdered her husband it was understood as petit treason because the 
husband was his wife’s sovereign.33  According to Nancy F. Cott, domestic hierarchy was 
characterised by the “relative privileges and duties” of husbands and wives so as to render marriage 
“a form of governance.”  Marriage qualified men to be participating members of state, so political 
order was understood to begin with the household.  This influenced private and public governance 
and representation.34  The ideological collapse between authority and governance within politics 
and the family meant the “family analogy” dominated political discourse.35 
Marital hierarchy had latent associations with the way other subordinates, including slaves 
and servants, could be chastised to engender obedience.  Not only did Blackstone’s legal 
proclamations echo Aristotle and Locke, but his discussion of marriage was interspersed between 
two other chapters: “Of Master and Servant”; “Of Husband and Wife”; and “Of Parent and Child.”36  
The legal and social dependence of all women was shaped by marital hierarchy, but the rhetorical 
and substantive distinction between women and unfree subordinates collapsed in popular cultural 
practices.  This was epitomised through “wife selling,” an English ritual described by Alan 
Macfarlane.  A woman could be “taken to a public place, perhaps with a halter round her neck,” and 
“auctioned” to the highest bidder (usually prearranged), who would “buy” her and thereby become 
her husband.  A response to stringent marriage laws, this informal and legally ambiguous practice 
became a popular way to obtain de facto divorce.  Despite the humiliation suffered by women, it 
was widely accepted as it ensured divorce and remarriage through a single act that maintained 
patriarchal authority.37  Wife selling was not simply rhetoric, but represented the actual enactment 
of the subjection of women. 
The expansion of women’s legal disabilities and gendered social hierarchies together shaped 
cultural attitudes towards women.  In response, the woman-slave analogy was used to critique the 
way marital control reached all aspects of a married woman’s legal existence, a process that will be 
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further considered in Chapter Two.  A growing awareness of these sites of oppression made it 
possible for women to question their situation in a way that was informed by these legal and 
cultural inscriptions. 
European Foundations 
The woman-slave analogy emerged in response to the way women, like slaves, were marginalised 
by enlightenment philosophy and law.  From the seventeenth century onwards, European women 
increasingly saw “their own emancipation in terms that drew on their understanding of slavery as a 
gendered institution.”38  Initially, however, slavery emerged as an analogy that critiqued marriage as 
part of a growing feminist consciousness.  These allusions to slavery were constructed through 
language associated with unfreedom rather than specific systems of enslaved labour.  As such, this 
early rhetoric was largely devoid of any specific reference to the contemporaneous colonial 
institutions of racialised chattel slavery. 
Karen Offen explores the way seventeenth-century French novelists, later labelled Les 
Précieuses, viewed women’s experience of marriage as analogous to slavery.  In the novels of 
Madeleine de Scudéry, marriage was positioned as “a trap that would provide a woman only with a 
master, rather than a lover or partner; she herself remained single.”  These early references to the 
slavery analogy therefore remained abstract because they did not allude to actual institutions of 
chattel slavery or actually enslaved individuals of any race.  Some de Scudéry’s novels were set 
amongst ancient slaveholding cultures, but the connection between rhetorical slavery and historical 
bondage was not emphasised.39  Another novelist, the abbé Michel de Pure, similarly denounced 
marriage: “Is there a tyranny in the world more cruel, more severe, more insupportable than that of 
these chains which endure to the tomb?”40  These writers used the slavery analogy to condemn 
women’s powerlessness in selecting romantic partners and the consequent subjection they 
experienced in marriage, but did not engage in the references to chattel slavery, enslaved 
individuals or racial hierarchy that would emerge elsewhere. 
Some seventeenth-century British women writers presented similar rhetorical visions of 
marriage at the same time as using the slavery analogy to promote women’s education.  A nascent 
feminist consciousness emerged among prominent women during the English Civil War (1642-
1651), when power, liberty, and slavery became subjects of public debate.41  Playwright Margaret 
Cavendish, the Duchess of Newcastle, claimed that men were “made for Liberty, and Women for 
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slavery”; men “usurped a supremacy to themselves” which they maintained through a “tyrannical 
government” that rendered women “more and more enslaved.”42  Other English plays, such as 
Frances Boothby’s Marcelia (1670) and John Dryden’s Tyrannick Love, or The Royal Martyr 
(1670) and Aureng-Zebe (1675), invoked the slavery analogy to explore themes of love, sex and 
valour.43  Later, Oliver Goldsmith’s She Stoops to Conquer (1773) contemplated how women could 
manipulatively use femininity to gain power during courtship, a comedic representation which 
suggested an appearance of submissiveness could conceal a cunning and devious mind.44  Mary 
Astell and Catherine Macaulay also employ the slavery analogy to discuss women’s education.45  
Yet this rhetorical strategy enabled Astell in particular to engender a broader critique of women’s 
oppression.  Astell questioned why women should be “born in Slavery,” only to receive an “ill 
Education and unequal Marriage” that meant they became “yok’d for Life” to the “Will and 
Pleasure of an absolute Lord and Master” in her Reflections (1700).46  Although Astell accepted 
Locke’s division between the family and the state, her political philosophy argued that tyranny 
should be undesirable in both contexts.47  Overall, the abstract slavery analogy was used to critique 
the oppression and dependence that resulted from marriage or a lack of education, or conversely to 
explain feelings of love, but it remained distinct from the more direct associations that would be 
made with colonial slavery. 
Increasingly, the interaction between Europe and its colonies influenced rhetorical allusions to 
slavery.  The slavery analogy became less abstract when European writers could make reference to 
chattel slavery, an institution based around the concept of a racial other.  Early references were 
alternately structured by allusions to indigenous populations in the colonies or the “poor African,” 
and later to Eastern harems, but were not necessarily buttressed by descriptions of the specific 
aspects of chattel slavery as an institution.  For example, French explorers and commentators on the 
West Indies employed the slavery analogy to describe the gender relations among indigenous 
peoples (les sauvages).  An 1667 report by Dominican father Jean-Baptiste du Terte maintained that 
“the wives of the savages are rather the slaves than the partners of their husbands[.]”48  This direct 
slavery analogy soon emerged beyond the European colonies and in Europe itself, thus influencing 
the process whereby the woman-slave analogy gained racial overtones throughout Europe. 
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As the slavery analogy was increasingly appropriated for feminist purposes, the definition of 
slavery broadened so as to give the word new meanings.  Yet slavery already had multiple 
meanings – indeed, it was widely understood as a euphemism for oppression.  So, this process 
really clarified the meanings attributed to slavery.  From about 1670, British women increasingly 
looked toward the slaves in European colonies to secure “political self-empowerment” through a 
form of antislavery rhetoric Moira Ferguson describes as “Anglo-Africanism.”  A popular dialogue 
surrounding slavery and race, Anglo-Africanism was “a colonialist discourse about slavery that 
unwittingly intensified negative attitudes toward Africans in general and slaves in particular.”  As 
British women mediated an “unconscious sense of social invalidation, through representations of 
the colonial other,” the enslaved became objectified, marginalised, silenced, pitied and controlled.49  
This antislavery rhetoric critiqued colonial slavery, but it more clearly expressed women’s 
dissatisfaction in a patriarchal society.  By 1790, therefore, the meaning of “slavery” encompassed 
“the recognition, implied or explicit, of connexions between colonial slavery and constant sexual 
abuse.”50  Forthwith, allusions to the “poor African” proliferated, but this rhetorical shift was not 
absolute.  The slavery analogy continued to be employed in abstract ways as well as with direct 
reference to racialised institutions of chattel slavery. 
Mary Wollstonecraft made important contributions to the transformation of this rhetoric.  An 
early novel, Mary: A Fiction (1788) articulated the prevailing and comparatively abstract 
interpretation of marriage, where “marriage was a form of slavery; wives were slaves to 
husbands.”51  Her posthumous publication, Maria; or, The Wrongs of Woman, A Fragment (1798), 
returned to these themes: “Was not the world a vast prison, and women born slaves?”52  In the 
interim, however, Wollstonecraft came to see greater possibilities and wider rhetorical foundations 
for the slavery analogy.  It could be used to interrogate more than just women’s experience of 
matrimony. 
Against the background of the French Revolution, Wollstonecraft published A Vindication of 
the Rights of Men (1790), closely followed by A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792).  These 
writings emphasised Wollstonecraft’s endorsement of the “principle of universal rights,” even 
though such rights were not yet universally available to men or women.53  Wollstonecraft 
challenged women’s purported lack of rationality by articulating that reason should dominate all 
aspects of life, thus demonstrating her “rejection of oppression in general, regardless of its specific 
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form.”54  The slavery analogy was central to Wollstonecraft’s rhetorical rejection of oppression.  A 
Vindication of the Rights of Woman posited that women “may be convenient slaves, but slavery will 
have its constant effect, degrading the master and the abject dependent.”  Wollstonecraft largely 
framed the political and social aspects of women’s oppression through the abstract slavery analogy.  
“Many are the causes,” she continued, that contributed to women’s oppression, from love and 
marriage, to education, dependence, fashion, and politics; she used the slavery analogy to critique 
each theme.  Yet direct comparisons with colonial slavery, as well as a focus on the Eastern harem, 
also transpired.  Wollstonecraft spoke of the “husband who lords it in his little harem,” and asked: 
“Is one half of the human species, like the poor African slaves, to be subject to prejudices that 
brutalise them[?]”55  Wollstonecraft condones neither site of oppression, but nor does she claim that 
white women’s oppression is worse than enslavement or confinement to the harem.  The process of 
using “harem-based slavery in conjunction with denotations of colonial slavery” to frame a rhetoric 
of women’s rights meant she became “a political pioneer, fundamentally altering the definition of 
rights and paving the way for a much wider cultural dialogue.”56  At the same time, Wollstonecraft 
presented a nascent, if flawed, expression intersectionality. 
Colonial slavery became an increasingly prevalent analogy for women’s oppression, but it 
was often framed in a way that discouraged white women’s self-identification with the enslaved.  
The Sierra Leone travel diary of Anna Maria Falconbridge proves an exception, likely because her 
actual opportunity to interact with Africans.  Her Narrative of Two Voyages to the River Sierra 
Leone (1794), which discussed the slave trade at length, described how Falconbridge navigated her 
experience of being an Englishwoman in an African colony.57  Unlike other late eighteenth-century 
travel writing, Falconbridge’s Narrative belied a desire to measure racial and sexual difference with 
an overarching emphasis on class.58  Following Wollstonecraft, this impulse to understand the 
symbiotic connections between gender, race and class represented a very brief glimpse of 
intersectionality, even though this impulse was tempered by other forces.  Indeed, Falconbridge, 
like other women travel writers between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, acted as an 
arbiter of colonialism in a way that impeded interracial gender identification.59  Overall, however, 
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the geographical remoteness of colonial slavery largely negated direct self-identification with the 
enslaved subject, as few British women had the opportunity for colonial encounters. 
A parallel rhetorical focus on abstract and direct colonial invocations of slavery continued in 
the late-eighteenth century.  When French women challenged the “Liberté, égalité, fraternité ” 
rhetoric which characterised the French Revolution, they largely returned to the abstract references 
which sometimes hinged on allusions to colonial slavery.  In response to the Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and the Male Citizen (1789), Olympe de Gouges’s Declaration of the Rights of 
Woman and the Female Citizen (1791) challenged the notion of “fraternité ” by using “the imagery 
of breaking chains – and equal rights.”60  Although de Gouges sought to extend the rights of man to 
women, she also sought to instigate a separate discussion to address the rights of women.61  “What 
advantage have you received from the Revolution?” de Gouges’ Declaration asked: 
Woman, wake up; … discover your rights. …  Enslaved man has multiplied his strength 
and needs recourse to yours to break his chains.  Having become free, he has become 
unjust to his companion.62 
Without any direct reference to colonial slavery, de Gouges simply used the language associated 
with slavery.  Yet Scott argues that such rhetoric demonstrated how de Gouges’ saw the “situation 
of women and blacks” as more than an “analogy between two groups deprived of liberty” because 
of the way physical difference was used to justify political exclusion.63  An antislavery reading can 
be justified, because de Gouge’s Declaration followed the publication of her antislavery play, 
L’Esclavage des Noirs [The Slavery of the Blacks] (1792).  Her abolitionism and women’s rights 
philosophy seemingly informed each other. 
Gregory S. Brown illustrates how de Gouges’ writings constituted more than a coherent 
feminist-abolitionist worldview: they exemplified the complexities of cultural production in the 
heightened atmosphere of the late-ancien régime.  From its initial 1784 conceptualisation for the 
Comedie française stage as Zamore et Mirza, ou l’Heureux naufrage [Zamore and Mizra, or the 
Happy Shipwreck] to its 1792 final (second draft) version, the play transformed from a subdued 
narrative of “oriental” slaves to an outright antislavery narrative recounting the escape of “negro” 
slaves.  This process was not purely opportunistic “abolitionism,” but instead represented de 
Gouges’ “deliberate self-fashionings” prior to the French Revolution.64  The rhetoric in de Gouges’ 
Declaration de Gouge followed that of her French literary predecessors by emphasising how 
women experienced “perpetual male tyranny,” concluding that “Marriage is the tomb of trust and 
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love.”65  Like Wollstonecraft, de Gouges’ oeuvre revealed how the abstract slavery analogy could 
culturally coexist with an antislavery ethos and awareness of the exploitations of colonial slavery. 
Figure 2. William Blake, “Europe Supported by Africa and America” (1796).66 
Andrew McInnes cites Wollstonecraft’s death moment of “feminism in crisis” at the end of 
the eighteenth century, but this did not result in the disappearance of the rhetorical processes she 
and her contemporaries championed.67  If anything, the woman-slave analogy arose in more varying 
contexts throughout the eighteenth century.  The visual even interacted with those rhetorical 
moments of intersectionality, thus presenting a collective acknowledgement of women’s 
oppression.  William Blake’s engraving, “Europe Supported by Africa and America” (1796), 
showed how racial and gender oppression could be placed side by side to equally acknowledge both 
sites of exploitation (see Figure 2).  Saree Makdisi observes how Blake presented all continents and 
all peoples as “equally subject to the same forces of oppression,” together awaiting freedom and 
deliverance.68  Rhetoric which specifically hinged on an awareness of colonial slavery gained 
further prominence amongst moral reformers.  A 1799 pamphlet against prostitution considered the 
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“sorrows of the enslaved negro” to question if the “bosom of the unhappy girl” were any “less 
tender than that of the swarthy savage?”69  A growing emphasis on colonial slavery developed 
alongside the emergence of the British antislavery movement. 
The British antislavery movement largely accepted the contribution of women as 
uncontroversial because the suffering of enslaved women helped justify their involvement.70  
However, Claire Midgley proposes that the lack of contention surrounding women’s participation 
may have in fact impeded the transatlantic development of a feminist consciousness.  One of the 
ways women’s contribution was undermined was by the rhetorical devaluation of their reform work.  
At an 1834 antislavery celebration, which combined a men’s reception for the first anniversary of 
Emancipation Day (August 1, following British abolition in 1833) and a wedding, a male 
abolitionist toasted that reformer Priscilla Buxton “might long rejoice in the fetters put on that day 
as well as over those which she had assisted to break.”71  The comparisons British abolitionists 
made between marriage and slavery illustrated how anxieties surrounding gender, slavery and race 
could, following slave emancipation, encouraged a focus on the experience of white women. 
The analogy between women and slaves continued alongside comparisons between British 
wage labour and slavery.72  Thomas Hood’s landmark poem, “The Song of the Shirt” (1843), 
published anonymously in Punch, gendered the discussion of labour in its exposure of the 
exploitation experienced by seamstresses.  Earlier that year, the Pictorial Times considered similar 
content.  “Slaves of the Needle” (May 1843) maintained that London had “fifteenth thousand girls 
and young women doomed to daily slavery” and the “milliner slave feels her bonds the heaviest,” 
and was soon followed by images depicting “The Horrors of Negro Slavery” (June 1843).73  When 
the “Song” appeared in December, a conceptual framework existed wherein slavery could be used 
as a euphemism for women’s labour exploitation as well as a distant system of slavery: 
With fingers weary and worn, 
With eyelids heavy and red, 
A woman sat, in unwomanly rags, 
Plying her needle and thread – 
Stich! stitch! stitch! 
In poverty, hunger, and dirt, 
And still with a voice of dolorous pitch 
She sang the “Song of the Shirt.” 
“Work! work! work! 
While the cock is crowing aloof! 
And work – work – work, 
Till the stars shine through the roof! 
It’s Oh! to be a slave 
Along with the barbarous Turk, 
Where woman has never a soul to save 
If this is Christian work![”]74 
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According to Lori Merish, the “Song” cast the monotonous labour of seamstresses as “both 
imprisonment and enslavement.”75  It also inspired myriad artworks, imagery and literature, such as 
George W.M. Reynolds, The Seamstress; or, the White Slave of England (1853).76  Yet the poem 
deployed the slavery analogy not with reference to colonial slavery, but to a different racial “other.” 
An orientalist essentialisation of the racial other often accompanied use of the woman-slave 
analogy.  The framework that Edward Said describes as orientalism developed alongside the 
expansion of European empires throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Since 
nineteenth-century representations of sexual identity relied on cultural and racial differences to 
construct “sex” and “race” as categories, structural connections were based on power relations of 
domination and subordination.77  These discourses shaped the Eastern encounters of European 
women, which, due to geographic proximity, were more frequent than colonial travel.  When 
Englishwomen visited Egyptian harems, their interpretation the “sexual slavery” of Eastern women 
provoked anxieties about their own position in English society.78  An oriental vision of the woman-
slave analogy also found literary expression in novels such as Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre 
(1847).79  This meant that British reformers did not just rely on “a univocal white woman-black 
male slave analogy,” but rather “a ‘triple discourse’ of slavery.”  Comparisons could sometimes 
refer to African slaves in British colonies (including North America), at other times to “women 
enslaved in the ‘despotic’ ‘oriental’ harem,” and still otherwise to the “ill-treatment of women in 
‘savage’ societies.”80 
In making allusions toward many sites of subjugation, European women sometimes engaged 
with a certain appreciation for different forms of oppression.  The way Harriet Martineau, an 
English reformer and travel writer, brought a transnational perspective to her reform endeavours 
helped shaped such awareness.  In an 1847 letter, later published in the American antislavery 
fundraising booklet The Liberty Bell, Martineau expressed her belief that she had “seen the last I 
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should ever see of Slavery” upon leaving the United States, but was surprised when she “next saw 
Slavery in a hareem at Cairo.”  Martineau recognised the difference between chattel slavery and the 
Egyptian harem – indeed, she viewed the latter as “more favourable” – but classified “much of the 
Slavery of the East [a]s owing to the institution of polygamy.”81  In her delineation of different 
forms of slavery, or what can be better understood as different forms of oppression, Martineau 
courted intersectionality to conclude that many sites of oppression indeed existed. 
For Falconbridge and Martineau, the ability to travel and observe the hierarchical social 
structures which exploited the enslaved enabled a glimpse of intersectional awareness.  With the 
gradual abolition of the Atlantic slave trade and colonial slavery, however, the issue of chattel 
slavery became less divisive and a rhetorical return to the abstract slavery analogy transpired.  The 
Slavery Abolition Act (1833) meant colonial slavery became less contentious in Britain, but the 
continued exploitation of ex-slaves under the apprenticeship system was less contentious.82  
Another issue, women’s suffrage, concurrently became more controversial.  Alongside the many 
transnational “emancipatory initiatives” of 1848, the revolutionary ferment in Europe initiated 
political discussions that encouraged reconsiderations of women’s suffrage.83  “There are no slaves 
in France” – an assertion upon which the country prided itself – underwent challenge because 
women were excluded from universal suffrage.84  German women also explored the concept of 
“frauenemancipation.”  Following the 1848 March Revolution, Louise Otto printed a “Call to 
German Women and Girls for the Establishment of a True Female Emancipation” (1849).85  The 
rhetoric of the American Seneca Falls Women’s Rights Convention of 1848 will be considered in 
Chapter Four.  The transatlantic abolition of slavery enabled the slavery analogy to be to formulate 
a critique of women’s oppression, but largely without reference to colonial slavery or race. 
Later British reformers similarly used the slavery analogy without explicit reference to earlier 
institutions of colonial slavery.  John Stuart Mill’s The Subjection of Women (1869) extended the 
principles of liberalism to women by critiquing the way political and social structures denied them 
rationality and autonomy.86  As the “subjection of women to men” was a “universal custom,” Mill 
contended, any transformation of women’s social status appeared anachronistic.  Mill concluded 
that the “master and slave” or “master and servant” relationship between husband and wife rendered 
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women “willing” rather than “forced” slaves.87  Not only was this interpretation of marriage evident 
in Mill’s other writings, including his speech for the Reform Bill of 1867, but it shared striking 
similarities with philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s description of the master-slave 
relationship in The Phenomenology of Mind (1807).88 
Other British commentators used the slavery analogy to critique marriage even as they 
rejected other women’s rights imperatives.  Journalist and anti-suffragist Eliza Lynn Linton 
supported marriage law reform, concluding that “the revolt of women against the undue power of 
their husbands, against the virtual slavery of marriage, has not been without cause.”89  Satirical 
comment on women’s lack of autonomy also invoked many of the aforementioned themes: 
How wretched is a Woman’s Fate,  
No happy Change her Fortune knows;  
Subject to Man in every State, 
How can she then be free from Woes? 
In Youth a Father’s stern Commands, 
And jealous Eyes control her Will; 
A Lordly Brother watchful stands 
To keep her closer Captive still. 
The Tyrant Husband next appears, 
With awful and contracted Brow; 
No more a Lover’s Form he wears, 
Her Slave’s become her Sov’reign now. 
If from this fatal Bondage free. 
And not by Marriage Chains confin’d, 
She, blest with single Life, can see 
A Parent fond, a Brother kind. … 
O, cruel Powers, since you’ve design’d 
That Man, vain Man, shou’d bear the sway,  
To a Slave’s Fetters add a slavish Mind, 
That I may cheerfully your Will obey.90 
Prior to the expansion of colonial slavery, the abstract slavery analogy was used to critique 
women’s oppression, particularly in marriage.  But following the gradual emancipation of slaves 
throughout the Western world, the ongoing use of this abstract rhetoric was not so straightforward.  
Increasingly, the abstract slavery analogy worked solely to draw attention to white women’s 
oppression, and less so to that of chattel slaves and other marginalised racial groups. 
In Europe, enlightenment political theory created the ideological space for the slavery analogy 
to be employed to critique women’s experience of love and marriage, as well as their lack of 
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education.  As colonial slavery became more culturally dominant, writers engaged with direct 
colonial comparisons to give weight to this rhetoric.  This impetus extended as white women 
experienced direct engagement with colonised or racially diverse groups, and these were the 
interactions that were most likely to result in the fledgling expression of intersectionality.  But the 
voices of the enslaved were overwhelmingly conspicuous due to their absence.  Even so, this 
rhetoric was not monolithic: sometimes writers referred solely to white women while others drew 
attention to the oppression of all women and, indeed, other oppressed groups.  Yet the colonial 
endeavour meant that Europe was defined by an absence of chattel slavery in its midst.  The 
situation was vastly different in the Americas. 
American Foundations 
The colonies of North America were effectively outposts of British political and cultural values, so 
legal, religious and family structures largely maintained continuity.  The doctrine of coverture 
remained central to women’s experience, and racial hierarchy was gradually inscribed as chattel 
slavery expanded throughout the eighteenth century.  As a result, the cultural heritage of European 
settlers, along with the presence of chattel slavery, meant a more insistent rhetorical comparison 
between women and slaves emerged in the American colonies. 
The persistence of social and marital hierarchy was based on a Christian interpretation of 
matrimonial headship.  The husband was seen as the head of the wife as Christ was head of the 
church.91  “In every lawful thing she submits her Will and Sense to his … she acts as if there were 
but one Mind in Two Bodies,” Cotton Mather’s widely read treatise Ornaments to the Daughters of 
Zion (1692) instructed.92  These principles extended beyond marriage.  Massachusetts Puritan 
minister John Cotton in 1663 further demonstrated that while “Male and Female Bond and Free” 
were welcomed into the church, “Women and Servants” were “not reckoned” to be “capable of 
Voting in the choice of Magistrates[.]”93  As New England Puritans inscribed patriarchal authority 
through religious tenets and land tenure patterns, women’s public and political presence was both 
limited and discouraged.94  Still, the dearth of feminist literature in early America can be attributed 
to the relatively greater opportunities afforded colonial women, the lack of female education, and, 
comparatively, the European “cultural maturity” which produced a burgeoning feminist 
consciousness.95 
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Some colonial women offered a fledgling critique of chattel slavery that emanated from an 
awareness of gendered oppression.  Phillis Wheatley, an African ex-slave, was one of the only 
eighteenth-century enslaved women to have her writings published.  Not only did the relationship 
between slavery and gender shape Wheatley’s poetry, but it also shaped her own experience.96  Her 
writings gained significance in colonial America and beyond.  In 1773, Wheatley wrote a poem to 
the British Earl of Dartmouth: 
Should you, my lord, while you peruse my song, 
Wonder from whence my love of Freedom sprung, … 
I, young in life, by seeming cruel fate, 
Was snatched from Afric’s fancied happy seat: … 
Such, such my case.  And Can I then but pray 
Others may never feel tyrannic sway?97 
This awareness of the intersection between chattel slavery, freedom and gender was rare and 
exceptional during the 1770s.  As an ex-slave woman, Wheatley’s expression of her own experience 
anticipated the nineteenth-century significance of this rhetorical framework in the United States. 
The American Revolution brought about radical democratic changes in a way that realised 
some enlightenment ideals.  If, as recent historians argue, this conflict was neither homogenous nor 
universally supported, the rhetoric of liberty versus tyranny remained as important to the patriots as 
it did to the later cultural memory of the Revolution.98  For nineteenth-century historian Moses Coit 
Tyler, the Revolution was based “not against tyranny inflicted, but only against tyranny 
anticipated.”99  One response to revolutionary ideals was the gradual abolition of chattel slavery in 
the northern states during the late eighteenth century, while a broader abolitionist commitment 
emerged in the transatlantic antislavery connections of Quakers.100  Although the Declaration of 
Independence (1776) – “THE FOUNDING DOCUMENT” – became the “American Enlightenment’s 
equivalent to sacred scripture,” it was later criticised by antebellum antislavery and women’s rights 
reformers because it sanctioned chattel slavery and systematically excluded women.101 
As social and political hierarchy continued when the United States became an independent 
nation, revolutionary rhetoric provided the foundations for an abstract slavery analogy to slowly 
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emerge in critique of women’s oppression.  This abstract rhetoric did not reference chattel slavery, 
but appropriated revolutionary rhetoric and the language of despotism and unfreedom to describe 
women’s oppression.  The discourse of “republican motherhood” only encouraged women’s 
indirect political participation through the cultivation of patriotic children, even as it promoted 
women’s education.102  In this framework, prominent women such as Abigail Adams and Hannah 
Lee Corbin employed the slavery analogy to discuss women’s (sometimes qualified) suffrage in 
correspondence with their political kin, John Adams and Richard Henry Lee.103  In 1790, Judith 
Sargent Murray asserted that “woman’s form” should not denote a “weak, a servile, an inferior 
soul;” with “soul unfetter’d” and education “to no sex confined,” women could have the same 
intellectual potential as the “lordly sex” because “nature with equality imparts / And noble passions, 
swell e’en female hearts.”104  The ongoing influence of revolutionary rhetoric meant these 
American allusions to slavery did not yet dwell upon references to chattel slavery.  In 1795, the 
Philadelphia Minerva published a poem: 
GOD save each Female’s 
right, 
Show to her ravish’d fight 
Woman is Free; 
Let Freedom’s voice prevail, 
And draw aside the vale [sic], 
Supreme Indulgence hail. 
Sweet liberty. ... 
Think of the cruel chain, 
Endure no more the pain 
of slavery: – 
Why should a tyrant bid; 
Her providence assign’d 
Her soul to be confin’d, 
Is not her gentile mind 
By virtue led? ... 
A voice re-echoing round, 
With joyful accents found, 
“Woman is Free; 
Assert the noble claim, 
All selfish arts disdain;” 
Hark how the note 
proclaim, 
“Woman is Free!”105 
From the beginning of American nationhood, dissenting women’s voices critiqued the 
marginalisation of women in a paradigm of slavery versus freedom.  But the presence of chattel 
slavery in the United States complicated even such abstract references, and increasingly shaped the 
nineteenth-century development of the woman-slave analogy. 
By the early nineteenth century, the growing resonance of the slavery analogy can be 
attributed to the cultural prominence of antebellum debates surrounding slavery and antislavery.  Its 
prevalence hereafter it is more useful to understand this rhetoric not in terms of a slavery analogy, 
but as discourses of slavery.  According to Eric Foner, the idea of slavery gained especial 
significance in the United States due to the “immediate reality” of chattel slavery and an emerging 
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awareness that wage earners, among others, were “somehow less than fully free.”106  Historians 
have come to appreciate the shades of freedom that existed in early America, and demonstrate how 
dependence was conceptualised as specific to women and racial minorities.107  Carol Wilson and 
Calvin D. Wilson propose that “the line between black and white, slave and free, was not as well 
defined as we have assumed.”108  While this analysis has been extended to indentured servitude, 
labour, and sexual exploitation, it has not impelled a reconsideration of the rhetorical development 
of the woman-slave analogy.  Beyond the situation of chattel slaves, the antebellum era witnessed a 
growing realisation that different forms of oppression and exploitation existed – and often 
intersected.  As many nineteenth-century Americans viewed women’s experience as one such site 
of oppression, this framework constitutes a methodological departure for consideration of the 
woman-slave analogy. 
As the woman-slave analogy became more rhetorically pervasive in the United States, an 
increasing reliance on comparisons with chattel slavery transpired.  Enlightenment philosophy 
constituted a prelude to transatlantic antislavery and women’s rights movements, and while the 
antislavery movement also played an important role in shaping an American feminist 
consciousness, it is necessary to acknowledge that women’s rights had broader foundations than 
simply abolitionism.109  Although qualified women’s suffrage was briefly granted by some northern 
states at the end of the eighteenth century, the expansion of the market economy, the ideal of 
domesticity and the ultimate repeal of women’s suffrage impelled greater gender awareness 
amongst American women.110  Overall, the woman-slave analogy gained even greater immediacy in 
a nation that continued to disempower women whilst condoning chattel slavery. 
The rhetorical intensification of the woman-slave analogy must be attributed to American 
women’s involvement in the antislavery movement during the 1830s.  In 1831, Elizabeth Margaret 
Chandler’s article, “Mental Metempsychosis,” a title which signified the passage of the soul at 
death into another body, encouraged intellectual, imaginative and bodily identification with the 
enslaved.  Not only did this process resemble the sensuality of contemporaneous religious practices, 
but it also represented a departure from a rhetorical focus on the “poor African” to a more corporeal 
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imaginative engagement with chattel slavery.111  Chandler specifically encouraged abolitionists and 
their audiences to “imagine themselves for a few moments” in the slave’s “very circumstances, to 
enter into his feelings, comprehend all his wretchedness, transform themselves mentally into his 
very self,” so as to elicit “compassion.”  Asking abolitionists to “let the fetter lie” with “weight 
upon their wrists,” Chandler particularly inspired women reformers to exercise this practice so as to 
engender understanding and empathy toward the enslaved.112  The expansion and growing 
economic importance of chattel slavery led to a more assertive defence of the institution, but it also 
encouraged a more intimate expression of antislavery awareness.  Thus, connections based on a 
common understanding of suffering could at once subvert and bolster racial hierarchy.113  Chandler 
specifically encouraged women to “remember” the “oppression” of enslaved women, and asked: 
“When woman’s heart is bleeding, / Shall woman’s voice be hush’d?”114  These injunctions helped 
shape a reform consciousness wherein women’s antislavery involvement was predicated on self-
identification with the enslaved. 
A heightened awareness of the immediacy of American chattel slavery encouraged more 
direct engagement with discourses of slavery, and mental metempsychosis was widely adopted by 
antislavery reformers.  Meditating alone with God, Abby Kelley transcribed her very direct 
experience of identification: 
When I … become myself the slave – … I feel the fetters wearing away the flesh and 
grating on my bare ankle bone, … the naked cords of my neck shrinking away from the 
rough edge of the iron collar, … my flesh quivers beneath the lash, till, in anguish, I feel 
portions of it cut from my back; … I see my aged and feeble mother driven away and 
scourged, and then the brutish and drunken overseer lay his ferocious grasp upon the 
person of my sister and drag her to his den of pollutions[.] 
During such episodes of self-hypnosis, biographer Dorothy Sterling suggests that Kelley actually 
became the slave and identified with the physical and emotional degradation of the institution.115  In 
the process, however, white and middle-class abolitionist women were prone to ignore the crucial 
differences that shaped both race and class.116  The “Personal Narratives” section of American 
Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses (1839) revealed Angelina Grimké’s physical 
and emotional identification with the enslaved, and she recalled her response when listening to 
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stories of violence and abuse: “I felt as if I was passing the precincts of hell.”117  The impulse 
toward corporeal identification was not limited to personal reflection.  During public addresses, 
white abolitionists often encouraged their audiences to imagine entering the enslaved body “to 
‘excite’ themselves and each other,” sometimes gesturing to the ex-slaves that accompanied them 
on the platform to incite activism.118  In what could have been an example of this action, Susan B. 
Anthony asked her audience: “[C]ould we but feel for the slaves, … and love him as ourself, … 
how easy would be the task of converting us all to abolitionism.”119  Unlike the associations 
generated through the earlier mobilisation of the abstract slavery analogy, these strategies resulted 
in a more heightened and direct relationship between reformers and their imagined idea of what it 
was like to be enslaved. 
The operation of mental metempsychosis was prone to asymmetry, but the process whereby 
reformers used discourses of slavery to foster awareness of women’s oppression still recognised the 
fundamental exploitation of chattel slavery.  Certainly, the rhetorical focus was problematic because 
it was inherently imbalanced.  Jean Fagan Yellin suggests that viewing slavery through the 
paradigm of gender identity challenged ideologies of racism, but also overlooked the inherent 
differences between the situation of free and enslaved women.120  Even so, this rhetoric constituted 
an attempt toward intersectionality because it approached the exploitation of women and slaves in a 
way that acknowledged many sites of oppression.  For Grimké, women’s rights should be “a part of 
the great doctrine of Human Rights,” while Ernestine L. Rose repeatedly invoked her personal 
refrain: “I go for the recognition of human rights, without distinction of sect, party, sex, or 
colour.”121  In promoting antislavery, reformers concurrently employed culturally familiar 
discourses of slavery to frame the oppression of women as well as the oppression of the enslaved.  
In the process, they tried – and often failed – to look beyond their own situation and find more 
enduring points of intersection with the oppression of other groups. 
In the United States, the key scholarly critique of this rhetoric coalesces around the 
purported insincerity of the “sisterhood” between white and black women.  Shirley J. Yee questions 
the degree to which white reform women were able to transcend racism and understand the 
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concerns of minority groups, especially because they often referred to the enslaved only “as a handy 
rhetorical device.”122  An important corollary to this argument, therefore, is that examples of self-
hypnosis and rhetorical self-identification with the enslaved were not limited to white women 
abolitionists.  In 1832, Sarah Mapps Douglass addressed an African American group, the Female 
Literary Society of Philadelphia: 
My Friends – My sisters: How important is the occasion for which we have assembled 
… to stir up in the bosom of each … [a] feeling of deep sympathy for our brethren and 
sisters, who are … held in bondage the most cruel and degrading – to make their cause 
our own!123 
Differences emerged between the rhetoric of black and white women, but it is clear that a variety of 
women practiced mental metempsychosis to promote self-identification with the enslaved.  
According to Gay Gibson Cima, the increasingly stringent laws upon free blacks in the North led 
Douglass to realise her own embodied vulnerability.124  Although Douglass was not a slave, but a 
free black woman, she, too, was inspired to link her own body with that of the slave: “I saw his iron 
hand stretched forth to seize me as his prey, and the cause of the slave became my own.”125  This 
contrasted with Chandler’s insistence that individuals imaginatively inhabit the enslaved body to 
feel empathy.  Douglass emphasised self-sympathy first, a self-awareness that could generate 
acknowledgment of a shared body with the enslaved, and so belied a more profound awareness of 
her separateness – but also connectedness – with the enslaved body.126  Since it was possible for 
black and white reformers to engage with mental metempsychosis in ways that could appreciate 
multiple sites of oppression, so too could rhetorical engagement with the woman-slave analogy. 
By looking beyond abolitionism, it becomes clear that the woman-slave analogy was not an 
antebellum cultural anomaly.  In fact, slavery was more broadly used as a euphemism for 
oppression.  The relationality between lived experience and rhetorical flourish influenced the way 
discourses of slavery were applied amongst reformers.  Both abstract and direct discourses of 
slavery informed health reform and temperance.  “There is no slavery of the body and mind equal to 
that of the opium taker,” the Water-Cure Journal maintained in 1845.127  Amelia Bloomer viewed 
“the Slave [as] a happy man compared with the drunkard,” while Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s 
Sowing and Reaping (1877) imagined the need for alcohol and subsequent drunkenness through 
discourses of slavery.128  The acknowledgement that there were many forms of slavery – of 
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oppression – ensured allusions to slavery did not only reference the institution that shaped southern 
agricultural labour forces, even though the idea of chattel slavery was constantly a latent 
connotation.  Increasingly, references to slavery were used to justify a variety of reforms.  In 1859, 
Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck declared: “[W]e hate slavery – hate it in all its forms – hate it when it 
enslaves man or woman, or when they enslave themselves to passions, appetite, fashion, or aught 
that degrades their highest man or womanhood.”129  In this context, however, the exploitative way 
in which the woman-slave analogy could be used to focus on white women at the expense of black 
women meant it remained the most contentious incarnation of this rhetoric. 
It was in this context that reformers felt the need to justify their use of the woman-slave 
analogy, thus suggesting both unease with and commitment to this rhetoric.  Many early women’s 
rights reformers were active abolitionists, so their personal experiences and awareness of mental 
metempsychosis informed their rhetoric.  Lydia Maria Child found the “comparison between 
women and the coloured race … striking,” concluding that both groups were defined by “affection 
more than intellect”; their “tendency to submission” meant they could be “kept in subjection by 
physical force, and considered rather in the light of property, than as individuals.”130  Other 
reformers approached this rhetoric with more caution.  When Frederick Douglass spoke in 
Glasgow, Scotland, in 1846, the ex-slave and reformer problematised the way discourses of slavery 
were frequently appropriated to describe workers and women.  In response to the comparison 
between London’s supposed wage slaves and chattel slaves, Douglass did not “dispute the existence 
of much misery and suffering,” but “denied that they had slavery” in Britain: 
What was slavery? …  Let one who has experienced it in his own person tell … the 
difference between American slavery and what, by the misuse of the term, was called 
slavery in this country. 
Douglass further emphasised that disenfranchisement was not slavery, “otherwise all women were 
slaves, because they [are] universally deprived of this right.”  Slavery, Douglass concluded, was 
“the mark of the slave-driver’s lash,” “to be bought and sold in the market,” and to have “all the 
powers of the mind of a man” but nonetheless be considered property.131  In spite of the way he 
absolutely refuted the appropriation of discourses of slavery, he did not abandon the comparison 
altogether.  Later, in 1852, Douglass stated: “It is well said by some one, ‘as woman was the first, 
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so will she be the last slave.’  May God speed the day of universal emancipation!”132  In turn, less 
prominent reformers were inspired by their famous colleagues and extrapolated on this rhetoric 
through the equally elaborate explanations that proliferated in reform periodicals. 
The inherent contradictions in the ideological underpinnings of the woman-slave analogy 
meant it was simultaneously appropriated by competing groups.  According to Nancy Leys Stepan, 
nineteenth-century pseudoscientific research was shaped by the perception that the characteristics of 
women and slaves were innate.  Consequently, male scientists expanded the analogy between race 
and gender to validate the inferiority of both groups.133  In these instances, any attempt toward 
intersectionality was undermined because invidious distinctions between white men and the 
analogised groups, rather than an overarching sense of common cause, were at the heart of the 
comparison.  Similarly, proslavery southerners and politicians used variations upon the woman-
slave analogy to reinscribe domestic ideology and social hierarchy.134  When compared with the 
rhetoric of reformers who sought to ameliorate interdependent oppressions, scientists and 
proslavery ideologues sought to reinforce these sites of social and political subordination. 
There was also dispute amongst reformers about the value of the woman-slave analogy, and 
these discussions often belied an attitude of white supremacy.  Paulina Wright Davis questioned 
how any “analogy” with African Americans – purportedly the “most hated and despised race on 
earth” – could be an effective women’s rights strategy, but still advocated this rhetoric because it 
could “startle some who sleep” and encourage “woman to feel her degradation[.]”135  Other 
reformers condemned this rhetoric even more stridently, but they, too, sometimes courted 
intersectionality.  Jane Grey Swisshelm proclaimed: 
The women of this glorious Republic are sufficiently oppressed without linking their 
course to that of the slave.  The slave is sufficiently oppressed without binding him to 
the stake which has ever held woman in a state of bondage.136 
Swisshelm objected to the potential for the “American prejudice against colour” to unintentionally 
“sink woman into a lower degradation,” but inadvertently belied just how entrenched discourses of 
slavery had become when she described women’s oppression as a form of “bondage.”  This 
dilemma continued during the postbellum era.  In 1871, Thomas Wentworth Higginson questioned 
the way Gail Hamilton protested “alleged ‘Female Slavery’,” but his article, entitled “Where the 
Slavery Lies,” encountered the linguistic same problems as Swisshelm.  Hamilton’s article derided 
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the marriage vow through which women promised to “obey,” but viewed marriage as the only 
“‘relic of barbarism’” that continued to shape women’s lives.  For Higginson, this missed the point: 
“Gail Hamilton shows laughingly the chains and stocks that mark her sex’s subjection.”137  Not only 
did these competing perspectives validate the cultural prominence of this rhetoric, but they 
demonstrated how reformers valued the woman-slave analogy even as they approached it with 
unease. 
Following the Civil War, the heated political debates surrounding the extension of the elective 
franchise resulted in more heightened comparisons between women and slaves, or sex and race.  As 
the Emancipation Proclamation (1863) and the end of the Civil War brought about reconsiderations 
of the status of African Americans and women, new comparisons were generated which in turn 
created new – and often more insidious – linguistic paradigms.  Elizabeth Cady Stanton, whose 
rhetoric was particularly contentious, emphasised the “many points of analogy” between “all 
disfranchised classes,” stating: 
The fact that women and negroes have no voice in the government is one strong point of 
analogy; … the fact that women and negroes have ever been the slaves of white man, 
the one to his lust, the other to his avarice, makes too many points of analogy for 
woman to contemplate without a deep feeling of indignation.138 
In the wake of the Thirteenth Amendment, references to chattel slavery gave way to a 
preoccupation with race.  Susan B. Anthony implored African American men to “remember the 
women by your side, and secure to them all you claim for yourselves,” emphasising that “black 
women and white, as well as black men must now be brought within the body politic.”139  As the 
comparison between women and slaves transformed to a focus on sex and race, the latter category 
retained associations with chattel slavery.  Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s Minnie’s Sacrifice 
(1869) emphasised how the “name of the negro had been associated with slavery, ignorance and 
poverty,” and alluded to the ongoing ideological associations between African Americans and 
chattel slavery.140  This association continued into the twentieth century, as Jessie Redmon Fauset’s 
Plum Bun: A Novel without A Moral (1928) similarly insisted that skin colour constituted the 
“difference between freedom and fetters.”141  This postbellum rhetorical transformation was a 
source of both rhetorical significance and ambivalence. 
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Transatlantic Connections 
The transatlantic antislavery connections founded in the late eighteenth century continued in the 
early nineteenth century.  Beyond the individual reformers who toured Britain, abolitionists in the 
United States were influenced by their British counterparts.  Enlightenment ideals continued to 
shaped the antislavery movement in a way that helped foster an ongoing transatlantic dialogue 
between reformers.  Yet the contribution of women, and sometimes even ex-slaves, was not always 
accepted.  In this context, the rhetorical exchange of the woman-slave analogy flourished. 
These questions dominated the World’s Anti-Slavery Convention, hosted by the British and 
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society (BFASS) in London during 1840.  While the “woman question” did 
not disrupt the British antislavery movement, the gender-based schism which had plagued the 
American movement throughout the 1830s reflected the “greater integration” of women therein.142  
The breakaway American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society (AFASS), a male-only organisation, 
was more ideologically compatible with the BFASS.  Still, the Garrisonian American Anti-Slavery 
Society (AASS) sent female delegates to the World’s Convention.143  The question surrounding 
women’s political voice became central to the 1840 convention because the AASS’s female 
delegates were effectively silenced through their relegation to the gallery.  In response, Wendell 
Phillips drew a connection between women and slaves.  American abolitionists did not accept the 
custom of denying “coloured brethren into our friendship,” so Phillips asked if the convention 
should “yield” to the “prejudice against women in Old England?”144 
The woman-slave analogy also emerged in the protest of the AASS’s female delegates.  In a 
letter to Maria Weston Chapman, Lucretia Mott questioned the “inconsistency” of the appellation 
“World’s Convention” when only men were admitted.145  Kathryn Kish Sklar observes how Mott’s 
diary divulged “arguments about women’s status derived from analogies with the status of black 
persons.”  A black Jamaican delegate believed the Convention’s “dignity” would be impugned “if 
ladies were admitted,” but Mott rebuffed him by demonstrating how similarly futile and distracting 
arguments were employed to exclude African Americans from Pennsylvania antislavery meetings.  
Nathaniel Colver, a Bostonian, considered “Women constitutionally unfit for public or business 
meetings,” to which Mott replied, “the coloured man too was said to be constitutionally unfit to 
mingle with the white man.”  Overall, the “analogy between race and gender” was potent, especially 
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in London, where people of African descent “appeared as exotic outsiders,” unlike in the United 
States.146 
The AASS delegates were not the only reformers to use this rhetoric to interrogate the 
contradictions of the Convention.  A poem that satirised J.G. Whittier’s “The World’s Convention” 
(1839), entitled “England’s Usages!” later appeared in the National Anti-Slavery Standard: 
She may not speak? no; woman’s heart 
Its light and warmth may not impart 
In Freedom’s Council – tho’ the call 
Was sung throughout the world, for all 
The friends of those in thrall! 
It bade not slaves themselves to come! 
Is she not such?  Let slaves be dumb, 
Whatever in her bosom glows, 
Whate’er she feels, whate’er she knows, 
Her “woman’s lips” may not reveal 
Before her lords! 147 
These critiques emerged in the United States and England.  Three years after attending the 
Convention, Englishwoman Marion Reid prefaced A Plea for Woman (1843) with the question: 
“Can man be free, if woman be a slave?”148  Overall, the Convention had an important and ongoing 
influence on women delegates.  Of especial significance was the introduction and subsequent 
friendship between Stanton and Mott.149 
The humiliation of the Convention clearly impacted Stanton, who, as a reformer, came to 
rely on the woman-slave analogy as a central social and legal interpretative paradigm.  Women’s 
rights reformers of the 1840s realised that it was essential for women to understand the inequality of 
their situation, and later Stanton became convinced that men would only offer so much help: 
women needed to rely primarily on themselves.150  Stanton may have felt kinship with the enslaved 
when seated in the gallery at the World’s Convention, but her later references to this event often 
effaced the distinctive oppression of chattel slavery.  In 1852, recalling how women were “denied 
… the right of free speech in an antislavery convention,” Stanton asked: “If Sambo had been cast 
out of the convention for any reason, I wonder if Wendell Phillips … would have coolly remarked 
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on his discomfiture, ‘Well, he is as happy outside as in!’”151  Knowledge of the American legal 
system, founded on English common law, was instilled by Stanton’s upbringing, and further shaped 
what she saw as the efficacy of the woman-slave analogy.  Stanton presupposed a legal remedy for 
women’s rights, a perspective that both influenced and limited the nineteenth-century women’s 
movement.152  Reminiscing in 1898, Stanton still found it “remarkable” that “abolitionists, who felt 
so keenly the wrongs of the slave, should be so oblivious to the equal wrongs of their own mothers, 
wives, and sisters,” when the common law accorded both groups a “similar legal status.”153  These 
examples demonstrate that, unlike in Europe, American discourses of slavery were intrinsically 
shaped by the institution of chattel slavery. 
The process of transatlantic rhetorical exchange also existed in the way women reformers 
approached women’s history.  The early writing of women’s history situated the female experience 
in terms of “an oppressed group and its struggle against its oppressors,” so the history of women 
was frequently interpreted as a form of slavery.154  Since writing history highlighted gender 
inequality, women’s historical writing from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century must be 
understood alongside an emerging feminist consciousness.155  Child’s The History of the Condition 
of Women, in Various Ages and Nations (1835) discussed the literal and epistemological 
enslavement of women around the world, and was framed by a quote – “I am a slave, a favoured 
slave” – from Lord Byron’s The Corsair (1814).156  Similarly, American sex radical and free lover 
Thomas Low Nichols’ Woman in All Ages and Nations (1849) situated women’s history in terms of 
slavery.157  This impetus was equally reflected in women’s rights periodicals.  “Senex” proclaimed 
that “the antiquity of the slavery of the sexes does not make emancipation altogether hopeless.”158  
This historiographical trend must be contextualised alongside the wider transatlantic rhetorical 
prevalence of the woman-slave analogy. 
This perspective on women’s history underwent further transatlantic exchange because of the 
degree to which it permeated American women’s rights periodicals.  As antislavery and women’s 
rights reformers embarked upon transatlantic travel, these networks intensified throughout the 
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nineteenth century.159  Biographical accounts of Mary Wollstonecraft appeared in Lydia Sayer 
Hasbrouck’s The Sibyl and Stanton and Anthony’s The Revolution, in 1859 and 1868 respectively, 
while Frances Wright was memorialised in biographical sketches in The Revolution during 1868 
and 1869.160  More importantly, The Revolution published Wollstonecraft’s Vindication serially 
under the title “The Rights of Woman, by Mary Wollstonecraft,” and the writings of John Stuart 
Mill were also praised and available for purchase.161  Both philosophers were celebrated by 
American reformers for the ideological reinforcement their rhetoric offered.  Wollstonecraft’s 
question – “What does history disclose but marks of inferiority, and how few women have 
emancipated themselves from the galling yoke of sovereign man?” – was also asked of nineteenth-
century American women.162  Some reformers were aware of their feminist forebears, but the 
circulation of these texts facilitated the ideological engagement of those individuals who were 
completely unaware of their predecessors.163  Consequently, transatlantic feminist exchange and 
development was facilitated by competing interpretations of the woman-slave analogy. 
In the United States, orientalist interpretations of the woman-slave analogy also belied the 
significance of transnational exchange.  In 1850, Stanton concluded that women in “all eastern 
countries” were “mere slave[s], bought and sold at pleasure.”164  This orientalist framework was 
much less prominent than American references to chattel slavery, but it still endured.  In 1868, The 
Revolution republished an article, entitled “Emancipation of Turkish Women,” which asked if 
reformers were waiting for Turkish women to instigate the reform “initiative”: 
[T]hough there are some who curse the yoke which condemns them to be … beasts of 
burden and slaves to man’s sensuality, they are not ready to follow the example of Mrs. 
Stanton and other lady emancipators of America. …  [T]he cause of the negro was well 
plead, even though he, like Turkish women, was reduced to silence by a social condition 
which took away all liberty.  Why not then plead the cause of the Turkish woman[?]165 
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The idea that polygamy was a form of slavery, or oppression, especially amongst Mormon women, 
was common within the women’s rights movement by the 1880s.166  Orientalism also influenced 
transnational discussions of white slavery.  According to Sharon E. Wood, orientalist art dwelt on 
the white-skinned luminosity of women in Circassian and Turkish harems, missionaries reported the 
exploitation of “heathen” women in seraglios, and fears emerged surrounding an organised trade in 
women by immigrants, especially Chinese or Russian Jews.167  However, Progressive Era reformers 
were more concerned about the “capture” of middle-class white women and girls, and their descent 
into prostitution.  As the woman-slave analogy provided the framework for the rhetoric of white 
slavery on the United States, this dialogue transformed from a concerted attempt to understand 
interdependent oppressions to a postbellum emphasis on the rights of white women. 
By the end of the nineteenth century, envisaging women’s oppression through discourses of 
slavery became increasingly untenable.  An appendix in English economic historian John K. 
Ingram’s History of Slavery and Serfdom (1895), entitled “The Use of the Words ‘Slave’ and 
‘Slavery’,” denounced the “[c]areless or rhetorical” language of his contemporaries: 
[W]hen protesting against the so-called “Subjection of Women,” [writers] absurdly 
apply those terms to the condition of the wife in the modem society of the west — 
designations which are inappropriate …; and they speak of the modern worker as a 
“wage-slave,” even though he is backed by a powerful trade-union.  Passion has a 
language of its own, and poets and orators must doubtless be permitted to denote by the 
word “slavery” the position of subjects of a state who labour under civil disabilities, or 
are excluded from the exercise of political power; but in sociological study things ought 
to have their right names, and those names should, as far as possible, be uniformly 
employed.168 
Although American reformers such as Douglass, Swisshelm and Higginson had similarly 
questioned the woman-slave analogy during the nineteenth century, their dissent was not wholly 
clear because it, too, was expressed through discourses of slavery.  This rhetoric had always been 
contentious because it overlooked the experience of actual slaves – whether in European colonies, 
the American South or the Eastern harem.  Yet the inconsistencies that necessitated the foundations 
of this rhetoric became increasingly glaring.  Until better terminology was developed, discourses of 
slavery were used to collectivise oppression. 
Conclusion 
The development of the woman-slave analogy was based on hierarchical social structures that 
relegated women and slaves to a category of dependence.  This perspective was theorised in 
classical and enlightenment philosophy and inscribed by European legal systems.  The abstract 
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slavery analogy soon became an instrumental rhetorical framework that enabled European women 
to give expression to an emerging feminist consciousness.  As European women gradually 
encountered other lands and cultures, there were some rare episodes of intersectional awareness.  
Overall, however, their rhetoric facilitated greater understanding of white women’s oppression 
rather than that of the enslaved or the racial other. 
The geographic distance from colonial slavery meant the European sense of self-
identification with the enslaved was not as proximate as in colonial America.  In the United States, 
the presence of chattel slavery, which underpinned the regional divide between North and South, 
made the concept of enslavement more immediate.  Therefore, discourses of slavery were available 
to describe women’s subjugation amongst myriad other forms of oppression.  The localised 
presence of chattel slavery shaped a strong sense of self-identification with the enslaved, especially 
through the process of mental metempsychosis.  The antebellum era saw many individuals from 
different racial backgrounds make intensive identification with the enslaved; this was often 
suggestive of a desire to understand different forms of oppression.  Although chattel slavery 
informed the way discourses of slavery were constructed, the idea of slavery came to represent an 
expression and rejection of oppression more generally.  The prominence of the woman-slave 
analogy suggested a growing awareness of interconnected oppressions even as it belied a focus on 
the construction of gender as a social category.  It is important to acknowledge the problems 
inherent in the use of the woman-slave analogy, but it is equally revealing to investigate how this 
rhetoric was used to challenge power structures and promote the empowerment and autonomy of all 
women. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
MARRIAGE: “BOUGHT AND SOLD LIKE A NEGRO SLAVE” 
A married woman is not supposed to have any legal existence. 
She has no more absolute rights than a slave on a southern plantation. 
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON, “WHY WOMAN MUST VOTE,” THE LILY, MAY 1850 
You know how women sell themselves and are sold in marriage, from queens downwards, eh? 
You know what the bible says about slavery, and marriage.  Poor women, poor slaves.1 
MARY BOYKIN CHESTNUT, DIARY, MARCH 4, 1861, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
During the nineteenth century, American women from a variety of backgrounds viewed marriage as 
a form of slavery.  Both Elizabeth Cady Stanton, a northern women’s rights reformer married to an 
abolitionist, and Mary Boykin Chestnut, a southerner married to a South Carolina lawyer, planter 
and secessionist, saw marriage and slavery as analogous.  Where Stanton’s interpretation was 
shaped by the legal and political imperatives of the women’s rights movement, the gendered 
inequity of marriage alone was the point of contention for Chestnut.  These women were informed 
by different perspectives, but the possibility of conceptualising the oppression of marriage united 
their rhetorical vision. 
As in previous centuries, the restrictions associated with the cultural formulation of marriage 
shaped women’s lives.  Nineteenth-century legal and social structures rendered women, whether 
married or not, the dependants of male relatives – husbands, fathers and brothers.  In the United 
States, it was possible to directly extrapolate on a legal and structural comparison of marriage and 
chattel slavery.  The prevalence of chattel slavery meant women and men from a variety of 
backgrounds found discourses of slavery relevant to their experience of marriage.  Since this 
rhetoric was also used to understand power relations, attitudes toward marriage in the North and 
South, away from and in close proximity to chattel slavery, provide a useful binary through which 
to understand how this rhetoric operated.  Antislavery reformers brought a heightened awareness of 
chattel slavery to their own often ambivalent experience of courtship and marriage; this informed 
the cultural products that they, and their women’s rights successors, created.  For ex-slaves and 
African Americans, however, the institution of marriage diverged from slavery and freedom where 
their white contemporaries saw convergence.  Ultimately, the cultural centrality of chattel slavery 
led a variety of groups to interrogate women’s experience of courtship and marriage by using the 
woman-slave analogy. 
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The comparison between marriage and slavery has been the incarnation of the woman-slave 
analogy most frequently discussed by scholars.  Yet this has been largely to condemn the way white 
women mobilised this rhetoric.  This chapter will consider the connection many nineteenth-century 
individuals saw between marriage and slavery from a more comprehensive perspective.  A pre-
existing framework for a comparison between marriage and slavery existed in the legal inscription 
of marital hierarchy, and the woman-slave analogy was repeatedly used to challenge the limits of 
the law.  Since popular culture venerated the association between love and marriage, the woman-
slave analogy instead offered a critique of this institution.  Reformers, in particular, were prone to 
use discourses of slavery to critique their own courtships and marriages.  The woman-slave analogy 
was also used to demonstrate how the limits of the law shaped the experience of mixed-race 
women, but this was equally influenced by the tragic mulatta and Jezebel stereotypes.  Ultimately, 
the way African American reformers mobilised this rhetoric revealed how discourses of slavery 
could be used to condemn the way various forms of oppression intersected.  Southern women, in 
contrast, were relegated to the same category of dependence as the enslaved and so largely rejected 
any meaningful cross-racial identification.  Where abstract discourses of slavery often solely 
worked to interrogate the oppression of white women, the critiques which actually referenced 
chattel slavery usually demonstrated a concurrent awareness of plantation abuses. 
Consequently, the rhetoric which acknowledged the exploitation of the enslaved exhibited 
greater intersectional understanding.  Many antebellum cultural products considered the 
intersections between chattel slavery, race and gender in a way that both represented and influenced 
social ideologies.  Following the Civil War, however, a new women’s rights trope – the fugitive 
wife – emerged.  When northern reformers appropriated antislavery themes in the absence of chattel 
slavery, this ultimately resulted in a more complete focus on the matrimonial exploitation and 
oppression of white women. 
Legal Foundations 
William Blackstone’s highly influential Commentaries on the Laws of England, published in four 
volumes between 1765 and 1769, clearly articulated the legal notion of “coverture” under which 
wives were rendered completely dependent on husbands.  “By marriage,” Blackstone maintained: 
the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal existence of 
the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and 
consolidated into that of the husband; under whose wing, protection, and cover, she 
performs every thing[.]2 
As outlined in Chapter One, the matrimonial hierarchy of English common law was consolidated by 
the British colonisation of North America.  Blanche Glassman Hersh argues that coverture ensured 
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the “married woman’s ‘legal death’,” which resulted in “the slavery of sex in its most concrete 
visible form.”3  In the United States, the Married Women’s Property Acts, passed across multiple 
states during the mid-nineteenth century, constituted the most substantive transformation of 
women’s legal status under the common law.  Yet this had the most significance for propertied 
white women and did not alter the marriage relation.4 
The comparison between women and chattel slaves overlooked the essential circumstantial 
differences that arose from lived experience, but the legal and structural parallels between husband 
and wife, master and slave, were of significance.  According to Sandra L. Rierson, marital 
structures relegated women to “a legal status only slightly better than that of a slave.”  White 
women could not be bought or sold, whereas slaves were property for life.  Nonetheless, law and 
social custom entrusted the control of the married woman’s person, property and labour to the 
husband, as with the slave to the master.5  The most striking element of the comparison was the 
“pairing of unequals,” because it imbued power and superiority to one partner in a way that 
constructed independence and dependence.6  “The law regards the husband as ‘master and owner’,” 
Paulina Wright Davis asserted at the Boston Women’s Rights Convention of 1855.7  Social 
comparisons between women and slaves were often exaggerated, but as a “description of legal 
relationships,” it was essentially accurate in important respects.8 
Legal disempowerment was not limited to marriage, as married women, children and slaves 
were understood to lack self-ownership.9  Even so, the reform critique of marriage was dominated 
by discourses of slavery.  Throughout the nineteenth century, reformers condemned the legal 
treaties that inscribed the hierarchies they sought to revolutionise.  Quoting Blackstone, abolitionist 
Rev. Thomas Wentworth Higginson concluded “Woman and Her Wishes” (1853) by stating, “The 
only demand of our female reformers is to be set free.”10  In 1868, Stanton exhibited her legal 
knowledge: “From Coke down to Kent, who can cite one law under the marriage contract, where 
woman has the advantage?”11  Coverture had legal, political and social consequences because it 
severely limited child custody and endorsed constant sexual access, discipline, and chastisement.  In 
response, reform periodicals focused on explicit physical comparisons between marriage and 
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slavery, especially reports of wife-whipping, to condemn the limits of the law.12  At the turn of the 
twentieth century, Susan B. Anthony denounced the influence of Blackstone and English common 
law: “Its treatment of women was a blot on civilization only equalled in blackness by the slavery of 
the negro.”13  The limits of the law constantly informed the use of the woman-slave analogy, but the 
idealisation of love and marriage was much more culturally prominent. 
Love and Marriage 
From the late eighteenth century, marriage based on romantic love became an increasingly 
important cultural ideal.  This process imparted comparative freedom to young people as 
partnerships could be less motivated by the dictates of class or fortune.14  A vision of romantic love 
through spiritual affinity became central to “falling in love,” and this process promoted a sense of 
women’s autonomy.15  Since the institution of marriage still necessitated women’s dependence, 
antebellum Americans in the North and South used discourses of slavery to describe both 
perspectives on love and marriage. 
Revolutionary rhetoric and the spectre of American democracy shaped this exchange.  
Alexis de Tocqueville observed that “democratic principles” did not subvert “marital power” in 
Democracy in America (1840).  Although women “irrevocably lost” their autonomy through “the 
bonds of matrimony,” Tocqueville suggested that women “learned by the use of … independence to 
surrender it without a struggle,” thus coming to marriage “voluntarily and freely[.]”16  Yet there is 
evidence that countless women were not necessarily resigned to such a loss of independence.  
During the early national period, many women employed “the egalitarian rhetoric of the Revolution 
to challenge the balance of power in marriage.”17 
As romantic ideals conflicted with the reality of marital hierarchy, northern and southern 
women alike used abstract discourses of slavery to understand the loss of independence that often 
followed marriage.  The rhetoric that emerged did not yet focus on references the racialised 
institution of chattel slavery.  In 1808, southerner Mary Brown viewed a girl’s marriage as 
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“resigning her liberty.”18  The sentimental emphasis on romantic love did not blind women to the 
fact that marriage was often contracted for economic reasons.19  Northerner Mary Orne Tucker 
wrote in her 1802 diary that unless women had “proper” – as in, romantic – “motives,” which 
would render them “insensible of the bondage,” marriage could prove “a galling chain”: 
Souls must be kindred to make the bands silken[.] …  [T]he knot which binds me was 
not tied with any mercenary feelings, and … my heart is under the same sweet 
subjection as my hand.20 
There was a growing connection between the way women imagined and experienced marriage and 
their awareness of degrees of unfreedom.  In contrast, southerner William Wirt wrote to assure his 
fiancée Elizabeth Gamble that she was not a “prisoner,” and that “no compulsion, no fetters but 
such as Love shall forge … bind you to the engagement.”21  Many women were not convinced by 
such arguments.  In 1820, northerner Eliza Chaplin wrote to Laura Lovell to express her feeling that 
women “submit to the chains of hymen, and verbally acknowledge them silken, but their conduct 
tells another tale.”22  Overall, abstract discourses of slavery informed the way women, and 
sometimes even men, denounced the inequality of the marriage relation, but women showed a 
greater awareness of the institution’s gendered restrictions in the process. 
The limited opportunities afforded women beyond marriage meant their compulsion toward 
the institution was envisaged through the woman-slave analogy.  As women were encouraged to 
overlook individual ambition and instead find matrimonial satisfaction, there was an acute 
awareness of the significance of courtship.23  Northerner Lucy Beckley observed, “It is but seldom 
husbands bring / A lighter yoke to wear.”24  The interaction between law and religious doctrine 
made the choice of husband particularly fateful.  Matrimonial headship was based on a particular 
doctrinal interpretation (particularly Ephesians 5:1-2, 12-13) that reinforced the patriarchal structure 
of religion and domestic relations.25  In 1853, Paulina Wright Davis condemned the “metaphysical 
oneness of matrimony” because it resulted in “the extinguishment of woman’s personal liberties and 
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pecuniary rights and interests, as completely as chattel slavery itself could effect.”26  As a Christian 
interpretation of marriage prevailed, attempts to disrupt the idealisation of the institution hinged on 
discourses of slavery. 
Nor did the romantic ideal adequately account for the reality of marriage.  Sarah Grimké 
deplored the way women were rendered “unpaid housekeepers and nurses,” yet viewed this as less 
problematic than when they became “chattels personal to be used and abused at the will of a 
master[.]”27  As such, Amy Dru Stanley explains how the concept of slavery, as a metaphor for 
marriage, enabled an interrogation of the marriage relation in a way that the language of love did 
not allow.28  This was clear throughout the nineteenth century.  A contributor to The Woman’s 
Journal emphasised how the “idea of ownership,” wherein women were “the owned and men the 
owners,” had been culturally rendered “inseparable from the idea of love.”29  Since slavery implied 
a lack of self-ownership, discourses of slavery were used to critique the social hierarchy that 
enabled and perpetuated many forms of oppression. 
The love ideal was privileged in verse and fiction, as in life, but many nineteenth-century 
American men and women, from the North and South, imagined the marriage relation through 
discourses of slavery.  According to Elizabeth B. Clark, the word “slavery” – and its “reflexive 
counter,” “freedom” – enabled the development of a “language of personal independence” that 
carried “a transformative vision of equality.”30  When reformers themselves discussed courtship, 
love and marriage, they used the woman-slave analogy in a way that focused on allusions to chattel 
slavery. 
Reform Marriages 
The northern reformers of the antebellum era negotiated their own experience of marriage through 
the woman-slave analogy.  Antislavery and women’s rights reformers were at the forefront of the 
growing public critique of marriage.  Their understanding of the racial basis of chattel slavery was 
structured by culturally progressive reform ideologies, so their equally a heightened awareness of 
women’s oppression was explored through discourses of slavery. 
The woman-slave analogy continued to be expressed through both abstract discourses of 
slavery and direct references to chattel slavery.  For Angelina Grimké, marriage was “sinful,” and 
she used abstract rhetoric to describe men’s lack of regard for women: “Instead of the higher, nobler 
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sentiments being first aroused, and leading on the lower passions captive to their will, the latter 
seemed to be lords over the former.”31  Yet as outlined in Chapter One, the ontological connection 
between reformers and slaves encouraged by mental metempsychosis led to more explicit allusions 
to chattel slavery.  Karen Sanchez-Eppler suggests that the “intersecting rhetorics of feminism and 
abolitionism” meant the analogy between “woman and slave, marriage and slavery” became 
prevalent among women reformers.32  This was informed by the condemnation of chattel slavery.  
“Marriage is to woman a state of slavery,” stated Lucy Stone in 1854, as it rendered women 
“submissive in all things to her husband.”33  The denunciation of marital hierarchy and chattel 
slavery existed in tension with the egalitarian relationships reformers sought to establish. 
Like the emotional process of falling in love, companionate marriage emerged as a new 
relationships ideal during the early nineteenth century.  Chris Dixon discusses how many reformers 
hoped to revolutionise and reconceptualise the institution of marriage.  The radical abolitionists who 
sought to restructure family and gender relations also strove toward companionate marriages, which 
promoted women’s autonomy.34  Blossoming from “spontaneous love,” the companionate ideal 
encouraged “personal fulfilment, happiness, and contentment” to be found within marriage.35  
When reformers idealised their companionate marriages, they often belied a belief that true 
individualism could be found through true marriage.  “In the true marriage relation,” Lucretia Mott 
wrote in 1875, “the independence of the husband and the wife is equal, their dependence mutual, 
and their obligations reciprocal.”36  Many reformers placed the companionate ideal against its 
antithesis: the marriage which was inherently oppressive and constituted the slavery of women. 
Importantly, the tendency to view marriage as a form of slavery was not limited to women.  
Prominent male abolitionists frequently desired to actively “liberate” their fiancées and wives from 
family restrictions through engagement and marriage.37  Elizabeth Cady’s father, Judge Daniel 
Cady, did not condone his daughter’s marriage to Henry Stanton – for political and financial 
reasons as well as ambivalence toward having a radical antislavery agent in the family.38  
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Lamenting, Henry wrote to Gerrit Smith, his friend and a Cady cousin, to express that should his 
sweetheart remain with her disapproving family while he was in London for the 1840 World’s Anti-
Slavery Convention, Elizabeth would be “in chains” by his return.39  This language, likely an 
absentminded extension of Henry’s professional rhetorical repertoire, was not necessarily linked to 
chattel slavery.  Still, in proposing marriage, he ostensibly saved Elizabeth from family opposition.  
According to biographer Elisabeth Griffith, Henry offered “an alliance of affection and abolition” in 
which he expected his life’s work to become hers.40  Yet soon after their marriage, the pair became 
ideologically divided over the inclusion of women at the Convention, an event which informed 
Elizabeth’s increasing commitment to women’s rights.  In 1850, Stanton maintained that women 
took “the name of her master” following the loss of their legal existence upon marriage: “Civilly, 
socially and religiously, she is what man chooses her to be, nothing more or less, – and such is the 
slave, and this is slavery.”41  Both partners clearly saw the viability of this rhetoric, but Henry used 
abstract discourses of slavery whereas Elizabeth tended to dwell on specific comparisons with 
chattel slavery.  This suggests that women reformers were more likely to use heightened rhetoric to 
condemn the marriage relation, because its inequality most affected them. 
Following marriage, Henry continued to use abstract discourses of slavery to understand the 
way marriage imbued him with authority.  Elizabeth, Henry wrote, is “my newly acquired treasure,” 
and though he sought to qualify this comment – “not because Elizabeth is mine” – he still hinted at 
his sense of ownership.42  Again, this rhetoric was not intrinsically related to chattel slavery, but it 
was informed by a vision of marital hierarchy that was understood by his male contemporaries.  
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 1839 courtship letters to his sweetheart Sophia Peabody are a case in point.  
A novelist who socialised with reformers and transcendentalists, Hawthorne disagreed with most 
social reform principles, especially antislavery and women’s rights.  Like Henry Stanton, he had a 
keen awareness of the rhetoric promoted by these social movements; indeed, his later sister-in-law 
Elizabeth Peabody was herself a prominent reformer.43  Lesley Ginsberg contrasts the language in 
Hawthorne’s 1839 courtship letters with his literary depictions of freedom and captivity between 
1848 and 1852.  When Nathanial married Sophia in 1842, he became very controlling.  The earlier 
letters constitute “the rhetorical inscription of his conflicted desires, which drive him to ‘own’ his 
lover while they lead him to anxiously reassure himself that her love is indeed freely bestowed.”44 
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This method of expressing affection was not culturally isolated, as novelists similarly 
interrogated the space between the language of love and ownership.  E.D.E.N. Southworth’s The 
Missing Bride; or, Miriam the Avenger (1855) depicts Edith’s young English suitor as one who 
“vowed to love and cherish her as the dearest treasure of his life,” but also asked her to “consent to 
be mine.”45  Likewise, Hagar’s African American father in Harriet E. Wilson’s Our Nig (1859) is 
“proud of his treasure, – a white wife.”46  Like Henry Stanton, these fictitious suitors described a 
sense of entitlement toward their paramours, whether or not the women desired such attentions.  Yet 
northern women reformers also challenged the hierarchical foundations upon which the language of 
love rested.  Denbeigh, the rapacious villain who abducts his unwilling object of affection in Lillie 
Devereux Blake’s Rockford; or, Sunshine and Storm (1863), says, “My own darling Edith! at last I 
have you once more!” only to have Edith respond, “Oh let me go! let me go!”47  When women used 
the woman-slave analogy, they interrogated the restrictions of courtship and marriage by 
challenging the sense of male ownership imbued in the language of love. 
The writings of Julia Ward Howe similarly used discourses of slavery to critique matrimony.  
Her unpublished 1840s manuscript, The Hermaphrodite, demonstrated how women’s autonomy 
was affected by the perception that they are “golden treasures, too easily lost or stolen, and 
therefore to be kept under lock and key[.]”48  Howe’s writings were potentially infused with the 
knowledge of lived experience.  Upon Julia’s engagement, her brother Samuel Ward expressed 
serious concern that his sister would be restricted from pursuing her own interests if she were to 
marry a handsome older man, Samuel Gridley Howe.  As a young man, Howe was named a 
Chevalier of the Greek Legion of Honour for his service during the Greek Revolution (1821-1832) 
and thereafter nicknamed “the Chevalier” or “Chev.”49  “Love has given you authority,” Julia’s 
brother Samuel wrote to Chev in 1843: 
Let its influence work invisibly – and do not strive to accelerate the approach of the not 
far distant day, when every thought & desire will be stamped by your wishes, by 
insisting upon a formal renunciation of tastes & impulses which so far from being rivals 
will one day become your cherished friend.  A woman cannot have too many qualities.50 
Biographer Valarie H. Ziegler observes how the Chevalier expected his wife to embody the 
restrictive ideal of true womanhood; her failure to do so was a persistent issue throughout their 
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tumultuous marriage.51  Shortly after marriage, Julia wrote to her brother: “The Chevalier says truly 
– I am the captive of his bow and spear.  His true devotion has won me from the world, and from 
myself.”52 
Just as reformers realised that marriage did not necessarily reach the romantic ideal, they also 
employed the woman-slave analogy to frame discussions of separation and divorce.  Lydia Maria 
Child concluded that she was “sadly weary of this lonesome life” in an 1841 letter to Louisa Gilman 
Loring.  Frequently separated from her husband David, she would sometimes “resolve to snap the 
cords that bind me; but then I cannot.”53  According to biographer Carolyn L. Karcher, Child’s 
personal observations and her own experience led to a tacit acceptance of the need for marital 
separation.54  Antebellum attitudes towards separation and divorce were often disparaging, but men 
and women alike used abstract discourses of slavery to come to terms with the overarching 
influence of the legal system.  In 1859, William Ellery Channing wrote to Caroline Wells Healy 
Dall of his turbulent marriage to Margaret Fuller’s sister Ellen.  For Channing, “it is the duty & 
interest of society to release the parties to a hopelessly discordant marriage.”  Marital difficulties led 
Channing to “obtain my own freedom when & as I can,” and to abandon any “jurisdiction that 
irrevocably binds me to such a union.”55  The law surrounding divorce was less stringent in the 
United States than England, but it was still more a difficult outcome for women to obtain.56  Later in 
the century, similar rhetoric became central to Stanton’s persistent endorsement of the liberalisation 
of divorce laws.57 
The tendency to view marriage as inherently oppressive meant women reformers were often 
ambivalent toward the institution.  Regardless of the role Abby Kelley, Lucy Stone and their 
contemporaries played in creating and perpetuating the woman-slave analogy, they firmly believed 
its ideological foundations.  Dorothy Sterling suggests that Kelley’s reservations about marriage 
were influenced by Angelina Grimké’s apparent retreat into domesticity following her marriage to 
Theodore Dwight Weld, a perspective which historians generally confirm.58  Although Grimké’s 
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withdrawal from public life revealed the competing tensions and attractions of domesticity, it also 
demonstrated that reformers believed in reforming the individual as well as the world.59  This latter 
was equally evident in Kelley’s approach to courtship.  “I can and ought to discipline myself,” Abby 
decided when writing of her feelings for fiancé Stephen Foster.  But Stephen’s courtship repartee 
could not have helped allay her fears regarding the gendered restrictions of marriage.  “Now you are 
my own,” Stephen wrote to Abby: 
Perhaps you do not like the idea of being so thoroughly possessed by another, but I shall 
hold you fast. …  I shall henceforth claim & hold you as my own property.  I shall now 
tyrannise over you to my heart’s content so you may prepare for it & make a virtue of 
submission.60 
Reformers sometimes uttered possessive sentiments with irony, but this did not disrupt the language 
of ownership.  Satirically invoking the biblical command, “wives submit yourselves unto your 
husbands,” Stephen directed his fiancée to “surrender … and submit quietly to my authority as a 
good dutiful loving wife should.”  Their knowledge of the marriage contract and its implications 
meant such statements were primarily romantic banter and purposeful provocation.  Abby believed 
Stephen to be “jesting,” but warned him not to “push your jokes too far.”  Still, Abby concluded by 
saying that Stephen could indeed bring her “shackles broken, whips dust-trodden,” together with “a 
proclamation of emancipation,” after which she promised to “yield to her good knight, [who] holds 
her heart of hearts most truly.”61  The explicit reference to emancipation framed this discussion in 
terms of the couple’s awareness of chattel slavery and its antebellum cultural centrality. 
Lucy Stone was similarly conflicted about her relationship with Henry B. Blackwell.  Like 
Stanton, Stone’s comparisons between marriage and chattel slavery were informed by the law.  In 
1850, Lucy wrote to Antoinette Brown, her friend and future sister-in-law: “Tis next to a chattel 
slave, to be a legal wife.”62  Unlike Henry Stanton and Samuel “Chev” Howe, Henry steadfastly 
wanted Lucy to maintain her individuality and reform efforts following marriage.  His language, in 
contrast to Foster’s controlling rhetoric, “reaffirmed how abolitionist women’s concerns over 
slavery affected their personal lives.”63  Henry assured Lucy that “my love shall never fetter you 
one iota,” but viewed her refusal to consider marriage as to “subject oneself to a more abject slavery 
than ever actually existed.”64  Therefore, Blackwell’s interpretation placed chattel slavery, marriage 
and the legal system as part of a broader set of oppressions.  Following Lucy’s consent to the 
marriage in 1854, the Stone-Blackwells created a marriage protest renouncing the legal power 
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vested in husbands, and the document was circulated by Higginson, their marriage officiator.65  The 
significance of this act was confirmed at the end of the century, when the Stone-Blackwell marriage 
protest was reprinted and venerated in The Woman’s Journal in 1893.66 
This rhetoric was replicated when other reform marriages were publicised in reform 
periodicals.  The Lily reported on the marriage of dress reformer Mary E. Walker to Albert E. 
Miller.  This article observed the way marriage was “enthralling women” with “laws and customs 
that give to man unlimited power to oppress her,” but emphasised that “true marriage” would result 
in “liberty” and “happiness.”67  Other marriage protests preceded that of the Stone-Blackwells.  In 
1832, Robert Dale Owen and Mary Jane Robinson objected to the way married women’s legal 
status was one of the “barbarous relics of a feudal, despotic system,” and the 1838 Grimké-Weld 
marriage omitted the word “obey” from the vows.68  Less prominent couples responded by penning 
their own protests.  In 1857, Geo. Wellington Lewis and Harriet Wheeler Lewis published their 
vows in The Sibyl: 
Freedom is our motto[.] …  We see nothing inviting in the track of bondage; we have 
no assurity that the flag of liberty floats there.  Therefore, free to act and think, we have 
resolved never to wear the galling chains of modern legalisation.  We are too well aware 
that love comes not from chains and prison walls[.]69 
This couple challenged the way many reformers conceptualised marriage and its inherent 
oppression by instead looking toward the ideal of true individualism through true marriage, and 
encouraging similar efforts in others.  Like more prominent reformers, the Lewis couple saw 
discourses of slavery as providing a normative description of marriage.  Love, however, was cited 
as a necessary preclusion to marriage, which therefore established freedom as a corollary to the 
slavery that would otherwise be engendered. 
The increasing symbolic significance of the Stone-Blackwell marriage was related to a vision 
of self-ownership directly derived from understandings of chattel slavery.  Lucy Stone was the first 
American woman to retain her maiden name following marriage, an act which encouraged other 
reformers to challenge patrilineal naming systems.70  In 1858, “L.H.” contended that “ignoring the 
slave’s right to a name” was one of the most degrading elements of slavery.  Together, slaves and 
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women gained a new name alongside a new master: “What more degrading sacrifice of personal 
rights could any master ask?”71  Throughout the nineteenth century, this question was repeatedly 
asked in terms that related the married woman’s surname to the lack of autonomy engendered by 
chattel slavery.  In 1883, Blake’s Woman’s Place To-Day maintained that new wives see only “the 
words ‘Mr. and Mrs. So and So,’ the name is his alone, and Mr. placed before the Mrs.,” 
demonstrating the woman’s integration into her husband upon marriage.72  From the 1850s 
onwards, Stone’s initial act was venerated in periodicals and suffrage conventions, as well as the 
biography penned by her daughter Alice Stone Blackwell in 1930.73  The Lucy Stone League, 
founded in 1921, was inspired by Stone’s convictions: “A wife should no more take her husband’s 
name than he should hers.  My name is my identity and must not be lost.”74 
During the antebellum era and beyond, the romantic repartee of reformers demonstrated the 
cultural centrality gained by discourses of slavery.  Some male reformers periodically used abstract 
rhetoric to describe their experience of marital hierarchy, by many women reformers directly 
referenced chattel slavery because of their acute understanding of the gendered restrictions of the 
institution.  The idea that love should preclude marriage was often seen as a safeguard to an 
inherently oppressive union.  From the law to chattel slavery, these reformers had a comprehensive 
understanding of many forms of oppression, and this repeatedly extended to the way they 
interpreted marriage. 
Sex and Slavery 
The woman-slave analogy also informed reform discussions of sexual exploitation, in reference to 
both chattel slavery and marriage.  Antislavery literature explored this association most 
comprehensively, and writers emphasised how the intersections between chattel slavery, race and 
gender were shaped by the law.  The experience of mixed-race women was at the centre of these 
antislavery discussions, but depictions often relied on the stereotype of the tragic mulatta.  This 
strategy also meant that concerns surrounding sexual exploitation could be fully displaced on 
enslaved or precariously free women of mixed race. 
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The literary trope of the tragic mulatta focused on a mixed-race character, often enslaved, 
whose destiny was “overdetermined by the iniquities of plantation slavery.”75  The lack of bodily 
autonomy engendered by chattel slavery meant many reformers saw a pertinent comparison 
between the tragic mulatta and the exploitation of marriage.76  Julie Husband observes how the 
tragic mulatta trope provided a useful representational surrogate upon whom discussions of “sexual 
slavery,” violence and ownership – all characteristics of chattel slavery and marriage – could be 
supplanted.  This resulted in an explicit “connection between the tragic mulatta’s fate and that of 
her free, white counterpart in marriage.”77  Allusions to the connection between marriage and 
chattel slavery used the woman-slave analogy in an exploitative way, but this was both complicated 
and strengthened by the antebellum legal construction of race and sex.  The absence of marriage 
under chattel slavery was used to emphasise these intersections in antislavery literature. 
When reformers characterised the mixed-race women of antislavery narratives, they focused 
on the precarious legal position that resulted from their inability to marry white men.  Lydia Maria 
Child’s antislavery short story “The Quadroons” (1842) explored the legal implications of 
interracial relationships on southern plantations.  The mixed-race character Rosalie tells her white 
paramour that, should his affection diminish, “I would not, if I could, hold you by a legal fetter”; 
because the paramour is “weakened in moral principle, and unfettered by laws of the land,” he 
abandons Rosalie and their daughter Xarifa.78  Child also used discourses of slavery in other 
contexts, as she equated “wifehood with servitude” in The Mother’s Book (1831).79  Her antislavery 
literature, however, put southern mixed-race women at the centre of this paradox.  Although 
reformers realised that mixed-race and enslaved women were unprotected by even the imbalanced 
laws of marriage, they still viewed sexual exploitation as leading to the oppression of all women. 
African American reformers offered competing, but not wholly incompatible, interpretations 
of the power differential in sexual relationships that arose under chattel slavery.  These antislavery 
novels similarly used discourses of slavery to interrogate the intersection between the legal 
construction of chattel slavery, race and sex.  William Wells Brown acknowledged the inspiration 
he gained from Child’s “The Quadroons” when writing Clotel; or, The President’s Daughter 
(1853).80  His narrative commences with the character of Clotel, her “complexion as white as most 
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of those who were waiting with a wish to become her purchasers,” standing on the auction block.81  
This novel, like antebellum slave narratives, appealed directly to its northern reading audience by 
emphasising the similarities between enslaved women and their white sisters.82  Adélékè Adéèkó 
condemns Brown for overlooking the problematic racial overtones that resulted from a “close 
proximity between ‘true’ womanhood and whiteness.”83  Yet the novel constructs Clotel’s 
experience as reprehensible not only because of her whiteness, but also because of the legal 
vulnerability that results from her mixed-race ancestry.  When Clotel and the young Horatio embark 
upon “marriage,” she vows that should his “affections fall” or “conscience” impel him to abandon 
her, she “would not, if I could, hold you by a single fetter.”  As in “The Quadroons,” Horatio 
eventually marries a wealthy white woman; Clotel rejects the claim that she remain “his real wife” 
and spurns him.84  The absence of legal responsibility surrounding interracial relationships under 
chattel slavery was a central concern for Brown and Child alike.  While Angelyn Mitchell criticises 
Brown’s “tendency to reduce the female characters merely to symbols of oppression,” it is 
necessary to recognise how these lines were drawn explicitly to show how interdependent 
oppressions, inscribed by law, converged in the figure of the mixed-race enslaved woman.85 
Slave narratives specifically emphasised how marriage between the enslaved was also 
illegal.86  This demonstrated the racial demarcations of both institutions as well as the competing 
attitudes black and white reformers held toward marriage itself.  Freedom the “power of slave 
holders” is the central concern in Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) 
positions.  As a fugitive slave, Jacobs concludes: “[M]y story ends with freedom; not in the usual 
way, with marriage.  I and my children are now free!”87  A focus on the sexual exploitation of 
enslaved women and the comparative desirability of marriage meant African American reformers 
challenged the rhetorical connection between marriage and slavery. 
In contrast, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper used discourses of slavery to consider the 
institution of marriage from the perspective of white women.  “The Two Offers” (1858) recounted 
the divergent experience of two white characters – Laura Lagrange, who chooses a less than 
devoted marriage, and Janette Alston, who remains single – to examine marriage from a legal and 
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social perspective.88  For Harper, the ability to choose a romantic partner meant white women could 
negotiate the power disparity of marriage.  Still, she used this rhetoric to acknowledge the 
oppressions that could result from marriage in a way that emphasised “the rights of slaves, not 
women.”89  Men did not view marriage “as a divine sacrament for the soul’s development,” Harper 
critiqued, but rather as a “title-deed” that gave him “possession of the woman he thought he loved.”  
Yet Harper also condemned the way superficial and materialistic marriages were culturally 
condoned.  Her characters realise that marriage, “instead of being an affinity of souls or a union of 
hearts,” could instead become “a mere matter of bargain and sale, or an affair of convenience and 
selfish interest.”90  Overall, Harper used discourses of slavery to concede that marital oppression 
could occur in the absence of romantic love and companionate marriage. 
Antislavery literature used discourses of slavery to demonstrate that marriage, like chattel 
slavery, could be an oppressive institution.  African American reformers, however, complicated the 
point of identification between chattel slavery and marriage where white reform women tended to 
see their own vulnerability.  Yet antislavery literature departed from a marriage plot because it 
moved toward a narrative conclusion of freedom.  When reformers condemned chattel slavery in 
slave narratives and antislavery literature, they often used similar rhetoric to reject the existence of 
oppression more generally. 
Inscribing Hierarchy 
The legal and economic disabilities of women were exhibited when northern and southern 
commentators used discourses of slavery to discuss the hierarchy inscribed by the marriage 
contract.  From the seventeenth century onward, secular theorists redefined the marriage contract as 
the foundation of family property rights.91  Unique in that it was indissoluble and relied on a power 
imbalance between contractors, the marriage contract additionally worked to regulate the orderly 
expression of sexuality and public investment in procreation.  Together, these imperatives 
demonstrated the state incentive to regulate marriage.92  Alternately, northern reformers and 
southern proslavery ideologues used the woman-slave analogy to condemn or to maintain the social 
structures that emanated from the marriage contract. 
Antebellum reformers used analogy to emphasise similarities and overlook differences, but 
they also explored the distinct legal differences between marriage and chattel slavery as points of 
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analogy.93  In 1853, Paulina Wright Davis discussed how married women could not be “sold” or 
“bartered” for the husband’s “pecuniary benefit,” yet because husbands retained “a slave-holder’s 
life estate in her person,” women could not change “a bad master for a better one[.]”94  While it is 
equally unlikely that the enslaved could choose their masters, Davis still drew attention to the 
permanence of marriage.  Another central difference hinged on the fact that women married 
voluntarily, relinquishing their rights to husbands in the process, but the condition of slavery was 
inherited from the matrilineal line.95  Since chattel slavery was not based on a voluntary contract, 
the comparison was seemingly rendered legally untenable.96  However, the question of whether 
marriage and its legal ramifications were voluntary was also influenced by the limited education 
and unequal wages that bound women to the marriage contract.97  Husbands, Davis continued, not 
only controlled the “nominal freedom” of wives, but children were “as absolutely at the disposal of 
her owner during their minority, as are those of the slave-mother.”98  The property rights of 
husbands, which Peggy Pascoe suggests included “property rights in their wives and children,” 
were vastly disproportionate to those of wives.99  If limits of the woman-slave analogy were clearer 
from a social than a legal perspective, reformers still used discourses of slavery to emphasise the 
common and dissimilar oppressions faced by free and enslaved women. 
The anxieties surrounding domestic hierarchy meant discourses of slavery were also used by 
southerners for proslavery purposes.  Julie Husband describes southern society in terms of its 
“organic culture”: the state was imagined as “a macrocosm of the family, with a benevolent father 
figure governing, with sympathy and firmness, the subordinates who owe him obedience.”100  Here, 
rhetorical allusions to chattel slavery and marriage were part of a vision of social hierarchy 
intrinsically shaped by enlightenment ideals.  In response to radical abolitionism, southerners 
sought to “domesticate” slavery by using the benevolent language of “my family white and black”; 
domestic relations were praised and relationships of domination and subordination emanated from 
the supposedly indivisible hierarchies of master/servant, parent/child, and husband/wife.101  When 
future Confederate officer Christopher C.G. Memminger addressed the Young Men’s Library 
Association of Augusta, Georgia, in 1851, he discussed how slavery could “dignify the family”: 
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Each planter is in fact a Patriarch – his position compels him to be a ruler in his 
household.  From early youth, his children and servants look up to him as the head, and 
obedience and subordination become important elements of education. …  Domestic 
relations become those which are most prized.102 
Slaveholders further invoked the “positive good” thesis to demonstrate that slavery was inescapable 
but reciprocally beneficial in a civilised society.103  Racial and marital subordination, both 
foreordained by God and nature, therefore constructed a desirable hierarchy of rights and duties 
among family members.104  Abolitionists, according to Husband, retaliated with a “family 
protection campaign” which sought to communicate the realities of benevolent paternalism – the 
separation of slave families, the rape of enslaved women, the sale of illegitimate enslaved children, 
and the vision of mother and child in the marketplace.105  Although northern reformers appropriated 
antislavery arguments to redefine the constraints of marriage, many southerners emphasised a 
comparison between marriage and chattel slavery to argue for the unaltered perpetuation of both 
institutions. 
Since the hierarchy of southern organic culture ultimately empowered the white planter, 
marital subordination was justified through direct associations with chattel slavery.  William 
Harper’s speech, “Memoir on Slavery” (1838), reprinted in the Southern Literary Journal, 
meditated upon domestic power relations to justify the peculiar institution.  Southern hierarchy was 
fundamentally antithetical to the dictates of liberalism, and the degree to which it assumed inherent 
social inequality was evident in Harper’s musings.106  Harper acknowledged the “cruelties inflicted” 
by “brutal husbands on their wives; of brutal parents … on children; of brutal masters on 
apprentices,” and so demonstrated an awareness of the abuse of power.  Yet he concluded: “Wives 
are protected from their husbands, and children from their parents.”107  The perception of consent 
meant marriage was viewed as ennobling, not degrading, for women, while women and African 
Americans were thought to need the protection and guidance of benevolent paternalism.108  This 
southern proslavery rhetoric was at odds with the way northern reformers used the woman-slave 
analogy, validating, as it did, social and marital hierarchy. 
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This was not solely based on chattel slavery, but on hierarchical visions of race.  Chattel 
slavery continued to influence southern legal codes even following the Civil War, so issues 
surrounding freedom and contract maintained parallels with the inequality of domestic relations.109  
Therefore, in spite of the abolition of chattel slavery, structural relationships based on racial 
hierarchy continued during the postbellum era in an even more insidious way.  In 1865, C.A. White 
reflected on antebellum ideas about southern domestic hierarchy: 
A husband has a right of property in the service of his wife; he has the right to the 
management of his household affairs.  The master has a right of property in the service 
of his apprentice.  All these rights rest upon the same basis as a man’s right of property 
in the service of slaves.110 
From their proslavery standpoint, both Harper and White were at odds with the way northern 
reformers used the woman-slave analogy to critique of marriage.  Still, these comparisons were 
based on the idea that the subordination of wives and slaves was in their best interest, a fact 
supported by the legal strictures that constructed chattel slavery and marriage as domestic relations. 
The proslavery hierarchical correlation between marriage and chattel slavery meant southern 
white women sometimes understood their own experiences in such terms.  “Poor women, poor 
slaves,” Mary Boykin Chestnut lamented in her diary.111  Biographer Mary A. DeCredico reveals 
that Chestnut never felt a loving companionship with her husband, James Chestnut, Jr, and 
mediated upon the institution of marriage throughout her life.112  Susan Dabney Smedes, recalling 
the antebellum experiences of her mother, concluded that “the mistress of a plantation was the most 
complete slave on it.”113  Unlike Memminger, Harper and White, southern women largely used 
discourses of slavery to critique marriage in a way that had more in common with the rhetoric of 
northern reformers. 
Ann Firor Scott views the comparison plantation mistresses made between themselves and 
their slaves to have occurred “too often to be counted simply as rhetoric,” suggesting that the 
discontent and constraint among elite southern women ultimately undermined patriarchal social 
structures.114  This is a point of historiographical contention.  Although slaveholding women 
experienced the material comforts of the plantation, Jacqueline Jones proposes that slavery 
“mandated the subordination of all women, both black and white, to masters-husbands whose 
behaviour ranged from benevolent to tyrannical, but always within a patriarchal context.”115  In 
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contrast, Thavolia Glymph argues that such complete cross-racial gender identification was 
impossible because of influence of plantation racial hierarchy.  Glymph extends Elizabeth Fox-
Genovese’ assertion that plantation mistresses presented the “feminine face of paternalism,” and 
emphasises that southern white were “far from being victims of the slave system” because they 
were not encouraged to identify with their enslaved property.  The slaves themselves endured the 
brunt of patriarchal and paternalistic authority.116 
It is nonetheless important to account for the prominence of the woman-slave analogy in the 
antebellum South.  According to Stephanie McCurry, women’s subordination bore much of the 
“ideological weight of slavery, providing the most concrete example of how public and private 
distinctions were confounded in political discourse and culture.”117  If genuine interracial gender 
identification and solidarity was not prevalent in the South, the ultimate relegation of women and 
slaves to the same hierarchical category of dependence was of structural and ideological 
significance. 
The difference, then, is that northern reformers and African Americans used the woman-
slave analogy as a fledgling expression of intersectionality.  They identified the similarities and also 
limits of the comparison to make critiques that encompassed multiple reform movements.  Northern 
reformers and African Americans actually acknowledged and sometimes addressed the interactions 
between many forms of oppression, whereas southern women used this rhetoric solely to understand 
their own oppression.  For elite southern women, this primarily related to power relations in 
courtship and marriage, and their experience was the focus of southern popular novelists. 
Southern Strategies 
Antebellum popular literature provides a point of departure for the way southern women interpreted 
the oppression of marriage.  Literary representations of southern slaveholding women challenged 
the prevailing perception that they accepted matrimonial and household dependence more willingly 
than enslaved women.118  Yet this rhetorical critique of marriage was still strongly influenced by the 
hierarchies associated with proslavery ideology.  These novels used both abstract discourses of 
slavery emerged alongside direct references to chattel slavery, but in so doing they solely 
emphasised the need to alleviate white women’s oppression. 
The 1850s popular novels of Caroline Lee Hentz and E.D.E.N. Southworth both engaged 
with the woman-slave analogy.  Russ Castronovo identifies a literary countertradition wherein 
proslavery authors appropriated the slave narrative.  In these novels, “race facilitates a gender 
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identification that hides the extent to which class-based notions of privileged womanhood originate 
in ruthless plantation production.”119  This important observation overlooks an important difference, 
however.  Where slave narratives strove toward freedom, southern popular novels concluded by 
reifying marriage – an institution which these novels constructed as inherently oppressive.  This 
southern literature hinged on the way marriage drove its heroines away from freedom, so discourses 
of slavery were used to describe the female characters’ discontent. 
Hentz and Southworth’s novels used similar rhetorical strategies to describe the domestic 
and courtship experiences of southern women, but the authors’ backgrounds shaped their 
perspectives.  Hentz was a northerner who migrated to the Upper South with her husband.  Her 
proslavery interpretation of the master-slave relationship informed her critique of the husband-wife 
relationship among the privileged classes.  Yet the expectations of the nineteenth-century literary 
marketplace complicated Hentz’s somewhat anachronistic engagement with the woman-slave 
analogy.  While Hentz’s “stolen slave narrative” reinscribed race, class and gender to produce best-
selling fiction, she also had to covet competing market interests: northern printing presses; a broad 
readership (regardless of region); and the cultural surveillance that demanded southern writers 
protect and defend southern organic culture.120  Southworth, in contrast, was a reformer who lived 
primarily in Washington, D.C.; she wrote antislavery literature set in the South.  Southworth’s 
ambivalence toward southern organic culture led her to question why women should aspire to 
marriage, and whether it could support them emotionally and economically.121  Hentz was 
concerned primarily with white women’s experience of marriage, but Southworth’s resistance 
oppression emanating from race and sex set her apart. 
When Hentz’s popular novels depicted southern white women rebelling against arranged 
and forced marriage, discourses of slavery were used to challenge the heroine’s oppression.  
According to Karen Tracey, Hentz redefined love in her manipulation of southern hierarchies; this 
made her narrative conclusions “appear natural” even though they “paradoxically increase the 
heroines’ autonomy and strengthen the system that confines them.”122  The character of Florence, 
the young belle in Hentz’s Marcus Warland; or, the Long Moss Spring (1852), flouts convention 
and actively courts Marcus.  Nevertheless, her consciousness of the restrictions of marriage leads 
her to avoid what she views as an inevitable engagement for as long as possible.  Florence renames 
herself “L’éclair” – the title of a French opera, L’éclair (1835), translating to “the lighting flash” – 
and sends Marcus risqué letters in which she laments the restrictions of girlhood and fantasises 
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about life as a boy.  As “L’éclair,” Florence dares Marcus: “Canst thou catch the lightning’s chain, 
and imprison it in thy grasp…?”123  Here, Hentz used abstract discourses of slavery to challenge 
women’s oppression in a way that was distinct from allusions to chattel slavery. 
These novels also used direct allusions to chattel slavery to interrogate love and marriage.  
Hentz’s literary project promoted privileged white women’s empowerment in a way that reinforced 
the racism of organic culture, but the process of examining gender roles necessarily meant 
questioning the existence of chattel slavery.124  “I have always dreaded the idea of love,” Florence 
laments, “because I know, if I once yielded to its power, I should become far more of a vassal than 
any slave on this broad plantation.”125  The similarity between this sentiment, from an 1852 
southern novel, and the quote at the beginning of this chapter from Stanton’s 1850 article in The 
Lily, is striking: Hentz and Stanton both used the association between marriage and chattel slavery 
to communicate the inherent contradictions between the romantic ideal and the actual restrictions of 
marriage.  Yet here and elsewhere, Stanton used this example to demonstrate that women and slaves 
alike were denied a proper education, and to denounce the very system of chattel slavery.126  Hentz, 
in contrast, showed little attentiveness toward the exploitation of the enslaved.  This rhetoric 
demonstrated the ambivalence southern women felt toward courtship and marriage, but unlike 
northern reformers, did not reveal an underlying commitment to interdependent oppressions. 
For slaveholding women, the influence of paternalism often intersected with the demands of 
domesticity.127  Yet the disparity between the ideal of the southern lady and the reality of household 
management led some elite southern women to question men’s dominance.  In her diary, Chestnut 
concluded that “every man objects to any despot but himself,” and popular literature similarly 
depicted the tyranny inherent in the exercise of parental authority.128  This was most apparent when 
elite slaveholders insisted on class-bound marriages to amalgamate property.  Some planter families 
in the Upper South exhibited a comparatively egalitarian ethos by socialising children within their 
own circles to create matches.129  Popular novelists, however, used discourses of slavery to focus on 
the way patriarchal interests weighed on daughters, who bore the brunt of arranged marriages. 
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These novels framed household patriarchs as tyrants in a way that recalled plantation power 
relations.  The literary depiction of patriarchs reflects what Steven M. Stowe describes as the 
antebellum “rhetoric of authority,” wherein tension emerged between southern parents’ hierarchical 
views and the more egalitarian expressions of friendship and individuality their adolescent children 
learned at boarding school.130  Hentz’s Eoline; or, Magnolia Vale; or, the Heiress of Glenmore 
(1852) begins with the affluent patriarch informing his daughter she is to marry the neighbouring 
planter’s son; refusing, Eoline seeks employment as a music teacher at a female academy.  Mr. 
Glenmore fears social disapproval but cannot abandon the “despotism in his bosom,” and though he 
asks himself whether Eoline should “be made a musical drudge, a hireling, a slave,” he still 
enforces the marriage.131  Similarly, Southworth’s The Missing Bride (1855) positions Commodore 
Waugh as a patriarch who believes in his jurisdiction to arrange the marriages of his dependants.  
Waugh’s plantation – ironically named “Luckenough,” but verbally parodied by the enslaved Crazy 
Nell as “Lock-em-up” – is a place where he indulges “the solitary majesty of his own demoniacal 
passion.”  When the elder niece Edith marries a heroic English soldier rather than the preferred Dr. 
Grimshaw, she is criticised for base ingratitude.  Edith maintains that “honest hearts are not to be 
bought, or sold, or persuaded,” but Waugh thunders: “I am no tyrant, minion, do you hear!”  Waugh 
also threatens his younger niece, Jacquelina: “I have the greatest mind to whip her to death!”132  The 
depiction of these characters belied how the myth of benevolent paternalism concealed the 
tyrannical behaviour directed at dependents. 
Popular novelists subverted the idealisation of southern bellehood by demonstrating the 
potential for plantation mistresses to exhibit tyrannical behaviour.  Hentz’s Linda; or, The Young 
Pilot of the Belle Creole (1850) portrays the “despotism of Mrs. Walton,” a character whose 
merciless treatment of her adolescent stepdaughter is constructed through a directly analogy to 
chattel slavery.  Linda, whipped and coerced into lodgings “scarcely thought good enough for a 
slave,” revolts against such “tyranny.”  When Mrs. Walton arranges for Linda to marry her son, to 
retain the family plantation, Linda implores her stepmother to take her fortune: “I wish I were the 
poorest girl in the south-west, if I must be bought and sold like a negro slave.”  Linda is instead 
reproached for addressing her stepmother with less respect than any “slave on the plantation.”  
Linda, however, actively protests, and does not consent to be “trafficked away in this vile 
manner.”133 
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Both Linda and Mrs. Walton acknowledge that slaves were often sold against their will, but 
there is no further appreciation for their exploitation.  Since the Jezebel stereotype promoted an 
image of black women’s insatiable lust, enslaved women faced contradictions attendant on the fact 
that their sexual commodification was often interpreted as the result of promiscuity.134  Linda, in 
contrast, expects patriarchal and legal authority to work in her favour, concluding: “If my father 
does not protect me, I will appeal to the laws, and they shall.”135  Her attempt toward legal recourse 
is only possible because she is personally empowered, has access to representation, and retains the 
rights accorded unmarried women.  Ultimately, however, Linda is duped: the law leaves her even 
more vulnerable, thus recalling the way Brown and Child emphasised the legal defencelessness of 
mixed-race women.  Of course, the laws surrounding chattel slavery and race were more restrictive 
and disempowering, but these novels collectively used discourses of slavery to emphasise how 
patriarchal legal structures disadvantaged all women, although to different degrees. 
Nor is the prospective marriage to Mrs. Walton’s son any more appealing.  Because Robert 
“labels his frantic desire to possess Linda as ‘love’, his willingness to coerce her into submission 
exposes his lack of respect,” the quality she most values.136  In fact, Robert’s professions of love 
recall the language of ownership employed by male abolitionists.  Whereas Linda hopes to postpone 
marriage and “revel awhile in the joy of freedom,” Robert swears to “claim you, Linda, as my 
own.”  In contrast, Linda experiences “a glad sense of freedom, of relief from persecution, and hope 
of future joy” at the prospect of marrying another beau, Roland Lee.137  Hentz, like northern 
reformers, inscribed marriage through oppositional interpretations of slavery and freedom to 
demarcate the difference between loveless marriages and those based on romantic love and the 
companionate ideal. 
The woman-slave analogy was used to refute the idea that marriage should be a woman’s 
only life goal.  Not all southern women preoccupied with marriage.  As Elizabeth Ruffin confessed 
to her diary in 1827, “the sweets of independence are greatly preferable to that charming servitude 
under a lord and master.”138  Remarkably, southern popular novelists sometimes praised the 
autonomy of single women.  Hentz commends Eoline, “this noble young girl,” for her refusal to 
“sell her birthright” and instead sacrificing “luxury and home, rather than barter her soul’s 
independence, her heart’s liberty … in a traffic unsanctioned by God or man!”139  Courtship, which 
led to the passage from the father’s to husband’s plantation, was potentially the only time the 
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southern belle could take control of her fate, so it was especially crucial.140  The character of Eoline 
is not especially concerned about never marrying, nor is marriage constructed as her only option.  
However, she felt her “independent spirit” to be her “only inheritance, … after having thrown off 
the chains of parental despotism,” even though she finds some fulfilment as a school teacher.141 
Hentz also used abstract discourses of slavery to depict the consequences of a disastrous 
marriage.  When the character of Mr. Wilton explains the ramifications of arranged marriages to 
Mr. Glenmore, he draws on the debilitating experience of his daughter – a true woman who 
becomes a listless recluse following a discordant union.  “Chains are chains, though forged of 
gold,” Wilton says as he chastises Glenmore’s heartlessness at forcing Eoline to marry.  As Eoline 
eventually falls in love with her intended, it is implied that the couple would always have married if 
left to “free will.”142  These heroines ultimately prove trustworthy arbiters of race and class 
interests, thus demonstrating how “families need not force them to be objects of exchange in 
marriage.”143  Overall, the woman-slave analogy enabled Hentz to emphasise the distance between 
that which was acceptable for the enslaved – barter, trafficking and exchange – and the matrimonial 
practices considered untenable for white women. 
The way southern women used the woman-slave analogy proved to be purely rhetorical in 
many senses.  Identification between privileged white women and their slaves was largely tenuous, 
but the impulse to directly reference chattel slavery became clearer in literary depictions of these 
relationships.  Indeed, Linda’s acceptance of benevolent paternalism is clear when she embarks on a 
night-time expedition to a neighbouring plantation to arrange a good purchase for her mammy.144  
Hentz’s novels hoped to establish that interracial and cross-class identification was improbable, a 
process epitomised in Linda’s gracious and courteous, but never familiar, behaviour toward her 
slaves.145  Even a latent sense of identification between women and slaves could destabilise 
hierarchy.  When the enslaved character Gatty attempts to empathise and identify with Eoline’s 
plight, questioning the viability of patriarchal and paternalistic authority, her voice is stifled: 
GATTY: “I no mean speak disrespectable of nobody, … but I know something wrong, 
and I spect, I think[…]” 
EOLINE: “No, no, Gatty, … you must not suspect, you must not think, you must not 
speak.  It will do no good, and may do a great deal of harm.”146 
Open discourse between women and slaves had the potential to subvert benevolent paternalism 
altogether.  The fact that Eoline unambiguously silences Gatty attempted to negate the prospect that 
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a disobedient daughter could inspire independence of mind in her slaves, but instead only 
accentuates this possibility.147  It is clear that popular novelists such as Hentz – as well as the real 
life reflections of Smedes, Chestnut and Ruffin – did not seek direct identification with the slave for 
whom they plead.  For the most part, therefore, these elite southern women did not court 
intersectionality.  From a rhetorical perspectives, allusions to parental or social “tyranny” simply 
emphasised that white young ladies should not be treated like “negro slaves.” 
Although northern women reformers often shared reservations about the relationship 
between white and black women, their unequivocal rejection of chattel slavery represented a more 
holistic and egalitarian aversion to all forms of oppression.  Indeed, Southworth’s novels presented 
a more complicated perspective.  The prospect of Jacquelina’s arranged marriage in The Missing 
Bride leads her to ask: “How much would such a girl as myself bring in the slave market of the 
Sultan’s city?”148  Not only does Jacquelina identify with the enslaved, but Southworth imbues the 
character with a deeper understanding of matrimonial exchange and the expanding notion of the 
marriage market than any of Hentz’s characters.  But this sense of identification is qualified, 
somewhat, because the direct comparison is with an orientalised (potentially “white”) slave, rather 
than the racially other African American slave.  This anticipated the way the concept of slavery was 
both sexualised and whitened by the end of the nineteenth century. 
Most often, southern popular novelists and diarists refuted a direct identification between 
women and slaves.  Their disinterest in the existence of intersecting forms of oppression set them 
apart from northern reformers and African Americans.  In contrast, popular literature which 
engaged with reform principles did not completely negate the possibility of cross-racial 
identification and myriad forms of oppression.  The woman-slave analogy was an important 
rhetorical device in southern popular literature, but discourses of slavery usually worked to 
emphasise the oppression of white women in a way which was not as prevalent among northern 
reformers until following the Civil War. 
Philosophical Considerations 
Many antebellum writers considered the comparison between marriage and slavery at a more 
philosophical level.  However, the prevalence of this rhetoric meant they were sometimes too prone 
to do so.  William Harper’s “Memoir on Slavery” sought to justify the peculiar institution by 
suggesting that no one was, in fact, free: “Servitude is the condition of civilisation.”149  When 
northern reformers reflected upon this concept, they showed an awareness of interdependent 
oppressions. 
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African American authors used discourses of slavery to consider the existence of different 
forms of oppression.  Henry Louis Gates, Jr. designates Hannah Crafts’ The Bondwoman’s 
Narrative (c.1850s), a recently discovered manuscript, as the first novel written by an African 
American woman.150  Importantly, Crafts problematised the analogy between marriage and slavery.  
Her main character, Hannah, questions how marriage could be dignified “in a state of servitude,” 
and concludes that the “responsibilities” of marriage could “only be filled with profit, and honour, 
and advantage by the free.”151  Still, Crafts found enduring points of comparison between women 
and slaves.  The character of Mr. Trappe, a lawyer and trader in fancy slaves, traffics in the “sexual 
economy” of chattel slavery.152  When Trappe blackmails the unnamed daughter of his previous 
employer, he threatens to reveal her mixed-race ancestry to her white planter husband.  In 
consequence, Crafts followed her African American literary predecessors and considered how 
mixed-race women embodied the legal and cultural oppression of women and slaves.   Yet in her 
characterisation of this slave trader, Crafts echoed William Harper.  “We are all slaves to something 
or somebody,” Trappe utters, as he finally acquires the unnamed woman for the purpose of sale: 
A man perfectly free would be an anomaly, and a free woman yet more so.  Freedom 
and slavery are only names attached surreptitiously and often improperly to certain 
conditions and in many cases the slave possesses more.  They are mere shadows the 
very reverse of realities, and being so, if rightly considered, they have only a trifling 
effect on individual happiness.153 
The narrative ultimately refutes this possibility, but the manuscript nature of Crafts’ novel, 
complete with crossed out passages, enables the reader to see that she reconsidered whether the 
enslaved could possess more freedom than the free.  It remains significant that Crafts explored the 
experience of mixed-race women, as well as her understanding of women’s oppression, through 
discourses of slavery.  Although African American authors generally identified the limits of the 
woman-slave analogy, they did not wholly refute it. 
As women’s oppression became a primary focus of reformers, the analogy between 
marriage and slavery was sometimes used too dismissively.  In 1953, Elizabeth Oakes Smith 
cautioned women against early marriage, so the “undeveloped girl” would not be “put into bondage 
for the rest of her life to one whom … the woman may perhaps despise.”154  Others surmised that 
women were not fully culpable for these circumstances.  It was suggested that husbands should 
abandon “the position of master” so the “strictest equality” could be realised in marriage, otherwise 
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women could ultimately “feel that he who promised at the altar to love, cherish and protect her, is 
but a legalised master and tyrant.”155  Indeed, marriage involved the “traumatic removal” of girls 
from their mother’s network and consequent adjustment to husbands who came to marriage with 
vastly different life experiences.156  This sometimes even involved assimilation into a husband’s 
family.  Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall: A Domestic Tale of the Present Time (1854) anticipates the title 
character’s marriage as a “death-knell,” even though Ruth’s happy marriage is only marred by the 
undue influence of her in-laws.157  Women’s rights reformers saw the woman-slave analogy as an 
effective rhetorical device, but this acknowledgement sometimes led them to questionable 
conclusions. 
This was most obvious in Laura Curtis Bullard’s Christine; or, Woman’s Trials and 
Triumphs (1856).  When the title character, a middle-aged woman’s rights reformer, weds her 
estranged first love, Philip, on his deathbed, rhetorical misappropriation abounds.  As Philip begins 
to recover and the marriage vows become a reality, both inadvertently conclude that their marriage 
will be inherently oppressive.  Christine convinces herself that the “chain that bound him to her was 
galling”; her presence was “valuable” and “delightful” as a nurse, but “as a wife it was 
unwelcome.”  Upon his waking, Philip similarly believes that Christine is “unhappy under the 
chains I, in my selfishness, … imposed,” thus resolving that she “should not be my slave.”158  This 
misinterpretation demonstrated the degree to which the matrimonial oppression was described in 
terms of slavery.  A fictional women’s rights orator enabled Bullard to emphasise the need for the 
companionate marriage which Christine and Philip ultimately find.159  But it also recalled the 
personal concerns actual women reformers voiced during courtships, and still married nonetheless. 
The structure of the slave narrative also shaped another significant discussion in Bullard’s 
Christine.  Annie Murray, a happy young socialite, becomes engaged on the whim of the season to 
the rich Mr. Howard, only to discover their incompatibility following marriage.  “Every day,” 
Bullard states, “the fetters which bound them seemed more galling, and contentions grew more and 
more frequent.”  The Murray home features a penholder sculpted as “a slave in bronze” and “canary 
birds [that] trilled out their sweet songs” to symbolically represent the process of keeping women in 
their sphere, or their metaphorical “cage.”160  In a chapter entitled “Gilded Misery,” Annie tells her 
uncle, Mr. Elliston: “Every day it grows harder to bear his tyranny[!]”  When Elliston indicates that 
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he cannot help Annie and her daughter due to the laws that bind her to her husband, Annie laments: 
“Do you know what you are dooming me to? …  [T]he life of a slave, who hates and fears her 
master[!]”  Later, Elliston berates Howard for refusing to “let your slave escape” through the legal 
means of divorce.161  From temperance to divorce, antebellum attempts to alleviate domestic 
tension and violence did not guarantee the safety of married women, so reformers instead 
emphasised the pragmatic impulse toward self-preservation.162  The increasing condemnation of this 
widespread legal and social failure led women’s rights reformers to recall the rhetoric that had 
shaped discussions of the oppression women experienced in marriage. 
The philosophical consideration of marriage, together with freedom and slavery, during the 
antebellum era derived from an awareness of the existence of interdependent oppressions.  
Following the Civil War, however, the abolition of chattel slavery meant discourses of slavery 
underwent a conceptual change.  The earlier reform perspective which situated marriage alongside a 
variety of other oppressions increasingly gave way to a focus on how marriage engendered white 
women’s oppression.  A new women’s rights trope encapsulated this process, and it drew directly 
on the form of the slave narrative. 
Fugitive Wives 
When Christine depicts Annie Murray’s flight from her unhappy marriage, she becomes what 
women’s rights reformers increasingly labelled a “fugitive wife.”  This trope was directly related to 
the plight of antebellum fugitive slaves.  The Fugitive Slave Law (1850) legalised the existing 
practice of kidnapping African Americans in the North and returning them to chattel slavery, 
whether they were slave or free.  Documented in slave narratives, the stories of fugitive slaves 
became a particular concern of abolitionists, black and white, who habitually flouted the law by 
offering assistance.163  But in the wake of the Civil War, the absence of actual fugitive slaves 
created a representational opening for women’s rights reformers. 
Just as Castronovo posits that the narratives of southern women adopted elements of the slave 
narrative, women’s rights literature similarly created this new trope through appropriation.  Earlier 
antislavery literature such as Richard Hildreth’s The Slave; or, Memoirs of Archy Moore (1836) 
imitated slave narratives, and popular literature similarly depicted women and girls escaping 
domestic abuse to go to the factories of Lowell.  The factory, recalling the northern star in slave 
narratives, becomes the “counterpoint to the oppressive circumstances from which the author 
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escapes.”164  Women’s rights periodicals also began to use this imagery in relation to marriage, as 
The Una reported upon failed marriage in terms of “runaway” husbands and wives in 1855.165  
Other reformers drew a more explicit comparison between fugitive slaves and marriage.  In 1856, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote to Lucy Stone: 
Her bondage, though it differs from that of the Negro slave, frets and chafes her just the 
same.  She too sighs and groans in her chains; and lives but in the hope of better things 
to come.  She looks to heaven; whilst the more philosophical slave sets out for 
Canada.166 
According to Renford Reese, Canada was of great importance in the way fugitive slaves 
conceptualised liberty.167  For Stanton, the freedom represented by Canada demonstrated the 
divergent experiences of women and chattel slaves.  When the fugitive wife trope became more 
prominent in the postbellum era, the addition of the Canadian escape represented a greater level of 
appropriation of the slave narrative. 
Figure 3. “Eliza Crosses the Ohio on the Floating Ice.”168 
Antislavery and women’s rights reformers were accustomed to describing matrimonial 
oppression as slavery, and so the fugitive wife trope thrived.  It found particular expression in 
fiction.  Annie Murray, in Bullard’s Christine, leaves her husband and attempts to support herself 
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and her daughter as a seamstress.  The struggling Annie is “rescued” by a family friend who 
proposes marriage, but as Annie is yet married, it is a bigamous union.  Convinced that the marriage 
was “sacred” nonetheless, Annie’s story follows that of the mixed-race women in antislavery 
narratives – Rosalie from Child’s “The Quadroons”; Eliza from Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin (1852); Clotel from Brown’s Clotel (see Figures 3 and 4).  Like these mixed-race 
women, the rogue paramour eventually leaves Annie, dooming her to a life of prostitution and early 
death.169  The absence of chattel slavery and real fugitive slaves created a representational lacuna 
upon which postbellum women’s rights reformers capitalised. 
Figure 4. “The Death of Clotel.”170 
The women’s rights use of the fugitive wife trope flourished in response to the legislative 
developments following the Civil War.  The recent historiography of the Emancipation 
Proclamation is shaped by revisionist considerations of President Abraham Lincoln.  Originally the 
“Great Emancipator,” Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation (1863) is framed alternately as 
politically expedient or an imperative toward the unification of the Union.171  Historians posit that, 
during the nineteenth century, the Married Women’s Property Acts were viewed as analogous to the 
Emancipation Proclamation.  Although neither resulted in equality, both undermined “patriarchal 
authority” and created new relationships between women, ex-slaves and the state.172  Yet 
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emancipation had additional significance for ex-slaves because it resulted in legal marriage which 
created “new bonds between freedmen and freedwomen.”173  The difference, however, was that 
emancipation ostensibly resulted in freedom for the enslaved but the hierarchical structure of 
marriage remained.  Therefore, the fugitive wife trope, together with its appropriation of the slave 
narrative, operated in a way that emphasised the oppression of white women. 
As an extension of the woman-slave analogy, the fugitive wife trope became particularly 
important during the postbellum era.  In 1868, Stanton maintained that women could not “run off, 
for they were fastened with silver chains to their tyrants, and there was no Canada for them on the 
habitable globe.”174  It was impossible for fugitive wives, unlike fugitive slaves, to flee to Canada, 
Abigail Scott Duniway editorialised.175  The significance of Canada extended to the measured legal 
developments surrounding divorce.  “Liberal divorce laws for wives are what Canada was for the 
slaves – a door of escape from bondage,” the National Suffrage Convention stated in 1889.176  
During the Reconstruction era, some reformers approached the absence of fugitive slaves as 
justification for their disregard of the situation of freedpeople.  At the same time, the rhetorical 
framework of abolitionism was appropriated to inform the way direct references to chattel slavery 
were applied to women’s rights interpretations of marriage. 
Stanton again used her comprehensive legal knowledge to develop narratives depicting 
women’s experience of “the law of domestic relations to collectivise women.”177  The Revolution 
recounted many stories of fugitive wives.  It frequently cited the sexual double standard not only as 
an influence on women’s matrimonial oppression but also as a breaking point for unhappy wives.178  
In 1868, Stanton described a supposedly “real” fugitive wife who, after marrying a dishonest, 
rapacious and indebted rake, finally fled her husband; without assistance, “I should never have 
escaped from that bondage,” the woman confided.179  This rhetoric continued in Stanton’s 1869 
discussion McFarland/Richardson case, in which Abby Sage McFarland’s paramour, the journalist 
Albert Richardson, was fatally shot by her abusive ex-husband Daniel McFarland.  “I rejoice over 
every slave that escapes from a discordant marriage,” Stanton concluded in reference to the lovers’ 
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marriage on Richardson’s deathbed.180  When McFarland was acquitted in 1870, Stanton and 
Anthony organised a women’s mass meeting to protest the verdict.  Abby was a “fugitive wife,” 
Stanton proclaimed, and the McFarland decision was the women’s equivalent of the Dred Scott v. 
Sanford (1857) Supreme Court decision which ruled that African Americans had “no rights which 
the white man was bound to respect.”181 
Other women’s rights reformers adopted the fugitive wife trope for broader reform 
purposes.  Aurora C. Phelps asked whether lawmakers would “repeal our fugitive slave laws” and 
“emancipate all adult female slaves” in her 1868 plea for women’s suffrage.182  The fact that these 
proclamations followed the Thirteenth Amendment meant the fugitive slave metaphor actually 
implied women – ostensibly white women.  In 1869, Susan B. Anthony maintained that “we have 
sometimes women loose, as they had negroes loose, in slavery, & we have fugitive wives as they 
had fugitive slaves,” who ultimately had only choices between “marriage or prostitution.”183  The 
emergence of the fugitive wife trope meant discourses of slavery, in reference to marriage, enabled 
more explicit references to the peculiar institution following the Civil War. 
The fugitive wife trope continued to inform reform literature in the postbellum era.  Lillie 
Devereux Blake’s Fettered for Life; or, Lord and Master (1874) critiqued the exploitation of 
women in marriage.  For the young belle Flora Livingstone, her vulnerability is in fact exacerbated 
by her wealth and privilege.  Flora’s mother, the narrative recalls, had once “protested against her 
destiny as bitterly as … any revolted slave, but having for years past been contented with her 
chains, she could endure no thought of revolt in others.”184  Grace Farrell describes how marriage 
was seen as “a profession for a woman” during the nineteenth century, and Flora’s parents 
correspondingly force her to pursue the socially-acceptable “career” of a belle rather than pursue 
her interest in studying law.185  This, as will be discussed in Chapter Six, was representative of the 
concept of the marriage market, “an economic transaction in which the beautiful object becomes the 
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possession of that man who has enough money to buy her.”186  The woman-slave analogy was used 
to interrogate the absence of love and companionship in marriage. 
The Woman’s Journal and its observation that “ownership, bondage, slavery” was culturally 
“implied in the word love” was more fully explored in Fettered for Life.187  Flora, who is flattered 
by Ferdinand Le Roy, proudly boasts his romantic attentions: “I don’t care to be his slave for life, 
though I would like to see him at my feet.”188  Once she lets Le Roy shows his romantic preference 
however, Flora loses her sense of autonomy; her virginal sensibilities are shattered when he kisses 
her.189  As a suitor, Le Roy uses the language of ownership, but in a more insidious way than 
antebellum male abolitionists: “[C]ome, my sweet trembling little prisoner, you are fairly caught.  
Give me your promise.”  As with Annie Murray’s marriage, Le Roy’s sense of empowerment 
leaves Flora feeling as if she had “received a master,” rendering her “no longer free[;] …  ‘I have 
passed under the yoke,’ she thought, ‘I am a slave.’”190  The appropriation of the woman-slave 
analogy thus challenged the language of love through the need for self-ownership – concepts 
historians identify as being critical to antislavery and women’s rights reform alike.191  Flora does 
not initially accept her suitor, but nonetheless feels “bound to him”; she eventually succumbs to an 
engagement remembered “as a mark of servitude” and envies the unmarried “because they, at least, 
are free.”192 
In a chapter entitled “Flora Seeks Freedom,” this character essentially becomes a fugitive 
fiancée.  Flora flees to escape marriage to “a born tyrant,” and concludes that she would become “a 
slave bound hand and foot” were she to marry.  When Le Roy apprehends Flora, he “bore the 
fainting captive away.”  Unable to escape like Annie Murray, Blake emphasises the marriage vows 
through which women swore to “to love, honour and obey.”  After marriage, Flora lives in a 
“prison-house” and eventually succumbs to her husband’s stifling expectations.  On her deathbed, 
Flora imparts that “marriage without love, is worse than death.”193  Blake’s depiction of a loveless 
marriage drew explicit connections with the fugitive wife trope to depict the hypocrisies of 
courtship and the antithesis of the companionate marriage.  Yet this representation was almost 
completely devoid of any reference to chattel slavery, other than the ongoing cultural awareness of 
the institution. 
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Later novels similarly appropriated the fugitive wife trope without reference to chattel 
slavery.  Kate Chopin’s The Awakening (1899) depicts Edna Pontillier’s character transformation 
from a “caged bird” to a “free bird” unwilling to enter another cage: marriage.194  Edna’s awakening 
is predicated upon her realisation that she is “no longer one of Mr. Pontellier’s possessions,” and 
she instead asserts, “I give myself where I choose.”195  The novella concludes with Edna 
abandoning her internalised oppression by disrobing – essentially freeing herself of the “symbols of 
body discipline that affect her mind,” issues which will be discussed in Chapter Three – thus 
removing “all the barriers that cage her.”196  Yet this incarnation of the fugitive wife trope ends in 
the character’s suicide. 
The ongoing social censure of divorce compounded the already limited opportunities for 
women during the nineteenth century.  Following the Civil War, the rhetorical paradigm of slavery 
versus freedom remained prevalent in women’s rights discussions of divorce.197  Blake’s Woman’s 
Place To-Day (1883) posited that the “most potent cause of divorce” was the “monstrous doctrine 
of the headship of man,” and this fostered “a spirit of tyranny” which could “drive a wife into 
indignant rebellion.”198  Although divorce laws were liberalised as attitudes toward marriage 
changed, there were strong continuities in the use of this rhetoric.  In 1892, Stanton’s “The Solitude 
of Self,” questioned the philosophy of why women were taught to abandon their inner selves in 
pursuit of love and marriage.199  So too does Edith Wharton’s The Custom of the Country (1913) 
present the preponderance of high-society divorce as a consequence of the “fact that the average 
American looks down on his wife.”  The character of Charles Bowen asks: “If we cared for women 
in the old barbarous possessive do you suppose we’d give them up as readily as we do?”200  This 
conclusion both foregrounded and interrogated one of the reform preoccupations of the nineteenth 
century – the possession of wives.201 
As the expectations surrounding marriage and chattel slavery changed, the comparison 
between these institutions transformed whilst maintaining a certain rhetorical consistency.  Most 
insidious was the fugitive wife trope, which represented the complete appropriation of antislavery 
rhetoric for the purposes of white women’s rights.  Even so, late-nineteenth-century descriptions of 
marriage placed the institution as one of many types of oppression. 
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Conclusion 
During the nineteenth century, the analogy between marriage and slavery was central to many 
reformers, but especially within the antislavery and women’s rights movements.  The woman-slave 
analogy enabled reformers to delineate the effects of marriage whilst offering revisionist 
conceptions of the institution.  A variety of voices – northern reformers, African Americans, and 
southern proslavery ideologues – attested to the centrality of slavery as a conceptual framework, 
even following the Civil War.  When individuals challenged the sentimental ideal of romantic love, 
they invoked discourses of slavery to prove that the ideal was not always realised.  Male and female 
northern reformers used abstract and direct discourses of slavery in complementary and competing 
ways.  For African American reformers, the concepts of marriage and love, chattel slavery and 
freedom often diverged at the point where white women reformers saw convergence.  Yet because 
African Americans periodically employed discourses of slavery to critique chattel slavery together 
with other forms of oppression, their use of the woman-slave analogy was not wholly incompatible 
with that of white reformers.  In contrast, southern popular novelists did not seek to court 
intersectionality and instead used this rhetoric solely to interrogate white women’s experience of 
marriage.  Overall, the language of love was revealed to rely on utterances of ownership in literature 
and life alike. 
By the end of the antebellum era, these impulses converged to create the fugitive wife trope.  
This trope endured as one of the most persistent postbellum incarnations of the woman-slave 
analogy, but it belied an overt focus on white women’s experience of marriage in the absence of 
chattel slavery.  Nineteenth-century reconsiderations of marriage strove toward an ideal of 
voluntary and spontaneous romantic love, but at the same time, the woman-slave analogy was used 
to portray the depth of gendered inequality perpetuated by the institution. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
FASHION: “TYRANT CHAINS” 
Poor, silly, chain-fettered things.  How in my heart I pity your weakness. 
Would that I could “break your chains,” and bid you go free. 
LYDIA M. COLLINS, “DETERMINED AND INDEPENDENT,” THE SIBYL, NOVEMBER 1857 
I had Bloomers enough when I was in bondage. 
SOJOURNER TRUTH, IN HARRIET BEECHER STOWE, 
“SOJOURNER TRUTH, THE LIBYAN SIBYL,” ATLANTIC MONTHLY, APRIL 1863 
Fashion, like marriage, was interpreted as a form of slavery by many nineteenth-century reformers 
and cultural commentators.  Since the oppression that resulted from fashion was tangible, it was 
discussed in competing ways.  Lydia M. Collins, a radical but comparatively unknown dress 
reformer, used discourses of slavery to suggest that women could free themselves from fashion’s 
constraints.  Although Sojourner Truth, the African American ex-slave and reformer, did not 
specifically agree with this possibility, she still appreciated the way fashion worked as a form of 
social control, especially in conjunction with chattel slavery.  The relationship between fashion and 
the idea of slavery was at once superficial and central to the way the restrictions of dress were 
imagined and interpreted. 
Nineteenth-century fashion was a form of display through which understandings of gender 
and class were constructed.  As dissatisfaction with women’s restricting and cumbersome clothing 
increased, comparisons between fashion and slavery gained prominence.  The rhetoric surrounding 
fashionable dress also influenced more substantive dress reform attempts.  Fashion was the visible 
outcome of women’s oppression, but tensions emerged over who should modify women’s dress and 
whether or not a change of fashion was actually useful or empowering.  Still, the woman-slave 
analogy emerged amongst a range of nineteenth-century cultural commentators, from conservative 
observers to the most radical reformers.  When discourses of slavery were applied to fashion, they 
also encompassed a strain of nativism that sought to displace the faults of women’s fashion back to 
Europe.  The woman-slave analogy thus played a crucial role in the development of fashion critique 
and dress reform in a way that permeated mainstream discourse in the United States. 
The meaning of “fashion” and “dress” is a subject of debate among scholars, but these terms 
will be used interchangeably because such ontological differences were less apparent during the 
nineteenth century.1  However, it is important to make a distinction between fashionable dress and 
reform variations.  The “reformed dress” will describe the imprecise and varied character of the 
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costume iterations proposed by reformers; this term encompasses, but is not limited to, the 
“bloomers,” the famous costume promoted by Amelia Jenks Bloomer and later adopted by the 
National Dress Reform Association (NDRA).2  The significance of the reformed dress does not 
inhibit a broader approach to nineteenth-century fashions.  Indeed, the process of looking beyond 
the women’s rights and dress reform movements facilitates a better understanding of the underlying 
“principles and desires” of dress reform.3  This, in turn, demonstrates the significance of the 
woman-slave analogy for mainstream fashion critique and reform movements alike.  A more 
holistic understanding of the tensions surrounding fashion can be realised by considering the broad 
spectrum of commentators, reform causes and reformers who engaged with this rhetoric. 
This chapter will discuss how a variety of reformers and cultural commentators used the 
woman-slave analogy to critique nineteenth-century women’s fashion, from fashionable dress to the 
reformed dress.  Historians of dress reform acknowledge that slavery was a metaphor within the 
movement, but there has been no consideration of how this existed in a broader rhetorical 
framework wherein discourses of slavery were used to critique marriage, fashion and many other 
forms of oppression.  This rhetoric spanned the antislavery, women’s rights and dress reform 
movements, and even influenced health reformers.  Unlike other thematic manifestations of the 
woman-slave analogy, fashion critique largely applied discourses of slavery in the most abstract 
manner.  This trend was only disrupted in the decade prior to the Civil War.  While some direct 
references to chattel slavery continued in the postbellum era, commentators generally returned to 
their previously abstract rhetoric.  There was a shifting focus on what style of garment was thought 
to engender women’s freedom, and what constituted women’s slavery – women’s oppression.4 
Interpreting Fashion 
The cultural connotations associated with fashion informed the use of the woman-slave analogy 
throughout the nineteenth century.  As the limits of addressing women’s rights through legal and 
political means became apparent, fashion emerged as a more tangible expression of women’s 
oppression.  According to Ronald G. Walters, many reformers believed that individuals could not 
act with moral responsibility “unless their bodies were unfettered and uncorrupted.”5  Clothing was 
viewed as both a signifier and cause of the political and economic status of women, and the way 
discourses of slavery were applied to fashion belied this perspective.6 
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The changing nature of nineteenth-century fashionable dress informed the use of this rhetoric.  
Vast developments in style and silhouette, the product of technological development, illustrated 
shifting attitudes toward masculinity and femininity.7  In previous centuries, ornamental and 
elaborate clothing characterised fashions amongst the affluent irrespective of gender, but 
exaggerated nineteenth-century distinctions meant women’s fashion continued to be decorative 
whilst men’s became subdued and uniform.8  The ever-changing popular silhouette sought to morph 
and accentuate the female form, rendering women dependent upon undergarments – corsets, 
petticoats, crinolines and bustles.9  Anthropologists argue against the conflation of corsetry and 
women’s oppression; not only were corsets thought to medically prevent physical disfigurement, 
but they also lent women a measure of empowerment.10  Historians, however, emphasise the effects 
these garments on women’s health, with ample evidence to confirm the deleterious influence of 
corsetry and the popular practice of tight lacing.11 
Fashion communicated and reinforced the gendered nature of difference, especially among 
the privileged classes.  All women needed to be appropriately fashionable to maintain 
respectability, but the intricacy of design and expense of materials distinguished class affiliation, 
from slave and indentured to free status.12  As fashion also inscribed a sense of place, it validated 
domesticity.  Clothing signified a “proper temporal location,” thus necessitating “the ballroom 
gown, lawn party dress, riding habit, walking dress, or morning wrapper” – all clothing for a 
specific occasion.13  Alongside the cult of true womanhood, fashion symbolically and substantively 
restricted women’s potential to work.  As such, fashion operated as a form of social control to 
formulate and maintain woman’s perceived place in society.14  In 1851, Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
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asked: “Is being born a woman so criminal an offence, that we must be doomed to this everlasting 
bondage?”15 
The fashionable ideal presented in popular periodicals endorsed the cult of true womanhood 
and separate spheres.  The most influential periodicals were Godey’s Lady’s Book, Sartain’s Union 
Magazine of Literature and Art, and later the Ladies’ Home Journal.  Magazine fashion plates, 
which developed from about 1827, encouraged women to follow subtle transformations within 
Parisian fashion; these images were freely available throughout America in the absence of copyright 
laws.16  Although an ability to “resist the vagaries of fashion” was a defining element of republican 
motherhood, fashion plates retained their widespread influence.17  Throughout the nineteenth 
century, commentators expressed dismay toward the “slavish following of fashion-plates,” and 
observed that women who had “emancipated themselves from the bondage of conventional dress 
have liberty of thought in other directions.”18  According to Julie Wosk, the apparent need to follow 
fashion injunctions led critics to satirise “women as foolish slaves to fashion’s whims.”19 
From these tensions emerged a body of literature wherein abstract discourses of slavery were 
used to express vehement objections to the developments in women’s fashion.  Conservative 
fashion criticism came primarily from the clergy, medical practitioners, and journalists, a group 
Gayle V. Fischer labels “antifashion.”  Where fashion defined arbitrary standards of beauty and true 
womanhood, antifashionists ensured women did not forsake these expectations.20  Even so, popular 
magazines and editors occasionally encouraged moderate fashion reform.  Alison Piepmeier 
describes Sarah Josepha Hale, Godey’s typically conservative editor, as “a moderate fashion 
reformer” because she advocated health and comfort rather than fashion alone.21  Between 1828 and 
1877, Godey’s presented images of women at “the centre of her own culture” through fashion plates 
celebrating women’s friendship and intimacy.22  Hale’s Traits of American Life (1835) expressed 
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indignation at the “the tyranny of fashion” imposed by European milliners and encouraged 
American women to create their own costume.23  Yet because Hale offered no fashion alternative, 
she and other commentators revealed the “antifeminism” of conservative dress reformers.24  Still, 
the woman-slave analogy was both widely available and widely employed to condemn fashion. 
This cultural commentary relied on abstract discourses of slavery to offer a tempered critique 
of fashion.  The supposedly intrinsic link between dress reform and a feminist consciousness is 
problematic.25  Still, those conservative critics who mobilised the woman-slave analogy revealed 
that concern about fashion was not limited to reformers.  If antifashionists offered little to no 
alternative fashion for women, reformers were more willing to experiment.  The association 
between fashionable dress and femininity made it increasingly difficult to challenge mainstream 
fashion, but some antebellum communities still made the attempt. 
Trend Transgressors 
Antebellum defiance toward mainstream fashion similarly coalesced around abstract discourses of 
slavery.  Quakers (or the Religious Society of Friends) and utopian communities exhibited degrees 
of fashion resistance, but discontent became more prominent amongst women’s rights reformers.  In 
these circles, however, the fashion autonomy exhibited by women was sometimes challenged by the 
undue influence of men.  The woman-slave analogy shaped the way these groups constructed 
fashion critique, and this further influenced discussion of the reformed dress in antebellum print 
culture. 
From their seventeenth-century English origins, Quakers valued “plainness of speech, 
behaviour and apparel.”26  This principle was transferred through transatlantic exchange, and 
American Quaker women espoused a simple, plain and modest style which gained domestic and 
religious connotations.27  Unlike other religious denominations, Quakerism encouraged women to 
speak in church.  Quaker women, including Lucretia Mott, Abby Kelley Foster, and the southerners 
Sarah and Angelina Grimké, became some of the first prominent female reformers.  The quiet 
opposition inherent in Quaker women’s dress offered alternate perspectives on mainstream fashion, 
but it also demonstrated how any fashion could gain oppressive connotations. 
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When Sarah Grimké found a new spiritual home amongst Philadelphia’s Orthodox Quakers, 
she, and later Angelina, discarded the elaborate clothing of a Charleston, South Carolina belle.  
Sarah described the decorative elements of fashionable dress as “superfluities of naughtiness.”28  
According to Carol Mattingly, the act of abandoning the fashionable dress of slaveholding women 
enabled the Grimké sisters to foster closer associations with the enslaved population on whose 
behalf they spoke.29  This seems a superficial comparison.  Quakers often experienced competing 
class and religious impulses, opting for a plain style made from the best available materials: the 
Grimké sisters did not wear the linsey-woolsey Harriet Jacobs described as “one of the badges of 
slavery.”30  Still, the sisters’ experiences as abolitionist orators led to a greater awareness of the 
connotations surrounding women’s clothing.31  Under her “lordly master,” Sarah’s Letters on the 
Equality of the Sexes and Condition of Woman (1837) later emphasised, “woman’s elevation” was 
impeded by “her love of dress.”32  In contrast, Angelina’s husband Theodore Dwight Weld 
questioned whether Quaker fashion resistance was in fact empowering.  Weld intimated that by 
enabling “a certain shade of colour … or arrangement of seams and angles,” even in simple designs, 
to become a “religion and principle,” the Grimkés could become fashion’s “slaves instead of 
rulers.”  Weld’s antislavery worldview would have made such rhetoric accessible, yet it also 
indicated his “sense of the disciplining power inherent in clothing.”33  In spite of the inherent 
challenge posed by Quaker women’s fashion, discourses of slavery could work to contradict the 
autonomy women exhibited in their mode of dress. 
Utopian communities also challenged mainstream fashion and normative gender roles.  New 
Harmony, Indiana, promoted a reformed dress during the mid-1820s, as did the 1840s millennial 
Oneida Community in New York State.34  These communities sought to develop social alternatives 
that redefined gender roles, partially through fashion.  Yet this initiative was often achieved more in 
philosophy than action, because challenging fashion could become less about clothing and more 
about who had the power to determine and maintain women’s “place.”35  Alternate family structures 
and cooperative housekeeping meant utopian communities afforded women greater freedom.  But 
women did not necessarily have direct influence over their own dress and were often persuaded to 
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wear reformed dresses as the political statement of the men around them.36  Henry B. Blackwell 
later condemned this type of male interference as “an impertinence,” maintaining that women’s 
dress should concern women alone.37  Consequently, antebellum variations on the reformed dress 
did not disrupt power relations in communal and private settings, and modesty dictated bifurcated 
pantaloons to be “indecent.”  The alternative lifestyles and perceived moral transgressions of 
utopian communities further influenced public perceptions of dress reform.38  When the concept of 
bifurcated garments became more prominent, discourses of slavery were at once used to condemn 
their perceived impropriety and advocate their benefits. 
The rhetorical connections other male reformers made during the 1840s and 1850s 
represented a growing attempt to engender dress reform connections across social movements.  In 
the sermon, “On the Rights and Condition of Women” (1845), Rev. Samuel J. May emphasised: 
God created woman to be the companion of man, not his slave, not his menial[.] …  [A] 
frame cheated of half its growth … by subserviency to fashion, will be less pleasing 
than a frame made, by wholesome exercise, proper nourishment, and due obedience to 
the laws of health[.]39 
For May, attention to fashion was as much about women’s rights as it was about health.  Gradually, 
the health reform focus on a “healthful” lifestyle – based on homeopathy, hydrotherapy (the water 
cure), phrenology, and Sylvester Graham’s dietary reforms – encompassed the fledgling dress 
reform movement.40  Where reformers viewed fashion’s constraints as inherently oppressive, a 
change in clothing was thought to result in women’s freedom.  Llike antifashionists, however, these 
reformers did not offer an alternative.  Soon, efforts towards a new costume were circulated in both 
reform and mainstream print culture, so the accompanying rhetoric gained widespread prominence. 
Elizabeth Smith Miller, one of the first antebellum women to publicly don an alternative style, 
repeatedly used the woman-slave analogy to describe fashionable dress.  Her diary reveals how 
fashionable dress “clung in fettering folds about her feet,” and she later reflected how years of 
“dissatisfaction … suddenly ripened into the decision that this shackle should no longer be 
endured.”41  Yet Miller’s experience also reflected the undue influence of male reformers: her 
prominent father, the abolitionist Gerrit Smith, may have unduly influenced her interest in the 
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reformed dress.42  In 1853, Smith wrote to his cousin Elizabeth Cady Stanton to express his hope 
that mid-century women’s rights conventions would produce “women whose dress would indicate 
their translation … from slavery to freedom,” a perspective that could not have been lost on his 
daughter.43  Between 1850 and 1851, however, Miller clearly experienced a newfound freedom of 
movement on account of the reformed dress.  When she visited her cousin Elizabeth in Seneca 
Falls, New York, the pair expressed a “common misery in the toils of crippling fashion,” and 
Stanton was so impressed with Miller’s ensemble that she quickly adopted similar attire.44  Stanton 
expressed delight in the physical freedom the reformed dress enabled.  In an 1852 letter to Lucretia 
Mott, Stanton described woman as “a slave to her rags” who could “never develop in her present 
drapery.”45  These reformers could directly compare the restrictions of fashionable dress with the 
mobility of the reformed dress, and they viewed this as a transition from slavery to freedom.  In her 
1898 memoir, Stanton recalled how the reformed dress made her feel like “a captive set free from 
his ball and chain,” further exulting: “What incredible freedom I enjoyed for two years!”46 
Amelia Jenks Bloomer, Stanton’s friend and neighbour, soon appropriated the woman-slave 
analogy to describe her experience of the reformed dress, too.  As the editor of The Lily, Bloomer 
became the main proponent of the new costume (see Figure 5).  Hoping all women would adopt the 
reformed dress so as to “throw off the burden of clothes that was dragging her life out,” Bloomer 
later provided her most explicit description in the Ladies Home Journal: 
It consisted of a skirt shortened to a few inches below the knees, and the substitution of 
trousers made of the same material as the dress.  In other respects the dress was the 
same as worn by all women.  At the outset, the trousers were full and baggy; but we 
improved upon them by making entirely plain and straight, falling to the shoe like 
trousers of men.47 
Alongside the new costume, women’s rights reformers continued to inscribe fashionable dress as a 
form of oppression.  As Stanton wrote in The Lily, “‘the drapery’ is quite too much – one might as 
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well work with a ball and chain.”48  The binary between the restrictions of fashionable dress and the 
freedom of the reformed dress was constantly reiterated. 
Figure 5. “Bloomers.”49 
Not all reform sympathisers supported the need to reform women’s dress.  When a reader 
directed Bloomer’s husband to “‘exercise his authority’” and prohibit her from wearing the 
reformed dress, Bloomer condemned such matrimonial “dictation and tyranny” and concluded that 
a “silken chord is sometimes stronger than an iron chain, and a respectful entreaty has more power 
than the tyrant’s command.”50  In this sense, discourses of slavery were mobilised across reform 
movements in which women were encouraged to consider the power relationships that shaped their 
experience.  Just as rhetoric transcended specific reforms, interconnected attempts toward reforming 
women’s dress were characteristic of the interrelations between nineteenth-century reform 
movements more broadly. 
The health reformers who supported the reformed dress used similar rhetoric, especially in the 
Water-Cure Journal.  Mary Gove Nicholls rejoiced in “all new freedom for women,” believing that 
fashionable dress was “enthralling and expensive” and rendered women “the pretty slave of man.”51  
Many health reformers were physicians and so demonstrated how this rhetoric flourished even 
beyond reform movements.52  Anticipating “a day of ‘universal emancipation’ of the sex,” Rachel 
Brooks Gleason, M.D., promoted the reformed dress and exulted at how “glorious would it be to see 
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every woman free from every fetter that fashion has imposed!”53  Since discourses of slavery were 
used to inscribe fashionable dress as a site of women’s oppression, reformers continuously 
imagined the freedom offered by the reformed dress. 
Use of the woman-slave analogy gained greater exposure as the reformed dress gained 
prominence.  The New York Tribune and other publications circulated excerpts from The Lily and 
exchanges between Bloomer and the Seneca County Courier.  Initially, the reformed dress was well 
accepted by the press and public alike; editors offered positive comment and took pride in the way 
their local women rejected Parisian fashions.54  Yet a growing body of criticism saw commentators 
on both sides of the debate rely on abstract discourses of slavery to structure their responses.  Jane 
Grey Swisshelm, who rejected the reformed dress, still described the controversy as the “campaign 
against the bondage of petticoats.”55  In spite of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher’s ambivalence toward 
the reformed dress, he admitted that “our eye is yet in bondage to the old forms” and conceded to 
“let every woman have a bloomer dress, for the sake of foot excursions.”56  Importantly, fashion 
periodicals expressed their opinion largely through silence.  Sartain’s Magazine originally referred 
to the hype merely as a news item, but during September 1851, it drew attention to American 
women’s attempt “to break the thraldom in which they have been so long held … by the artistes of 
Paris and London.”57  The publication of this news item was a significant moment in Sartain’s 
publication history.58  Like antifashionists, Sartain’s acknowledged the “thraldom of fashion” 
without providing an alternative or endorsing the benefits of the reformed dress. 
The “bloomers” appellation dominated mainstream discourse due to the association with 
self-display and “immodest ‘blooming’,” but discourses of slavery were equally apparent in labels 
developed by reformers.59  Bloomer sought to disassociate herself with the name, but The Lily’s 
engraving of her wearing the reformed dress (see Figure 5) was circulated by the Illustrated London 
News and dubbed “Amelia Bloomer, Originator of the New Dress.”  The alternate names developed 
in reform print culture, in contrast, were inspired by discourses of slavery.  A contributor to The 
Sibyl referenced “the ‘freedom suit’,” because it gave its wearer “freedom of both mind and 
body[.]”60  Health and dress reformers referred to the “reform dress,” as well as the “short dress,” 
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the “Turkish dress,” and “the Camille costume.”61  The Lowell Bloomer Institute supported 
“Costumal Reform,” while a contributor to the Water-Cure Journal recalled how she had “thrown 
off the bonds of fashionable slavery” to adopt “the full ‘American costume’.”62  The National Dress 
Reform Association (NDRA), The Woman’s Journal, and designer Annie Jenness Miller later 
labelled permutations on the reformed dress the “American Costume” to emphasise its supposedly 
republican virtues.63  The latter terminology, though it never gained the same popularity as the 
“bloomers,” demonstrated the way discourses of slavery permeated myriad reform movements. 
Antebellum challenges to mainstream fashion emerged across many communities, for 
different purposes and through different modes of dress.  Together, these examples demonstrated 
the way reformers used abstract discourses of slavery to condemn fashion as one form of women’s 
oppression among others.  Such references to fashion were comparatively innocuous in that they 
neither directly referred to chattel slavery nor used this reference contentiously, as would become 
the case throughout the 1850s. 
Satire and Sketches 
As the reformed dress gained prominence, abstract discourses of slavery continued to inform 
literary and satirical interpretations of fashionable dress.  The oversized steel-hooped petticoats of 
the 1850s inspired humourists because the wiring “tended to make women look like mechanical 
dolls.”64  Visually, this produced an alternate imagining of the woman-slave analogy, particularly 
the epistemological relationship with the idea of a “cage.”  Again, the transatlantic exchange in 
visual and print culture led to greater circulation of this rhetoric. 
Reform literature used the woman-slave analogy to demonstrate how fashionable dress and 
domesticity together confined women.  Julia Ward Howe’s unpublished manuscript, The 
Hermaphrodite (c.1840s), emphasised the connection between women’s dress and separate spheres 
through the character of Laurence, a gender amorphous individual whose parents imbued him with 
“the name and rights of a man” because it would give their “imperfect” child greater autonomy.  
This character enabled Howe to emphasise that women were “very naturally glad” to embrace any 
opportunity “to throw off their chains with their petticoats, and to assume for a time the right to go 
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where they please, and the power of doing as they please.”  Laurence embarks on a social 
experiment where he lives as a woman with his friend’s unknowing sisters.  For Howe, this 
illustrates the disjuncture between men’s “luxury of freedom,” in terms of personal autonomy and 
clothing, and the “bondage” of the “narrow life” experienced by women.  In women’s clothing, 
Laurence feels “encased” in a “complete armour of silk and linen,” and later laments that his 
experience was “full of uneasiness” and “torture.”  Following the experiment, Laurence is only too 
glad to be “released from the ignominious bondage of petticoats,” and exalts in his ability to expand 
his diaphragm to a “freedom broader than the lacings of a woman’s bodice.”65  Throughout this 
manuscript, Howe used abstract discourses of slavery to describe fashion and domesticity as sites of 
women’s oppression. 
The way fashion reinscribed separate spheres became a particular concern of women’s rights 
reformers.  Elizabeth Oakes Smith’s “Woman and Her Needs” series (1851-1851) observed how 
confinement to the “narrow” private sphere meant that “[woman] grieves and frets in the cage, and 
the fault is grievous.”66  Elaine Shefer describes the “bird in the cage” metaphor as “a Victorian 
construction that served as a physical and metaphysical metaphor for women’s place in society.”67  
This imagery was repeatedly used to represent women’s confinement within the home.  In 1853, 
Paulina Wright Davis highlighted the tensions that arose alongside the ideals of fashion and 
separate spheres: 
You tell us that we are angels, but instead of the wings of that pretty bird of paradise, 
we are handcuffed with golden bracelets, and yoked with necklaces, and are asked to 
wear these symbols of our slavery as the ornaments of our dependency.68 
When reformers coupled discourses of slavery with the caged bird metaphor, they emphasised how 
fashion worked to preserve domesticity.  Davis acknowledged how “the tyrannic law of fashion” 
compelled women’s “[abject] submission,” even though she did not support the reformed dress.69  
Visual aesthetics, together with the embodiment of clothing, were used to inscribe fashion as a site 
of women’s oppression in a way that was inspired by the woman-slave analogy. 
For satirists, the 1856 development of the “cage crinoline” further encouraged a visual 
reliance on discourses of slavery.  Helene E. Roberts observes how this undergarment “literally 
transformed women into caged birds surrounded by hoops of steel.”70  Sometimes called the 
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“American cage,” the crinoline was seen as an improvement on the bulk of the numerous starched 
or flounced petticoats needed to give body to the expansive fashionable skirt.71  The London-based 
periodical Punch, circulated widely in the United States, depicted crinolines without overskirts to 
create the image of a crinoline cage (see Figure 6).72  An 1862 Punch satire, “Crinoline Ashore and 
Afloat,” compared crinolines and steamships to emphasise the way corsets encompassed “girls with 
ribs of steel.”73  The critique of the crinoline was dominated by the association between discourses 
of slavery and the cage metaphor. 
 
Figure 6. A Crinoline Cage?74 
Just as the visual significance of the cage crinoline transcended national boundaries, so too 
did images and rhetorical inscriptions of the reformed dress.  Transatlantic audiences were 
captivated by the reformed dress because of “the titillation caused by crossing the boundary 
between the sexes,” and satirists derided it in print culture.75  If the parody of the crinoline was 
somewhat sympathetic, however, the mockery of the reformed dress was characterised by outright 
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scorn.  The controversy surrounding the reformed dress was not solely because it offered a change 
in fashion, but because it suggested a radical reimagining of women’s social position in the United 
States and beyond.  In September 1851, Punch united some of these themes in a cartoon, 
“Bloomerism – An American Custom” (see Figure 7).  The Lily, the Belfast News Letter and the 
Caledonian Mercury, reported upon “bloomer” sightings in London, while the October 1851 
London lectures of Mrs. Caroline Dexter, who promoted the reformed dress, appeared in The 
Evening Post, New York Times and The Liberator.76  Beyond the United States, the visual and 
actual circulation of the reformed dress generated transatlantic rhetorical connections that, while not 
directly causal, reiterated the significance of the woman-slave analogy. 
Figure 7. “Bloomerism – An American Custom” (1851).77 
These transatlantic discussions observed the way discourses of slavery dominated reform 
rhetoric in the United States.  Visually, this was most apparent an 1851 Punch cartoon entitled 
“Woman’s Emancipation” (Figure 8).  This image depicted women wearing a variety of reformed 
dresses and standing in “men’s” poses.  Like “Bloomerism – An American Custom,” these women 
were smoking and freely chatting in a manner unbefitting of respectable women.  It also cast class-
related aspersions on the women wearing the reformed dress.  The shadowy figure in the 
background, holding a whip, suggests that the scene takes place in a disrespectable location, while 
the bulldog in the foreground was a metaphor closely associated with bull-baiting and the bullring 
during the early nineteenth century.78  The reformed dress, therefore, was seen to cross the 
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boundaries of gender and class.  Collectively, these satirical images produced a catastrophic vision 
of gender inversion which hinged on bifurcated garments. 
Figure 8. “Woman’s Emancipation” (1851).79 
A reprint of “Woman’s Emancipation” also appeared in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine.  
This was accompanied by a satirical article authored by the fictional “Theodosia E. Bang, M.A.”  
The accompanying text ridiculed the image (framed as a cartoon from a fictional periodical, the 
“Free Woman’s Banner”) as well as American women’s rights rhetoric: 
We are emancipating ourselves, among other badges of the slavery of feudalism, from 
the inconvenient dress of the European female.  With man’s functions, we have asserted 
our right to his garb, and especially to that part of it which invests the lower extremities. 
…  [I]t is generally calculated that the dress of the Emancipated American female is 
quite pretty – as becoming in all points as it is manly and independent.80 
This satire reproduced the discourses of slavery that had become central to American reformers, 
particularly women’s rights and dress reformers.  When Harper’s New Monthly Magazine 
satirically delineated slavery, freedom and emancipation, it specifically echoed the rhetoric of 
American reformers.  Not only did this establish the degree to which an awareness of the woman-
slave analogy shaped transatlantic interpretations of American social movements, but it also 
validated the significance of such rhetoric for American reform conceptions of fashion and dress 
reform. 
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At midcentury, the visual and rhetorical discussion of women’s dress was based around the 
woman-slave analogy.  The metaphor of the “cage” was used to critique marriage, domesticity and 
fashion alike, while transatlantic discussion of the reformed dress belied just how prominent this 
rhetoric had become.  Competing attitudes toward the reformed dress soon emerged amongst 
American reformers of various persuasions, but discourses of slavery continued to shape bipartisan 
discussions of fashion and dress reform. 
Rhetorical Persistence 
When reformers became divided over the reformed dress during the 1850s, the woman-slave 
analogy remained important to both sides of the debate.  Women’s rights reformers became 
increasingly dedicated to legal and political reform, but the growing dress reform movement was, in 
contrast, dedicated to that cause alone.  Many women’s rights reformers continued to support dress 
reform ideals and were cautious of the intensifying negativity surrounding the reformed dress, but 
they were equally wary of its impact on other facets of the movement.  “Had I counted the cost of 
the short dress, I would never have put it on,” Stanton wrote to Miller in 1851, but then vowed to 
“never take it off, for now it involves a principle of freedom.”81 
The women reformers who experienced personal controversy over the reformed dress 
repeatedly justified their choices – to themselves and others – through discourses of slavery.  As 
Bloomer observed, “the blessings of freedom” should ensure women would not have to “rivet the 
chains upon ourself again,” even “to avoid the frowns of slavish conservatives.”82  These reformers 
“‘made the personal political,’ taking pantaloons reform dress out of private homes and into the 
muddy streets”; in so doing, they drew inadvertent associations between women and political issues 
in a way that constructed the image of woman as a public speaker.83  Still, the reformed dress 
created contention because audiences tended to fixate on the clothing women reformers wore rather 
than on their arguments.84  Mainstream newspapers habitually commented on the pretty fashionable 
dress of women reformers, but the vulgar associations established in the transatlantic satire 
associated of the reformed dress were more difficult to counter. 
The psychological force of mainstream criticism compelled Stanton to lead the slow but 
steady abandonment of the reformed dress across the 1850s.85  In spite of her earlier proclamations, 
by 1854, Stanton no longer saw the freedom it engendered as, in fact, freeing.  When Lucy Stone 
first adopted the reformed dress, she became “a fashion rage” and particularly captured the attention 
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of the press.86  Stone, together with Elizabeth Smith Miller and Susan B. Anthony, remained 
steadfast much longer than other women’s rights reformers, but when she finally abandoned it she 
agonised over the inherent principle in a letter to Anthony.  “Women are in bondage,” Stone 
proclaimed, yet she questioned whether reformers “should give an example by which woman may 
more easily work out her own emancipation?”87  Anthony, too, was conflicted about returning to 
what Stanton described as “the tyranny of fashion,” but Stanton consoled them both: “We put it on 
for greater freedom, but what is physical freedom compared with mental bondage?”88  Not only did 
these women envisage their clothing through discourses of slavery, but this philosophical dilemma 
informed their interpretation and experience of the intersection between gender and other forms of 
oppression. 
The official dress reform movement developed as prominent women’s rights reformers 
abandoned the reformed dress.  Although the woman-slave analogy remained central to their 
fashion critique, it was often used to different ends.  Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck’s The Sibyl became the 
official newsletter of the National Dress Reform Association (NDRA), established by Dr. Jackson 
in 1856.  Organised dress reform aimed to individually empower women to abandon the constraints 
of fashion if they chose, but it was more simply than a movement toward fashion change.  It 
attacked the way this fundamental social structure acted as a signifier of gender and class.89  
Ironically, Hasbrouck ensured The Sibyl’s comparative longevity by “clubbing” it with popular 
fashion magazines such as Godey’s and Peterson’s.90  This again exposed new audiences to the 
meaning of the woman-slave analogy and the benefits of the reformed dress, because Hasbrouck 
scathingly criticised those reformers who abandoned it.91  In 1856, Hasbrouck challenged The 
Sibyl’s readers to “arise to a more enlarged freedom,” lest demands were made “upon others to 
unshackle you, while you fold your robes supinely around you, uttering complaints, yet riveting 
your own bonds more closely?”92  When dress reformers used the woman-slave analogy, it was 
mobilised to position fashion as the primary cause of women’s oppression.93 
The Sibyl’s readers demonstrated a deep awareness of the woman-slave analogy.  The rhetoric 
of prominent reformers influenced the way contributors to reform periodicals interpreted fashion, 
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together with the other social and political disabilities faced by women.  But the embodied 
experience of fashion led contributors to repeatedly characterise fashionable dress as a “badge of 
servility and degradation.”94  In contrast to antifashionists, who used discourses of slavery to shape 
their tempered fashion critique, dress reformers used this rhetoric to describe the need for a viable 
fashion alternative.  “Ladies who in hoops are bound,” an 1857 parody pointedly declared, were 
encouraged to reform their dresses: 
Now’s the day, and now’s the hour, 
Would you crush the Tyrant’s power, 
And be free forevermore, 
From chains and slavery? 
Still may those who dare to be 
From all hoops and fetters free, 
Let the tyrant Fashion see 
That they dare her frown. 
Sisters, if you wish to find, 
Health and joy, and peace of mind, 
Bow no more at Fashion’s shrine – 
Nature’s laws obey. 
By your weak and suffering frames, 
By your children’s woes and pains, 
Swear you’ll break the tyrant’s chains, 
That you will be free.95 
This parody echoed Hasbrouck’s earlier challenge for women not to succumb to “the trail, and 
cords, and stripes of fashion’s domain,” but to instead gain “a rising above fashion’s thraldom[.]”96  
The Sibyl was a site of rhetorical exchange between contributors and prominent reformers, whose 
understanding of the woman-slave analogy had long shaped their perspectives toward different 
types of oppression. 
The growing ideological differences between the politically-oriented women’s rights 
reformers and the fashion-centred dress reformers emerged in arguments couched in similar rhetoric 
at the Dress Reform Convention of 1857.  Those women’s rights reformers who had abandoned the 
reformed dress continued to frame the need for dress reform through abstract discourses of slavery.  
Stone saw woman’s “miserable style of dress” as “a consequence of her present vassalage, not its 
cause,” but believed the acquisition of rights would enable women to “dictate the style of her 
dress.”97  In contrast, dress reformers used this rhetoric to emphasise fashion’s central role in 
women’s oppression.  Louisa Humphrey provided historical context for women’s “servile and 
dependent position” in the family.  Fashion may be “the real cause of her bondage,” but Humphrey 
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still acknowledged the other social and familial oppressions experienced by women.98  By 1860, 
however, the NDRA promoted a more catholic interpretation in a resolution stating that woman 
could never expect “to be recognised the equal of man, until she emancipates herself from a dress 
which is both cause and the sign of her vassalage.”99  These exchanges demonstrated the process 
whereby discourses of slavery retained their rhetorical significance and shaped intersecting 
discussions for competing reform factions. 
Since the reformed dress was derided beyond reform circles, reformers also interpreted this 
exclusion through discourses of slavery.  It continued to gain some acceptance at health reform 
establishments.  The “reform ambience” of water cure establishments, especially hydrotherapist Dr. 
James C. Jackson’s Dansville Water Cure, “made them havens for dress reform.”100  In contrast, 
one devotee wrote to The Circular, the Oneida community’s newspaper, reporting that those 
women who continued to wear the reformed dress were “quite imprisoned” in the city.101  These 
enclaves represented the vestiges of antebellum dress reform, even though some working class and 
frontier women persisted with the reformed dress, particularly during frontier travel following the 
Civil War.102 
Together, the complementary and competing use of the woman-slave analogy amongst 
antebellum reformers represented its wide rhetorical import.  Where women’s rights reformers used 
discourses of slavery to frame fashion as one of many forms of oppression, dress reformers used 
this rhetoric to emphasise the effects of fashion.  As the reformed dress became increasingly 
isolated, however, the coming of the Civil War influenced dress reformers’ rhetoric in increasingly 
problematic ways. 
Civil War Overtures 
The antebellum fashion critique of antifashionists and reformers alike did not emphasise a 
comparison between fashion and chattel slavery.  In the heightened political climate of the 1850s, 
however, an increasing focus on the peculiar institution and transpired.  The media prominence and 
journalistic sensationalism surrounding the Kansas-Nebraska Act (1854) and subsequent “free soil” 
struggles, together with the political rhetoric of “Slave Power” and “bleeding Kansas,” can be seen 
as hastening the coming of the Civil War.103  These political developments profoundly influenced 
the transformation of dress reform rhetoric throughout the 1850s. 
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The earlier antebellum fashion critique dominated by abstract engagement with discourses of 
slavery gave way to more direct allusions to chattel slavery among dress reformers during the 
1850s.  An 1854 contributor to The Lily viewed “the petty despotism in which society holds 
woman” as most “ridiculously apparent” in the opposition to any change in fashion, and this led her 
to conclude, “it would be difficult to say in what particular her condition differs, either legally or 
socially, from the Southern slave!”104  As a reform periodical, The Sibyl belied a real commitment 
to antislavery, but because it saw dress reform as equally important, it positioned women’s 
oppression as literally and ideologically analogous to that of the southern slave.  The reports of John 
Brown’s raids and “bleeding Kansas” impelled The Sibyl to ever more “militant” rhetoric, which 
appeared side by side with dress reform articles.105 
Not all direct analogies with chattel slavery were made in a way that was oblivious to the 
exploitation of the enslaved, but the dress reform rhetoric of the late 1850s was particularly insular.  
Overt dress reform allusions to chattel slavery occasioned greater “insensitivity to the plight of 
enslaved African Americans in the South, as the NDRA opportunistically compared the ‘negro 
slavery crisis’ to women’s ‘slavery’ to fashion.”106  Since dress reformers considered such rhetoric 
to be effective, they were prone to elaborate and exaggerated assertions.  “Slavery to fashion is one 
of the meanest, most grinding and debasing of bonds,” a contributor to The Sibyl protested as they 
decried the struggles of dress reformers in comparison to the success of antislavery and 
temperance.107  When Hasbrouck discussed “Northern White Slaves,” she blurred the limits of the 
woman-slave analogy by bringing together multiple rhetorical impulses – fashion, labour, white 
slavery, chattel slavery, 1850s politics, and women’s oppression.108  The attempt to delineate so 
many forms of oppression distorted the meaning of slavery so as to enable a more complete 
conflation between white women’s oppression and chattel slavery. 
The influence of 1850s politics was most apparent in a letter by Dr. F.R. Harris, which 
featured as The Sibyl’s cover story for January 1859.109  This article was prefaced and framed by a 
couplet: “‘The fetters have fallen, the woman is free.’”  Since Harris claimed to “[detest] slavery in 
all its forms, whether moral, social, or physical,” the attempted an intersectional awareness between 
fashion and other forms of oppressions.  Harris chronicled how she “struggled long” with the 
“galling fetter” of fashionable dress, but when the “last fetter” was “broken” she felt “free and 
happy” in her reformed dress.  This experience was described through three analogies – an eagle, a 
prisoner, and a slave.  Harris expressed feelings of joy: “the caged eagle … [that] burst the bars of 
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his unnatural prison … for freedom’s flight”; “the prisoner just released from … the captive’s cell”; 
and “the ransomed slave just … breathing freedom’s atmosphere.”  Since Harris was concerned that 
she could again succumb to fashion, she inverted these analogies to ask if: “the caged eagle … 
voluntarily return[ed to] … his cage again?”; “the prisoner … crave[d] an asylum again within the 
prison walls?”; and “the southern slave … [sought] a master’s protection[?]”  This self-reflexive 
reasoning used discourses of slavery to communicate the personal experience of fashion, but in so 
doing, it defied comparison with the social death of chattel slavery. 
A metaphor for the dehumanising effects of chattel slavery, historians discuss the effective 
social death the institution necessitated.110  If fashion was restrictive, it was nonetheless a 
meaningful personal experience which enabled the social assertion of personal identity.  Unlike the 
enslaved, Harris gloried in a sense of “release” from her “long-loathed fetters” because she had 
some ability to choose her own destiny.  Harris “abjure[d] the tyrant sway of fashion,” so she 
vowed to never “voluntarily submit” to such “servile submission” again.  Consequently, the 
metaphor of slavery’s social death identified the limits of an analogy between fashion and slavery.  
The conclusion to Harris’ article again emphasised the distance between fashion and chattel slavery.  
In fact, she reiterated her understanding of how fashion interacted with other reform imperatives: 
“‘pecuniary dependence’ … will tell my tale, and that of many another slave[.]”111  This rhetoric 
expressed the extent of Harris’ self-identification with the enslaved at the same time as it belied the 
distance between social reform efforts and the actual peculiar institution. 
Yet the process of self-identifying with chattel slaves was not uniform.  It sometimes resulted 
in a general sense of disempowerment amongst dress reformers.  At the 1857 Dress Reform 
Convention, Humphrey suggested that “woman forges the chains that bind her body, and rivets the 
shackles that fetter her limbs.”112  This presented a divisive view of fashionable dress for those who 
chose it.  At the same time, dress reformers could inadvertently undermine the empowerment 
gained through determining one’s mode of dress by passing the blame for women’s purported 
enslavement.  The NDRA viewed physical and political empowerment as consonant, so freeing 
women’s bodies enabled a “physical vitality” thought to divert attention away from the individual 
and toward political issues.113  Yet Harris, like other dress reformers, denounced those who 
embraced fashionable dress as analogous to “the prisoner fettered by chains of his own forging!”114 
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The woman-slave analogy inspired women to experience the freedom of the reformed dress, 
but it could also be used to imply that fashion controlled women.  A growing rhetorical focus on 
chattel slavery thus created ambiguity within antebellum dress reform.  Women were encouraged to 
reform their dress, but should their personal discipline fail, they were seen as responsible for their 
own oppression.115  In 1856, The Sibyl not only criticised “men for oppressing women,” but equally 
condemned “women for consenting to be oppressed.”116  Passing the culpability for enslavement 
was not a new phenomenon.  François Furstenburg observes that the revolutionary era focus on 
individualism, together with the rhetoric of liberty versus tyranny, implied that those unable to 
maintain their freedom were deserving of slavery.  Alongside the emergence of racial slavery and 
the pseudo-science of racial hierarchy, this ideology was particularly insidious.117  Further 
reinforced by the paternalism of proslavery ideology, even non-violent abolitionists praised slave 
insurrections because they supposedly proved that the enslaved resisted their condition.118  The 
process of blaming women for fashionable dress contributed to the gendered power differentials of 
dress reform, while the rhetorical focus on chattel slavery reinscribed racial hierarchy. 
As the rhetorical focus on chattel slavery grew, African American women used discourses of 
slavery in a revealing response to dress reform.  Sojourner Truth and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper 
distanced themselves from the reformed dress because they were interested in the image fashion 
conveyed, but Harriet Tubman approached fashion from the perspective of practicality.  Still, their 
interpretation often used similar rhetoric in a way that juxtaposed white reform critiques of 
fashionable dress.119  In spite of Truth and Tubman’s illiteracy, Jacqueline Jones Royster suggests it 
to be likely that they understood “literacy as emanating from lived experience.”120  These African 
American reformers challenged the way white reformers employed the woman-slave analogy even 
as they appropriated discourses of slavery to inscribe fashion with new meanings. 
Antebellum attempts to render dress reform respectable existed alongside African American 
women’s struggle for mainstream social acceptance, a process which often necessitated adherence 
to the cult of true womanhood and fashionable dress.121  Yet if Truth had “Bloomers enough … in 
bondage,” she did not wholly refute the intersection between fashion and chattel slavery.122  For 
Truth, fashion’s power to inscribe social control was more problematic for the enslaved than for 
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free women.  Truth and Harper, according to Pamela E. Klassen, drew on the Quaker concept of 
Holiness in their dress.  As previously discussed, however, women’s Quaker dress was in itself 
mildly transgressive.  Still, Harper viewed fashion as representative of “a woman’s virtue in a world 
suspicious of women who spoke in public.”123  Tubman, in contrast, viewed the reformed dress as 
“physically liberating” – though not in public.124  Fashionable dress was inconvenient and 
dangerous during Tubman’s missions to rescue slaves from beyond Union lines.  In 1863, Tubman 
resolved “never [to] wear a long dress on another expedition of the kind,” but to obtain “a bloomer 
as soon as I could get it.”125  As she led others to freedom, Tubman praised the utility and mobility 
of the reformed dress.  In spite of Truth and Tubman’s illiteracy, it is likely that they understood 
“literacy as emanating from lived experience.”126  Therefore, iterations upon discourses of slavery 
emerged even amongst those African Americans who questioned the premise of dress reform as a 
movement. 
The political developments of the Civil War era further shaped dress reform rhetoric.  During 
the 1850s, white and black reformers came to realise that it was unrealistic to completely reform 
women’s dress, and a subtle shift to a focus on undergarments ensued.127  Subsequently, dress 
reform philosophies influenced the use of lightweight textiles, while the rejection of constrictive 
underwear created rich marketing and publicity opportunities.128  Where proponents of the reformed 
dress focused on its capacity to give women freedom, the rhetoric surrounding these new 
undergarments inverted the way the woman-slave analogy was mobilised in reference to 
fashionable dress.  One of the first new lightweight reform varieties, the “emancipation union under 
flannel,” often known as the “combination,” emerged during 1868.  By 1875, Susan Taylor 
Converse designed an improved version, the “Emancipation Suit,” while another corset alternative 
was called the “Emancipation Waist” (see Figure 9).  These appellations were linked to the cultural 
currency of the Emancipation Proclamation (1863) and the Reconstruction Amendments.  
Ultimately, the success of “rational” fashion was predicated on its ability to release women from 
fashion’s restrictions in a concealed manner.129  Its name played no small part in this process.  The 
discourses of slavery used to describe reformed undergarments conceptualised women’s 
emancipation, rather than their oppression, in a way that did not receive mainstream critique. 
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Figure 9. Emancipation Suits.130 
Following the Civil War, there was still a tendency to place the onus on women to change 
their own fashion.  This was still sometimes accomplished through direct references to chattel 
slavery.  “Woman’s ‘subjection’ in dress is very galling and degrading,” Faith Rochester lamented 
in 1873.  A dubious analogy between “happy slaves in the South” and women of “easy 
circumstances” who could “dress in fashion or not, just as suits their fancy,” was used to conclude 
that women themselves were “the tyrants who hold ourselves (individually) in subjection.”131  As 
will be discussed in Chapter Six, this rhetoric reflected a broader transformation in the application 
of the woman-slave analogy, where explicit references to chattel slavery were used to affect a more 
complete focus on white women’s oppression. 
The dress reform rhetoric of the Civil War era reflected the heightened national consciousness 
surrounding the sectional issue of chattel slavery.  This rhetoric also revealed that the dress reform 
movement, unlike the antebellum antislavery and women’s rights movements, was primarily 
concerned with the experience of white women.  As the urgency of the Civil War slowly receded 
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from popular memory, specific comparisons between fashion and chattel slavery again became less 
frequent.  Dress reformers increasingly courted an intersectional understanding of women’s 
oppression, but in the postbellum era, this did not often extend to issues of race. 
A Broad Church 
With the demise of the NDRA in 1864, the antebellum dress reform movement receded following 
the Civil War.  The ongoing discussion of alternatives to fashionable dress continued to be premised 
on the woman-slave analogy in a way that distanced itself from allusions to chattel slavery.  
Postbellum fashion critique returned to the abstract discourses of slavery that dominated among 
early-nineteenth-century antifashionists and reformers, but this was coupled with a growing focus 
on the way fashion was one among many forms of women’s oppressions.  This at once 
demonstrated the connections between postbellum reform movements, a growing awareness of 
intersectionality, and the continued importance of the woman-slave analogy. 
During the late 1860s, Stanton and Anthony’s The Revolution expressed a tangential concern 
with fashion, even though its organisational affiliate, the National Woman Suffrage Association 
(NWSA), avoided the issue of dress reform.132  The Revolution’s proprietor, George Francis Train, 
encouraged women to “break the bondage of fashion” at the same time as emphasising the primacy 
of women’s suffrage.  Yet, in blaming women for their own oppression, he also implied that an 
intrinsic antipathy existed between them: “Did woman, in order to debase woman, invent the badge 
of slavery which she takes pride in wearing?”133  These discussions did not necessarily encompass 
an acceptance toward any style of reformed dress.  When the editor of the Tribune asked The 
Revolution to respond to a question – “What is to be the costume of the emancipated woman?” – 
their reply denigrated dress reform and expressed annoyance.134  According to Jennifer Ladd 
Nelson, the rise and fall of the antebellum reformed dress rendered the dress reform message no 
longer radical.135  If the idea of dress reform was less radical by the postbellum era, the prevalence 
of the woman-slave analogy had normalised a form of fashion critique which viewed women as 
“voluntarily bound hand and foot, soul and body, with her galling chains.”136 
In spite of the differences between women’s suffragists (which will be considered in Chapter 
Four), the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) expressed ongoing concerns about 
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fashion through intrinsically similar rhetoric.  The affiliated New England Women’s Club (NEWC), 
formed in 1868 by Julia Ward Howe, endorsed and promoted the aforementioned undergarments.  
Advertisements for reform-related underwear were found in popular and reform publications, from 
the Ladies Home Journal to The Woman’s Journal.  Rational fashion was dubious because of the 
degree to which the rhetoric of emancipation was appropriated whether or not the garment 
warranted the appellation (see Figure 10).137  In 1873, the NEWC invited Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, 
the famous author and reformer, to speak on the subject of “What to Wear?”  Phelps’ vision of dress 
reform was largely non-radical because it emanated from her Christianity and moderate women’s 
rights activism.138  Yet Phelps, too, predicated her supposedly non-radical dress reform rhetoric on 
abstract discourses of slavery.  She argued that women were robust, perhaps even more so than 
men, “or we should have sunk in our shackles long ago.”  Denouncing the popular “wasp waist,” 
which “[im]prisoned [the] vital organs … it binds,” Phelps proclaimed “Off with the corsets!”: 
No, don’t give them to Biddy.  Never fasten about another woman, in the sacred name 
of charity, the chains from which you have yourself escaped. ...  Make a bonfire of the 
cruel steel that has lorded it over [your body] … [for] so many thoughtless years, and 
heave a sigh of relief; for your “emancipation” … has from this moment begun.139 
Indeed, working-class women, like middle-class women, wore corsets that were sometimes 
acquired as cast offs from their employers.140  In spite of the nativism Phelps exhibited, which was 
indeed characteristic of the broader women’s rights movement, she nonetheless sought to proclaim 
the sisterhood of all women when it came to combatting the oppression engendered by fashion. 
 
Figure 10. “‘Good Sense’ Corset Waists” (1886).141 
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This new generation of comparatively conservative dress reformers used abstract discourses 
of slavery in a way that framed fashion as one of many oppressions experienced by women.  The 
NEWC’s Dress Reform Committee inadvertently perpetuated the rhetoric established by Phelps in a 
lecture series organised by Abba Goold Woolson, and later documented in Dress-Reform (1874).142  
Woolson, together with four female physicians, discussed fashion and the need for dress reform by 
using discourses of slavery that alluded to various oppressions from a transatlantic perspective.  
Mary J. Safford-Blake, M.D. complained that society continued to hold women “in immovable 
bondage”; the “thumb-screws of the inquisition” were less harmful than the corset’s “firm plates of 
metal” between which women were “cruelly pressed … so snugly that an impression of her fetters 
is indented into the flesh.”143  This corporeal emphasis on fashion did not directly reference chattel 
slavery, but the allusion to the Spanish Inquisition was similarly opportunistic.  Women’s dress, 
according to Mercy B. Jackson, M.D., had “become a terrible tyrant” which subjected body and 
mind to its “tormenting control[.]”144  Woolson herself returned to the hypothetical gendered dress 
inversion with which Howe experimented during the antebellum era.  If men and women were 
required to exchange dress for a day, Woolson suggested, men would celebrate “their escape from 
the strange bondage[,] … while the wailing of the women at their return to the old fetters would be 
heart-rending to hear.”145  These reformers used discourses of slavery to suggest that anyone could 
become oppressed if their physical mobility was impeded by fashionable dress. 
Just as the rhetoric of prominent reformers inspired the readers of The Sibyl, discourses of 
slavery similarly informed contributors to the AWSA’s official newspaper, The Woman’s Journal.  
This newspaper featured reports from the American Free Dress League and the National Dress 
Reform Association, and its readers expressed much pleasure in dress reform discussions.146  In 
1873, a contributor praised the Journal for creating a “fellowship” of women to combat “slavery to 
the demands of fashion,” even though she still despaired “the extent of their slavery to fashion.”147  
Many women were still reluctant to publicly don any type of reformed dress.  Yet some were open 
to experimenting with “hygienic dress,” which visually recalled the earlier emancipation suits (see 
Figure 11).148  As the AWSA’s primary focus was women’s suffrage, fashion was often linked to 
back women’s disenfranchisement.  This was epitomised by articles such as Henry B. Blackwell’s 
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“Suffrage or Servitude.”149  These articles repeatedly implied that if one form of oppression is 
rectified, the others would soon follow and women would experience freedom.  The Journal also 
featured controversial articles that actively supported a transformation in women’s dress: “Trousers 
for Girls” (1873); Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “Why Do Women Not Reform Their Dress” (1886); 
and “Radical Dress Reform” (1886).150  More explicitly titled articles centred upon discourses of 
slavery: Stephen Foster’s “Resistance to Tyrants” (1873); “Are Women Enslaved to Dress?” 
(1884); and “Dress Emancipation” (1893).151  The similarities between these articles and the dress 
reform rhetoric in the NWSA’s Revolution challenge the apparent conservatism of the AWSA.  This 
is tempered only by the scholarly consensus that postbellum dress reform had become non-radical, 
in spite of its focus on discourses of slavery. 
Figure 11. “Hygienic Under Garments.”152 
Although the postbellum discussion of fashion was fragmented amongst many different 
reform movements, it still maintained rhetorically continuity.  In contrast to antebellum dress 
reform, postbellum dress reform necessarily interacted with other reforms because it was no longer 
a discrete movement.  Indeed, the radical free love publication Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly was 
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strongly aligned with the principles of dress reform.  A contributor described fashion as “the badge 
of her servitude,” but more specifically, a “natural outgrowth of the harem, of social and political 
inequality, of marriage, customs, and laws, which give woman to man”; upon “release from that 
servitude” women would create “a costume which shall fitly express her free womanhood.”153  The 
Weekly emphasised how fashionable dress inhibited economic independence in an article entitled 
“Fashion vs. Freedom,” and featured reports from the Anti-Fashion Convention.154  Other women’s 
suffrage periodicals similarly connected fashion to broader reform imperatives.  Abigail Scott 
Duniway, who worked in millinery and dressmaking prior to becoming a reformer, condemned 
current fashions in her west coast suffrage publication, The New Northwest.155  “A trailing dress is 
an emblem of degradation,” and this demonstrated “dependence and incompetence” as well as 
women’s “frailty and subjugation.”156  Increasingly, fashion was positioned as another example of 
women’s oppression amongst many forms of oppression. 
In the process, “slavery to custom” emerged as a phrase used to explain interdependent forms 
of oppression.  The “the tyranny of fashion over women,” a contributor to The Woman’s Journal 
argued, represented a broader problem wherein society placed both sexes were “under a kind of 
thraldom” – the concept of “slavery to custom,” then, affected all.157  “Our Girls,” Stanton’s 
important 1880s lyceum circuit lecture, also coveted this perspective.158  “Custom,” Stanton 
affirmed alongside frequent references to fashion, “has made the girl the slave, and subject 
womanhood perpetuates the custom.”159  This reiterated the ongoing method wherein many 
reformers used slavery as a broader euphemism for oppression, and thus a fledgling expression of 
intersectionality. 
In the wake of the Civil War, the woman-slave analogy was used to critique of fashionable 
dress in a way that structured the reconsideration of dress reform across multiple reform 
movements.  Many reformers engaged with abstract iterations of this rhetoric, alluding to other 
forms of oppression as a point of comparison rather than solely looking toward chattel slavery to 
describe fashion’s demands and effects.  In the process, race was barely a point of discussion.  It 
becomes clear that even if dress reform itself had become less radical, those who continued to 
express concern about fashion used the radical dialogue of the woman-slave analogy to do so. 
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Fashion’s Slaves 
The postbellum tendency to position fashion as one of many forms of oppression also emerged in 
women’s rights literature.  Novels explored late-nineteenth-century attitudes toward women’s 
exercise, wherein the ideal of a “healthy girl” existed in tension with cultural aesthetics that “made 
looking sick fashionable.”160  Corsetry and tight lacing adversely affected middle-class fertility rates 
because the consequent bodily distortion influenced conception, frequency of coitus and foetus 
survival.161  Indeed, reformers cited tight waists as the source of “degenerate offspring” and 
considered the health benefits of trousers during pregnancy.162  From health reform to gender 
passing and bifurcated garments, the woman-slave analogy was used to discuss the adverse effect of 
fashionable dress on both body and mind. 
From the antebellum era onwards, literary representations of “passing” across racial, gender, 
or class lines subverted the gendered connotations of fashionable dress.  Slave narratives such as 
William and Ellen Craft, Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom (1860) and Harriet Jacobs, 
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) portray female slaves who don male attire to facilitate 
their escape, and women writers frequently acknowledged “the importance of dress for 
demonstrating ethos and for passing.”163  Howe’s antebellum manuscript, The Hermaphrodite, 
depicts the shame and confusion that resulted when an individual could not conform to the 
expectations surrounding gender and fashion.  When the character of Laurence lives as a hermit, he 
is humiliated to discover in his “long robe de chamber” and “wild profusion of my locks,” he 
“looked like a woman.”164  So too does Florence, the heroine of Caroline Lee Hentz’s Marcus 
Warland (1852), disguise herself as an enslaved mulatto to nurse her beloved, while Capitola, the 
protagonist of E.D.E.N. Southworth’s The Hidden Hand (1888), dresses as a boy to support herself 
on the streets of New York.165  The discussion of cross-dressing in postbellum women’s rights 
fiction reimagined the clothing inversions in slave narratives. 
The relationship between psychology, physical health and passing was explored in Lillie 
Devereux Blake’s Fettered for Life; or, Lord and Master (1874).  The issue of who could regulate 
the dress of the character Flora Livingston, a young belle, represented her lack of autonomy 
following her engagement to an unwanted suitor.  The control Flora’s fiancée seeks generates 
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mental anguish: “I must dress and act, as it suits him; … I should be a slave bound hand and foot, if 
I married him, and I cannot!”  A more direct concern over the physical robustness of girls was 
voiced by other characters.  Mrs. Darcy, M.D., laments how the “impress of the corset” was evident 
in the “stylish smallness of waist” among a group of fashionably dressed girls.  This resulted in 
“transparent complexions” that indicated “a total lack of vitality, and a want of open-air exercise,” 
which led Darcy to condemn the “oppressive finery” that necessitated “stifling steel-clasped 
garments” instead of “plain serviceable frocks” that would help girls “gain health and strength.”166  
Blake also depicted the utility of passing through a cross-dressing female character, Frank 
Heywood.  By abandoning the restrictions associated with women’s clothing, Heywood is able to 
pursue a journalistic career and thus “use his voice to defend women publicly against male 
oppression.”167 
Women’s rights reformers also used discourses of slavery to argue that political equality and 
sexual purity could be ensured by disguising the physical.  Antebellum periodicals cited the 
practicality and safety engendered by bifurcated garments, an impulse that continued in the 
postbellum era.168  In 1869, Stanton suggested that the sexes should “dress as nearly alike as 
possible” because the “male costume” would enable equal wages for equal work.  The 
“concealment of sex,” moreover, would empower girls and women and protect them from various 
forms of oppression.169  Surprise and outrage were expressed when everyday women took these 
measures; passing was associated with cross-dressing, which physicians and sexologists viewed as a 
symbol of “sexual inversion or impurity.”170  Stanton professed that cross-dressing was illegal, and 
although her legal knowledge would have ensured she knew otherwise, women who wore men’s 
clothing were frequently detained in spite of the lack of official statutory prohibitions.171  Only a 
degree of fashion appropriation was considered acceptable.  Some postbellum women engaged in 
what Diana Crane defines as “nonverbal resistance” through “alternative dress,” wherein elements 
of male fashion – ties and hats, suit jackets, waistcoats and shirts – were appropriated into an 
otherwise feminine wardrobe.172  Indeed, Xavier Chaumette describes the suit jacket as “the symbol 
of the emancipated woman” during the nineteenth century.173  In spite of their pronouncements, 
women’s rights reformers were often dismayed when faced with the overt enactment of these ideals. 
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Women reformers who appropriated masculine dress further than fashion dictated did not 
receive general acceptance, but such women were often already on the fringe of reform movements.  
Victoria Woodhull donned masculine dress at the height of her popularity, yet managed to “avoid a 
debilitating sexualisation” by negotiating an “adequately feminine” appearance.174  However, the 
experience of Dr. Mary E. Walker was quite different.175  When she was sixteen, Mary’s father 
supposedly encouraged her to abandon corsets, stating what a “shame” it was that “women encase 
their bodies in those steel torture instruments,” in strikingly similar rhetoric to the physicians in 
Dress-Reform and Fettered for Life.176  As a young medical student and Civil War surgeon in a 
Washington hospital, Walker experimented with clothing.  Unlike those engaged in passing, 
however, she never sought to conceal that she was a woman.  Walker worked within a traditionally 
feminine nurturing capacity, but controversy mounted as she fulfilled the masculine role of doctor 
and surgeon whilst choosing to wear the accompanying male uniform.177  Her first book, Hit (1871), 
belied the way rhetorical inscriptions of slavery and freedom shaped her experience of clothing.  
Walker dedicated this book to the “great sisterhood,” and wished to “place in your hands that power 
which shall emancipate you from the bondage of all that is oppressive.”178  When she lost the long 
feminine ringlets of a young woman as she aged, Walker “came to be seen as merely eccentric.”179  
Women who actually acted on the rhetorical injunctions of dress reform experienced many 
difficulties because their contemporaries found it difficult to come to terms with the surprising 
consequences of the practices they theoretically advocated. 
From the Gilded Age onwards, dress reform and health reform continued to rely on abstract 
discourses of slavery.  Alongside the emergence of “aesthetic dress,” which was significant in the 
renegotiation of gender boundaries, the visual imagining of fashion as slavery persisted in reform 
rhetoric and satirical representations (see Figure 12) alike.180  B.O. Flower’s The Arena, with its 
focus on health and dress, also emphasised dress reform to become what Ruth C. Engs describes as 
“the most intellectually respectable reform publication of the early Progressive era.”181  In 1891, 
Frances E. Russell observed how the continued efforts of women dress reformers who wore 
bifurcated garments meant that the “fiction that women have no legs is now fully discredited,” in an 
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article entitled “Fashion’s Slaves.”182  When Russell collated the history of dress reform attempts of 
prominent women in “A Brief Survey of the American Dress Reform Movements of the Past, with 
Views of Representative Women” (1892), she inadvertently demonstrating the centrality of the 
woman-slave analogy to fashion critique throughout the nineteenth century.183 
Figure 12. Harper’s Weekly proof etching by Thomas Nast, potentially unpublished.184 
This rhetoric also informed the bicycling culture that emerged at the turn of the twentieth 
century.  Importantly, Stanton and other reformers viewed the bicycle as “a tool of 
emancipation.”185  A contributor to The Woman’s Journal thought the bicycle was “a godsend” 
because it helped “free” women from the “thraldom of dress” more than all other combined 
reforms.186  Similar ideas circulated in the writings of African American women.  Pauline E. 
Hopkins’ novel, Contending Forces: A Romance Illustrative of Negro Life North and South (1900) 
features a scene in which Ma Smith, a bicycling woman, overhears some men talking about women 
being “the weaker vessel, an’ subjugatin’ theirself to be led by men”; her suitor believes that “no 
man could be suferior to ’ooman, ’cause she was his rib.”  The pride this character shows in her 
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suitor is coupled with her desire to learn to ride her bicycle, in her “new pale blue bicycle suit.”187  
Whether or not this outfit was a reformed dress does not detract from how Hopkins linked the 
concept of women’s freedom to fashion and bicycling culture.  The bicycling phenomenon did not 
visibly influence mainstream fashions, but it reinvigorated the rhetoric and fashions ideals of 
reformers for a new generation.188 
Even at the end of the nineteenth century, the woman-slave analogy maintained significance 
in the many different movements toward reforming women’s fashion.  The focus on abstract 
discourses of slavery represented a general preoccupation with white women’s oppression in a way 
that did not overtly include race.  Still, considerations of fashion still sought to understand the 
interaction between different forms of oppression in a way that promoted intersectional 
possibilities.  As in the antebellum era, a range of reformers and cultural commentators continued to 
use this rhetoric to frame their fashion critique. 
Conclusion 
The nineteenth century comparison between fashion and slavery was at once a form of mainstream 
and reform social commentary that crossed the boundaries of gender, race and class.  The woman-
slave analogy was simultaneously used to position women’s dress as both the root cause of 
women’s oppression and a visual manifestation of their dependence.  Since abstract discourses of 
slavery dominated fashion critique throughout the nineteenth century, the discussion of fashion was 
often quite distinct from the rhetoric surrounding other forms of women’s oppression.  It diverged 
from marriage and other women’s rights issues because the embodied nature of fashion enabled a 
more tangible form of “emancipation” to transpire – in the reformed dress, as well as reformed 
undergarments.  Yet fashion itself had little in common with chattel slavery, so the direct references 
to the institution which emerged during the 1850s and 1860s must be seen as highly opportunistic.  
African American women reformers periodically questioned the demands of fashion, but they 
equally demonstrated ambivalence to viewing fashion itself as slavery, or oppression.  The 
postbellum return to more abstract discourses of slavery reflected the prominence of this rhetoric 
during the antebellum era.  A consideration of the woman-slave analogy demonstrates how 
ideologically disparate strands of fashion critique – from religious and antifashion to dress reform 
and aesthetic dress, as well as literature – coalesced throughout the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
SUFFRAGE: “POLITICAL SLAVERY” 
[Through the Fourteenth Amendment’s] clause “involuntary servitude,” a special allusion is made 
to woman.  By all men’s definitions of the term, the withholding of the ballot and representation 
while taxes are imposed, is the most abject of servitude.1 
SUSAN B. ANTHONY, 
SPEECH TO THE TERRITORIAL LEGISLATURE OF WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 19, 1871 
The men alone of this country live in a republic, 
the women enter the second hundred years of national life as political slaves.2 
MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE, “CALL FOR THE MAY ANNIVERSARY,” 1876 
From the American Revolution onwards, the woman-slave analogy was central to the way women 
described their disenfranchisement and challenged prevailing attitudes about citizenship.  The 
antebellum women’s rights movement emphasised women’s suffrage from at least 1848, but the 
debates that followed the Civil War generated contention between antislavery and women’s rights 
reformers.  During the postbellum era, the Emancipation Proclamation and Reconstruction 
amendments were largely assumed to have rendered African Americans equal citizens.  In response, 
use of the woman-slave analogy transformed from a comparison between women and slaves to 
focus on the categories of sex and race.  As editors of the History of Woman Suffrage, Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony and Matilda Joslyn Gage chronicled the significance of this 
rhetoric for suffragists and the broader women’s movement.  For Anthony, the Reconstruction 
amendments were hypocritical because of the oppression women continued to experience, and, in 
consequence, Gage specifically saw women as “political slaves.”  Many women’s rights reformers 
rhetorically constructed sex as the only surviving form of oppression in the United States. 
The parameters of citizenship were shaped by discourses of slavery because reformers 
described those excluded from the national body politic in these terms.  Citizenship represents the 
full membership of an individual to the political community, together with the symbolic and 
material rights and privileges that ensue.  Rhetorically, the concept of the “citizen” was defined 
against the concept of the “noncitizen” – aliens, slaves, women.  Civil citizenship entailed “equality 
before the law, freedom of contract, and protection of person and property,” but political citizenship 
– enfranchisement – was “seen as a privilege reserved for those who were qualified to exercise it.”3  
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This related to marriage, because the institution rendered the pair “one person – the husband,” who 
was responsible for the wife and “became the one full citizen in the household.”4  With the 
expansion of Jacksonian democracy, women did not experience citizenship in same way as the ever 
more inclusive idea of male citizenship.  The classification of women alongside slaves and racial 
minorities shaped interpretations of citizenship and suffrage.  The woman-slave analogy provided 
the conceptual link between the exclusion of different groups from political rights. 
This chapter will explore how the woman-slave analogy was used to critique women’s 
exclusion from suffrage.  Marriage and fashion also inscribed separate spheres, but suffrage directly 
worked to limit women’s engagement in the public realm because it related to politics and 
citizenship.  Late-eighteenth-century attitudes toward women’s suffrage and antebellum petitioning 
collectively intensified the ideological connections reformers made between women and slaves.  
This rhetoric was so pervasive during the antebellum era that it provided the foundations for the 
postbellum demands of women’s rights reformers.  National citizenship was difficult to define prior 
to the Civil War because it was applied unequally under state jurisdictions, but the exclusionary 
legal vision of Dred Scott v. Sanford (1857) ruled that African Americans could not be citizens of 
the United States.5  The Reconstruction era made the issue of manhood suffrage versus women’s 
suffrage divisive because its political developments benefitted one group and not the other.  In 
response, discourses of slavery were mobilised to gain for women the rights extended to African 
Americans, a process which often resulted in racism and nativism.  The consequent rhetorical 
transformation encompassed a focus on sex and race, rather than women and slaves, which 
gradually enabled discussions of white women’s suffrage to dominate postbellum debates. 
Although nineteenth-century “universal suffrage” sometimes implied “manhood suffrage” – 
votes for all men, but not women – this term will be used in the way women’s rights reformers 
interpreted it.  Faye E. Dudden describes this perspective as “truly universal suffrage.”6  Any 
references to sex and race are also predicated on nineteenth-century understandings of these terms.  
The woman-slave analogy remained important from the point of burgeoning nationhood in 1776 
and throughout the antebellum era, as well as at the nation’s centenary in 1876 and beyond. 
Revolutionary Beginnings 
From the beginning of American nationhood, abstract discourses of slavery emerged in discussions 
of women’s citizenship and enfranchisement.  François Furstenberg observes how the political 
rebellion of the American Revolution was articulated in terms of “enslavement,” the “conceptual 
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force” of which “lay in the parallel with the ‘other’: the African slave.”7  Early discussions of 
women’s suffrage did not overtly reference chattel slavery, but latent associations with the 
institution always remained.  When prominent women used this rhetoric to emphasise their own 
experience, they initiated the earliest discussions of women’s suffrage in the United States. 
Abigail Adams articulated this concern to her husband John Adams in 1776.  A woman of 
vast contradictions, Adams was politically conservative in spite of her outspoken support of the 
American Revolution.  But she also detested injustice, from the British control of the American 
colonies to the disempowerment of women or the enslavement of Africans.8  Abigail was actively 
involved in her husband’s political career.  When she approached John during the drafting of the 
Declaration of Independence, she presented her own perspective.  This was framed by the 
Revolutionary era’s patriotic rhetoric of tyranny and slavery versus freedom.9  Abigail characterised 
men as “Naturally Tyrannical” masters who enforced women’s oppression, and insinuated that men 
who “wish to be happy willingly give up the harsh title of Master for the more tender and endearing 
one of Friend.”  In condemning those men who treated women “only as the vassals of your Sex,” 
she emphasised the importance of women’s political voice: 
I can not say that I think you very generous to the Ladies, for whilst you are proclaiming 
peace and good will to Men, Emancipating all Nations, you insist upon retaining an 
absolute power over Wives. ...  [W]e have it in our power not only to free ourselves but 
to subdue our Masters, and without violence throw both your natural and legal authority 
at our feet – 
“Charm by accepting, by submitting sway 
Yet have our Humour most when we obey.”10 
John Adams aspired to create unity among the colonies, so he was unlikely to introduce the 
potentially divisive issues of slavery or women’s rights into political debate.11  Yet it is significant 
that the disenfranchisement of women was early interpreted as a form of political oppression and 
critiqued in terms of the woman-slave analogy. 
Following the American Revolution, petitioning became a means through which 
disenfranchised groups, including slaves, free African Americans, women, and reform societies, 
could influence politics.12  The First Amendment (1791) encouraged freedom of speech and 
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guaranteed the right of disenfranchised groups to petition for a redress of grievances; in asserting 
these citizenship rights, antebellum black and white women alike experienced greater political 
power.13  Those antebellum women who circulated petitions, participated in reform organisations, 
and lobbied the legislature utilised and pioneered methods for governmental influence beyond 
electoral channels.14  As Angelina Grimké wrote to her opponent Catharine Beecher, petitioning “is 
the only political right that women have: why not let them exercise it whenever they are 
aggrieved?”15  Antislavery petitioning thus constituted an early attempt by women toward 
significant government influence.16 
When the American Anti-Slavery Society (AASS) adopted petitioning as a tool for public 
education in 1835, many women participated in numerous campaigns in a way that inscribed the 
burgeoning epistemological relationship between women and slaves.17  During the Grimké sisters’ 
speaking tour of 1837, Angelina tried to convince women that, even though chattel slavery was a 
political subject, “women were citizens & had duties to perform to their country as well as men.”18  
Petitioning gathered force as “an antislavery instrument” throughout the 1830s, leading the House 
of Representatives to pass the so-called Gag Rule in May 1836.19  Southern congressmen attempted 
to inhibit the abundance of antislavery petitions by insisting they be tabled and not read, but this 
instead instigated a free speech campaign which ultimately broadened the antislavery awareness of 
the general public.20  Female antislavery societies were emboldened to join the petition drive and 
produced a “major outpouring of discourse aimed at encouraging female activism and articulating 
in greater detail an emerging ideology of female citizenship.”21  The Gag Rule suppressed women’s 
voices on behalf of the enslaved; in so doing, it intensified the existing ideological connections 
antislavery women were making between their own experience and that of slaves.  According to 
Anna M. Spiecher, the “ability of free women to identify with the enslaved did more than 
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strengthen their commitment to antislavery action.”22  Simultaneously, the Gag Rule reconfigured 
the concept of what it meant to be a disenfranchised American citizen.  For Angelina Grimké, “the 
rights of the slave and of woman blend like the colours of the rainbow.”23 
The issue of whether the Grimké sisters had the right to public oratory reinforced their 
interpretation of the woman-slave analogy.  Controversy intensified when the sisters flouted 
patriarchal restrictions by addressing “promiscuous” – gender mixed – audiences, but the sisters 
responded by gradually integrating women’s right arguments into their antislavery address.24  
Attempts to silence the sisters only increased their awareness of the enforced silence engendered by 
the system of chattel slavery, and both saw politics as a means through which women could 
maintain their voice.  Sarah Grimké’s An Epistle to the Clergy of the Southern States (1836) 
proposed that “the daughters of Virginia” bear “testimony to the evils of slavery” so as to encourage 
southern women’s political action.25  Similarly, Grimké focused one of her Letters on the Equality 
of the Sexes, and the Condition of Woman (1837) on the “Legal Disabilities of Women” to 
demonstrate that they had “no political existence” and were merely “counted, like the slaves of the 
South,” to proportionally increase the numbers of government legislators.26  Personally, Grimké 
believed women had the right to influence politics and legislative reform because, enfranchised or 
not, they were citizens whose duty was to be politically engaged.27  According to Gerda Lerner, 
Sarah Grimké “managed to construct social theory on the basis of comparing two kinds of systems 
of oppression.”28  Her understanding of chattel slavery shaped her perspectives on women’s rights 
because she did not position one as more oppressive than the other.  When Grimké acknowledged 
the legal disabilities and disenfranchisement of enslaved women and white women, she saw the 
intersections between these different forms of oppression. 
As petitioning became more prominent, so too did the use of this rhetoric.  Despite the 
ambivalence of some abolitionists, Angelina Grimké became the first woman to address the 
Massachusetts State Legislature in 1837.  It was deemed appropriate for a woman to make this 
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unprecedented address because it accompanied petitions containing thousands of women’s names.29  
For Grimké, her womanhood influenced her duty toward the abolition of chattel slavery: “I stand 
before you as a citizen, on behalf of the 20,000 women of Massachusetts, whose names are enrolled 
on petitions which have been submitted to the Legislature[.]”  As a repentant slaveholder, Grimké 
characterised herself as a “moral being” and a southerner unwillingly exiled from her birthplace 
because of chattel slavery.  More importantly, Grimké identified with the slaves for whom she pled: 
“I feel that I owe it to the suffering slave … to do all that I can to overturn a system of complicated 
crimes, … cemented by the blood and sweat and tears of my sisters in bonds.”30  Alongside 
petitions which tangibly represented a multitude of women, Grimké’s argument rhetorically 
coalesced around direct discourses of slavery. 
By the late 1830s, the growing discomfort toward the power of petitioning and women’s 
public oratory impelled reformers to persist with comparisons between women and slaves.  
Women’s apparently clear constitutional right to petition was challenged by ministers, educators 
and politicians who now deemed it inappropriate for women to be involved in the ostensibly male 
world of politics.  Even Catharine Beecher’s An essay on slavery and abolitionism, with reference 
to the duty of American females (1837) argued that women should not have a vocal role in 
abolitionism.31  Some male abolitionists reinscribed petitioning itself as an overtly political act, and 
what Alison M. Parker describes as “an ineffective tool that was used as a last resort by white 
women and slaves who could not participate directly at the polls.”32  When the clergy condemned 
the Grimkés’ public oratory in an 1837 “Pastoral Letter,” John Greenleaf Whittier satirically 
responded in The Liberator: 
So, this is all, — the utmost reach 
Of priestly power the mind to fetter! 
When laymen think, when women preach, 
A war of words, a “Pastoral Letter!”33 
These events only inspired other budding women reformers.  Lucy Stone acknowledged that the 
“pastoral letter broke my bonds.”34  Principally, women reformers supported the Garrisonian 
dedication to women’s rights; the male abolitionists who favoured a more political approach to 
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abolition and rejected women’s inclusion, becoming the political abolitionists who later constituted 
the Liberty Party.35 
Throughout the 1840s, this rhetoric remained important within the fledgling women’s rights 
movement.  At the first Women’s Rights Convention in Seneca Falls during 1848, some women 
were reluctant to foreground women’s suffrage because they feared ridicule.  The ex-slave 
Frederick Douglass nonetheless encouraged Elizabeth Cady Stanton to advocate this demand.36  
The “Declaration of Sentiments,” which was modelled upon the Declaration of Independence, 
professed: “The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations on the part of 
man toward woman, having in direct object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over her.”  The 
ninth resolution emphasised that such “tyranny” was achieved because man “has never permitted 
her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise.”37  From here on, women’s rights 
reformers would view suffrage as an essential element of citizenship, and discourses of slavery 
were continuously used to frame this demand. 
If the discussion of women’s suffrage was foremost among women, many Garrisonians still 
used discourses of slavery to advocate this demand.  William Lloyd Garrison’s “Human Equality” 
(1850), set to the music of A Man’s a Man, For a’ That, championed women’s enfranchisement: 
In every land, through every age,  
How hard her log, and a’ that! 
A vassal state her heritage, 
Dependent, poor, and a’ that. … 
Though subjected from her birth, 
She still aspires, for a’ that!38 
Garrison, reflecting the rhetoric of women’s historical writing discussed in Chapter One, viewed 
women’s historical experience in terms of slavery.39  The interest abolitionist men showed in 
women’s rights was atypical of their contemporaries, but Garrison did not necessarily practice what 
he preached.  Like many male reformers, Garrison’s marriage illustrated how those who sought to 
reform the public and private spheres at once could still be influenced by separate spheres 
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ideology.40  Even so, Garrison, like his contemporaries, used discourses of slavery to describe 
women’s disenfranchisement, and this led reformers to view the political demand of suffrage as an 
essential element of women’s freedom. 
Since antislavery women constituted the nucleus of the early women’s rights movement, they 
brought with them the rhetorical strategies with which they were already familiar.  Abby Kelley, 
Lucy Stone, Paulina Wright Davis and Dr. Harriot Hunt discussed how the women’s movement 
could gain structure at the New England Anti-Slavery Society meeting of May 1850.41  Following 
the address of Sojourner Truth, a unanimous resolution encouraged a wholly inclusive attitude 
towards women’s rights: 
[T]he cause we have met to advocate … bids us remember the two millions of slave 
women at the South, the most grossly wronged and foully outraged of all women; ... we 
will [remember] ... the trampled womanhood of the plantation, and omit no effort to 
raise it to a share in the rights we claim for ourselves.42 
This intersectional impetus to recognise the rights of all women, including enslaved women, was 
evident at other mid-century women’s rights conventions.  Ernestine L. Rose, the first woman to 
lobby for married women’s expanded property rights, emphasised how the “republican principle of 
universal suffrage” should include women or admit “‘Freedom and Power to one half of society, 
and submission and slavery to the other’.”43  When antebellum antislavery women used the woman-
slave analogy, their role in the nascent women’s rights movement articulated an ongoing concern 
for the rights of slave women as well as white women. 
Suffrage Ambivalence 
Importantly, those who opposed women’s suffrage also employed discourses of slavery to denounce 
the idea.  As discussed in Chapter Two, southern proslavery ideologues viewed the “domestic” 
institutions of marriage and chattel slavery as analogous.  In response to radical abolitionist attacks 
on the peculiar institution, southerners emphasised the supposed benevolent familial connections it 
fostered.44  This inscription of domestic hierarchy made it difficult to conceive of women’s 
suffrage, because women and slaves were relegated to the same category of dependence on the 
white male.  When southerners used direct discourses of slavery to ridicule women’s suffrage, their 
arguments shared remarkable rhetorical similarities with that of northern reformers. 
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The southerner Louisa McCord used the woman-slave analogy in what appears to be the 
mocking imitation of the women’s suffrage arguments she sought to oppose.  One of the foremost 
conservatives in antebellum America, McCord’s use of this rhetoric, even in refutation, therefore 
had widespread circulation.45  McCord made direct, not abstract, comparisons between women and 
chattel slaves.  The 1852 publication, “Enfranchisement of Women,” stated: “Follow close, ladies.  
The door of privilege is open pretty wide for the admission of Cuffee.  Should he get in, surely you 
might follow.”  McCord used discourses of slavery for conservative purposes, so her rhetoric was at 
odds with northern women’s rights reformers.  Still, this rhetoric was viable because it emanated 
from the domestic hierarchy of southern organic culture.  When this hierarchy was reversed it 
created concerns for southern cultural commentators; as discussed in Chapter Two, imagining 
women beyond the category of dependence necessarily disrupted racial hierarchy.  McCord argued 
that women’s suffrage unwarrantedly challenged “nature’s laws”: 
Woman’s condition certainly admits of improvement …, but never can any amelioration 
result from … [enfranchisement].  Here, as in all other improvements, the good must be 
brought about by working with, not against[,] … Nature’s laws.  Woman, seeking as a 
woman, may raise her position; seeking as a man, we repeat, she but degrades it.”46 
For McCord, women were degraded beyond domesticity.  “[W]hen have the strong forgotten to 
oppress the weak?” McCord asked, but in acknowledging this, she did not seek to examine 
interdependent oppressions.  David Brion Davis finds it problematic that McCord “could agree with 
abolitionist/feminists that women suffered from a kind of slavery,” but views this anomaly as due to 
the “specificity and generality of the concept ‘slavery,’ a word that signifies the ultimate in the loss 
of freedom and independence.”47  Privileged white southern women such as McCord 
overwhelmingly endorsed chattel slavery as the price necessary for their own societal position.48  
For plantation mistresses, there were hierarchies within hierarchies, and McCord saw ways to 
ameliorate that oppression even if elite women continued to be relegated to the hierarchical 
category of dependence, with the enslaved. 
Where proslavery and conservative commentators refuted the possibility that domestic 
hierarchy could be oppressive for dependants, northern reformers saw points of intersection.  
Although reformers sometimes employed arguments that venerated domesticity, the difference lay 
in what they conceived as women’s “natural” position.  The Una provided a useful comparison: it 
often e employed remarkably similar rhetoric as McCord to arrive at vastly different conclusions.  
In an article entitled “The Right of Woman to the Elective Franchise,” a contributor suggested that 
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enfranchisement “would tend to ennoble and elevate [woman] as a moral and intellectual being,” 
proposing that disenfranchisement was “always debasing” and had the same result as African 
slavery.49  In 1853, editor Paulina Wright Davis proclaimed that widows and maidens, even if 
“released from the bondage of domestic masterdom,” still suffered “like the free negro” on account 
of “all the disqualifications and oppressions of caste” – including laws surrounding inheritance and 
property.  For Davis, “sex, as absolutely as colour,” was instrumental in denying “all the political 
rights of citizenship,” and so challenged the negative effects of domestic hierarchy because of the 
subordinate status afforded women and slaves.50  Such an argument anticipated the way a 
comparison between sex and race, rather than between women and slaves, would come to dominate 
postbellum suffrage debates. 
The question surrounding the political status of ex-slaves constituted the political focus of 
Reconstruction.  Attempts to prove that citizenship did not necessarily include political rights or 
enfranchisement, therefore, looked toward the legal and political status of other disenfranchised 
groups.  When Republican politicians John Bingham and Lyman Trumbull tried to justify the 
continued disfranchisement of freedmen in 1866, they cited that half the white adult population who 
were considered citizens – women – were not voters.51  During the antebellum era, northerners and 
southerners alike saw the distinction between civil and political rights as coalescing around women 
and slaves in a way that demonstrated the significance of this categorisation. 
Rhetorical Contention 
Alongside the initial gains the women’s rights movement made through state legislatures in the 
years prior to the Civil War, the woman-slave analogy was used to emphasise how the law shaped 
citizenship and enfranchisement.  The increasing dedication to legislation and policy meant, 
according to Elizabeth B. Clark, “the slavery paradigm took on a new value as a language of 
political opposition.”52  Yet the emphatic use of this rhetoric created contention among reformers.  
This encouraged a clear response from African Americans, and although they did not refute the 
woman-slave analogy in and of itself, they repudiated the racist purposes to which it could be 
dedicated. 
This rhetoric influenced the women’s rights petitioning of the 1850s.  Elizabeth Oakes Smith, 
reporting to The Una about recent petitions, emphasised that it was because the “majority” of 
citizens did not consider “their wives and mothers” to be “household chattels” that women should 
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be “accepted as Citizens in a country to which they owe their birth[.]”53  Many reformers idealised 
motherhood and the womanly virtues of purity and honesty; they did not wholly discard the 
assumptions instilled by domesticity and separate spheres ideology.  As a result, discourses of 
slavery were at once used to adhere to and challenge domesticity.  The legal focus that accompanied 
petitioning did not undermine the woman-slave analogy, but rather encouraged the use of rhetoric 
which justified its relevance. 
When Stanton addressed the New York State Legislature in 1854 about the legal disabilities 
of women, including disenfranchisement, she used this rhetoric in a way that was at once divisive 
and directly exclusionary toward free African Americans.  This speech said little in support of the 
enfranchisement of African American men, but instead censured their “superior position” over the 
“wives and mothers” of New York State.  Still, Stanton challenged lawmakers unable to 
comprehend “the idea that men and women are alike”: 
It is impossible to make the southern planter believe that his slave feels and reasons just 
as he does – that injustice and subjection are as galling as to him – that the degradation 
of living by the will of another, … is as keenly felt by him as his master. …  He says, 
the slave does not feel this as I would.54 
Stanton neither misunderstood nor condoned the exploitation engendered by chattel slavery.  But 
the way she conflated women’s oppression with that of the enslaved positioned chattel slaves as a 
legitimately oppressed group, whereas she viewed free African American men as wholly 
responsible for demanding their own rights.  Her condemnation of the laws which disenfranchised 
women and classed them “with idiots, lunatics, and negroes” did not invoke the empathy reserved 
for allusions to the enslaved.55  This anticipated the way Stanton and others would use this rhetoric 
in an ever more contentious manner following the Civil War. 
Even during the 1850s, Stanton aroused the ire of her fellow reformers to the point where 
some disputed her rhetorical methods.  Frederick Douglass endorsed the pamphlet version of 
Stanton’s speech, and, importantly, did not refute the general structure of her discussion of 
women’s oppression.  Yet Douglass criticised Stanton’s “seeming assumption” of women’s 
“superiority over negroes”; he viewed women as having “as good a right” to enfranchisement as 
African Americans, “but we cannot grant even as a matter of rhetoric or argument, that she has a 
better.”56  Faye E. Dudden suggests that Douglass realised Stanton’s rhetoric could be 
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argumentative or pragmatic rather than arising from personal conviction, but he also saw that this 
rhetorical strategy had the potential to incite racism.57  This was not because he viewed discourses 
of slavery as inherently racist – as previously demonstrated, Douglass and other African Americans 
themselves used this rhetoric to describe women’s oppression.  But Douglass rejected the way this 
rhetoric could be used to reinscribe racial hierarchy.  Therefore, African American reformers did 
not often endorse the way white reformers mobilised this rhetoric due to the logic of racism that 
often informed the comparison.  When the woman-slave analogy came to be predicated on 
comparisons with race rather than chattel slavery during the postbellum era, it incited further 
indignation.  Even in this context, however, African American reformers continued to mobilise 
discourses of slavery to emphasise the experience of enslaved women. 
The coming of the Civil War created a changing framework for the employment of the 
woman-slave analogy.  As this conflict united reform organisations in an effort to abolish chattel 
slavery, women’s suffrage became only a latent goal.  The Civil War saw a flurry of female 
voluntarism which was of great importance during the conflict, but would be forgotten by the turn 
of the twentieth century.58  This voluntary impetus encompassed reformers.  While antebellum 
women’s rights reformers believed that abolitionism was morally right, they also anticipated that 
slave emancipation would inspire a reconsideration of the rights of free people from which women 
would benefit.59  The Emancipation Proclamation (1863), together with the later Reconstruction 
amendments, shaped the changing focus of this rhetoric. 
Many women reformers joined the Woman’s National Loyal League, an organisation aligned 
with the Radical Republicans.60  The League equated women and slaves in its emphasis on 
ubiquitous “political equality,” as epitomised in Resolution #5: 
The property, the liberty and the lives of all slaves, all citizens of African descent, and 
all women are placed at the mercy of a legislation in which they are not represented. …  
There never can be a true peace in this Republic until the civil and political equality of 
every subject of the Government shall be practically established.61 
Therefore, the League interpreted “freedom” as the universal extension of equal rights and 
enfranchisement – for white and black men, as well as all women.  According to Dudden, the 
League “defined loyalty to encompass emancipation, defined emancipation to imply equal rights, 
and defined equal rights as extending across race and gender lines,” but even so, not all members 
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supported equal rights for all.62  As the prospect of slave emancipation became more viable, the 
increasing slippage between references to chattel slavery, African Americans and “negroes” 
affected the use of the woman-slave analogy. 
When the Thirteenth Amendment (1865) was passed, aided in part by the League’s 
petitioning, it abolished chattel slavery throughout the United States.  This amendment changed the 
rhetorical framework of the woman-slave analogy because chattel slavery itself no longer existed 
thereafter.  In the coming debates over manhood suffrage, Radical Republicans quickly withdrew 
support for women’s suffrage because they believed it would impede the freedmen’s 
enfranchisement.  Ultimately, the Reconstruction amendments ensured the rights of freedmen 
alone.63  The Fourteenth Amendment (1868) overruled the Scott v. Sanford Supreme Court decision, 
securing citizenship rights African Americans and ensuring equal protection of the law, but it also 
inaugurated the word “male” into the Constitution.  Soon after, the Fifteenth Amendment (1870) 
ensured citizens of the United States would be granted voting rights regardless of “race, colour, or 
previous condition of servitude,” but this was mitigated by the content of the previous 
amendment.64  If the remembrance of chattel slavery continued to be used as an analogy, references 
to race and sex became more frequent in the suffrage debates of the Reconstruction era. 
These developments informed the contemporaneous arguments and rhetoric surrounding 
universal suffrage.  In its changing guise, the woman-slave analogy was driven to its limits as 
women attempted to gain full citizenship rights.  Ellen Carol DuBois observes how those in favour 
of manhood suffrage could speak of the “freedmen’s historically specific need” for the protection of 
enfranchisement, so it was necessary to bring women’s rights into the political discourse which was, 
in broad strokes, fixated on the idea of race.65  Therefore, the woman-slave analogy was used to 
create a greater sense of urgency for universal suffrage.  To achieve this, African American women 
were placed at the centre of these reform discussions because their position represented the greatest 
political hypocrisy.  In the process, white women’s rhetorical allusions situated African American 
women as ultimate victims in a way that was ultimately disempowering.66  The racist potential of 
this rhetoric, coupled with the ideology of white supremacy, meant this was often the case. 
The Reconstruction amendments provoked the particularly virulent mobilisation of the 
woman-slave analogy. In turn, this galvanised the fragmentation of the women’s suffrage 
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movement by 1869.  Stanton and Anthony, who led the breakaway National Woman Suffrage 
Association (NWSA), derided the amendments which Stanton believed to situate men as “the 
rightful owners and masters of all womankind.”67  The vast majority of reformers, led by Lucy 
Stone and what would become the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA), viewed 
Stanton and Anthony’s campaign against the Reconstruction amendments as “politically unwise” 
and “morally repugnant.”68 
It is still necessary to consider how many of the universal suffrage arguments of the 
Reconstruction era sought to include the interests of black and white women alike.  Indeed, African 
American women remained central to Reconstruction discussions in a way that enabled a continued, 
if increasingly imbalanced, emphasis on interdependent forms of oppression.  The rights of white 
and black women shaped discussions at this important juncture, but the focus on African American 
women became less prominent from the 1870s onwards.  Between 1865 and 1870, the woman-slave 
analogy remained the central method through which the oppression of all women was envisaged. 
“The Negro’s Hour” 
Following the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, political expediency led to factionalism 
among reformers and politicians alike.  When reformers briefly came together to campaign for 
universal suffrage, the woman-slave analogy and the rights of African American women were 
central to their arguments.  The rhetoric of some women’s rights reformers became particularly 
desperate, so discourses of slavery were mobilised for competing purposes.  In the process, 
reformers belied their perception that the categories of race and sex were becoming more salient 
than comparisons between women and slaves. 
An 1865 pronouncement by Wendell Phillips initiated the new rhetorical focus on race rather 
than chattel slavery.  In his first speech as the president of the AASS, Phillips stated: “As Abraham 
Lincoln said, ‘One war at a time,’ so I say one question at a time.  This hour belongs to the 
negro.”69  Phillips was a long supporter of women’s rights, but following the Civil War he sought to 
compel deference to manhood suffrage to maximise its chance for success.70  James Brewer Stewart 
concludes that Phillips took “the correct historical position,” because abolitionism had never 
demanded affiliation with “extraneous issues” – temperance, pacifism, women’s rights – as a 
measurement of antislavery allegiance.71  According to DuBois, the “unprovoked” nature of 
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Phillips’ divisive outburst indicated how “obvious and compelling the connection between woman 
suffrage and black suffrage was in the first years of Reconstruction.”72  As women’s rights 
reformers became convinced that suffrage was a natural right, distinctions based on race were 
interpreted in terms of the perceived “inferiority of women and negroes.”73  Yet Phillips’ outburst 
was perhaps not wholly “unprovoked,” because the substance of antebellum women’s rights 
arguments had been predicated on the comparison between women and slaves for years previous.  
Since the Reconstruction amendments resulted in freedmen’s enfranchisement, the idea that 
women, too, should likewise be “emancipated” was compelling.  Yet when the opportunity to 
demand universal suffrage arose, Phillips and others demurred. 
This suggests that when reformers flouted the pertinence of the woman-slave analogy, it was 
severely lacking in the eyes of others.  Beyond the nucleus of antebellum reform culture, women’s 
political oppression was viewed as dissimilar – not analogous – to that of African Americans.  Nor 
was it widely thought to not require alleviation through enfranchisement.  Therefore, an awareness 
of the rhetorical prominence of the woman-slave analogy during the antebellum era both 
contextualises Phillips’ comments and informs the general impetus to prioritise manhood suffrage. 
In direct contrast to Phillips, Stanton and Anthony believed that women’s suffrage was a 
timely issue that would not impede, but may even assist, manhood suffrage.  Stanton mockingly 
challenged Phillips’ rhetoric: 
“This is the negro’s hour.”  Are we sure that he, once entrenched in all his inalienable 
rights, may not be an added power to hold us at bay?  Have not “black male citizens” 
been heard to say they doubted the wisdom of extending the right of suffrage to 
women?  Why should the African prove more just and generous than his Saxon 
compeers? 
If the two millions [sic] of Southern black women are not to be secured in their rights of 
person, property, wages, and children, their emancipation is but another form of slavery.  
In fact, it is better to be the slave of an educated white man, than of a degraded, ignorant 
black one.74 
This perspective anticipated the burgeoning racism that would become increasingly common during 
the Reconstruction era and beyond.  But it also demonstrated an awareness of the ease with which a 
patriarchal social order could be inscribed.  Stanton, unlike many of the politicians and reformers 
arguing for manhood suffrage, still emphasised the rights of African American women.  The 
sincerity of this attention may be questioned because of the degree to which Stanton later 
abandoned cross-racial reform imperatives, but she nonetheless understood that the oversight of 
African American women was intensely hypocritical. 
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The condemnation of the “negro’s hour” persisted during the late 1860s.  This indicated a 
shift to comparisons based on race rather than chattel slavery at the same time as it represented 
continued attempts toward intersectionality.  Stephen Foster critiqued the “rank tyranny” faced by 
the disenfranchised, and expressed his hope for “justice to all classes and colours” at an 1866 AASS 
meeting.75  Stanton publicly and privately maintained that African American suffrage opened the 
“constitutional door” for women’s suffrage.76  The defence of universal suffrage therefore 
represented the growing acceptance of legal comparisons between women and African Americans, 
rather than women and slaves.  More specifically, Parker Pillsbury questioned: “When has she ever 
claimed that ‘this is woman’s hour?’  When has she ever asked the negro to wait one moment for 
her? …  Never!  Nowhere!  Side by side with the negro, is all she asks.”77  In 1870, Robert Purvis, 
an African American reformer, also voiced this rhetorical shift: 
I ask no right that I will not give to every other human being, without regard to sex or 
colour.  I cannot ask white women to give their efforts and influence in behalf of my 
race, and then meanly and selfishly withhold countenance of a movement tending to 
their enfranchisement.78 
Margaret Hope Bacon suggests that Purvis’s commitment to women’s rights and universal suffrage 
derived from his “deeply held convictions on human rights.”79  Consequently, the rhetorical links 
between chattel slavery and race were changing.  The significance of the woman-slave analogy 
persisted, but it was increasingly predicated on comparisons between sex and race. 
When ex-abolitionists, Radical Republicans and even some women’s rights reformers 
justified their shifting allegiances by suggesting the nation was not yet ready for women’s suffrage, 
they again structured their arguments through this categorisation.  Thomas W. Higginson revealed 
his newly acquired awareness of women’s “political rights” by acknowledging “the impossibility of 
a race of contented slaves”: 
I had always taken the ground that the acquiescence of the vast majority of women was 
like that of slaves, but observation has taught me that no such phenomenon is to be 
found among slaves.  The acquiescence of women – for it is not an unwilling, coerced 
[or] ... dogged submission, – is an argument hard to answer for a man.  Certainly men 
can never secure their woman’s rights vicariously for them.80 
To counter the idea that women’s suffrage was as yet too controversial, other reformers engaged in 
numerical comparisons that emphasised the need for universal suffrage.  This strategy drew latent 
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association with the Three-Fifths Compromise (1787), which counted slaves as three-fifths of a 
person for political representation.81  An 1866 Petition for Universal Suffrage emphasised a 
numerical comparison between the rights of “four millions of emancipated slaves” and women, who 
constituted “fifteen million people – one half the entire population of the country[.]”82  This was 
further influenced by the way reformers used the Declaration of Independence to affirm their 
commitment to the individual rights of women and the enslaved.83  Frederick Douglass emphasised 
that “one-half the citizens are disfranchised by their sex, and about one-eighth by the colour of their 
skin,” therefore arguing that “discriminations on account of sex or race” must be eliminated in “a 
GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE, AND THE WHOLE PEOPLE; FOR THE PEOPLE AND THE WHOLE PEOPLE.”84  
Together, republican principles and numerical comparisons strengthened associations between 
women and chattel slaves in a way that shaped allusions to the woman-slave analogy. 
Despite the contention between women’s suffrage and manhood suffrage, a postwar 
organisation dedicated to universal suffrage emerged.  The American Equal Rights Association 
(AERA), established in 1866 at the Eleventh National Woman’s Rights Convention in New York.  
The AERA emphasised what they viewed as the similar position of women and ex-slaves.  As its 
founders, Stanton and Anthony were instrumental in shaping its rhetoric.  Stanton expressed her 
hope “to see the Anti-Slavery and Woman’s Rights organisations merged into an Equal Rights 
association,” because their issues “were now one and the same” – African American men and all 
women ostensibly only sought “the right of suffrage.”85  Although this statement denied important 
structural and social differences, it demonstrated a layover from the ongoing antebellum awareness 
of interdependent oppressions.  For Anthony, the AERA also presented a timely opportunity to 
pursue “universal suffrage”; the “Woman’s Rights platform” needed to transform “in name – what 
it ever has been in spirit – a Human Rights platform.”  These reformers trusted that the formation of 
the AERA could and would reconcile these issues.  This was expressed through the resolution: “By 
the act of Emancipation and the Civil Rights bill, the negro and woman now hold the same civil and 
political status, alike only needing the ballot[.]”86  The political interconnections predicated on 
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suffrage reinforced the ideological foundations of the woman-slave analogy even as the discussion 
of ex-slaves gave way to a focus on race. 
A concentration on race, however, was concomitant with the way white reformers 
increasingly inscribed a vision of racial hierarchy alongside the discussion of domestic ideology.  
Since arguments for universal suffrage were often framed toward a male audience, they sometimes 
invoked separate spheres.  This was usually to demonstrate that white women should receive better 
treatment than African Americans.  In an 1867 speech, Anthony asked: 
[Should] our wives and daughters … remain in that political degradation – below even 
the slaves[?] …  When you propose to elevate the lowest and most degraded classes of 
men to an even platform with white men ... it is certainly time for you to begin to … lift 
the wives, daughters and mothers of your State to an even pedestal.87 
Chris Dixon describes this as an illustration of the “limits to the abolitionist sisterhood,” because 
such an interpretation of disenfranchisement invoked discourses of slavery alongside the rhetoric of 
separate spheres.88  Soon, reformers such as Sojourner Truth and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper 
would challenge the assumptions that emanated from such divisive suffrage arguments.  The 
differentiation of white women from slaves and racial minorities caused divisions amongst 
reformers, who found it increasingly difficult to argue toward a common cause among all women. 
Manhood suffrage quickly gained greater prominence and support than universal suffrage.  As 
Stanton and Anthony could not see manhood suffrage as any more important than women’s 
suffrage, they were its most outspoken opponents.  This was further problematised when reformers 
stood up to air such views at interracial conventions.  The performative process would have 
revealed the reality of white women’s comparatively privileged experience, so the woman-slave 
analogy would have seemed even less ideologically tenable when directly compared to the lives of 
the recently emancipated slaves.  With the combative mobilisation of this rhetoric meant, its racist 
overtones became increasingly obvious.  Not all reformers acceded to the deterioration of this 
rhetorical strategy, and African Americans were at the forefront of a rhetorical critique. 
Racial Limits? 
During the 1860s, some arguments toward universal suffrage used the woman-slave analogy to 
address the hypocrisy of overlooking African American women.  One of the strengths of 
Reconstruction debate, according to DuBois, was the possibility to focus on, or even emphasise, the 
experiences of African American women in a framework that disregarded race and sex as categories 
and instead looked toward a shared humanity.  A variety of African American and white reformers 
explored “what it might mean to put black, not white, women at the centre of the movement’s 
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concerns,” thus foregrounding women’s capacity for resistance rather than weakness.89  When 
reformers truly explored the parameters of citizenship from the perspective of freedwomen, rather 
than white women or freedmen, this rhetoric revealed rich and nuanced intersectional tendencies. 
Sojourner Truth often inverted the way many white reformers engaged with discourses of 
slavery.  According to Dudden, Truth reflected the AERA’s “deep need for a heroic black woman 
who could resolve race and gender differences and speak truth to power in both directions.”90  
While Truth accepted the immediate need for manhood suffrage, she also genuinely supported 
universal suffrage.91  This was reflected in the way she mobilised references to chattel slavery in 
conjunction with discourses of slavery.  Certainly, she directly discussed the exploitation and 
abuses of chattel slavery.  For Truth, however, discourses of slavery could also be as a euphemism – 
one that did not refer solely to chattel slavery but encompassed real and epistemological forms of 
oppression.  This use of language, all the more extraordinary due to her personal experience of 
enslavement, was part of the rhetorical landscape of antebellum social reform. 
It was not the Emancipation Proclamation or Thirteenth Amendment alone that eliminated 
Truth’s understanding of what constituted slavery.  At the AERA’s first annual meeting in 1867, 
Truth emphasised the experience of enslaved women whilst claiming rights for all: 
I come from another field — the country of the slave.  They have got their liberty — so 
much good luck to have slavery partly destroyed; not entirely.  I want it root and branch 
destroyed.  Then we will all be free indeed. …  [I]f coloured men get their rights, and 
not coloured women theirs, you see the coloured men will be masters over the women, 
and it will be just as bad as it was before.92 
This interpretation reflected how the Freedmen’s Bureau replicated patriarchal social structures 
through the authority of husbands, including his “command over the persons and labour of his wife 
and children,” as a “reward” of freedom and evidence of citizenship.93  The oppression African 
American women could face within marriage was, of course, different from the abuses of chattel 
slavery, but patriarchal legal and social structures still made them vulnerable following slave 
emancipation.  Overall, Theresa C. Zackodnik suggests, “the advancement of ‘the race’ was directly 
linked to the status of African American women.”94  As an ex-slave and African American woman, 
Truth employed discourses of slavery to challenge prevailing social and political structures whilst 
circumventing the issues of racism that white women’s rights reformers encountered and 
perpetuated. 
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Conversely, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s conflicted approach to manhood versus universal 
suffrage informed her rhetorical practices.  “We are all bound up together,” Harper emphasised in a 
speech at the Eleventh Women’s Rights Convention of 1866, where she revealed a different 
perspective: 
You white women speak here of rights.  I speak of wrongs.  I, as a coloured woman, 
have had in this country an education which has made me feel as if … my hand [was] 
against every man, and every man’s hand against me.95 
Although Harper, like Truth, predicated her analysis on the experience of African American 
women, her perception of rights differed.  Harper, anticipating arguments based on separate spheres 
to instil racial hierarchy, refuted the idea that white women were “dew-drops just exhaled from the 
skies.”  The vote may provide the incentive for responsible citizenship, but it was also a “normal 
school,” Harper suggested, the lessons from which “selfish” white women were most in need.  If 
Harper’s recent experiences as a widow enabled her to understand the hardship that accompanied 
women’s lack of property rights, she still saw the needs of the disadvantaged African American 
community as more immediate.96  The realisation that Americans were “all bound up together” 
meant, for Harper, that the rights of African Americans and women alike needed to be realised.97  
Increasingly convinced of white and black women’s failure to unite on even fundamental issues, the 
Radical Republicans’ support of the Reconstruction amendments encouraged Harper to condemn 
Stanton’s “Sambo” imagery.98  Increasingly, the racist potential of the woman-slave analogy led 
some African American reformers to view it with repugnance.  Ultimately, Harper used discourses 
of slavery to emphasise the rights of the enslaved and racial minorities over that of women.99 
Harper’s short novel, Minnie’s Sacrifice (1869), further revealed this ideological conflict.  
The character of Minnie, raised as a white child by abolitionist Quakers, discovers and embraces 
her African heritage as a young woman and works to strengthen the Reconstruction South.  Yet to 
the surprise of her new husband Louis, she also supports women’s suffrage: 
“Louis” said Minnie very seriously, “I think the nation makes one great mistake in 
settling this question of suffrage.  It seems to me that everything gets settled on a 
partial basis.  When they are reconstructing the government why not lay the whole 
foundation anew, and base the right of suffrage not on the claims of service or sex, but 
on the broader basis of our common humanity.” 
“Because, Minnie, we are not prepared for it.  This hour belongs to the negro.”100 
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In response to this echo of Wendell Phillips, Minnie asks: “[I]s it not the negro woman’s hour also?  
Has she not as many rights and claims as the negro man?”  Louis emphasises that the improvement 
of the “coloured man” also benefits women, but Minnie recognises that the claims of “the negro 
man” were not in isolation because enfranchisement would enable women to “have some power to 
defend herself from oppression, and equal laws as if she were a man.”  Although Harper’s support 
for the Fifteenth Amendment did not mean she rejected women’s suffrage, Minnie’s Sacrifice 
presented the dilemma faced by many reformers.101  An appreciation for the oppression engendered 
by race and sex emerged to justify competing attitudes toward the Reconstruction amendments. 
Following the Civil War, some white women reformers similarly focused on the experience 
of African American women.  This strategy may have emerged to bring women’s rights into a 
postbellum conversation preoccupied with race, but it was not always “so opportunistic,” according 
to DuBois.102  Frances Dana Gage frequently centred her arguments on the rights of African 
Americans.  The enslaved would not demonstrate their desire for freedom in front of their master, 
so neither would women express their desire for enfranchisement, Gage said, in an 1867 speech 
before the AERA.103  However, many inconsistencies arose when reformers sought to focus on the 
rights of African American women.  In 1869, Phoebe Couzins noted how “the claims of, and justice 
to, the black woman are of paramount importance,” but the remainder of her speech was predicated 
on the mobilisation of racist and nativist rhetoric.104  Even when reformers attempted to use the 
woman-slave analogy for inclusive purposes, the cultural forces that shaped their own experiences 
impaired their ability to present an unwavering rhetorical insistence on the existence of 
interdependent oppressions. 
This disconnect slowly drove the woman-slave analogy to its limits.  Stanton, in particular, 
exhibited this tension, because she fully exploited the racist potential of the woman-slave analogy at 
the same time as using it in a more moderate and inclusive manner.  Both impulses were exhibited 
in her 1865 denunciation of the “negro’s hour,” which concluded that “the disfranchised all make 
the same demand, and the same logic and justice that secures Suffrage to one class gives it to all.”105  
By 1869, Stanton continued to exhibit a concern for the African American women, who were 
ostensibly about to “change their form of slavery from white to black masters, under the same code 
of laws we have been repudiating for ourselves for the last twenty years.”106  The moments where 
Stanton emphasised interdependent oppressions, however, were no longer representative of her 
broader rhetorical impulses.  Biographer Elisabeth Griffith concludes that the majority of Stanton’s 
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postbellum suffrage defence “adopted an antiblack, antimale, profemale argument” that was so 
racist and nativist that it alienated even her supporters.107  In the absence of chattel slavery, the 
rhetoric of many white women’s rights reformers was often at odds with their lack of interest in the 
needs of freedpeople. 
Many of these issues came to the fore at the AERA’s annual meeting of 1869.  Stephen Foster 
objected to the renomination of Stanton and Anthony, ostensibly because of their newspaper, The 
Revolution, and one proclamation in particular – “Educated Suffrage, Irrespective of Sex or 
Colour.”108  The idea of qualified suffrage, which would become more prominent in the 1870s, was 
at odds with the AERA’s principle of universal suffrage.  In response, Henry B. Blackwell offered 
that the meeting was “united” because Stanton and Anthony, too, “believe in the right of the negro 
to vote.”  Yet The Revolution came under further discrepancy.  Douglass, like Harper, refuted 
Stanton’s use of “Sambo” imagery therein.  “When women, because they are women, are hunted 
down through the cities of New York and New Orleans,” Douglass proclaimed, “then they will have 
an urgency to obtain the ballot equal to our own.”  Paulina Wright Davis, however, could not 
condone the Fifteenth Amendment without a Sixteenth Amendment, “for woman would have a race 
of tyrants raised above her in the South”; this situation, Davis knew, would disproportionately 
impact black women.109  The ebb and flow of all these arguments hinged on a comparison between 
women and slaves, and sex and race, to the degree that its foundations – the woman-slave analogy – 
was found wanting. 
Not surprisingly, 1869 saw the dissolution of the AERA to make way for the emergence of 
two new competing organisations dedicated to women’s suffrage.  These organisations were 
differentiated by their approach to the Fourteenth and proposed Fifteenth Amendments.  Initially, 
Stanton and Anthony’s more radical NWSA campaigned for the Fourteenth Amendment to be 
revised to include women’s suffrage.  Yet the NWSA became a broad church which overtly 
supported many other women’s rights issues, including labour and divorce reform.  In contrast, 
Stone and Blackwell’s AWSA supported the ratification of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 
Amendments and viewed manhood suffrage as a more critical Reconstruction goal.  The AWSA 
believed women would be enfranchised following manhood suffrage, but when this did not 
transpire women’s suffrage became their primary goal.  This was pursued through a state-by-state 
approach that encouraging organisation and activism at the state level.110 
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However, these ideological differences did not affect rhetorical continuity of the suffrage 
debate.  The woman-slave analogy remained central to both organisations and was habitually 
mobilised in their periodicals.  Prior to the AERA meeting of 1869, Stanton and Anthony’s The 
Revolution called: 
Women of America; ye into whose souls has entered this iron of caste legislation!  Has 
our slavery been so sweet that we can calmly contemplate the further riveting of its 
chains?111 
Stone and Blackwell’s The Woman’s Journal also maintained that “the subjection of woman is by 
far more subtle, more profound, more complex, than any chattel slavery.”112  Both factions, 
moreover, used discourses of slavery to refute the anti-suffrage argument that women did not desire 
the ballot.  A contributor to The Revolution concluded that many women did not know that they 
desired enfranchisement, by providing the dubious corollary that “the emancipation of our millions 
of slaves did not first come from the bondmen,” while the Journal viewed “the chief labour … in 
convincing the oppressed class that they are oppressed.”113  Ultimately, this rhetoric transcended the 
allegiance of the suffragists themselves. 
Women were unable to gain enough leverage to ensure that women’s suffrage remained 
central to the post-Civil War debate.  In response, the racial tensions illuminated by the AERA 
persisted within both factions for decades to come.114  The slow success of the state by state 
suffrage campaign continued when the NWSA and AWSA reunited as the National American 
Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) in 1890.  The woman-slave analogy would continue to 
shape suffragist rhetoric, but the failure to secure suffrage for all women during the Reconstruction 
era led to a latent focus on white women’s suffrage. 
New Departures 
Alongside the development of the NWSA and the AWSA, new suffrage strategies emerged in the 
wake of the Fifteenth Amendment.  In 1869, at the first convention of the Missouri Woman 
Suffrage Association, Francis and Virginia Minor conceived of a different approach to the 
Reconstruction amendments which suggested a constitutional approach to women’s suffrage.115  
The Minors were fundamentally inspired by the success of African American manhood suffrage 
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through the Reconstruction amendments.  Where the AERA conflicts illustrated the racial tensions 
that resulted from misplaced rhetoric and argumentative strategies, the Minors’ rhetoric 
demonstrated a more discernible shift in the use of the woman-slave analogy.  In their legal 
arguments, the transition from comparisons between women and slaves to a focus on sex and race 
belied a more complete emphasis on white women’s suffrage. 
The Minors’ “New Departure” strategy was premised on the idea that women merely had to 
claim the rights that were already theirs.116  Beginning with Wyoming territory in 1869, the earliest 
extension of the franchise to women occurred in western states; indeed, frontier society challenged 
the more rigid gender demarcations of established regions.117  It is likely that this contributed to the 
Minors’ constitutional interpretation and attitudes toward suffrage.  The Minors combined natural 
rights, popular democracy, and reverence for the Constitution with national sovereignty to place the 
elective franchise under national control; their Fifteenth Amendment interpretation was based on 
the premise that citizenship encompassed enfranchisement, a connection most legislators and jurists 
denied.118  The NWSA adopted this new strategy as policy, and the resolutions from the Missouri 
convention were circulated in The Revolution.119  In 1869, Francis Minor stated: “We no longer beat 
the air – no longer assume merely the attitude of petitioners.  We claim a right, based upon 
citizenship.”120  Because such rights had recently been extended to freedmen, this example was 
central to the Minors’ argument and rhetorical strategy.  In the process, the construction of sex and 
race as categories became much more important that the comparison between women and slaves. 
The Minors’ interpretative paradigm “relied on a symbolic reformulation of the federal 
citizen, to one who possessed no characteristics of race, sex, regional or national origin, 
socioeconomic status, or religion that were relevant to the government.”121  They expanded the 
reform reliance on legal and constitutional transformation to instigate social change.  Stanton, for 
example, invariably employed the woman-slave analogy to emphasise the need “to bury the black 
man and the woman in the citizen,” and these arguments were grounded in her legal background.122  
As the Minors similarly viewed female citizens as people, rather than an anomaly or member of a 
separate class, they focused their arguments on the relationship between women and the 
government.123  In her 1869 address before the Missouri Woman Suffrage Association, Virginia 
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Minor emphasised the connection between citizenship for African Americans and women.  Minor 
critiqued the length of time it had taken for African American citizenship to be acknowledged, but 
saw enfranchisement as dependent “merely on the acknowledgment of [women’s] right as citizens.”  
Because this was the “discovery” of powerful judiciary men, Minor emphasised, arguments for 
women’s suffrage were not imagined by “illogical, unreasoning women, totally incapable of 
understanding politics.”124  When Minor used discourses of slavery, she accentuated the “simple 
equivalence” that women, like African Americans, had always been citizens.125 
When the Minors’ took legal action, their argument continued to rely on the woman-slave 
analogy and further developed its ideological foundations.  The Supreme Court of Missouri, 
responding to the Minors in 1873, concluded that, as the Fourteenth Amendment was designed to 
ensure that “freedmen” were “equal with other citizens before the law,” it did not apply to women.  
This judgement impelled more explicit comparisons based on the categories of race and sex.  The 
Minors stated that the Fourteenth Amendment “was designed as a limitation on the powers of the 
States,” thus protecting the privileges and immunities of male citizens: 
It can not be pretended that the Constitution of the United States makes, or permits[,] … 
any distinction between its citizens in their rights and privileges; that the negro has a 
right which is denied to the woman.  The discrimination, therefore, … by the State of 
Missouri … is an unjustifiable act of arbitrary POWER, not of right[.]126 
The Minors further sought to prove that voting rights were a “privilege of citizenship” with which 
freedmen were already bestowed under the Fifteenth Amendment.  The Minors citing Roger B. 
Taney’s opinion in Scott v. Sanford, which stated that “persons of the African race” would be 
“entitled to all of these privileges and immunities” if considered as citizens.  In so doing, the Minors 
rendered the analogy explicit: “Now, substitute … for ‘persons of the African race,’ women, … and 
you have the key to the whole position.”  These arguments relied heavily on a comparison with a 
race in a way that viewed the rights of African Americans as already secured – not yet to be gained, 
as in antebellum comparisons with chattel slavery.  Therefore, the Minors’ use of the woman-slave 
analogy resulted in a greater focus on the suffrage rights of white women. 
Angela G. Ray and Cindy Koenig Richards contend that the Minors’ arguments were 
informed by the logic of white supremacy.127  At the same time, the Minors were unlike many 
politicians in that they did not refute African American male citizenship or voting rights.  They 
simply believed that women should also have these rights.  When Minor v. Happersett (1875) failed 
to convince the United States Supreme Court, exclusionary suffrage on the basis of sex was fully 
endorsed.  This again suggests that the majority did not see analogies between women and slaves, or 
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sex and race, as relevant or evocative.  For reformers, the failure of the New Departure emphasised 
that unequal citizenship could be constructed through sex, but no longer on the basis of race. 
After hearing the Minors’ argument at the 1869 convention, Victoria Woodhull appropriated 
the New Departure strategy and its accompanying rhetoric.  In 1871, Woodhull became the first 
woman to speak before a United States congressional committee.  Addressing the New York House 
Judiciary Committee, Woodhull argued that women, as citizens, were already enfranchised.128  This 
interpretation was stronger than that of the Minors’ because it situated enfranchisement as an 
inherent quality of citizenship; Woodhull encouraged women to register and vote, and potentially 
go to court and to jail, for that right.129  So too did this version of the New Departure mobilise 
comparisons between sex and race.  Women, Woodhull stated, “belong to races,” and because a 
“race of people comprises all the people, male and female,” enfranchisement could not be “denied 
on account of race ... unless otherwise prohibited.”130  In conjunction, Woodhull made the overtly 
political suggestion that Congress pass a declaratory act – already widely known as the Sixteenth 
Amendment – to clarify women’s constitutional right to vote.131  A continued emphasis on the 
African American manhood suffrage demonstrated how a focus on sex and race, rather than women 
and slaves, became central to the postbellum expression of the woman-slave analogy. 
Throughout the Reconstruction era, the manner in which reformers enacted the voting-based 
civil disobedience encouraged by the New Departure was informed by the enfranchisement of 
freedmen.  For hundreds of women, the idea of “‘taking’ their freedom meant exacting their rights 
at the point where citizenship was ‘produced’: the polling booth.”132  The first instances of 
performative voting took place prior to the emergence of the Minors during 1868-69.133  These 
women discussed citizenship in a way that was influenced by the arguments of prominent 
reformers.  Prior to the passage of women’s suffrage in Washington Territory, Mary Olney Brown 
described her interpretation of suffrage to polling booth election officials: 
I went on to show them that the original constitution recognised women as citizens, and 
that the word citizen includes both sexes[;] … the emancipation of the Southern slaves 
threw upon the country a class of people, who, like the women of the nation, owed 
allegiance to the government, but whose citizenship was not recognised.  To settle this 
question, the fourteenth amendment was adopted.134 
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The Grimké sisters also engaged in this “theatrical form of civil disobedience” by voting with a 
group of women in an 1870 Massachusetts town election.135  Many such efforts took place in 
groups, as women believed suffrage to be “an individual right that would be achieved and 
experienced collectively.”136  When Anthony was arrested for casting an illegal ballot in 1872, her 
justification rested on the fact that “the slaves who got their freedom” had to “take it” in spite of 
“the unjust forms of law” – women, too, similarly needed to “take” the opportunity to have their 
voices heard in government.137  In the wake of the Minor v. Happersett ruling, the New Departure 
strategy was largely abandoned.138  However, the way reformers used the woman-slave analogy was 
inspired by the overt connections that the Minors and Woodhull made between sex and race. 
The cultural prevalence of the Reconstruction amendments also encouraged reformers to 
structure their use of the woman-slave analogy on the specific wording of the amendments.  The 
Minors understood women’s disenfranchisement as “a badge of servitude” that breached the 
Thirteenth Amendment.139  Just as the Minors’ legal proceedings invoked the Fourteenth 
Amendment, reformers exploited all the Reconstruction amendments to make connections between 
African Americans and women.  “Women, white and black, have from time immemorial groaned 
under what is properly termed in the Constitution ‘previous condition of servitude’,” Woodhull 
claimed.140  Anthony’s address to the Territorial Legislature of Washington in 1871, quoted at the 
beginning of this chapter, invoked the Dred Scott decision to show how citizenship included “civil 
and political” rights.  The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, Anthony concluded, together 
determined “who are citizens and who are entitled to vote.”141  By directly invoking the wording of 
the Fifteenth Amendment, it was implied that women were the only oppressed group that remained 
in the United States. 
The arguments toward a women’s suffrage “Sixteenth Amendment” employed similar 
rhetoric.  Stanton viewed the existing amendments as creating “an antagonism between black men 
and all women,” which resulted in a “greater tyranny” toward the disenfranchised of all classes.142  
The History of Woman Suffrage, relating the contentions of 1869, discussed the multiple 
imperatives toward a Sixteenth Amendment.143  Although many reformers became increasingly 
wary of Woodhull’s reputation, her periodical engaged in discussions reminiscent of the broader 
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women’s suffrage movement.144  In support of the Sixteenth Amendment, a contributor to Woodhull 
and Claflin’s Weekly maintained: “Negro slavery involved a few millions of individuals.  The 
woman question involves hundreds of millions scattered all over the face of the earth.”145  Pressure 
toward a Sixteenth Amendment continued throughout the 1870s.  The official committees formed to 
present arguments to the Senate often employed discourses of slavery.  The 1878 committee, for 
example, included Stanton and Gage together with Lillie Devereux Blake and Isabella Beecher 
Hooker.146 
As chattel slavery became ever more distant, the framework for the woman-slave analogy 
necessarily changed.  Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham demonstrates that, prior to the Civil War, 
chattel slavery provided the “social context for the construction of race as a tool for black 
oppression,” but following emancipation, race alone became the distinctive category of otherness 
and was consequently inscribed as an antithesis to whiteness.147  In conjunction, the woman-slave 
analogy transformed throughout the 1860s – from a comparison between women and slaves, to a 
discussion based on the perceived likeness of sex and race.  Simultaneously, the concept of race 
became increasingly distanced from chattel slavery.  This enabled suffragists to return to abstract 
discourses of slavery, another rhetorical shift which again did not often attempt an intersectional 
focus on the oppression of all women.  This rhetoric was influenced by the significance of the 
national centenary. 
Competing Strategies 
Upon the centennial anniversary of the United States, movements toward women’s suffrage 
promoted the argument that disenfranchised women were the only oppressed group left in the 
Republic.  This argument continued to be predicated on discourses of slavery, but these references 
were more abstract – based on metaphors of the American Revolution rather than a racialised form 
of chattel slavery.  In the absence of chattel slavery, the rhetorical categorisation of sex and race 
enabled a greater focus on white women’s rights. 
Throughout the nineteenth century, women’s suffrage discussions invoked the revolutionary 
rhetoric that “taxation without representation” was a form of oppression.  From the 1850s onwards, 
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this was both a focus of women’s rights print culture and a matter of action.148  Many women 
reformers refused to pay taxes until they were enfranchised.  Lucy Stone’s 1858 protest stated that 
“women suffer taxation, and yet have no representation, which is not only unjust to one-half the 
population, but is contrary to our theory of government[.]”149  Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck praised 
Stone’s courage to actively protest taxation and “gain the rights she justly demands.”  Upon 
Hasbrouck’s own protest, the tax collector informed her that she “belonged to another man,” to 
which she replied that she was a co-labourer with her husband, “not his property.”150  This principle 
was similarly discussed and enacted throughout the 1870s, by prominent and lesser known 
reformers alike.151  Abby Kelley Foster and her husband Stephen made a practical demonstration in 
1872 by refusing to pay taxes on their farm until Abby was allowed to vote.152  Virginia Minor 
claimed that “taxation without representation is the sum of all tyranny,” and Lydia Maria Child 
offered a critique to The Woman’s Journal.153  The mobilisation of revolutionary ideals did not 
negate the woman-slave analogy, but instead represented a shift in women’s suffrage rhetoric as the 
national centenary approached. 
The NWSA viewed the centennial anniversary as an opportunity for suffragists to use a 
patriotic setting to present “a new Declaration of Women’s Rights.”154  Between 1870 and 1876, 
different Boston groups laid claim to the centennial celebrations in sometimes competitive ways.  
At the 1873 Tea Party centennial, allusions to “taxation without representation” were used to 
emphasise a link connecting the Yankee lineage of prominent suffragists to the rhetoric of the 
Revolution.155  As part of the 1876 centennial celebrations, Gage and Anthony called women to 
“unite … in this declaration and protest” and sought to prove that “the women of 1876 know and 
feel their political degradation no less than did the men of 1776”: 
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On July Fourth, while the men of this nation and the world are rejoicing that “All men 
are free and equal” in the United States, a declaration of rights for women will be issued 
…, and a protest against calling this centennial a celebration of the independence of the 
people, while one-half are still political slaves.156 
The History of Woman Suffrage later stated that the most “fitting contributions” women could make 
to the centennial exposition were “these protests, laws and decisions which show her political 
slavery.”157  As the rhetoric surrounding women’s suffrage increasingly structured this legal 
disability as the only remaining form of oppression, references to the American Revolution 
exemplified the substantive shift that was already underway.  The rhetoric surrounding suffrage 
increasingly positioned white women’s rights as more important goal than a truly universal vision 
of suffrage. 
The centennial celebrations also figured prominently in suffrage songs.  Nineteenth-century 
reformers often integrated music with social reform.  The Hutchinson Family Singers were the most 
famous antislavery and women’s rights ensemble, and their performances shared “soul-stirring 
songs.”158  Their music demonstrated the “vibrant cultural space” of antebellum reform culture and 
their “musical metamorphosis” was based on an innovative ability to integrate popular blackface 
minstrelsy melodies and church hymns to forge “a native American identity” through “a new kind 
of ‘sacred’ music.”159  From the 1850s onwards, the Hutchinsons adapted “One Hundred Years 
Hence” for antislavery and women’s rights gatherings: 
Oppression and war shall be heard of no more, 
Nor the foot of a slave, leave its print on our shore; … 
For mankind shall be brothers a hundred years hence. 
Then Woman, man’s partner, man’s equal shall stand, 
While beauty and harmony govern the land, 
To think for one’s self shall not be an offence, 
For the world will be thinking, a hundred years hence.160 
In the song’s 1876 iteration, the lyrics used the recent success of the antislavery movement to 
demonstrate how the abolition of chattel slavery meant that women’s rights also needed to be 
realised for all oppression to be eliminated.  Again, this indicated the growing belief among 
women’s rights reformers that women’s oppression was the only social wrong still in need of 
reform.  Since women’s suffrage was not achieved on the national centenary, suffragists continued 
to critique the bounds of citizenship in a way that made fewer allusions to the need for the rights of 
African Americans to be realised. 
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The anti-suffrage arguments of the 1870s also coalesced around these themes, to the point 
where they used the memory of chattel slavery as an analogy.  When the prominent historian 
Francis Parkman published a series of anti-suffrage articles in the North American Review, he drew 
latent comparisons between women’s suffrage and the antislavery movement: 
Some half a century ago, a few devoted men began what seemed a desperate crusade 
against a tremendous national evil.  American slavery has now passed into history.  It 
died a death of violence, to our shame be it said; for the nation had not … wisdom 
enough, to abolish it peacefully and harmlessly; but it is dead.161 
Like Louisa McCord, Parkman mockingly used the rhetoric of suffragists to condemn their 
demands.  He ridiculed the divisions among reformers: “While one thinks that women are 
‘omnipotent,’ and wants to lessen their power by requiring them to vote, others cry with emotion 
that they are slaves, whose shackles the ballot must strike off.”162  According to biographer Wilbur 
R. Jacobs, Parkman directed a “tone of cool rage” toward the reformers who publicly challenged his 
assertions, including Julia Ward Howe, Stone and Stanton; yet male opponents Phillips and 
Higginson received the most incensed reaction, ostensibly because they were men.163 
Caroline Wells Healey Dall wrote a private condemnation of Parkman, in which she 
questioned the implications of variations on the woman-slave analogy.  Dall’s interest in qualified 
suffrage anticipated another exclusionary impetus to enfranchise educated white women through 
educational and taxpaying limitations.  To provide context for her argument, Dall considered the 
way women’s historical experience was viewed by many as one of slavery.  Dall observed the 
tendency of suffragists to “declaim against past & present generations of men, as if they had been 
conscious tyrants or women unwilling slaves.”  Yet men, Dall emphasised, needed to realise that 
“their attitude is tyrannical,” and women that “theirs is slavish,” thus creating a contradictory 
argument based on the premise that women’s very attitude was inherently oppressive.164  If Dall 
saw women’s attitude as “slavish,” this presumably did not extend to educated women.  Yet it 
simultaneously departed from Frances Harper’s derision of the “normal school” of enfranchisement, 
where selfish white women demanded the vote for themselves alone.  This perspective provided just 
another example of how, during 1870s, discourses of slavery were used to diverge further from the 
ideal of universal suffrage. 
This changing rhetorical impetus expanded alongside the development of the southern 
women’s suffrage movement during the 1870s and 1880s.  The southern movement, a generation 
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behind its northeastern counterpart, was similarly influenced by factors such as a growing middle 
class, women’s education, industrialisation, and increasing urban populations plagued by poverty.165  
Emily Parmely Collins, a New England native but long-time Louisiana resident, reiterated the new 
focus of this suffrage rhetoric.  “I feel that now if ever is the time to strike for woman’s 
emancipation,” Collins wrote to Anthony in 1879.  Collins believed that, given the opportunity, she 
would make a strong constitutional convention candidate based on the support of “coloured 
people,” because “I have ever been their steadfast friend, and they themselves owe their 
emancipation chiefly to women.”166  These attitudes became increasingly prominent from the 1880s 
onwards, and racial tensions only deteriorated further.  When discourses of slavery were used to 
focus on comparison between sex and race, the emphasis on white women became more obvious 
because of the implicit assumption that the rights of African Americans had been secured.  Collins 
later reflected on the antebellum antislavery movement, and expressed surprise that “all 
Abolitionists did not see the similarity in the condition of the two classes” – women and slaves.  For 
Collins and others, the “denunciation of the wrongs of the Southern slave” and arguments for their 
emancipation were, in the postbellum era, as “equally applicable to the wrongs of my own sex.”167  
The idea that white women should be rewarded for their antislavery efforts demonstrated how 
rhetoric based on discourses of slavery transformed following the Reconstruction amendments. 
The efforts of white southern suffragists demonstrated their newfound engagement in 
postbellum social reform, but they employed this rhetoric to advocate their own enfranchisement 
alone.  In 1889, southern author and suffragist Elizabeth Avery Meriweather actively engaged in 
petitioning with her friends.  Her servant, “a coal-black woman,” overheard the activity: 
[I]f I would give her a paper she could get a thousand names among the black women, 
[as] many … felt that they were as much slaves to their husbands as ever they had been 
to their white masters.  I gave her a petition, and said to her, “Tell the women this is to 
have a law passed that will not allow the men to whip their wives[.]…”  “Every black 
woman will go for that law!”  She … procured … 110 signatures against the strong 
opposition of black men who in some cases threatened to whip their wives if they 
signed. … [M]y servant … feared some bodily harm would be done her by the black 
men.168 
This African American woman’s language was mediated by Meriweather, a southerner who had 
associations with the Ku Klux Klan.169  These vastly competing perspectives mean it is not clear 
which individual – the servant or Meriweather herself – mobilised this rhetoric in reference to 
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women’s suffrage.  Still, the History of Woman Suffrage considered this event “both novel and 
amusing” at the expense of the African American women’s signatures.170  Even so, discourses of 
slavery, expressed through “whipping,” were used to describe the belief that all women’s 
oppression could be ameliorated through political action. 
The way southern prejudices were increasingly coveted for suffragist purposes continued to 
draw on the relevance of comparisons between women and slaves, sex and race.  During the 1890s 
and 1900s, the “Southern Strategy” – which encompassed racist, classist and nativist approaches to 
women’s suffrage – accompanied the NAWSA impetus toward qualified suffrage.171  Henry B. 
Blackwell’s “A Solution of the Southern Question” (1890), in its his arguments for qualified 
suffrage, built on the southern fear of African American voters: “[I]f educated Southern women 
were enfranchised, there would no longer be a negro majority of voters in any State[.]”172  The 
southern suffrage movement, and the opportunistic rhetoric that repeatedly relied on discourses of 
slavery, did not work to gain more support for women’s suffrage among white southerners.  It 
instead aggravated the racial tensions because it had the potential to further alienate those white 
southerners in areas with large black populations who remained fearful of women’s suffrage.173 
The tension among northern, southern and African American suffragists led to a watershed 
moment when the woman-slave analogy was wholly appropriated to describe the 
disenfranchisement of white women.  In 1885, Louisa May Alcott wrote to the AWSA to proclaim 
herself “a traitor” if she did not support the “emancipation of the white slaves of America.”174  Not 
only did this assume that the rights of African Americans were fully realised; it also overlooked the 
disenfranchisement of African American women while implying that white women’s suffrage only 
needed to be granted to eliminate all forms of oppression.  The term “white slavery,” associated 
with labour during the antebellum era and prostitution by the Progressive Era, will be considered in 
Chapters Five and Six.  Still, Alcott’s appropriation of this term demonstrated how the interests of 
African American women were sidelined, both substantively and rhetorically, in late-nineteenth-
century suffrage rhetoric. 
Again, this process was further achieved through references to American Revolution.  Ten 
years after the national centenary, Gage proclaimed: “The women of the United States, denied for 
one hundred years the only means of self-government – the ballot – are political slaves, with greater 
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cause for discontent, rebellion and revolution, than the men of 1776.”175  Although direct 
comparisons between women and slaves continued, the way white reformers mobilised the woman-
slave analogy progressively referenced sex and race in a way that focused on the oppressions 
resulting from sex.  As a result, this rhetoric became increasingly disconnected from race in both its 
application and ideological foundations. 
In spite of the tendency of white reformers to use discourses of slavery in an ever more 
exclusive way during the late nineteenth century, African Americans continued to use this rhetoric 
in a more inclusive and intersectional manner.  When Frederick Douglass openly re-established his 
support of women’s suffrage in 1888, his speech, entitled “Emancipation of Women,” was reprinted 
in The Woman’s Journal.  Douglass recognised that his “special mission in the world” was the 
abolition of chattel slavery and enfranchisement of freedmen, but he expressed the belief that 
women’s suffrage was “a much greater cause” and, in fact, a movement that was “a continuance of 
the old anti-slavery movement.”176  Like Francis Parkman, Douglass used the memory of chattel 
slavery to discuss women’s suffrage.  Where Parkman invoked memory for the purpose of ridicule; 
Douglass, however, referenced the antislavery movement to underscore the many forms of 
oppression that characterised the nineteenth century. 
At the turn of the twentieth century, African American reformers expressed a similar 
perspective in their memorialisation of Douglass.  At an 1899 Douglass memorial, Rosa Hazard 
Hazel maintained: 
The woman who would battle for the freedom of the slave soon found that … she 
herself worked with fettered limbs, and unworthily, until her own individuality was 
recognised, her own freedom accomplished.177 
Hazel, like white reformers, drew attention to the antislavery work of African American women.  
Yet she also proclaimed that African American men, on account of their own experience of 
oppression, had “less excuse for an attitude of indifference to the political inferiority of woman, in 
that his own escape from bondage has been largely due to her efforts.”  Indeed, African American 
women sought to challenge prevailing ideas about their own inferiority through their activism.178  
While white reformers used the woman-slave analogy to focus on white women’s suffrage, African 
American reformers continued to use discourses of slavery to engender a greater awareness of the 
existence of interdependent oppressions. 
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Figure 13. Lou Rogers, “Tearing off the Bonds” (1912).179 
Many white reformers had abandoned the goal of universal suffrage by the end of the 
nineteenth century, but this was not because they were no longer aware of the existence of 
interdependent oppressions.  Anthony demonstrated her ongoing understanding of the way race and 
sex intersected at the National Negro Race Conference of 1900.  The conference, she insisted, 
should work toward “political equality for all the race, and not for the male half alone”: 
[T]he coloured wife owed service to a husband instead of to a slave-owner, so that 
legally she simply exchanged a white master for a coloured one who controlled her 
earnings, her children, and her person.180 
This audience impelled Anthony to reconsider the antebellum suffrage rhetoric that encompassed a 
concern for the oppression of all women.  However, the mainstream rhetoric and imagery of the 
early twentieth century women’s suffrage movement was structured for white audiences and 
focused on white women’s suffrage.  When the visual aesthetic of the woman-slave analogy 
appeared in early-twentieth-century suffrage print culture (see Figure 13), it presented an oppressive 
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physical restriction that reflected the broader attention to white women’s suffrage.181  At the turn of 
the twentieth century, allusions to the woman-slave analogy largely worked to situate sex as the 
only extant site of oppression. 
Conclusion 
The woman-slave analogy had enduring rhetorical significance for women’s rights discussions of 
women’s suffrage throughout the nineteenth century.  As with marriage and fashion, this rhetoric 
was central to the way women’s exclusion from the public sphere was understood.  The common 
disenfranchisement of women and chattel slaves during the antebellum era meant discourses of 
slavery were used to demonstrate the similar political experience of these groups.  Women voiced 
their political aspirations in letter writing, petitioning, and public oratory, and concluded that 
prevailing attitudes toward citizenship and enfranchisement resulted in their “political slavery.”  
Anti-suffragists also used this rhetoric to ridicule social reform, but this only meant that such 
rhetoric gained further distribution. 
The Civil War and Reconstruction brought about a change in the application of the woman-
slave analogy.  Slowly, the comparison between women and slaves yielded to discussions based 
around sex and race.  When a concerted effort toward universal suffrage was the dominant reform 
imperative, the experience of African American women was of consequence to black and white 
reformers alike.  Yet the prevailing assumption that the rights of African Americans had been 
secured meant many white reformers succumbed to racist rhetoric which, although common to 
mainstream culture, undermined the more intersectional imperatives of the antebellum era.  The 
competing and increasingly divisive conflict between reformers guaranteed that discussions based 
around sex and race would enable a focus on white women’s suffrage during the late nineteenth 
century.  This rhetorical was also reflected in postbellum discussions of women’s labour. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
LABOUR: “THE UNCOMPLAINING DRUDGE” 
Oh! isn’t it a pity, such a pretty girl as I 
Should be sent to the factory to pine away and die? 
Oh! I cannot be a slave, I will not be a slave, 
For I’m so fond of liberty, 
That I cannot be a slave.1 
LOWELL MILL STRIKES (1836), SUNG TO THE TUNE OF “I WON’T BE A NUN” 
I suppose I am kept here because something remains for me to do, 
I suppose I am yet to help to break the chain.2 
SOJOURNER TRUTH, AMERICAN EQUAL RIGHTS ASSOCIATION (1867) 
The rhetoric associated with labour and labour reform interacted with interpretations of what 
constituted women’s oppression in a way that transcended class and race.  From the antebellum era 
onwards, discourses of slavery provided the basis for labour reform discussions of the plight of 
working men, and women, expressed through the rhetoric of free labour, wage slavery, and white 
slavery.  The Lowell Mills of Massachusetts helped reconceptualise women’s work beyond the 
home, but the associated labour strikes used the woman-slave analogy to describe the exploitation 
of female operatives.  Many workers expressed ambivalence toward rhetorical associations with 
chattel slavery.  Yet this rhetoric simultaneously emphasised the multifaceted nature of nineteenth-
century women’s labour – beyond the home, within the home, and across social movements.  
Sojourner Truth, too, conveyed the sense of self-worth women reformers found in their labours.  
These varied perspectives both challenged and reified the epistemological relationship between 
women’s labour and slavery.  Ultimately, many contradictory impulses were reflected in the way 
the woman-slave analogy was appropriated to describe women’s labour. 
The development of the market economy influenced rhetorical inscriptions of women’s 
labour.  The early nineteenth century was characterised by local markets surrounding manufacturing 
cities, particularly in New England.  Charles Sellers argues that connections existed between the 
growth of the economy, the national transformations based on railroads and territorial expansion, 
religious revivalism, and the changing roles of women.3  The anxiety surrounding women’s 
contribution to the market was often understood through, and represented via, discourses of slavery.  
Wage labour, domesticity, social reform and women’s writing were affected by these changes, but 
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they still remained linked to the patriarchal structure of marriage and citizenship.4  Beyond the 
home, women only had access to “low-paid, servile, or care-taking jobs.”5  Marriage remained 
central to women’s lives, and provided the fundamental structure for an ideology wherein the sexual 
division of labour demanded unpaid work within the home.  The large numbers of working-class 
women engaged in wage labour reshaped definitions of women’s work even as the ideology of 
domesticity confined many middle-class women to the home.6  Boarding houses, largely run by 
women within the home, created a liminal space that bridged these disparate sites of labour.7  
Therefore, the terminology of labour encompassed many different facets of women’s work. 
This chapter will consider how the woman-slave analogy informed attitudes toward 
women’s labour.  Historians have not been sufficiently attentive to the influence of this rhetoric, 
and how it gradually shaped the meaning of white slavery.  The changing economic tides of the 
antebellum era resulted from industrialisation and led to the expansion of a low-skill workforce.  
This, in turn, influenced labour reform.  Some discussions of labour encouraged direct references to 
chattel slavery, while others were reticent to use the woman-slave analogy to make connections that 
were perceived as degrading to white women.  As the controversies surrounding antislavery women 
reformers during the 1830s were never truly resolved, women’s public presence the marketplace – 
both as writers and reformers – remained contentious throughout the century.  The ideology of 
domesticity, prominent throughout the nineteenth century, was constantly in tension with the reform 
imperative for women to subvert their own economic dependence through labour.  During the 
Progressive Era, radical reformers recognised the significance of labour issues but politicians and 
business owners became increasingly antagonistic toward worker’s rights.  The exploitation of 
wage earning women, the confines of domesticity, and women’s public presence in social reform 
and the literary marketplace were all critiqued through discourses of slavery.  Following the rapid 
transformation of the market economy and the abolition of chattel slavery, however, the 
exploitation of white women was often at the heart of labour reform discussions. 
Antebellum Free Labour 
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, labour was reconfigured into gender-based undertakings 
which shaped perceptions of women’s work.  The idea of a “working woman,” according to Jeanne 
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Boydston, increasingly became “a logical inconsistency – an oxymoron.”8  When the family wage 
emerged as an ideal, it accompanied a decline in requirements for skilled artisans and an 
increasingly fluid and unskilled labour market.9  The emphasis on male employees and their need to 
provide for families resulted in the gendering of working class labour.  The absence of “femaleness” 
ensured the workplace was increasingly defined as “male.”10 
As property ownership became less central to the meaning of white men’s independence, 
male autonomy was increasingly associated with the economic concept of “free labour.”  According 
to Julie Husband, “The ‘self-evident’ equality of men was severely challenged by the rise of 
nativism and the growth of a significant landless, wage-dependent community in the North.”11  It 
became ideologically necessary to juxtapose free labour against its opposite – slave labour.12  These 
concepts were inextricably linked with class and nativism; free labour, aligned with whiteness, 
worked to racialise unfree labour and chattel slavery.13  Another consequence of market expansion 
was the association between wage labour and gendered dependence.  Amy Dru Stanley suggests 
that the position of the hireling, in contrast to the independent yeoman, was seen as equivalent to 
wifely subordination.  This threatened gender identity, so capitalists sought to redefine the 
independence of the hireling in the free labour system.  Yet the gradual demarcation between work 
and the home meant the household became a site of gendered inequality.14  Whiteness also became 
central to the way workers resisted the dependency of wage labour, and the rhetoric of “white 
slavery” and “free labour” shaped this opposition.15  These hierarchical understandings of labour 
and the home existed alongside labour reform rhetoric which appropriated discourses of slavery. 
During the 1830s, the majority of these references were used to describe the exploitation of 
male workers.  Northern labour spokesmen directly referenced chattel slavery to critique the 
position of white male wage workers.  Stephen Simpson’s The Working Man’s Manual (1831) 
found that “slavery combined with labour” meant “industry and toil” were “associated with 
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baseness and degradation,” and concluded: “[B]ondage degrades, cramps and degenerates man; 
labour shares the same disgrace because it is part of the slave.”16  In spite of the very real 
differences between free labour and chattel slavery, this comparison emphasised the compulsion 
and exploitation experienced by free labourers.17 
The relationship between free labour and antislavery remains a point of historiographical 
contention.  Paul Goodman argues that the “heterogeneous appeal” of abolitionism engaged both 
wage earners and the middle class.  Jonathan A. Glickstein similarly observes how northern 
economic tension created “cultural anxieties [that] both encompassed and transcended white 
racism.”  According to Husband, however, the deteriorating conditions of wage work meant the 
working classes felt an ontological identification with the enslaved, even as they were inclined to 
differentiate their own situation from chattel slavery.  Ultimately, these contradictory impulses 
rendered the iconography of antislavery significant within working-class movements.18 
Historiographical differences reflect the varying perspectives of antebellum reformers 
themselves.  In spite of the northern ambivalence to free African American wage workers, the 
ideological leap between free labour and antislavery was plausible.  Abolitionists such as Susan B. 
Anthony and Lucy Stone, however, viewed labour reformers’ connection between chattel slavery 
and wage slavery as a diversion from antislavery activism.19  The many sides of the labour question 
were repeatedly structured by the rhetoric of slavery versus freedom.  Proslavery ideologues used 
this to defend the support chattel slavery supposedly afforded the “family,” white and black.20  In 
contrast, African American reformers refuted this comparison.  Frederick Douglass reflected that 
wage labour made him his “own master … [in] a state of independence.”21  When the North 
replaced its own history of chattel slavery with “free labour” and “free soil” during the early 
nineteenth century, this was followed by the 1850s development of Liberty Party, Free Soil Party 
and ultimately the Republican Party, which debated the free soil status of new states.22 
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The way male labour reformers of the 1830s engaged with discourses of slavery was again 
reflected at the end of the nineteenth century.  Labour reformers of the 1880s used the rhetorical 
flourish of “slave power” to demand the “emancipation” of the labourer and the “abolition of the 
wage system.”23  However, postbellum comparisons between labour and chattel slavery were 
largely exclusionary because of the assumption that the rights of African Americans were secured 
during Reconstruction.  Reflecting on the American Railway Union’s Chicago strike of 1894, 
labour reformer Eugene Debs used the Dred Scott v. Sanford (1857) case as an analogy: 
Did the Supreme Court of the United States write the “concluding words” in the history 
of chattel slavery when it handed down Chief Justice Taney’s decision that black men 
had “no rights that the white man is bound to respect?” 
These “concluding words” will but hasten the overthrow of wage slavery as … the 
Supreme Court in 1857 hastened the overthrow of chattel slavery.24 
Over the course of the nineteenth century, some of the labour issues pertaining to the working 
conditions and wages of male workers were ameliorated.  It is therefore possible to conclude that 
these rhetorical practices were largely effective for the men’s labour movement.  Yet male labour 
reformers, who did not often seek to extend their arguments to racial minorities or women, did not 
court intersectionality.  Many still inscribed gendered hierarchy even when seeking to refute 
oppression more generally.  Debs also stated: “Man’s superiority will be shown, not in the fact that 
he has enslaved his wife, but that he has made her free.”25 
The rhetoric of the labour movement was used to critique labour exploitation of white men, 
but it simultaneously reiterated the oppression of women.  The woman-slave analogy therefore had 
special significance for those who sought to improve women’s labour conditions, too.  Although 
this rhetoric was not as successful in generating support for women’s labour, discourses of slavery 
were significant to the women labour reformers themselves. 
Female Operatives 
From the beginning of the Republic, women and girls were a primary labour source for the 
emerging textile industry.  This contradicted the idea that the workplace was a male environment, 
and women had to constantly validate their contribution as workers.26  A focus on the rhetoric of 
female operatives demonstrates how use of the woman-slave analogy not only transcended race, as 
demonstrated in previous chapters, but also class.  As the gendered demarcations surrounding free 
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labour sidelined women wage earners, men and women alike used discourses of slavery to bring 
women’s labour into public discussion. 
The divergence between the domestic ideal and women’s wage work was discussed and 
critiqued through direct references to chattel slavery.  David R. Roediger observes how the male 
labour leaders of the 1830s, who used discourses of slavery to describe their own situation, were 
even more likely to describe the exploitation of women and children workers in these terms.  If 
labour beyond the home was degrading for women, domesticity reified family hierarchy.27  Labour 
leader Seth Luther further observed a class distinction in 1833: “[T]he wives and daughters of the 
rich manufacturers would no more associate with a ‘factory girl,’ than they would with a negro 
slave.  So much for equality in a republican country.”28  The apparent working class desire to 
adhere to normative gender roles was reinscribed through discussions of domesticity.29  William 
English looked toward a time “when our wives [are] no longer doomed to servile labour,” so they 
could instead be the domestic companions of husbands and educators of children.30  In contrast, 
antislavery and women’s rights reformers directly addressed the earning power of women workers.  
Could the men who make women “drudges” and “pay them … miserable pittances” respect their 
workers, abolitionist Rev. Samuel J. May asked.  “Yes, about as much as the slaveholders feel for 
their slaves.”31  Where male labour reformers used the woman-slave analogy to maintain gender 
hierarchy, antislavery reformers emphasised how the market presented an opportunity for women to 
gain independence through their labour. 
The small number of antebellum women who did actually organise around these issues used 
the woman-slave analogy more emphatically.  Women labour reformers, unlike their male 
counterparts, used this rhetoric to justify their contribution to the market economy.  Yet women 
working in industrial settings still experienced tensions between the ideal of true womanhood, their 
position as working-class wage earners, and the benevolent paternalism of factory owners.32  New 
England mill corporations used an idealised image of the “mill girl” as a propaganda tool, and 
debates surrounding the “representation” of working women ensued.33  As the Dover, New 
Hampshire, women textile strikers of 1828 asked, who could “ever bear the shocking fate of slaves 
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to share?”34  Between the 1820s and 1840s, the mills of Lowell, Massachusetts, pioneered textile 
industrialisation by combining the process of spinning and weaving for the first time in the United 
States.  In the process, some female operatives realised that the “oppressing hand of avarice would 
enslave us.”35  During the Lowell strikes of 1834, female operatives invoked the rhetoric of the 
American Revolution to a protest a 15% reduction in wages: 
Let oppression shrug her shoulders, 
And a haughty tyrant frown, … 
I value not the feeble threats… 
While the flag of Independence 
O’er our noble nation flies.”36 
Following the economic crisis of 1837, the 1840s saw an increase in female operatives becoming 
the primary family wage earners.  Since these women foresaw themselves in long-term rather than 
temporary employment, they became more committed to improving their working conditions.37  
The rhetoric female operatives used across the 1830s represented a growing frustration with their 
industrial oppression. 
When The Lowell Offering developed in this capitalist context, however, its contributors 
mobilised discourses of slavery with some ambivalence.  The developing economy created a 
contradiction between the Jeffersonian ideal of a nation of yeoman farmers and the development of 
an industrial economy that relied on a significant number of working women.  According to 
Husband, the Offering used “metaphors of slavery and seduction” to give wage labour positive 
connotations – an alternative to the “slavish dependence” of rural family life.38  Therefore, the 
Offering created an outlet for the literary self-representation of female operatives.  Its major 
emphasis was to confront the assumption that factory work was degrading and exploitative, even 
though its contributors experienced tensions between the ideal of femininity and the reality of 
labour.39  “Woman,” an 1840s article, invoked the history of “savage nations” where women were 
the “slave of man” to counterpoint the way men’s rights were “so vehemently asserted” in America.  
Although the contributor critiqued the way American women’s rights were overlooked, she still 
concluded that physical “superiority” made men “her worshipper.”40  This writer did not necessarily 
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or consciously engage with reform imperatives, but still used abstract discourses of slavery to 
describe her general sense that women were oppressed. 
The Offering also used the rhetoric of white slavery to counterpoint the position of northern 
workers against the absolute unfreedom of chattel slavery.41  One contributor used this rhetoric to 
directly position the labour of female operatives against the exploitation of chattel slavery.  Certain 
“myths” described the mill girl as “a mere servile drudge, chained to her labour by almost as strong 
a power as that which holds a bondsman in his fetters,” and even “the white slave of the North.”  If 
this reference to white slavery signified women, the terminology was not gendered to the same 
degree as it would be by the end of the nineteenth century.  Because these writers sought to 
disassociate themselves from chattel slavery, they sometimes acknowledged that the enslaved face a 
much worse situation.  This contributor emphasised that the “real situation” of female operatives 
did not approach the “extremes” of chattel slavery.42  In refuting this comparison but still 
acknowledging the oppression of the institution, female operatives simultaneously demonstrated 
racist and intersectional impulses.  Recalling her antebellum labours, Harriet H. Robinson’s Loom 
and Spindle; or, Life among the Early Mill Girls (1898) similarly refuted the possibility that 
“‘Southern slaves are better off than Northern operatives.’”43  A sense of class consciousness 
impelled some to view themselves as fortunate, which in turn led to a fledgling intersectional 
awareness.  Female operatives engaged with discourses of slavery to reclaim their sense of dignity 
as women workers, but they also demonstrated an understanding of myriad sites of oppression. 
The more radical of Lowell’s female operatives created other platforms to condemn their 
working conditions.  The Female Labour Reform Association (FLRA) actively questioned the 
legitimacy of the perspective championed by the Offering.44  According to Anne F. Mattina, the 
FLRA’s class consciousness and gender awareness created “a unique public voice” that represented 
a different group of women reformers.45  The way the FLRA used discourses of slavery was not in 
isolation, but part of the broader antebellum rhetorical trend among antislavery, women’s rights and 
dress reformers discussed in previous chapters.  While some of these female operatives 
demonstrated an awareness of various types of oppression, others referenced chattel slavery only to 
condemn the labour exploitation of white women. 
In comparison to the Offering, more emphatic references to chattel slavery emerged amongst 
the FLRA.  The 1845 article “Some of the Beauties of our Factory System – Otherwise, Lowell 
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Slavery” had been previously rejected by the Offering.  “Amelia” reported on the “tyrannous and 
oppressive rules” faced by female operatives, which rendered them “a slave, a very slave to the 
caprices of him for whom she labours.”  Amelia drew multiple points of intersection between 
American operatives and the “poor peasant of Ireland, or the Russian serf,” and further asked when 
they would be “reduced to the servile condition” of English factories.  The long hours and cloistered 
boarding house life of mill girls was viewed as incongruous with American ideas, and instead 
illustrative of the “petty tyranny of the employer.”  Amelia, through the FLRA, sought to 
demonstrate to the “drivelling cotton lords, … [the] aristocracy of New England” that the workers’ 
“rights cannot be trampled[.]”46  Her rhetoric somewhat distanced white working women from the 
enslaved, but it simultaneously generated a transnational perspective toward labour exploitation.  In 
another article, Amelia further stated: 
Ye children of New England! 
The summons is to you! … 
Come, fling your banner to the breeze, 
For liberty and light[.] … 
Thy vows are registered on high, 
To perish or be free[.] … 
Where millions bow beneath the rod 
Of tyranny oppressed. … 
[S]tay ye till your hands have laid 
Each proud oppressor low. … 
God will break the oppressor’s chains, 
And set the prisoner free.47 
Together, Amelia’s writings referenced revolutionary ideals whilst drawing explicit connections 
between female operatives and chattel slavery.  “Juliana” also condemned the aristocratic bearing of 
factory owners – the “Nobility of America” – in her anticipation of how “the yoke of tyranny” 
would lead to a future wherein the nation was “one great hospital, filled with worn out operatives 
and coloured slaves!”48  By referencing the many forms of oppression that resulted from social 
hierarchy in the United States and abroad, contributors contrasted the exploitation of industrial 
workers and chattel slaves with the Jeffersonian ideal. 
In spite of repeated rhetorical allusions to chattel slavery, and parallels between the “cotton 
lords” of the North and South, Lowell women did not necessarily demonstrate a sense of solidarity 
with their enslaved counterparts, or even with immigrant workers.49  Many of these women were 
aware of how white slavery could associate workers with degradation, as well as the implication of 
sexual exploitation.50  Even so, two impulses emerged amongst radical women labour reformers’ 
references to chattel slavery; one situated the exploitation of female operatives as indefensible, like 
chattel slavery; the other implied that the exploitation of women workers was worse than chattel 
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slavery.  The first demonstrated an intersectional awareness of the existence of many forms of 
oppression, while the second sought to draw attention solely to the oppression of white women. 
Other women’s labour publications of the 1840s used the woman-slave analogy to expose the 
realities of the factory without really engaging with the oppression engendered by chattel slavery.  
A large proportion of working women, Mehitable Eastman wrote in the Voice of Industry, were 
“destined to a servitude as degrading, as unceasing toil can make it.”51  The FLRA continued this 
emphasis in an 1845 article, “Factory Life As it Is: By an Operative” – an article with a strikingly 
similar title to Theodore D. Weld’s American Slavery As it Is (1839).  The article asked if “tyranny 
and cruel oppression be allowed to rivet … chains” on those who were “the real producers of all its 
improvements and wealth[?]”  The “real producers,” the article clarified, were “the female 
operatives of New England,” and while “no coloured slave” could exist in the ostensibly “free 
states,” mill women were rendered “slaves in every sense of the word!”52  A strong sense of 
regional and class awareness could therefore undermine an understanding of the oppression that 
resulted from chattel slavery and race.  The “New Definitions” developed by a contributor to The 
Factory Girl more directly appropriated discourses of slavery, thus resulting in more direct 
comparisons between chattel slavery and factory work: 
Overseer. – A servile tool in the hands of an Agent; who will resort to the lowest, 
meanest and most grovelling measures, to please his Master, and to fill the coffers of a 
soulless Corporation.53 
When Lowell women used discourses of slavery to focus on industrial labour, their understanding 
of oppression was fully introspective.  The tendency to bring the comparison back to the specific 
oppression of female operatives revealed the belief that white northern women should not 
experience the exploitation and oppression of chattel slavery.  Still, early women labour reformers 
markedly expanded on the rhetoric of their male predecessors and, in their use of the woman-slave 
analogy, made creative parallels between chattel slavery and women’s industrial labour.  In the 
process, women labour reformers did not condone the oppression that resulted from either. 
Women labour reformers had more discrete interests than many of their antislavery and 
women’s rights contemporaries, in that they were primarily concerned with industrial exploitation.  
Like their contemporaries, however, they sometimes used discourses of slavery to discuss other 
forms of women’s oppression.  The literary connections between wage-work and chattel slavery 
hinged upon the issue of bodily ownership and the embodied nature of labour, an emphasis which 
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had obvious implications for marriage.54  When the Voice followed The Liberator and established a 
“Female Department” in 1846, it enabled a broader discussion of women’s issues.55  A contributor 
emphasised that “true liberty and freedom” would only be realised when women assumed their 
“proper place … as a rational intelligent being – a fit companion and friend of man, not a slave[.]”56  
Another article, the “Rights of Married Women,” emphasised the inconceivability of “one soul” 
being “subservient to another” in its discussion of true marriage.  Since “same lie which reveals 
itself in slavery, is at the bottom of our marriage institution,” mutual “elevation” was needed in 
marriage.57  Huldah Stone similarly condemned those middle-class men who considered themselves 
“Lord and Master,” and believed an “equal she must not be.”58  However, the middle-class 
constituency of the antebellum women’s rights movement largely ignored labour leaders such as 
Eastman and Stone.59  The clear rhetorical similarities between the discussion of women’s rights in 
the antislavery, women’s rights, and labour movements suggests that use of the woman-slave 
analogy transcended class and race in a way that the reformers themselves could not. 
The woman-slave analogy provided a powerful critique of the exploitation experienced by 
female operatives, but the ideal of ameliorated working conditions for women still remained out of 
reach.  If the rhetorical focus of female operatives had been very insular in that they were primarily 
concerned with themselves, these women still showed an awareness of the exploitation of chattel 
slavery.  Subsequently, reformers looked beyond women’s wage work to discuss women’s labour in 
a broader framework.  In the process, the reformers who relied on discourses of slavery sometimes 
demonstrated a greater awareness of interdependent oppressions. 
Hidden Labours 
Working women played a significant role in the industrialisation of New England, but the exclusion 
of women from notions of free labour often made marriage a necessity.  As discussed in Chapter 
Two, many nineteenth-century cultural commentators compared marriage to slavery.  So too did 
women use discourses of slavery to critique the ideal of marriage, and the way it confined women to 
domesticity.  In the process, they sought to generate greater awareness of women’s labour, both 
within and beyond the home.  The antebellum reformers who critiqued domesticity emphasised the 
need for women’s financial independence and the reform of marital property laws.  Repeatedly, 
these issues were framed through direct references to chattel slavery. 
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The expectation that privileged women capitulate to the demands of domesticity meant they 
were constrained in powerful but often intangible ways.60  Although free labour remained 
precarious alongside capitalist industrialisation and the expansion of chattel slavery, an assumption 
remained that male independence entailed the control and ownership of the labour of wives and 
children.61  Since industrial work was deemed unsuitable for middle-class women, domesticity was 
constructed as the sphere to which they should be confined.  The gainful nature of women’s 
domestic labour was questioned against the gendered conceptions of home and work.  When 
household labour was redefined and idealised as leisure, women were left to the “reproductive” 
tasks associated with the social unit – a process Boydston describes as “the pastoralisation of 
housework.”62 
Many male labour reformers romanticised the domestic labour of wives, and some even 
used discourses of slavery to benevolently describe the struggles women experienced in the 
household.  In 1843, as part of his communitarian labour ideal, Albert Brisbane critiqued women’s 
subjection to “unremitting and slavish domestic duties” within the home: 
The wives of the poor are complete domestic drudges, whose whole time is absorbed in 
complicated household cares and occupations, and the women of the more favoured 
classes who escape the burthen of toil of the isolated household, do so only at the 
expense of a class of their fellow-creatures who are reduced to the most menial 
Servitude, to a degrading bondage and dependence[.]63 
Brisbane’s condemnation of the “servile system of domestic Servitude” acknowledged the 
importance of women’s domestic labour.  The repeated use of discourses of slavery demonstrated 
the degree of his concern surrounding this issue.  It also demonstrated how the household labour of 
working-class women was often more tangible, while extraneous ideological trappings rendered the 
contribution of privileged women less obvious.64  Brisbane, furthermore, hoped to see “this and all 
other species of servitude” abolished, and so understood oppression as emanating from many 
sources. 65  Like other reformers, an appreciation for many types of oppression could coexist with 
the perspective that women’s oppression was completely untenable. 
The woman-slave analogy even emerged alongside the cultural idealisation of domesticity.  
Although domesticity was glorified in Catharine Beecher’s A Treatise on Domestic Economy 
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(1841), it could also be seen to construct the home as women’s proper cage.66  “I would be free,” a 
contributor wrote to The Sibyl; neither would she consent to be a “weak slave,” nor a “parlour 
bird.”67  Hence, the caged bird metaphor, used to critique the restrictions of marriage and fashion, 
was likewise mobilised to condemn domesticity.  More direct references to chattel slavery were 
used to critique the notion of “Woman’s Sphere”: 
An equal be to lordly man; 
Be not a slave, like the African! 
Plead, plead thy cause, ’tis woman’s sphere, 
Till man shall yield thy rights so dear.68 
The moral elevation and idealisation of the home existed alongside the “economic devaluation of 
the work performed there.”69  Because domesticity, separate spheres and marriage institutionalised a 
social structure in which “women worked for men,” men, in turn, both supported and took 
advantage of this domestic labour.70  When reformers challenged the veneration of domesticity, the 
woman-slave analogy was used to condemn the restrictions this ideology placed on women. 
From a broader perspective than mill work, women’s effective exclusion from the labour 
market led reformers to use the woman-slave analogy in critique of the severity of forced economic 
dependence.  Whether women were married or living with family, they were thought to have access 
to support from male relatives who, in return, reaped the benefits of female domestic upkeep.  
Employers, in extension, could justify lower wages for their female employees.  Simultaneously, 
reformers sought to reconceptualise household labour as real and valuable work equivalent to that 
done beyond the home.71  The women’s rights movement, according to Reva B. Siegel, exposed the 
role of the state in defining the private sphere because dependence was legally imposed and, 
essentially, enforced.72  “Not being free,” Susan B. Anthony stated, women were taught that “the 
fruits of her industry belonged to others”: 
[Woman is] the uncomplaining drudge of the household, condemned to the severest 
labour, … systematically robbed of her earnings, which have gone to build up her 
master’s power, and she has found herself in the condition of the slave, deprived of the 
results of her own labour.73 
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In response, women’s rights reformers drew attention to the value of domestic labour.  Antoinette 
Brown Blackwell concluded that wives owed “service and labour” to husbands “as much and as 
absolutely as the slave does to his master,” and if women should be thus contented, “so should the 
slave …, for according to the established price paid for labour, he does not earn enough to take care 
of himself.”74  This allusion to chattel slavery emphasised that women and slaves alike should not 
be content with their situation.  When the woman-slave analogy was used to expose the inequality 
of market exchange and the invisibility of women’s household labour, reformers also looked toward 
the market economy for resolution. 
Similar rhetoric therefore shaped the solutions reformers proposed.  In 1853, Paulina Wright 
Davis insisted that, through work, women “must purchase themselves out of bondage” to achieve 
their own “emancipation.”75  A strategy where chattel slaves could purchase themselves or be 
purchased by benevolent northerners was both enacted and suggested by reformers, including 
Fanny Wright.76  Since women’s economic dependence resulted from the limited occupations 
available to women and the boundaries placed on their independence, antebellum reformers made 
financial independence a pivotal part of their demands for women’s rights.77  “Pecuniary 
independence first and political freedom will come as a necessity,” Davis wrote to Caroline Wells 
Healey Dall.  During the 1850s, Davis took action and had her periodical, The Una, printed by 
women.  The fact that women apprentices were more expensive was viewed as inconsequential, 
because the empowerment of wage-earning would enable them to “resist taxation without 
representation” – another form of oppression derided by women’s rights reformers.78 
The realisation that marital property laws imposed dependence was also critiqued through 
very specific references to chattel slavery.  Frances Dana Gage observed how the “husband and 
master” was legally given “entire control of the person and the earnings” of both “woman and the 
slave,” so women should assert their “rights to be free” to escape the “prison-house of law.”  Gage 
further addressed how the ideology of true womanhood influenced the perception of women’s 
labour amongst male reformers.  When Gage debated Gerrit Smith, she critiqued male reformers’ 
often myopic view of women and perhaps even obliquely derided his wealth: 
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Mr. Smith says, “That women are helpless, is no wonder, so long as they are paupers”; 
he might add, no wonder that the slaves of the cotton plantation are helpless, so long as 
they are paupers.79 
Gage, like Antoinette Blackwell, condoned neither those ideologies that implied the helplessness of 
women or slaves, or the broader perception that they were “property.”  Many women’s rights 
reformers believed women’s oppression could be remedied through demands for joint marital 
property laws, and the Married Women’s Property Laws alleviated some of the restrictions 
surrounding property ownership.80  Still, reformers continued to use discourses of slavery to 
condemn sometimes overlapping inequalities that resulted from domestic labour, marriage, and 
chattel slavery. 
 
Figure 14. “Domestic Sewing Machine” (c.1882).81 
When the sewing machine emerged, it presented an opportunity to alleviate the demands of 
women’s labour.  The eighteenth-century inventions that created the folklore of “Yankee ingenuity” 
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were followed by mechanised alternatives proposed to ameliorate women’s labour.82  A contributor 
to The Sibyl viewed technological advancement as a means of “emancipating” women.  The sewing 
machine, she believed, would relieve women “from slavery to the needle,” bringing them “freedom 
from care and anxiety” and the “drudgery” of sewing.  This article did not challenge marital 
hierarchy or the division of labour, but its writer viewed her sewing machine as “among the great 
blessings of my life.”83  While reformers wrote about the potential of the sewing machine to free 
women from certain domestic labours, popular representations often reinforced the relationship 
between the sewing machine, marriage, and women’s domesticity (see Figure 14).  Even so, the 
mere possibility of relieving women’s domestic labour was premised on the ability to purchase a 
sewing machine.  This rhetorical inscription of freedom necessitated the means to afford such 
innovative technology, and therefore had clear class demarcations.  The sewing machine and the 
“emancipation” it provided not available to those who actually worked beyond the home as 
seamstresses. 
The woman-slave analogy continued to be central to the expression of reform concerns during 
the postbellum era.  As with the broader trajectory of the woman-slave analogy, many of these 
references did not invoke the equal or greater exploitation engendered by chattel slavery.  For 
Victoria Woodhull, women were driven to serve a “drunken tyrant to whom the law has made her 
slave, both sexually and industrially.”84  Domesticity, venerated throughout the nineteenth century, 
continued to shape discussions of women’s household labour.  Abigail Scott Duniway critiqued 
how “woman’s lot” constituted “a lifetime of unpaid servitude and personal sacrifice.”85  In 1897, 
Anthony voiced the same concerns as antebellum women.  Observing how women could maintain 
respectability if they worked like “galley slaves” for their family, she reiterated how they would 
experience social condemnation if they secured “pecuniary independence” in wage work beyond the 
home.86  This rhetoric remained central to deconstructing the ambivalence surrounding women’s 
work in a way that amplified the concerns of white women, even at the turn of the twentieth 
century. 
The persistence of this rhetoric suggests that reform critiques based on the woman-slave 
analogy were unsuccessful in drawing attention to the existence or importance of women’s labour.  
It is likely that references to chattel slavery or abstract discourses of slavery impeded this process.  
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The ownership of one’s labour was a preeminent concern for reformers, but in so many other ways, 
the domestic labour of wives was thoroughly unlike chattel slavery.  Nancy F. Cott contends that 
the devaluation of women’s household labour continued well into the twentieth century.  From a 
legal perspective, judges were perplexed by the idea that women owned their own domestic labour 
because “to do so would contravene their very wifehood.”87  Many women experienced the 
contradiction between domestic ideals and their own economic circumstances.  For both working 
class and privileged women, as for women reformers, the woman-slave analogy provided what they 
saw as a relevant way to critique and understand the tensions resulting from the domestic ideal. 
Labouring for Reform 
Many antislavery women understood the importance of labour because they recognised the 
exploitation of the enslaved.88  Their awareness of oppression was based on the atrocities of chattel 
slavery, so their rhetoric was informed by the peculiar institution.  Some women reformers used 
separate spheres ideology to define political involvement as an extension of women’s morality, 
while others critiqued domesticity.89  Abolition was often viewed as a “vocation,” and antislavery 
women constantly negotiated the “permeable boundaries” of separate spheres.90  In the midst of the 
1837 controversy surrounding the Grimké sisters’ antislavery oratory, Angelina emphasised that 
women’s “right to labour … must be firmly established,” further asking: “can you not see that 
women could do, and would do a hundred times more for the slave if she were not fettered?”91 
Since women reformers gained a sense of self-worth by labouring on behalf of the enslaved, 
their rhetorical justifications for their own right to labour were informed by discourses of slavery.  
For Abby Kelley, “striving to strike his [the slave’s] irons off” enabled women to discover “most 
surely that we were manacled ourselves.”92  Writing and public oratory were central to social 
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reform, so women reformers had many opportunities to express the significance their own labours 
in a way that repeatedly alluded to that of the enslaved.  “[A]re the rights of female slaves in the 
South … secured?” Angelina Grimké’s Appeal to the Christian Women of the South (1836) asked.  
Although “women may labour to produce a correct public opinion at the North,” she acknowledged, 
southern attitudes could not change without the efforts of southern women.93  Many reformers were 
cognisant of the fact that greater autonomy could be gained through a commitment to social reform.  
Sarah Grimké condemned the benevolent organisations that required “subserviency to men, who 
guide our labours,” and Margaret Fuller recognised that “there exists in the minds of men a tone of 
feeling towards women as towards slaves[.]”94  This rhetoric strengthened the ontological 
identification women reformers made with the enslaved.  It also meant that their conceptualisation 
of labour and reform was more closely informed by the realities of the peculiar institution. 
Antislavery and women’s rights reformers, unlike women labour reformers, did not generally 
object to drawing overt rhetorical connections between themselves and the enslaved.  Labouring for 
reform gave women greater meaning in their lives in a political culture which devalued their 
contribution.  A contributor to The Una condemned women’s “wilful hugging of the chains of 
slavery,” believing that by “working for the slave I know I emancipate myself” and achieve “more 
for the freedom of white women, than I possibly could in any other way[.]”95  The process of 
finding self-worth in reform work continued following the abolition of chattel slavery.  When 
Sojourner Truth hoped to “break the chain,” she inadvertently expressed the fulfilment she found in 
reform”96  This was especially true when reformers worked together.  Martha Coffin Wright’s 
experience among women’s rights reformers in Salt Lake City strengthened her resolution to “work 
to [for] womans’ [sic] entire freedom from man’s power over her subsistence,” because women 
everywhere remained “in slavery to man’s dominion[.]”97  These efforts were idealised on women’s 
rights songs and verse, including “The Yellow Ribbon” (1876): 
Today we women labour still for Liberty and Right. … 
We boast our land of freedom, the unshackling of the slaves; 
We point with proud, though bleeding hearts, to myriads of graves; 
They tell the story of a war that ended slavery’s night, 
And still we women struggle for our Liberty, our Right.98 
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“I will say to other women, / Labour, struggle and achieve,” Frances Ellen Watkins Harper also 
concluded in 1890.99  For these reformers, discourses of slavery helped foster the rewarding 
realisation that women could labour individually and collectively for the greater good.  In contrast 
to many women labour reformers, antislavery and women’s rights reformers used this rhetoric to 
contest the oppression of other groups, as well their own. 
In the years following the Reconstruction amendments, women’s rights reformers expressed 
their continued regret and frustration through discourses of slavery.  Parker Pillsbury questioned: 
“Were I a coloured man, and had reason to believe that should woman obtain her rights she would 
use them to the prejudice of mine, how could I labour very zealously in her behalf?”100  The 
antebellum antislavery movement continued to provide reformers with inspiration, and its memory 
was increasingly appropriated for the purpose of the women’s movement in the postbellum era.  
Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s autobiography, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences, 1815-1897 
(1898), recalled the women’s suffrage disappointment following the Civil War.  When women 
asked for recognition “as citizens of the Republic, equal before the law,” they were compelled to 
remain “silent” and “labour for the emancipation of the slave” even though both groups desired the 
same rights.101  The historic opportunity many women reformers sensed at the end of the 1860s led 
them to court political compromise.102  Yet in spite of the transitory focus on African American 
women that followed the Civil War, discussed in Chapter Four, their rhetoric was often at odds with 
their actions.  The practical endeavours of white reformers did not effectively extend to the African 
American community following slave emancipation.103 
Overall, white and black women reformers found a sense of self-worth through their own 
reform endeavours.  In affirming their own labour, these women drew attention to the importance of 
reform as well as the value of women’s labour in the market economy.  The greater antebellum 
commitment to reform on behalf of the enslaved was provoked because of the vast exploitation that 
occurred within chattel slavery.  Yet emancipation and the Reconstruction amendments led many 
white reformers to erroneously believe that advocacy on behalf of African Americans was no longer 
needed.  The idea that African Americans could and should become responsible for their own rights 
fundamentally overlooked the continued problem of racism.  It does, however, accounts for the 
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increased appropriation of discourses of slavery for the purposes of women’s rights.  In contrast, 
throughout the nineteenth century, African American reformers expressed greater awareness of the 
existence of interdependent oppression, a fact demonstrated in their use of the woman-slave 
analogy. 
Deeper Intersections 
This rhetoric was also used to describe the incongruities that shaped the labour of African American 
women.  Indeed, North and South, enslaved or free, work continued to be a necessity and a reality 
for many following slave emancipation.  When African Americans discussed labour, they 
sometimes referred directly to the labour of enslaved women and at other times made reference to 
chattel slavery or abstract discourses of slavery in a more rhetorical sense.  In 1831, Maria Stewart 
noted that while men “practiced nothing but head-work,” African American women did their 
“drudgery” – she asked how long “the fair daughters of Africa be compelled to bury their minds and 
talents beneath a load of iron pots and kettles?”104 
Sojourner Truth’s famous “Ar’n’t I a woman?” speech from the 1851 Women’s Rights 
Convention explored the connections between labour, chattel slavery and gender.105  This speech 
was at its heart a consideration of the labour of enslaved women.  Some historians condemn the way 
Truth’s quote has been appropriated during the twentieth century; white feminists have often used it 
to illustrate the hardiness and strength of black women for their own purposes.  Phyllis Marynick 
Palmer suggests that this practice in fact undermines Truth’s statement original statement, because 
white women use the quotation to prove their own ability to engage in productive work.106  Yet this 
critique assumes that the divisions of twentieth-century feminism were identical during the 1850s.  
Theresa C. Zackodnik, in contrast, observes how Truth’s use of the “woman as slave analogy” both 
encompassed and transcended the rhetorical paradigm of white women reformers.  Truth, unlike 
white women, turned the “analogy back to the particular conditions of the formerly enslaved, 
specifically African American women.”107  African Americans, like other nineteenth-century 
Americans, acceded to the cultural prominence of discourses of slavery, so the purposes to which 
this rhetoric could be dedicated differed based on the political persuasion of the individual. 
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During the antebellum era, the majority of southern domestic labour was necessarily 
undertaken by chattel slaves who were managed by plantation mistresses.  This could prove trying 
for slave and mistress alike, and so it led to much frustration.  “I lost control of my temper to-
night[,] Eliza provoked me very much,” plantation mistress Ann Lewis Hardeman confessed to her 
diary in 1859.  Admitting she had “behaved very badly,” Hardeman vowed to “try & regain my 
balance – anger is majestic – but makes slaves of weak minds.”  Importantly, however, Thavolia 
Glymph demonstrates how the ideology of domesticity meant that household slave women were 
expected to work “as if their own interests were involved.”108  This reality of enslaved domestic 
labour challenges the pronouncement that northern white women were inherently oppressed by their 
household labour, especially because many took pride in the artisanal aspects of domestic tasks.109  
A clear disparity therefore existed between the situation of African American women and their 
white mistresses, but this difference went largely unrealised when both groups mobilised this 
rhetoric to discuss the many facets of women’s labour. 
The vastly dissimilar perspective African American women brought to this discussion can be 
seen in their attitude toward free labour.  Frances Harper’s antebellum free labour rhetoric differed 
from that of labour reformers, a tendency with which she persisted following the Civil War.110  To 
describe this rhetorical disconnect, she made direct references to chattel slavery.  For Harper, “Free 
Labour” entailed boycotting goods – in this case clothing – produced by enslaved labour.  Many 
antislavery women boycotted slave-made goods in the hope of undermining the market for such 
southern produce while instilling and enacting antislavery morals.111  “This fabric is too light to 
bear / The weight of bondsmen’s tears,” Harper found, and neither did it “bear a smother’d sigh, 
From some lorn woman’s heart[.]”  This rhetoric questioned the way many labour reformers used 
allusions to chattel slavery to discuss free labour.  Instead, it emphasised the perspective of most 
African American reformers: that chattel slavery was the most egregious form of oppression during 
the antebellum era.  In boycotting slave produce, Harper concluded, “I have nerv’d Oppression’s 
hand, For deeds of guilt and wrong.”112 
Enslaved women, besides performing the coercive work of the plantation, also carried out the 
majority of the essential household tasks for their own families.113  If the African American women 
who used the woman-slave analogy did so in more nuanced way than white women, due to their 
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own experiences of chattel slavery, they also challenged the patriarchal interests that African 
American men could espouse.  In 1863, Robert Smalls, an ex-slave, testified to Congress: “The 
coloured men in taking wives always do so with reference to the service the women will render.”114  
When Truth emphasised that women did as much work as men, “but did not get so much pay,” she 
instead presented an intersectional awareness that saw exploitative practices based on labour and 
sex as equally oppressive.  “You have been having our rights so long,” Truth concluded in 1867, 
“you think, like a slave-holder, that you own us.”115  Truth, like other African American women 
reformers, drew overarching conclusions about women’s oppression in a way that was attentive to 
the legacy of chattel slavery.  This use of the woman-slave analogy demonstrated the intersection 
between labour, chattel slavery, race, and gender which continued to be of central concern to 
African American reformers. 
When Truth and Harper used discourses of slavery, they hoped to simultaneously reveal the 
coercion of chattel slavery and the existence of interdependent oppressions.  Throughout the 
nineteenth century, African American reformers remained committed to using the woman-slave 
analogy to interrogate the intersections between race and gender, together with chattel slavery, 
labour, and sexuality.  The conclusions they reached identified the issues at once common to many 
women and specific to the experience of African Americans. 
Writing Labour 
The many middle-class women who laboured at writing to support themselves also used this 
rhetoric in their literature.  When writers considered reform topics, they often used discourses of 
slavery to describe women’s oppression.  Their literary interrogation of women’s labour – as 
reformers, seamstresses and housewives – challenged the fallacy that women did not work.  The 
simple fact that women’s writings appeared in print challenged the ideal of domesticity.116  
Nathaniel Hawthorne resented the “special appeal” of women writers because he assumed them to 
be free from financial cares.  The biographers of Fanny Fern, Harriet Beecher Stowe, E.D.E.N. 
Southworth and Lillie Devereux Blake, however, reveal that they actually began writing to support 
themselves and their families.117  Similarly, the problems women writers encountered when they 
entered the literary marketplace were often described in terms of the woman-slave analogy. 
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The women’s rights periodicals developed during the 1850s were often an overtly political 
expression on the part of their women editors.  The Lily, edited by Amelia Bloomer, recounted how 
the editor of the Dollar Newspaper condemned Mrs. H.J. Nichols, who became editor of the 
Brattleboro (Vermont) Democrat due to her husband’s invalidism.  Bloomer lauded women such as 
Nichols.  Indignantly, she editorialised that if the editor had to undertake “one half the labour that is 
done by many women” – in addition to his professional work – he would “consider it little better 
than slavery.”  Writing for newspapers, and writing more generally, was better than having to 
“tamely submit to slave out her life to support a miserable wretch,” Bloomer emphasised, so women 
needed the opportunity to “contest” the “right to choose” their labour by which to support 
themselves.118 
Many women writers looked to the exploitation of seamstresses for literary inspiration, and 
used discourses of slavery to describe their plight.  The expanding market for ready-made clothing 
in the wholesale trade meant needlewomen became wage workers, but they faced miserable 
working conditions at home or in “slop shops,” for long hours and at low “piece rate” pay. These 
conditions generated discussions of class victimisation and women’s oppression.  Lori Merish 
observes how the sentimentality associated with antebellum antislavery became central to 
descriptions of class and poverty, rendering the “sentimental seamstresses” a literary trope of much 
interest to women writers.  Antebellum seamstresses, unlike female operatives, had “few 
opportunities to engage in acts of literary self-definition,” so they were depicted as the “deserving 
poor” because their economic dependence was thought to be inherently dictated by capitalism.119  
“The Oppressed Seamstress: A True Tale” (1851) narrates the plight of a woman who cannot make 
a living even with “most untiring industry,” but is still afraid to demand her full wage.  When a 
private employer cheats the seamstress out of half her wage, the seamstress realises she should 
“better vindicate my rights – but they who oppress the poor have the worst of it.”120  Literary 
seamstresses became “representationally submerged” in gendered discussions of the supposedly 
feminine nature of economic dependence, which expressed cultural anxieties about the economic 
and sexual autonomy of working women.121 
Antebellum reform literature sought to esteem all women’s labours, from that of the 
seamstress to the public role of the reformer.  This was epitomised in Laura Curtis Bullard’s 
Christine; or, Woman’s Trials and Triumphs (1856), a novel which Denise M. Kohn describes as 
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presenting “one of antebellum America’s most radical heroines: a woman’s rights leader.”122  Since 
reformers were keenly aware of the importance of public perception, this novel sought to instil 
positive associations between women’s rights and women’s labour.  Caroline Wells Healey Dall 
realised that “‘Woman’s Rights’ [is]… a phrase which we all hate,” spoken of “with such unction, 
as a slave might clank his chains,” so reformers sought to demonstrate women’s productivity and 
independence beyond marriage and motherhood to guarantee “the assertion of her Right to 
Labour.”123  Literature became a platform for reformers to counter the negativity surrounding 
women’s rights. 
Writing about the labour exploitation of seamstresses often prefaced broader discussions of 
women’s political, economic and social issues.124  Bullard’s Christine used abstract discourses of 
slavery to critique the exploitation experienced by seamstresses.  The character of Annie Howard, 
the fugitive wife described in Chapter Two, turns to needlework – toiling “day and night” and 
“earning a mere pittance” – after fleeing her marriage.  The foreman sexually harasses Annie when 
she seeks her wages, but she is determined to continue “her never-ending drudgery, her never-
resting needle” to support her sick child.125  According to Merish, such sentimental representations 
based the seamstress’s “irresistible claim to support” on her feminine weakness and delicacy; this 
eroticised dependency as it anchored poverty to the sexual appeal of afflicted women.  The 
seamstress’ feminine modesty and “tragic fatalism” result in “economic ineptitude” – epitomised in 
Lily Bart’s failure as a milliner in Edith Wharton’s The House of Mirth (1905) – because “economic 
success and agency” was viewed as a masculine characteristic.126  Like Lily, Annie is unable to 
prevail economically and is forced into prostitution, dying as a fallen woman.  This leads the title 
character Christine to argue that women should be employed in any profession in which they excel, 
and should “be paid for her labour as much as a man would be, for the same amount.”127  The 
woman-slave analogy was used alongside descriptions of how the market economy led to and 
maintained women’s oppression. 
Following the Civil War, this rhetoric continued to be used to esteem women’s labour.  
Louisa May Alcott’s Work: A Story of Experience (1873) presents an ambivalent picture of the 
labours available to women.  The character of Christie resolves to take up needlework only if all 
other employments failed, and so demonstrates the undesirability of the work.  When Christie 
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becomes a domestic servant, Alcott negotiates the differing cultural expectations surrounding 
gender, race and class through a discussion of white and black women’s labour.  Privileged white 
women could rely on servants to undertake much of the heavy household labour, but Christie is 
happy to work as a domestic servant because she never saw housework as degrading.  However, the 
narrator contradictorily notes that Christie “assumed her badge of servitude” upon donning her 
white servant’s apron.  Moreover, when Christie is asked to clean her employer’s wellingtons, she 
sees it as a “degradation” to which she “won’t submit[.]”  Instead, the African American cook 
Hepsey does the job, saying: “[D]is ain’t no deggydation [sic] to me now; I’s a free woman.”  It is 
only upon learning that Hepsey had been a slave that Christie apologies and does the job herself.128  
Therefore, Alcott directly referenced chattel slavery to force her white character to gain humility.  
This strategy encouraged an intersectional awareness of many sites of oppression, but it also 
emphasised the incomparability of enslaved labour with the far less degrading labour opportunities 
afforded white women. 
The reform literature of the postbellum era also used discourses of slavery to discuss the 
contradictions that resulted from marriage, domesticity and women’s labour.  Nineteenth-century 
conceptions of individualism were paradoxical because selfhood was identified with the feminine 
but ultimately denied women.129  Lillie Devereux Blake’s Fettered for Life; or, Lord and Master: A 
Story of To-Day (1874) contemplated this inconsistency through the character of Agnes Moulder 
and her futile attempts to embody the cult of true womanhood.  Mrs. Moulder’s experience of 
marital submission and domestic confinement is constructed through metaphorical references to 
“caged birds.”  Indeed, Mrs. Moulder and her yellow canary Cherry are appreciated whilst safely 
inside their domestic “cage” but perceived to create havoc beyond.  Marian Scholtmeijer explains 
how this narrative strategy enables isolated domestic suffering to be reclaimed and challenged 
through “a posited kinship” between victimised women and animals.130  The descriptions of the 
Moulder household suggest that domesticity could at once be harmonious and confining: “The room 
was very pleasant, the afternoon sunshine was coming into it through the open window, the flowers 
on the stand were in bloom, the bird sang in its cage.”131  Since this private and “feminised space” 
existed in opposition to the male public arena and demands of the market, the presence of Mr. 
Moulder, who arrives home “tired and cross,” creates a tension which leads him to take out his 
wrath on the bird.132  Cherry sings his “soft warbling song” for Mrs. Moulder, but Mr. Moulder 
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denigrates this voice as being “obtrusively disagreeable,” just as women’s voices were seen as 
aberrant in the public realm.  When Cherry escapes his cage, an enraged Mr. Moulder strikes the 
bird repeatedly until its death.133  Cherry’s murder represents the metaphorical death of its owner, 
and her emotional response induces a miscarriage and physical deterioration.134  As with references 
to marriage and fashion, these variations on the woman-slave analogy demonstrated the 
confinement that resulted from domesticity. 
Elizabeth B. Clark further suggests that Fettered for Life illustrates how the “right to hold a 
job, to pursue a career or profession, came to be seen as a critical part of woman’s emancipation.”135  
Women’s writing had gained greater acceptance and respectability by the Reconstruction era, but it 
was still viewed with suspicion, especially among the upper classes.136  Fettered for Life challenged 
these prevailing attitudes by implying that writing could be a positive outlet for women.  As 
discussed in Chapters Two and Three, the character Flora Livingstone becomes a fugitive fiancée 
prior to succumbing to an unhappy marriage, only to experience a lack of autonomy on account of 
her dress.  Following marriage, her friend Laura Stanley encourages Flora to resume her passion for 
writing, and the publication of some poetry gives her a sense of purpose.  This anticipated Edith 
Wharton’s confession: “The publishing of ‘The Greater Inclination’ broke the chains which had 
held me so long in a kind of torpor.”137  When Flora’s husband forbids her writing, she succumbs to 
a nervous fever and dies with the knowledge that “women as well as men need an occupation[.]”138  
The purportedly liberating benefits of writing were seen to ameliorate the sense of domestic 
confinement that could accompany an unhappy marriage. 
The anxiety surrounding domesticity and women’s writing were also at the heart of Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1892), which follows a married woman’s mental 
instability following the birth of her child.  To interrogate domestic confinement, Gilman more 
clearly invoked abstract discourses of slavery.  The nameless woman’s husband is her 
“prisonmaster,” which recalled the rhetorical connections that were drawn between antebellum 
slave owners and husbands, as well as antebellum factory owners.  Kari J. Winter also connects the 
Gothic overtones of this short story with slave narratives.139  The “prisonmaster” symbolically 
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confines his wife to the old nursery, with windows “barred for little children, and … rings and 
things in the walls.”140  The woman’s subversive journal writing accompanies her increasing 
transfixion with the patterns of the yellow wallpaper, but, like Blake’s Flora, she finds solace in 
writing and reading – activities frequently used as justifications for nineteenth-century women’s 
illnesses.141  Eventually attempting to free an imaginary woman she believes to be trapped behind 
the wallpaper pattern, the woman’s “‘madness,’ indeed, is the ‘madness’ of mistaking the 
metaphoric for the literal.”142 
When women were unable to realise the expectations surrounding domesticity, discourses of 
slavery were used to demonstrate their sense of confinement and need for fulfilling labours.  
Postbellum literary descriptions of women’s labour largely invoked abstract discourses of slavery, 
but direct references to chattel slavery appeared in conjunction with the depiction of ex-slaves.  This 
trope was used to describe the labour of writing, and also persistently illuminated the writing of 
labour. 
Working Women 
During the postbellum era, women’s rights reformers paid greater attention to the labour of working 
women.  Antebellum discussions of women’s labour had been predicated on some awareness of 
many forms of oppression, especially amongst women labour reformers, but the postbellum use of 
discourses of slavery became increasingly abstract as the meaning of white slavery underwent 
further change.  As a result, slavery was increasingly deployed as a euphemism for oppression in a 
way that primarily referred to the exploitation of white women. 
In spite of the emerging tensions surrounding race and class, antebellum labour reformers 
demonstrated a basic awareness of interdependent forms of oppressions.  A 1858 contributor to The 
Woman’s Advocate emphasised that “we feel earnestly for all victims of tyranny,” including the 
“slaves of the cotton lord, or slaves of the cotton loom”: 
Our compassion is equally excited by the story of the black slave dragging out her 
weary life in constant terror of her brutal overseer, as by that of the slave of the needle 
in continual fear of beggary or starvation.143 
When discourses of slavery were used to present both chattel slavery and women’s labour as 
exploitative, it was not necessarily implied that one should type of oppression should undermine the 
other.  Frederick Douglass recognised that it was unfair to be “underpaid for labour faithfully 
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performed,” it was “harder still not to be paid for labour at all”; still, he viewed the labour 
exploitation of women as particularly oppressive because they had “no rights which white men are 
bound to respect.”144  The antebellum urge to describe multiple sites of labour exploitation 
frequently managed to describe neither as inherently worse than the other, but simply to 
acknowledge that all forms of oppression and exploitation were undesirable and should be 
ameliorated. 
A prominent critique of the exploitation of seamstresses earlier emerged in Thomas Hood’s 
renowned “The Song of the Shirt” (1843), published in London’s Punch.  As discussed in Chapter 
One, the “Song” used discourses of slavery to critique women’s labour exploitation.  It was so 
popular that it generated transatlantic reprints, appearing in various American labour and reform 
periodicals.  First published in the Fall River Mechanic, on December 7, 1844, a portion of the 
“Song” also appeared alongside an appeal by the Shirt-Sewers’ Co-Operative Union in the New 
York Tribune of July 31, 1851 (these funds enabled the establishment of the New York Cooperative 
Clothing Store).145  It also inspired subsequent imitations.  Fifteen years after its initial publication, 
the “Song” appeared in the American women’s rights framework as a covert advertisement for 
Grover and Baker sewing machines in an 1858 edition of The Sibyl.  Hood’s original featured 
alongside a parody (written by “AS GOOD”), entitled “A Song Over a Shirt”: 
With fingers taper and white, 
And eyes that would grace a queen, 
A lady sat in her easy chair, 
Plying her Sewing Machine – 
Stich! stitch! stitch! 
So pleasant, and pretty, and pert, 
While with a voice of musical pitch 
She sang as she made a shirt. 
“Click! click! click! 
While the sun is clear and bright; 
For me there is no more toil 
While the stars whine through the night. 
I’m no longer a slave 
Under a barbarous Turk – 
But, my sewing done, the hours I save 
I devote to Christian work![”]146 
This implied that women’s labour could be alleviated through devotion to “Christian work,” but it 
was again aimed at privileged women who could afford a sewing machine.  In consequence, this 
parody largely refuted the way discourses of slavery were used to describe the plight of working 
women in the original.  Although this advertisement appeared in a reform periodical, it did not 
challenge the labour exploitation of poor, wage-earning seamstresses in the United States or 
England. 
When women’s rights reformers used the woman-slave analogy to discuss and incorporate the 
labour concerns of working women, it could become a fraught process.  A scrapbook of women’s 
rights news clippings compiled by Dall demonstrated the general interest women reformers took in 
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the exploitation of working women.  One clipping featured an 1863 article from the Mercury, which 
described the death of an overworked milliner: “[N]o class of persons would submit to a system of 
labour more destructive to health than slavery if they were not virtually defenceless.”147  This 
conclusion, unlike many of its antebellum counterparts, however, emphasised the oppression and 
exploitation of milliners over that of all other labourers. 
During the late 1860s, Stanton and Anthony’s The Revolution also explored the issue of 
women’s labour.  Its attention to the Hester Vaughn case – a domestic who was charged with 
infanticide after giving birth alone in 1868 – turned into a rhetorical conflict between public 
representations of race and class by middle-class reformers.148  This led to the first of the women’s 
meetings Stanton and Anthony organised between 1868 and 1871, later followed by the 
McFarland/Richardson case discussed in Chapter Two.  It enabled these reformers to emphasise the 
need for a single sexual standard whilst outlining the economic, social, and political connections 
that enabled and sustained women’s oppression.149  In support of Vaughn, Anna Dickinson 
addressed the Working Women’s Association to demand expanded employment opportunities for 
women, equal pay for equal work.150  Middle-class suffragists constantly used Vaughn’s case to 
advocate for working women, but also to demand enfranchisement.  It was “‘Manhood Suffrage’,” 
Stanton argued in 1869, which enabled Vaughn to be imprisoned under a double sexual standard.  If 
“every extension of rights prepares the way to greater freedom to new classes,” Stanton meanwhile 
saw disenfranchisement as resulting in “greater tyranny on those who have no voice in the 
government.”151 
The way in which other contributors to The Revolution used quotes from the “Song” resulted 
in further tensions in the representation of working women.  An article entitled “Life and Death by 
the Needle” recounted how a woman forced into needlework contracted consumption and died.  
Quoting the original poem – “Band and gusset, and seam, / Seam and gusset, and band” – the 
contributor concluded that women needed practical skills to support themselves, but generally must 
“have work, they must have better wages.”152  These writers did not necessarily advocate 
unionisation or a minimum wage, and so their call to alleviate women’s oppression did not 
necessarily have any discernible impetus beyond the rhetorical.  Moreover, these discussions largely 
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focused on white women workers and sometimes included the interests of immigrant women, but 
rarely included references to African American women. 
The idea of white slavery gained significance in discussions of working women.  Just as 
abolitionists sought to emphasise the humanity of the enslaved, another contributor used the “Song” 
to foreground the low wages and horrendous conditions faced by women workers: 
Oh men with sisters dear: 
Oh men with mothers and wives: 
It is not linen you’re wearing out, 
But human creature’s lives. 
Stitch, stitch, stitch: 
In poverty, hunger, and dirt: 
Sewing at once with a double thread, 
A shroud as well as a shirt. 
Following the abolition of chattel slavery, however, the rhetoric of white slavery could problematise 
worker exploitation without acknowledging the continued exploitation faced by emancipated 
African Americans.  The article continued: “[W]hat kind of battle must white slaves wage before 
they may throw off their shackles?”153  As chattel slavery no longer existed, discourses of whiteness 
meant that the postbellum labour of African American was often not considered in discussions of 
women’s labour.  This demonstrated the broader postbellum transformation of the woman-slave 
analogy, wherein it was increasingly appropriated to describe the oppression of white women. 
Postbellum suffragists used discourses of slavery to position capitalism as a major source of 
women’s oppression.  From the perspective of the mainstream labour movement, this discussion 
was not prevalent because of the degree to which the “labour question” largely overlooked 
women.154  Dall’s The College, the Market, and the Court; Or, Woman’s Relation to Education, 
Labour and Law (1867) emphasised that competition between wage-earning men and women was 
not beneficial; cooperation and solidarity would instead render men and women “equal partners, 
and no longer master and slave.”155  When postbellum reformers did make direct references to 
chattel slavery, it was often intimated that emancipated African American men no longer 
encountered labour problems because they were enfranchised.  If African Americans were 
discussed, however, white reformers often indicated that they should be responsible for the 
amelioration of their own labour issues.  In an 1868 speech entitled “On Labour,” Stanton extended 
the focus of antebellum labour reformers by pronouncing that “the same principle degrades labour 
as upheld slavery,” because the “motive for making a man a slave was to get his labour” for free.156  
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Stanton went so far as to suggest that the increased labour opportunities for enfranchised African 
Americans demonstrated the need for women’s suffrage: 
Woman, without the ballot, has no place by man’s side in the profitable and honourable 
work of life; … with all the rights of citizenship she would dignify every employment 
she entered; … have a place in trade, commerce and the professions, … and vote her 
own salary in proportion to her work.157 
Although women’s rights reformers realised that women’s oppression was central to the class 
experience and contributed to the exploitation of women workers, they did not necessarily extend 
these principles to African Americans.158  Therefore, when discourses of slavery emerged to 
critique the labour exploitation of women, white reformers had greater difficulty comprehending 
that racism continued to be a divisive factor in spite of the abolition of slavery. 
Still, the few cross-class alliances that directly followed the Civil War used the woman-slave 
analogy in a way that was often advantageous to working women.159  Stanton and Anthony, 
following the lead of The Una, worked closely with a group of New York women typesetters to 
publish The Revolution during the late 1860s.  This venture formed the short-lived Working 
Women’s Association (WWA), one of the few groups of skilled women workers in the male-
dominated field of printing.160  In 1868, the New York Times reported on the WWA to emphasise 
how working women’s “oppression” was on account of “corrupt and avaricious employers,” and 
resulted in “poverty, misery and death.”161  The WWA did not seek to victimise working women 
but instead identified properly remunerated work, of particular types and under certain conditions, 
as a positive development.162  In 1868, Stanton used the example of how “slave labour crowded free 
labour out of the Southern States,” just as the “cheap labour of women” would undercut men’s 
employment opportunities, as a means to “dignify” women’s labour.163  Yet, like other suffragists, 
Stanton viewed the gender-based wage system as “an institution that drove women into dependence 
in marriage.”164  The WWA was short-lived, however, due to the differences between the interests 
of working women and its increasing emphasis on suffrage.  Giving primacy to the issue of 
women’s suffrage appealed more strongly to middle-class women, independent businesswomen, 
professionals, and artists of means.165 
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The rhetoric used by the WWA also appeared in the NWSA’s advocacy of women’s labour.  
In spite of the 1869 schism between suffragists, the NWSA continued to frame its support for 
women’s labour through discourses of slavery.  Ultimately, this demonstrated some awareness of 
the connections between women’s rights issues: “More than any class of men, woman represents 
the great unpaid labourer of the world — a slave, who, as wife and daughter, absolutely works for 
her board and clothes.”166  This rhetoric transcended both women’s labour and suffrage, but it was 
not enough to maintain more substantive cross-class connections between suffragists and working 
women. 
During the 1870s, the few reformers who remained concerned with women’s work used the 
woman-slave analogy in an attempt bridge the ideological distance between domesticity and labour 
beyond the home.  In 1875, Abigail Scott Duniway critiqued the way women were taught to 
consider wage labour “humiliating,” even though they had no “aim or object” in their own sphere.  
Quoting the San Francisco Morning Call, which anticipated that women could become “useful and 
enterprising citizens” and find occupations if their “shackles could be knocked off,” Duniway 
critiqued the idealisation of dependence because it only worked to “degrade” the labours of “their 
less fortunate sisters,” “reduce the wages,” and “perpetuate their own moral enslavement.”167  The 
recognition of the significance of women’s labour remained uncommon in spite of antebellum 
organisations such as the FLRA, the transient postbellum WWA, and the NWSA’s limited concern.  
When the Association for the Advancement of Women (AAW) argued that women who worked 
within the home were, in fact, gainfully employed in 1878, this posed a direct challenge to the ideal 
of domesticity.168  Therefore, abstract discourses of slavery were pivotal in the attempts reformers 
made to draw attention to different forms of women’s labour alongside a rapidly growing and 
industrialising economy. 
During the Gilded Age, women labour reformers used the rhetoric of white slavery in a way 
that contributed to its increasingly gendered connotations and changing dynamic.  The working-
class women of late-nineteenth-century labour movements invoked the domestic ideal to critique 
the competitive capitalism they viewed as disruptive to women’s sphere.169  When the Knights of 
Labour became a public organisation in 1881, they finally admitted women (having previously 
excluded them due to the assumption they could not keep secrets) and emphasised unanimity 
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between skilled and unskilled workers that was advantageous to the organisation of women.170  
Leonora M. Barry became the only woman to hold national office with the organisation, but there 
was general indifference to her organisational efforts due to the ongoing influence of domesticity, 
which even affected Barry herself.171  In her 1887 report, Barry asked for attention toward “the poor 
down-trodden white slave, as represented by the women wage-workers of this country,” cautioning 
women not to “foolishly” believe that their association with labour should end with marriage.172  
Evidently, the rhetoric of white slavery emphasised the ongoing exploitation of working women and 
the intersections between some women’s issues.  Yet this contributed to the way iterations of the 
woman-slave analogy became increasingly focused on white women, which marginalised African 
Americans and immigrant women alike. 
Regardless of any rhetorical or substantive tensions, the reformers of the Progressive Era 
persisted with this perspective upon the woman-slave analogy.  At the 1893 Congress of Women, 
Barry condemned employers who considered labour “a commodity to be bought and sold” at the 
“greatest possible profit for the purchaser[.]”  Lydia A. Prescott also claimed that “virtue and 
slavery” could not coexist, and framed her speech around Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s definition of 
freedom: “‘The capacity to see what is right; the ability and will to do it; and the courage to bear the 
consequences.’”  Since labour coercion did not enable individuals to enact this vision of freedom, 
reformers used abstract discourses of slavery or references to white slavery to condemn 
employers.173  Many reformers viewed Gilman’s economic theory as revolutionary, but it is 
important to acknowledge that she communicated her new ideas in an old way – based on the 
woman-slave analogy – as will be discussed in Chapter Six. 
During the late nineteenth century, the woman-slave analogy remained a direct and clear 
denunciation of worker exploitation.  The reformers who used the ideology of domesticity to 
critique labour gained mixed results, but discourses of slavery and the rhetoric of white slavery 
remained prominent.  This draw attention to the labour of women, but in a way that limited the 
focus to white women to suggesting that this was the only form of oppression that yet remained. 
Conclusion 
The woman-slave analogy permeated a variety of nineteenth-century discussions surrounding 
labour.  Beyond the home, the tenuous position f of female operatives and seamstresses was at odds 
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with the economic expansion and the ideology of domesticity.  Since the gendered division of 
labour led to the undervaluation of women’s work and lower remuneration which forced women 
into marriage, reformers used discourses of slavery to demand greater employment and economic 
opportunities.  Antebellum discussions of wage slavery, free labour, and white slavery were viewed 
as rhetorically relevant, but the legitimacy of references to chattel slavery was sometimes 
questioned.  When reformers used the woman-slave analogy to describe labour, they alternately 
acknowledged the greater exploitation of the enslaved or positioned women’s oppression as a more 
urgent issue.  Even so, there was a greater understanding of how women’s labour exploitation 
interacted with other forms of oppression during the antebellum era. 
In the postbellum era, a cross-class and, to some extent, cross-racial emphasis on discourses 
of slavery was used to critique the ongoing exclusion of women from the labour market.  This 
rhetoric had particular significance for the postbellum African American reformers who discussed 
the situation of freedwomen.  As women lacked the vote, a defining element of citizenship, 
reformers used this rhetoric to describe what they viewed as the tenuous position of women in an 
increasingly industrialised capitalist marketplace.  In the process, a variety of reformers drew 
attention to the multifaceted nature of women’s labour.  But by the end of the nineteenth century, 
white reformers tended to use this rhetoric to focus on the experience of white women workers in a 
way that influenced the meaning of white slavery.  Still, the idea that women’s labour constituted a 
form of slavery influenced social reformers of various persuasions well into the early twentieth 
century. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
SEX: “SLAVERY REDIVIVUS” 
The sale began – young girls were there,   
Defenceless in their wretchedness[.] … 
And mothers stood with streaming eyes,   
 And saw their dearest children sold; 
Unheeded rose their bitter cries,   
While tyrants bartered them for gold.1 
FRANCES ELLEN WATKINS HARPER, “THE SLAVE AUCTION” (1854) 
The horrors of African slavery scarcely exceeded the tortures endured by the white slaves of New 
York … the most casual observer must notice the cruel exactions made upon female labour by 
capital. 
“SLAVERY REDIVIVUS,” WOODHULL AND CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY, JULY 16, 1870 
Throughout the nineteenth century, the woman-slave analogy provided a referential paradigm for 
conceptualising women’s oppression – from marriage and fashion, to politics and labour.  This 
engendered enduring ideological associations between these themes and reformers’ condemnation 
of sexual exploitation.  Frances Ellen Watkins Harper critiqued how the peculiar institution 
commodified the sexuality of enslaved women.  Other reformers described marriage as an 
oppressive institution – like chattel slavery, but in similar and different ways – in a way that 
anticipated postbellum discussions of the marriage market and prostitution.  Following the Civil 
War, however, Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly contended that women’s oppression, collectively, 
was worse than chattel slavery had ever been.  Although antebellum commentators had sometimes 
made similar assertions, the absence of chattel slavery in the postbellum era substantiated this 
specious argument.  Therefore, women’s oppression – oppression resulting from sex, not race – 
became slavery redivivus – slavery relived, slavery come again.2 
The changing meaning of white slavery was central to this process.  From its antebellum 
meaning of labour exploitation to its turn of the century association with sexual exploitation, the 
meaning of white slavery underwent a process of change wherein it became gendered and then 
sexualised.  At the same time, postbellum reformers used collective memory to recall the 
exploitation of chattel slavery and describe the existence of enduring forms of oppression.  Yet, 
among white reformers, an ever increasing focus on white women undermined the earlier 
antebellum attempts to interrogate the interdependence between different forms of oppression.  
Following the Civil War, antislavery rhetoric was appropriated for women’s rights purposes.  
Gradually, sex and race, rather than woman and slave, emerged as definitive rhetorical categories.  
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From the 1870s onwards, many reformers saw women (including working women) as the only 
oppressed group that remained.  In response, discourses of slavery were used to frame women were 
the only “slaves” left in the Republic.  Of course, this narrow attitude toward reform developed 
alongside the inscription of Jim Crow legislation which ensured African Americans remained 
largely a social underclass.  When discourses of slavery were appropriated to describe the 
oppression engendered by sex, a more blatant and insidious form of racism emerged.  
Consequently, the destabilisation of attempts toward intersectionality shaped late-nineteenth-
century interpretations of the intersections between race, gender, and class. 
These transformations presupposed the re-emergence of similar rhetoric in twentieth-century 
social movements.  To contextualise how the woman-slave analogy changed from a comparison 
between women and slaves to one based on sex and race, it is necessary to briefly consider the 
rhetoric of the women’s liberation movement.  The racial hierarchies inscribed by chattel slavery 
were the primary concern of twentieth-century civil rights activists and the nineteenth-century 
idealisation of womanhood became untenable for feminists, so race and sex became the focus of 
discussion.  Serena Mayeri demonstrates the significance of “reasoning from race” because it 
enabled a historically-informed legal approach to shape feminist activism and sex equality 
jurisprudence during the 1960s and 1970s.3  Similarly, Lisa Marie Hogeland suggests that the 
“sex/race analogy” was central to the literature of women’s liberation.4  The woman-slave analogy 
and its rhetorical shift therefore provided the foundations of twentieth-century activism. 
This chapter will consider how the changing framework of white slavery, together with a 
critique of the marriage market and prostitution, shaped the way the woman-slave analogy came to 
focus on white women.  Just as the fugitive wife trope and the rhetoric of white slavery enabled a 
greater focus on the oppression of white women, a focus on the categories of sex and race 
overlooked African Americans more than the antebellum comparisons directly based on the 
exploitation engendered by chattel slavery.  When the memory of antebellum chattel slavery was 
used to invoke a greater understanding of sex oppression in the postbellum era, there was little 
interest in the continued exploitation of African Americans.  In contrast, African American 
reformers continued to use discourses of slavery and references to chattel slavery to demonstrate the 
degree to which sex and race continued to constitute interdependent forms of oppression.  For the 
majority of reformers, however, slavery, long a euphemism for oppression, had become relevant 
only to women, meaning the sex oppression of white women was a primary concern at the end of 
the nineteenth century. 
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A Sexual Economy 
During the antebellum era, the woman-slave analogy was part of a broader social commentary that 
accepted the existence of many forms of slavery – many forms of oppression.  Following the Civil 
War, slave emancipation and manhood suffrage fostered the misconception among white reformers 
that racial equality had been achieved.  Where reformers such as Angelina Grimké, Ernestine L. 
Rose, Susan B. Anthony, Robert Purvis and others placed women’s rights as one of many human 
rights during the antebellum and Reconstruction eras, postbellum reformers increasingly used the 
woman-slave analogy to suggest that women’s oppression only remained.  At the same time, the 
antebellum labour definition of white slavery yielded to a new meaning which encompassed 
prostitution, marriage, and women’s work.  Yet the evident racial demarcation of white slavery had 
implications for the construction of early twentieth-century racial distinctions.5  Moreover, the 
direct comparisons to chattel slavery that proliferated during the antebellum era were replaced by 
the collective memory of chattel slavery following the Civil War.  By the end of the nineteenth 
century, the woman-slave analogy was used to describe the oppression resulting from sex in a way 
that presupposed whiteness. 
Antebellum interpretations of the market economy and its relationship with chattel slavery 
and prostitution provided the framework for this transformation.  According to Adrienne Davis, the 
antebellum plantation controlled the lives of enslaved African American women by converting the 
“private relations of sex and reproduction into political and economic relations,” thus creating “a 
sexual political economy.”6  Market expansion led to an increased focus on the social problem of 
prostitution across the nineteenth century.  Neal Kumar Katyal describes how attitudes toward 
prostitution were based on the legal assumption of an analogy between slavery – real and 
metaphorical – and specific personal services; this was epitomised in the antebellum slave master 
and the procurer because of their comparable economic investment in female sexuality.7  So too did 
late-nineteenth-century discussions of marriage critique the economic and sexual exploitation of 
women, and the courtship period was frequently described in terms of the marriage market.8  A 
concentration on the gendered implications of the antebellum sexual economy shaped the rhetorical 
strategies which provided the foundations for late nineteenth-century critiques of prostitution and 
marriage. 
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The abolition of chattel slavery itself became a new analogy following the Civil War.  This 
process can be contextualised through the politics of collective memory.  Frances M. Clarke and 
Craig Bruce Smith demonstrate the importance of the Revolutionary War as a site of memory 
during the Civil War, at the national centenary and beyond.9  The Civil War and the Emancipation 
Proclamation (1863) in turn became central sites of memory.  The success of abolition, if not racial 
equality, led reformers to hope for a similar outcome for other movements, particularly the broad 
women’s movement.  As reformers became increasingly self-conscious about the history of 
American social movements, their rhetorical strategies became ever more self-reflexive. 
Robert N. Bellah suggests that, in times of crisis, there is a strong incentive to consider the 
past.10  Therefore, late-nineteenth-century tensions surrounding race relations and gender hierarchy 
impelled reformers to repeatedly reference chattel slavery alongside the success of slave 
emancipation and the Civil War.  However, the perceptions generated through collective memory 
more accurately reflect concerns of the present; the past remains relevant only insofar as 
contemporary issues are in flux.11  The politicised use of memory can therefore provide a referential 
framework for political action.  Collective memory shapes attitudes toward political events, so that 
“shared memories are not memories at all, but rather shared presumed memories or histories” which 
result in highly emotive discussions based on “a shared sense of anxiety and fear.”12  In the last 
decades of the nineteenth century, the collective memory of chattel slavery and the Civil War 
existed alongside the tendency to construct sex, broadly defined, as the only extant form of 
oppression.  This meant that, rhetorically, slavery was indeed redivivus. 
The woman-slave analogy informed postbellum interpretations of women’s oppression, but 
it also became the raison d’être for why the women’s movement should gain support.  Importantly, 
this rhetoric remained central for those reformers, particularly African Americans, who still 
remained committed to understanding the existence of interdependent oppressions.  Largely, 
however, the changing emphasis of this rhetoric ensured a more overt campaign for white women’s 
rights.  In the absence of chattel slavery, the growing insistence on racial hierarchy encouraged a 
less intersectional approach to women’s rights than ever before.  Turn of the century expressions of 
the woman-slave analogy increasingly focused on sex as the primary source of oppression. 
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Antebellum Markets 
The awareness of the sexual exploitation that occurred on southern plantations was central to the 
antebellum abolitionist critique of chattel slavery.  Historians describe this particular antislavery 
predilection in terms of the “erotic South,” “voyeuristic abolitionism,” and the “family protection 
campaign,” but many antebellum reformers additionally viewed plantation sexual exploitation as a 
form of prostitution.13  The woman-slave analogy helped describe the comparative allusions to 
prostitution and concubinage that shaped antislavery discussions of the systematic sexual 
exploitation within chattel slavery. 
By the nineteenth century, racial difference was the central determining factor for chattel 
slavery.  Sexual coercion, then, emanated from the power differences that resulted from racial 
hierarchy.14  Women were predominantly affected, but sexual abuse could shape the labour 
experience of slaves of both sexes.15  Black and white antislavery reformers, however, focused on 
the experience of enslaved women.  In 1850, Frederick Douglass proclaimed that millions of 
southern women were “consigned to a life of revolting prostitution” and forced into “slave 
breeding” for economic purposes: 
It is also known that slave women, who are nearly white, are sold in those markets, at 
prices which proclaim … the accursed purposes to which they are to be devoted.  Youth 
and elegance, beauty and innocence, are exposed for sale upon the auction block; while 
villainous monsters stand around, with pockets lined with gold, gazing with lustful eyes 
upon their prospective victims.16 
The reality of racial admixture challenged the racial demarcations of chattel slavery, and the 
enslavement of white and mixed-race people presented a paradox in the United States.17  The stories 
of individuals designated as real life “white slaves” gained immense circulation in antebellum 
popular culture.18  Together, antebellum discussions of market exchange, prostitution, and 
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whiteness coalesced around discourses of slavery.  As Angelina Grimké pondered, did “the fathers 
of the South ever sell their daughters?”19 
As a result, the tragic mulatta was both influential and controversial as an antislavery 
literary trope.  Often condemned, especially when employed by African Americans, for its apparent 
attempt to engage and placate white reading audiences, Venetria K. Patton additionally suggests 
that the trope sometimes worked to disrupt dominant constructions of race and gender.20  This 
process was most apparent in female-authored slave narratives, and exemplified in Harriet Jacobs’ 
conclusion: “Slavery is terrible for men; but it is far more terrible for women.”21  As discussed in 
Chapter Two, the literary tragic mulatta created a space in which sexual violence and legal 
disadvantage, in both chattel slavery and marriage, could be discussed.22  Ultimately, the existence 
of the literary tragic mulatta condemned the systems – chattel slavery, marriage, and the law – 
which oppressed women, but in different and competing ways. 
Literary representations of the antebellum sexual economy often conflated sexuality and 
sale.  Harper’s quote at the beginning of this chapter illustrated how the image of the slave auction – 
especially the auction block itself – was a symbol of market corruption in antislavery rhetoric.23  
African American authors used this symbol to make the liminal mixed-race experience central to 
antislavery literature.  William Wells Brown’s Clotel; or, The President’s Daughter (1853), 
narrated the fictional fate of Thomas Jefferson’s mixed-race, illegitimate daughter: 
Why stands she near the auction stand, 
That girl so young and fair? 
What brings her to this dismal place, 
Why stands she weeping there?24 
The antebellum auction block was thus a public display of women’s exploitation.  Scholars compare 
the eroticised display of Hester Prynne and her child on the marketplace scaffold in Nathaniel 
Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter (1850) with the “Am I Not A Woman and A Sister” antislavery 
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token and the sale of mother and child at the slave auction.25  All these interpretations attest to the 
prominence of the antislavery associations between the auction block and women’s exploitation.  In 
consequence, they reify the rhetorical significance of the relationship between chattel slavery, the 
market, and sexuality. 
Concern over chattel slavery and sexual exploitation was not limited to reformers, but the 
growing critique of prostitution evoked different responses.  The moral reformers of the 1830s and 
1840s drew attention to the problem of prostitution in northern cities.26  But even southern chattel 
slavery sympathisers periodically condemned sexual exploitation.  “Under slavery, we live 
surrounded by prostitutes,” southerner Mary Boykin Chestnut confided to her diary, “yet an 
abandoned woman is sent out of any decent house.”27  However, the coercive exploitation of the 
plantation was different to the expression of female sexuality that could also be associated with 
prostitution. 
Amy Dru Stanley demonstrates how prostitution evoked a “nightmare of freedom” in the 
Old South, because it meant some women did not exchange sex for subsistence and therefore 
negated the legitimating contracts of wage labour and marriage.  The streetwalker, like a wage 
earning wife, “exposed a conflict between contract freedom and relations of dominion and 
dependence at home.”  Following the Emancipation Proclamation (1863) and the Thirteenth 
Amendment (1865), prostitution gained new meaning as a social problem, as it became 
symbolically inseparable from ideas surrounding slavery and freedom.28 
Marriage Markets 
Chattel slavery and prostitution were both discussed in terms of the market, and marriage itself 
gained similar connotations.  The concept of the marriage market, in which sexual purity was a 
young women’s primary “bargaining point,” existed alongside the ideal of the companionate 
marriage and its focus on developing an emotional bond between spouses.29  These attitudes toward 
marriage were different to the point of incompatibility.  The marriage market engendered “a 
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‘consumerist approach’ to sexual unions” that resulted in the corrosion of romance and trust.30  
Nineteenth-century literature used discourses of slavery to describe the influence of a market 
approach to courtship and marriage. 
During the nineteenth century, young girls were taught to acquire the “essential social graces” 
which ultimately helped their introduction into “the marriage market.”31  Caroline Lee Hentz’s 
Linda; or, The Young Pilot of the Belle Creole (1850) described the expectations for children: 
A child of eight years of age is old enough to be taught habits of industry and propriety.  
I do not confine my son, for I wish him to have a manly and independent character; but 
girls are very different.  The domestic virtues must be cultivated in them.32 
As discussed in Chapter Two, antebellum popular literature used discourses of slavery to describe 
the plight of young women unwillingly forced into marriage.  Hentz’s Eoline; or, Magnolia Vale 
(1852) depicted the heroine’s revulsion toward arranged marriage.  E.D.E.N. Southworth’s The 
Missing Bride (1855) depicts the young Jacquelina, a jumping, darting little “bird with spread 
wings,” who is forced to marry a man she does not love – her great uncle’s illegitimate son.33  
Antebellum literary critiques of arranged marriage provided the foundations for more intensive 
cultural commentary of the marriage market following the Civil War. 
The reformers of the postbellum era continued to use the woman-slave analogy to discuss 
women’s self-possession.  Margit Stange proposes that the matrimonial exchange of women was 
not an accurate social reality, but it was a popular idea that reflected the changes associated with the 
expansion of capitalism.34  “Compelled to market themselves as slaves,” a contributor to Woodhull 
and Claflin’s Weekly observed, “woman … is in haste to dispose of herself, as she is a perishable 
commodity, … whether wanted for wife or prostitute.”35  The self-possession and autonomy lacked 
by married women was equally lost for women who literally sold themselves in the market 
economy.  In 1894, suffragist Anna Howard Shaw concluded that the world was “a market-place in 
which women are bought and sold,” because women, upon marriage, lost their name and legal 
rights, and therefore “occupied the same position to her husband as the slave to his master.”36  Just 
as the postbellum fugitive wife trope drew inspiration from the slave narrative and contributed to 
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the appropriation of discourses of slavery, so too did descriptions of the marriage market use this 
rhetoric to focus on white women. 
This displacement of the woman-slave analogy, already underway, increasingly allowed 
reformers to view women’s oppression as the only form of exploitation that continued, apparently 
unabated, during the late nineteenth century.  This vision of women’s oppression had many facets – 
including marriage, fashion, suffrage, and labour.  Among white reformers, however, a focus on 
race was conspicuous due to its absence.  Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s 1860 address to the New York 
State Legislature concluded: “The negro’s skin and the woman’s sex are both prima facie evidence 
that they were intended to be in subjection to the white Saxon man.”37  As Stanton called this 
speech “A Slave’s Appeal,” the reference to slavery only encompassed white women, whose sex 
ensured her oppression.38  In 1863, Lillie Devereux Blake stated that “the real emancipation of the 
sex … is still far from being accomplished.”39  Increasingly, the erroneous perception that racial 
equality had been achieved following the Reconstruction amendments enabled discourses of slavery 
to be wholly appropriated for women’s rights purposes.  The “champions of liberty,” Blake 
concluded in Woman’s Place To-Day (1883), had gradually claimed “personal freedom … to the 
labourer, to the slave, and last of all to woman, who is still held in bondage by the teachings of the 
past” – the first two developments ostensibly related only to men.40  As the desire to eliminate the 
oppression emanating from sex increased, discussions of white women led to the marginalisation of 
non-white women and other oppressed groups more generally. 
The antebellum sexual economy and its associations between chattel slavery, the market 
economy, and sexuality meant that, by the end of the nineteenth century, these concepts became 
inextricably linked to the rhetoric of white slavery.  In conjunction, the idea that women’s 
independence inherently corrupted gender relations transformed the economic meaning of 
prostitution.41  As a result, the woman-slave analogy was central to the cultural commentary 
surrounding prostitution and the marriage market. 
White Slavery in Flux 
The changing meaning of white slavery was central to this process.  From the 1870s onwards, 
prostitution was understood by many reformers to represent the worst form of women’s exploitation 
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within the labour market.  If white slavery did not immediately lose the antebellum labour 
associations outlined in Chapter Five, the gendered aspect of this term increasingly became its 
primary focus.  This enabled comparisons with the sexual economy of chattel slavery.  According to 
Sharon E. Wood, the fear that women labouring beyond the home were in danger of becoming 
prostitutes created “an old image with a new gender: the white slave.”42  In spite of the way the 
antebellum tragic mulatta literary trope courted the idea of a white slave, this postbellum 
development ensured that slavery was a concept with an indisputably new race. 
This was particularly prevalent within free love circles.  Joanne Passett describes free lovers 
as “sex radicals” because the term draws a useful connection between nineteenth-century women’s 
rights reformers and twentieth-century feminists.  Often sympathetic to antebellum abolitionism, a 
focus on sexuality meant sex radicals viewed matrimonial exploitation as a more concern urgent 
than chattel slavery.43  Therefore, the way sex radicals used the woman-slave analogy remained 
remarkably similar throughout the nineteenth century.  In 1855, Francis Barry wrote to The Lily: 
“Marriage is the slavery of woman.  Marriage does not differ, in any of its essential features, from 
chattel slavery.”44  A purveyor of free love publications, Barry was a regular contributor to The Lily 
and The Revolution and initiated a free love community of Berlin Heights, Ohio.45  In addition to 
the direct references sex radicals made to chattel slavery, this group became particularly 
preoccupied with the idea that loveless marriages constituted prostitution during the postbellum era.  
Victoria Woodhull proclaimed: 
Those who are called prostitutes … are free women, sexually, when compared to the 
slavery of the poor wife.  They are at liberty, at least to refuse; but she knows no such 
escape.  “Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands,” is the spirit and the universal 
practice of marriage.46 
Ezra Heywood’s pamphlet “Cupid’s Yokes” (1877), with its abstract discourses of slavery and 
similar free love argument, led to an early episode of American censorship.47  Overall, sex radicals 
used the example of chattel slavery and prostitution to critique women’s lack of self-ownership and 
sexual autonomy. 
The way contributors to Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly used the woman-slave analogy 
further revealed the changing meaning surrounding the rhetoric of white slavery.  A poem entitled 
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“Lament of the White Slave” (1871) considered the breadth of women’s experience, from childhood 
and education, to marriage, domesticity and labour: 
I am a woman lone and desolate, 
Striving for freedom, O dark is my fate! 
Ever from childhood I’ve pined in my chains, 
Fettered and bleeding and worn down with pains; … 
It all is the same, a woman’s a slave, 
With small hope of freedom, except in the grave.48 
This poem demonstrated the intersecting oppressions that shaped women’s experience in a way that 
gendered the terminology of white slavery.  On July 4, 1874, another contributor asked: “Is there 
any analogy between the late system of American slavery and conventional marriage?”  This 
contributor, who repeatedly referred to husbands as the “owner” of their wives, unequivocally 
answered in the affirmative.  Since antebellum abolitionists concluded that “any system which 
rendered outrageous cruelties possible must be bad per se,” so too should postbellum reformers.49  
Sex radicals, therefore, were prone to use discourses of slavery to present sex oppression as the 
worst form of exploitation.  Whether or not these reformers overtly referenced chattel slavery, 
collective memory of the peculiar institution influenced the way they mobilised the woman-slave 
analogy. 
As the rhetoric of white slavery gained prominence, the antebellum tendency to employ the 
woman-slave analogy as a rhetorical flourish in a larger work receded.  The postbellum era saw 
more elongated explanations of women’s oppression which were predicated on discourses of 
slavery.50  This tendency even extended to transatlantic networks.  Charles Weatherby Reynell’s 
“Black and White Slaves” (1872) directly considered the apparent relationship between women’s 
oppression and the memory of American chattel slavery.  To establish that “female emancipation” 
was not hopeless, Reynell drew elongated comparisons between the oppression of women and the 
recent exploitation of chattel slaves.  This was based on three major points of analogy: “the alleged 
contentment of the slaves” was extended to women; the fallacy that “irresponsible power” was not 
dangerous due to the regard for one’s “own property” was viewed as equally applicable to slaves 
and women; and the argument that slaves were “unfit for freedom” was also attributed to women.51  
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This reasoning was used to refute gender hierarchy, but it accepted other assumptions about women, 
chattel slavery and African Americans.  More importantly, the “black” and “white” of the title were 
neatly demarcated along the lines of chattel slaves and oppressed white women. 
The changing meaning of white slavery encompassed anxieties surrounding marriage, 
women’s labour and prostitution.  Historians suggest that the public presence of working women 
led to the fear that they could become bold and sexually assertive, therefore further transgressing 
gendered expectations of labour.  As the first city zoning sought to regulate prostitution, women 
faced uncertain social boundaries contingent on the spatial confusion that resulted.52  In reflection 
of Lori Merish’s discussion of the “worthy” and “unworthy” poor of the antebellum era, supposedly 
unequivocal boundaries emerged between free and unfree commodity relations.53  Lillie Devereux 
Blake’s Fettered for Life; or, Lord and Master (1874) presents the ambiguities that resulted.  When 
the character of Laura Stanley arrives in New York City to seek employment, she is arrested for 
walking the streets alone at night.  Just as curfews restricted the movement of slaves, Laura 
unwittingly transcends the gender and class conventions that seek to restrict her from walking 
where streetwalkers frequented.  Laura’s character is arrested under the “pretence of protection,” 
even though her charge is based on the unlawfulness of women sojourning beyond domestic 
spaces.54  When women attempted to support themselves in an increasingly urbanised and 
industrialised nation, they symbolically placed themselves beyond marriage and its reciprocal 
sexual obligations. 
The concept of white slavery did not immediately lose the antebellum labour associations 
outlined in Chapter Five, but the gendered of the term became increasingly intrinsic to its meaning.  
This terminology was thus in a transition period between the 1870s and 1880s: it could still be used 
to describe labour exploitation as well as women’s oppression more generally.  Ultimately, 
however, this rhetorical transformation enabled a greater focus on the exploitation of white women.  
In the coming decades, prostitution would come to be the dominant meaning of white slavery. 
Remembering Slavery 
Following the Civil War, the expression of the woman-slave analogy relied on references to white 
slavery and the collective memory of chattel slavery.  Antebellum references to chattel slavery had 
promoted a somewhat intersectional awareness of women’s oppression and the exploitation of 
chattel slavery.  During the postbellum era, the process of remembering chattel slavery affirmed the 
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intersectional interests of African American reformers while validating the increasingly narrow 
interests of white reformers. 
As the rhetoric of white slavery became unequivocally associated with prostitution toward the 
end of the nineteenth century, Gretchen Soderlund suggests that it became “a racialised conception 
that imaginatively conflated prostitution and chattel slavery.”55  Yet the prevalence of the woman-
slave analogy throughout the nineteenth century, in the United States and beyond, suggests that the 
changed meaning of white slavery was neither surprising nor imaginative.  A specific type of 
journalistic exposé emerged in conjunction with what came to be known as the “new 
abolitionism.”56  W.T. Stead’s “The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon” (1885), originally 
published in London’s Pall Mall Gazette, was the first major transnational example of this 
phenomenon.  Stead’s focus on the “international slave trade” and the “London Slave Market” 
suggested a direct economic and labour basis, rather than an abstract rhetorical conception, for the 
woman-slave analogy.57  “The Maiden Tribute” also clearly used discourses of slavery to describe 
the exploitation of white women, but through references to chattel slavery and the market economy.  
Across the Atlantic, direct comparisons between antebellum chattel slavery and postbellum white 
slavery became even more influential for Progressive Era anti-vice reformers. 
In the United States, the increased focus on white slavery meant that, for many postbellum 
white reformers, the woman-slave analogy simply became less inclusive than the already flawed 
rhetoric of the antebellum era.  When American ex-antislavery reformers became involved in the 
anti-vice movement at the end of the nineteenth century, they doubtlessly contributed to the use of 
this rhetoric.58  In addition, the memory of the earlier success of antislavery as a social movement 
also inspired the use of antislavery and abolition as analogies.  The concept of market exchange 
continued to be evident in discussions of prostitution.  Since white slavery was an international 
phenomenon at the turn of the twentieth century, Mara L. Keire argues that reformers made their 
rhetoric nationally specific by situating the phenomenon in economic terms.  American reformers 
used a three-point metaphor: vice as a business based on allied interests; the marketplace of red-
light districts; and debt peonage (also known as debt bondage).59  The rhetoric of white slavery, 
however, was not limited to economic concerns because it drew on other formative American 
experiences: chattel slavery, antislavery, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the Civil War. 
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The northern collective memory of chattel slavery shaped the rhetoric of anti-vice reform, 
especially in the literary realm.  Antebellum sex radical Mary Gove Nichols’ Mary Lyndon; or, 
Revelations of a Life (1854), a semiautobiographical condemnation of women’s oppression, was 
compared with Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin; or, Life Among the Lowly (1853).  
Later novels, such as Reginald Wright Kaufmann’s The House of Bondage (1910), closely imitated 
Stowe’s antislavery narrative.60  Kaufmann drew inspiration for various character names and 
storylines from Stowe’s original in its presentation of a white slave procurer abducting a rural white 
girl.61  Other early twentieth-century captivity novels and films similarly emphasised the white 
slavery phenomenon.  Anne Lee’s A Woman in Revolt (1913) invokes direct comparisons between 
antebellum chattel slavery and white slavery.  When the character of Dr. Rathbourne gives a public 
speech about white slavery, he denounces the “white slave driver” and questions how this figure 
could keep “a young, helpless girl in this horrible bondage, more atrocious and indefensible than 
that for which the Civil War was fought.”62  Not only did this literature produce a rhetorical binary 
between antebellum chattel slavery and perceptions of postbellum white slavery, but it also reified 
the postbellum ontological connection between sex and oppression. 
African Americans, in contrast, used the collective memory of chattel slavery to condemn the 
way racial hierarchy continued to facilitate the interdependent oppressions based on race and sex.  
During the Progressive Era, the ideology of “racial uplift” was prominent among African American 
women, especially in the club movement and civil organisations.  Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham 
suggests that racial uplift “remained locked within hegemonic articulations of gender, class and 
sexuality,” but it still created “discursive ground” to explore the negative stereotypes surrounding 
African American women.63  This intersectional impulse appeared most clearly in the novels 
penned by reform women.  Since African Americans continued to experience “conditions 
tantamount to slavery,” the “legacy of slavery” shaped their literature.64  When African American 
reformers used discourses of slavery in response to rampant racism, they mobilised the rhetoric of 
white slavery just as they had used the tragic mulatta trope.  Since the woman-slave analogy was 
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used to compare the postbellum sexual exploitation of African American women with antebellum 
chattel slavery, half the narrative was set in the antebellum era.  Mobilising the woman-slave 
analogy together with the collective memory of chattel slavery enabled African American reformers 
to interrogate the hierarchies that emanated from race and sex. 
The African American women writers of the Progressive Era used discourses of slavery to 
give meaning to these intersectional connections.  Frances Harper’s Iola Leroy; or, Shadows 
Uplifted (1892) explores the character of Iola, the mixed-race but legitimate child of the planter 
aristocracy.  The novel is structured by transitions between its postbellum and antebellum 
narratives.  Prior to the Civil War, the death of Leroy Sr. leads to the discovery of Iola’s mixed-race 
parentage, and she becomes relegated to the “status of sexual object for which no indignity is too 
great.”65  Although Iola has the “proud pose of Leroy,” the attorney Louis Bastine surmises her to 
be “a most beautiful creature” whose mixed-race ancestry and feminine beauty would “bring $2000 
any day in a New Orleans market.”66  For Iola, the possibility of sale and sexual assault is 
predicated on the market value of mixed-race women.  Just as antebellum antislavery literature and 
female-authored slave narratives focused on mixed-race women, these characters continued to be 
employed to problematise the ongoing intersection between chattel slavery and freedom. 
Similarly, Pauline E. Hopkins used discourses of slavery to reveal the way elite white men 
continued to use their culturally inscribed power to take sexual advantage of African American and 
mixed-race women.  Contending Forces: A Romance Illustrative of Negro Life North and South 
(1900) uses the metaphor of slavery to highlight the vulnerability of ethnic minorities and expose 
the gendered meaning of poverty.67  Like Iola Leroy, Contending Forces was structured so the 
postbellum narrative drew on an antebellum backstory.  These narratives considered the way 
physical and sexual violence continued to shape the “embodied subjectivity” of African American 
women.68  The antebellum narrative features the character of Grace Monfort, the wife of a 
slaveholding immigrant planter.  Two poor, troublemaking white “crackers” objectify Grace by 
speculating about her racial ancestry.  Her complexion may be “creamy in its whiteness,” they still 
conjecture that she is not “a genooine white ’ooman [sic].”  When Grace refuses the romantic 
attentions of rival planter, Anson Pollock, she is tied up like a slave and subjected to a brutal 
beating.  An overseer “satiated his vengeful thirst” and then “cut the ropes which bound her,” thus 
depicting the power relations between master and slave rather than between the men and women of 
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the planter elite.69  Grace, like Iola, is only objectified after her race is questioned; yet unlike Iola, 
she disappears soon after being brutalised for her supposed act of racial passing.70  A parallel 
postbellum narrative features the character of Mabelle, a mixed-race fourteen year old raped by her 
white uncle.  Mabelle becomes the centre of financial exchange between half-brothers: 
“Well,” said he, “whatever damage I have done I am willing to pay for.  But your 
child is no better than her mother or her grandmother.  What does a woman of mixed 
blood, or any Negress, for that matter, know of virtue?  It is my belief that they were a 
direct creation by God to be the pleasant companions of men of my race.  Now, I am 
willing to give you a thousand dollars and call it square.”71 
Where Iola Leroy constructs gendered mixed race in terms of the market, Contending Forces 
considers the conflation of womanhood, slavery and prostitution.  The “contending forces” are, in 
fact, intersectional forces.  Since these mixed-race characters are rendered unable to enact the 
sexual autonomy reserved for white women, discourses of slavery are used to condemn how, even 
following the abolition of slavery, they still become part of the market economy. 
The continued exploitation of non-white women was a major concern in African American 
literature, but the main interest for turn of the century anti-vice reformers was white women’s 
coercion into prostitution.  Historians acknowledge the inconsistency of this focus, since the sexual 
traffic in women of racial and ethnic minorities, particularly Asian women in California, was a 
much greater problem at the turn of the twentieth century.72  Despite this reality and Jim Crow 
racial segregation, the supposed magnitude of the white slavery issue meant it gained substantive 
action.  White women were at the centre of Progressive Era federal legislation that sought to 
combated white slavery, but the issue of lynching was simultaneously sidelined.73  Previous 
iterations on the woman-slave analogy had invoked ambivalent responses from politicians, but this 
relatively prompt legislative response suggests that the sexualised rhetoric of white slavery had 
gained general acceptance. 
In conjunction, the “erotic danger” of the white slavery panic was structured by the 
antebellum distinction between private and public spheres.74  Anti-vice reformers, like Progressive 
Era African American reformers, often structured their rhetoric around the collective memory of 
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chattel slavery and the Civil War.  For Clifford G. Roe, the abolition of chattel slavery anticipated 
the like demand for the “abolition” of the “white slave market” and its “traffic in girls for immoral 
demands.”75  The rhetoric of white slavery negated ongoing intersections between race and sex, and 
instead positioned the sex oppression of white women as the only remaining form of exploitation. 
Another anti-vice reform strategy was to position white slavery as a more compelling issue 
than chattel slavery.  Economic discussions of white slavery invariably focused on the 
commodification of women’s sexuality, so references to antebellum chattel slavery were used to 
demonstrate the depth of this problem.  This was most evident in Jane Addams’ A New Conscience 
and an Ancient Evil (1912).  Her research was based on a Juvenile Protection Association report 
which described narratives of sexual exploitation as white slavery.76  Since the “new conscience” 
was an awareness of prostitution and the “ancient evil” was slavery itself, the monograph was 
structured through a referential binary between American chattel slavery and prostitution.  “Chapter 
1: An Analogy” expounded upon an overt comparison between chattel slavery and the “twin of 
slavery” – white slavery.  Addams did note that it is “always easy to overwork an analogy,” yet she 
continued to provide an elaborate history of the antebellum antislavery movement to give 
immediacy to white slavery as a reform imperative.  The representation of chattel slavery in 
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin was used to demonstrate the purported similarities between the 
Underground Railroad and the “rescue homes and preventive associations” of the Progressive Era.  
Although Addams found the “sexual commerce” in large cities to provide the “economic basis” for 
white slavery, she persistently returned to discourses of slavery to emphasise how “the chastity of 
women is bought and sold.”  Addams distanced “commercialised vice” from the legal issues 
surrounding marriage and divorce, but she nonetheless sought to induce sentimental reflection on 
the subject, highlighting the “overwhelming pity” surrounding the “white slave traffic” which 
supposedly affected thousands of young white women.77  In the process, white slavery was 
described as worse than chattel slavery. 
This rhetorical impetus was equally evident in other anti-vice publications.  The subtitle for 
Ernest A. Bell’s Fighting the Traffic in Young Girls (c.1910) positioned white slavery as “The 
Greatest Crime in World’s History” (see Figure 15).  Bell concluded: “No white slave need remain 
in slavery in this state of Abraham Lincoln, who made the black slaves free.”78  The way 
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prostitution interacted with the market economy was important, but the “crime” of white slavery 
was contextualised in terms of – and worse than – chattel slavery. 
 
Figure 15. White slavery literature.79 
The impulse to use discourses of slavery to describe sexual exploitation directly related to the 
collective memory of antebellum chattel slavery as an impetus for reform.  This had competing 
results among reformers whose Progressive Era interests no longer intersected to the same degree as 
in the antebellum era.  Where African Americans used collective memory to interrogate the ongoing 
intersections between race and sex, anti-vice reformers positioned the prostitution of white women 
as more extreme than antebellum chattel slavery.  The wider focus on the need to ameliorate sex 
oppression alone meant the few ongoing attempts toward intersectionality were largely undermined. 
Remembering Rhetoric 
The influence of collective memory existed alongside a new generation of reformers who gained 
inspiration from the rhetoric of their predecessors.  If direct textual associations are not immediately 
apparent, it is likely that the cultural memory of the woman-slave analogy – simply comparisons 
between women and slaves – influenced the way later writers used this rhetoric.  Unlike the 
comparatively intersectional emphasis of antebellum rhetoric, however, many of these writers 
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epitomised the late-nineteenth-century trend wherein discourses of slavery were used solely to 
denounce the sex oppression of white women. 
Changing attitudes toward the market economy influenced the century-long preoccupation 
with the woman-slave analogy.  Social reform of the Progressive Era was very different from the 
antebellum era, but separate spheres and domesticity continued to be influential ideologies.80  This 
was similarly true of the woman-slave analogy, because this rhetoric remained important and even 
gained further prominence by the end of the nineteenth century.  Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 
Thorstein Veblen and Edith Wharton were influenced by the woman-slave analogy and the rhetoric 
of white slavery.  Since these leading cultural commentators and authors had greater acceptance 
than their reform forebears, their interpretations of this rhetoric had wide circulation. 
A relative of the Beecher family, Gilman was influenced by the way her predecessors used 
discourses of slavery.  Ann Mattis observes how Gilman deployed “a clever range of analogies 
between the service industry and marriage,” yet, like white slavery, this rhetoric was not new.81  The 
Woman’s Journal published Gilman’s early discussions of economic theory, which echoed 
antebellum reform descriptions of married women’s domestic service.  Reiterating Sarah Grimké’s 
condemnation of how women were seen as “the upper servant in the domestic relations of man to 
keep things comfortable for her lord,” Gilman saw domestic service as “the lowest grade of labour 
remaining” – only slightly better than feudal serfdom or chattel slavery.  Gilman recalled the myth 
of an “ideal relation of slave and master in many southern homes” to refute any “special relations” 
between mistress and servant.  Her belief that women could gain self-sufficiency through economic 
independence led her to challenge the “economic position of house-servant” – a process she 
understood to be based on “freedom, privilege, and right.”82  It is necessary to consider Gilman’s 
thoughts on race to contextualise these shifts between more abstract discourses of slavery and direct 
references to chattel slavery.  Late nineteenth-century racial politics, from the “yellow peril” 
question to her eugenicist perspectives on “race suicide,” largely shaped many of Gilman’s feminist 
perspectives.83  Therefore, it becomes viable to read her concerns about domestic labour as applying 
only to white women. 
These ideas reached their pinnacle in Gilman’s Women and Economics (1898).  Should 
women no longer be oppressed by “the slavery of economic dependence,” Gilman argued, they 
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would be able to “love better and serve more.”84  Her novel What Diantha Did (1910) further 
viewed “the position of the housemaid” as a “survival of the ancient status of woman slavery, the 
family with the male head and the group of servile women.”85  The influence of Gilman’s rhetoric 
proved wide ranging.  Communist pamphleteer Josephine Conger-Kaneko’s Woman’s Slavery: Her 
Road to Freedom (1911) described “the housewife of the workingman as the ‘slave of a slave’.”  In 
a section entitled “Woman the First Slave,” Conger-Kaneko explained how Gilman’s theories had 
inspired her, quoting: 
[Gilman:] This is the position of the married woman; she is privately employed by her 
husband, at house service[.]…  Industrially considered, she is his housekeeper, or 
servant, on board wages. …  Is not legal possession with enforced labour and no pay 
slavery? 
Alongside the anti-vice reform focus on prostitution, Conger-Kaneko drew attention to the high 
populations of prostitutes in large American cities – capitalism created “the degradation to which 
women are reduced as ‘white slaves’.”86  Ultimately, Gilman’s rhetoric was used to describe the 
oppression of white women. 
The rhetoric mobilised by Veblen was similarly influenced by the cultural prominence of the 
woman-slave analogy.  As an economist, Veblen principally used discourses of slavery to structure 
discussions of fashion and marriage.  “The Economic Theory of Woman’s Dress” (1894) 
constituted his first account of “conspicuous consumption,” a theory for which Veblen would 
become renowned.87  Veblen situated fashion as a prime example of this phenomenon, because 
fashion functioned as an “index of wealth” where dress was assigned “value.”  Since fashion was 
delineated in terms of ownership, this signifier acted as “an exponent of the wealth of the man 
whose chattels they were.”88  From this perspective, female kin became a sign of a man’s power: 
their inability to work rendered them analogous to the enslaved insofar as they were a sign of the 
man’s wealth, but functionally different because they embodied the male breadwinner’s ability to 
support extravagance and indulgence.  The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899) also critiqued how 
the institution of marriage created a powerful “alliance” wherein a woman became “her husband’s 
chattel, as she was her father’s chattel before her purchase[.]”89  Veblen’s theories therefore 
positioned the sex oppression of white women as the only remaining form of oppression. 
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The rhetoric of white slavery influenced Wharton’s turn of the century literature.  The way 
women supposedly made a “career” out of the marriage market was the basis of The House of Mirth 
(1905), and many scholars describe the character of Lily Bart as the epitome of the literary white 
slave.90  Lawrence Selden asks Lily: “Isn’t marriage your vocation?  Isn’t it what you’re all brought 
up for?”91  According to Stange, marriage becomes “the slavery to which Lily is enchained,” 
wherein her character functions as an object of conspicuous consumption – “a valuable possession 
and a consumer of valuables.”92  Lily is described as the “victim” of her culture, so much so that 
“the links of her bracelet seemed like manacles chaining her to her fate”; the character of Mrs. 
Fisher observes how she “works like a slave” to prepare her romantic conquests, but always fails to 
follow them through.93  Lily’s greatest failure was therefore her inability to profitably barter her 
own sexuality.  When appearing in a tableaux vivant, Lily makes the fatal social error of “showing 
herself before a public assembly,” an act Kristina Brooks conflates with “the ultimate staging of 
flesh for purchase in America” – the slave auction.94  Her artistic recreation, moreover, necessitates 
appearing without a corset, a decision not interpreted for its authenticity but simply as another act of 
immodesty.95  Lily’s cousin Jack Stepney comments on the impropriety of “a girl standing there as 
if she was up at auction,” thus invoking the auction block and the market in antebellum “fancy 
slaves.”96  The literary white slave, Lily embodies the oppression engendered by the cultural 
acceptance of the market exchange of women. 
The limits of the woman-slave analogy again become apparent in these late-nineteenth-
century writings.  In Gilman’s economic theory, domestic labour can alleviate women’s oppression 
if it becomes ennobled enough to provide better wages.  This therefore enabled the rhetorical 
subversion of the woman-slave analogy – women could be free.  If it is somewhat viable to thus 
describe enslaved and labouring women, as well as prostitutes, who can at least withhold or be 
enumerated for labour and sexuality, the rhetorical implications largely collapse when applied to 
leisure-class women.  The leisure-class women Veblen described were, in fact, the inversion of a 
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slave because they were valuable for their inability to work.  This contradictory logic was 
epitomised in Wharton’s character, Lily Bart.  The mixed-race characters in antislavery novels – 
Rosalie in Lydia Maria Child’s “The Quadroons” (1842), Cassie in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and Clotel 
in William Wells Brown’s Clotel; or, The President’s Daughter (1853) – could at least barter their 
sexuality for some gain.97  In contrast, Lily’s inability to barter her sexuality represented the need 
for a mother-like character to bargain on her behalf of a white single girl.  Insofar as the woman-
slave analogy could illuminate hidden aspects of prostitution, sexual exploitation and women’s 
labour, it created many more contradictions in relation to leisure-class women.98 
Overall, the woman-slave analogy influenced turn of the century cultural commentary in a 
way that ultimately gained greater acceptance than the critique of antebellum reformers.  Whereas 
antebellum reformers generally exhibited a greater awareness of the oppression experienced by 
multiple groups, mainstream discussions of women’s oppression undoubtedly focused on white 
women by the end of the nineteenth century.  The prominence this rhetoric thus acquired suggests 
that it became more widely acceptable by the turn of the century because it focused on white 
women, and because there were no longer any chattel slaves with whom to make a direct 
comparison. 
Remembering Reform 
The turn of the century memorialisation of nineteenth-century reformers similarly emphasised the 
memory of this rhetorical paradigm.  From at least 1869, reformers associated with women’s rights 
and suffrage, alongside their fellow abolitionists and other social reformers, were called “Lady 
Emancipators.”99 
When antebellum reform luminaries passed on during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, veterans reformers memorialised their compatriots.  Initially, eulogies focused on how 
women reformers had achieved the emancipation of chattel slaves as well as women.  Sarah Grimké 
had “the one great purpose to ‘remember those in bonds as bound with them’,” Lucy Stone recalled 
at an 1879 memorial.  Memorialists increasingly belied the postbellum focus on a comparison based 
on sex and race, rather than women and slaves.  Angelina Grimké laboured to eliminate the 
“tyranny and prejudice which have always hitherto consigned her sex to … absolute thraldom,” 
Elizur Wright selectively reminisced.100  In 1911, Jeanne Roberts insisted that Julia Ward Howe 
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was “in the truest sense a liberator and a reformer; she pleaded for the rights of womanhood and the 
highest standard of citizenship.”101  In the tributes of younger reformers, the rhetoric of their 
antebellum forbears was appropriated in conjunction with a strengthening vision of racial hierarchy.  
Victoria Woodhull’s daughter Zula recalled how her mother “took up the part of helpless woman, 
who stupidly acquiesces in her position as the white slave of man.”102  These sites of memory 
reiterated the belief that nineteenth-century women were enslaved and in need of emancipation. 
This tendency continued in the memorialisation of women formers following the Nineteenth 
Amendment (1920).  Even Margaret Fuller, who died tragically before the nineteenth-century 
women’s movement really developed, was remembered in 1923 for “emancipating a class whose 
period of slavery was to mark its ending through her activity and her far-reaching influence.”103  
This was perhaps most prominent in recollections of Susan B. Anthony.  In 1925, the New York 
Times Magazine emphasised that Anthony’s “slogan” was “Woman is in Chains,” while in 1956, 
The Christian Science Monitor listed Anthony as a great “American Emancipator,” alongside 
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln.104  Memorialists both accepted and reinforced the 
influence of the woman-slave analogy, which had defined a century’s worth of social reform against 
women’s oppression. 
The argument that sex oppression was the only remaining nineteenth-century reform that 
needed to be achieved shaped the anti-vice and women’s suffrage campaigns, but ensured the 
results primarily benefitted white women.  It is worth reflecting upon how these very same 
arguments may have influenced the stagnation of the women’s movement following the Nineteenth 
Amendment.  Reformers themselves were aware of much left to be done, but the rhetorical 
trajectory of the woman-slave analogy now backfired.  Since women’s suffrage was now 
constitutional, and laws had been passed to combat prostitution, women were rendered no longer 
oppressed – no longer slaves.  And so it seemed there was little left to be done. 
Conclusion 
The antebellum expression of the woman-slave analogy provided the foundations for the late-
nineteenth-century rhetoric of white slavery.  Following the Civil War, however, this rhetoric 
gradually enabled a focus on sex which sidelined issues of race.  So too did the collective memory 
of chattel slavery shaped the rhetorical invocation of chattel slavery and abolitionism.  Where the 
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discussion of many forms of slavery – many forms of oppression – enabled an often intersectional 
focus during the antebellum era, the postbellum shift to an ever greater focus on white slavery 
ensured the discussion of oppression was principally associated with sex. 
The rise of the market economy brought together the disparate rhetorical threads 
surrounding antebellum chattel slavery and postbellum prostitution.  Overall, sex was thought to 
contravene women’s ability to engage with the market as thoroughly as the demands of marriage 
and fashion were thought to influence their entrance into the realm of politics and labour.  By the 
end of the nineteenth century, African American reformers continued to use discourses of slavery to 
describe interdependent forms of oppression.  The prevalence of white slavery, however, meant 
non-white women were largely marginalised from both a rhetorical and substantive perspective.  As 
race was sidelined, women’s oppression was seen to coalesce most clearly around expressions of 
sexuality – including prostitution and the marriage market.  Similarly, the woman-slave analogy 
influenced the way nineteenth-century reformers were themselves remembered and memorialised.  
The woman-slave analogy did not have as much prominence following the Nineteenth Amendment, 
but it was followed by a related rhetorical iteration – the race-sex analogy – which later emerged 
alongside the women’s liberation movement.  The changing uses of the woman-slave analogy 
throughout the nineteenth century precipitated the twentieth-century use of this rhetorical device, as 
well as its transformation from the categories of “woman” and “slave” to the categories of “race” 
and “sex.” 
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CONCLUSION: 
“LADY EMANCIPATORS” 
If the emancipation of the negro is to be a day of jubilee, what is it to strike the bonds of ages off the 
minds of women?  The more I dwell upon their slavery to man, the more I am astonished that there 
are so few S.B.A.’s and E.C.S.’ [sic] in the world, with talent and moral courage to speak for their 
enslaved sex. 
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN, THE REVOLUTION, OCTOBER 1868 
In the first place, I am a woman like Elizabeth Cady Stanton. 
In the second place, I belong to the race of which Frederick Douglass was such a magnificent 
representative.1 
MARY CHURCH TERRELL, 
“FREDERICK DOUGLASS,” CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY OF SENECA COUNTY (1908) 
This thesis has discussed the rhetorical significance of the woman-slave analogy throughout the 
nineteenth century.  Following the Civil War, George Francis Train epitomised the cultural 
appropriation of discourses of slavery, and demonstrated how this could lead to a greater focus on 
white women’s oppression.  When Mary Church Terrell compared herself with nineteenth-century 
reform luminaries, however, she demonstrated the intersectional tendencies that remained at the 
heart of African American women’s reform rhetoric. 
The development of the woman-slave analogy was shaped by the emergence of radical 
abolitionism during the 1830s, the women’s rights movement during the 1840s, the Emancipation 
Proclamation (1863), the Civil War, and the Reconstruction amendments.  During the antebellum 
era, comparisons between women and slaves dominated myriad social movements in a way that 
generated an intersectional awareness of oppression.  However, the gradual transition to the 
categories of sex and race that took place following the Civil War encouraged a greater focus on the 
experience of white women.  The woman-slave analogy informed the way women and men, white 
and black, came to understand the existence of all women’s oppression, within groups as diverse as 
northern reformers, proslavery ideologues and other southerners, diarists, cultural commentators, 
ex-slaves and novelists. 
A Return to Intersectional Politics 
An intersectional approach to the woman-slave analogy enables the recognition that this rhetoric 
could be used to draw attention to many forms of oppression.  This was shaped by the thematic 
categories of marriage, fashion, suffrage, labour, and sex.  Overall, the use of the woman-slave 
analogy reflected the political imperatives of different and often competing groups. 
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There was a greater appreciation for the intersections between different forms of oppression 
during the antebellum era.  Many individuals, black and white, and social reform organisations used 
abstract discourses of slavery and direct references to chattel slavery helped describe the oppression 
of multiple groups.  Throughout the nineteenth century, proslavery ideologues and anti-suffragists 
respectively imitated the rhetoric of reformers to refute their arguments.  In the postbellum era, 
however, those reformers who used this rhetoric to increasingly focus on white women did not seek 
to engage with the existence of interdependent oppressions to the same degree.  When African 
Americans mobilised discourses of slavery, they drew attention to the continued intersections 
between oppression resulting from sex and race at the end of the nineteenth century.  Gradually, the 
use of collective memory undermined the intersectional tendencies still evident among African 
American reformers and instead encouraged a focus on white women that did not bely an interest in 
other forms of oppression. 
As demonstrated in Chapter One, classical and enlightenment philosophy provided the 
ideological basis for comparisons between women and slaves.  During the seventeenth century, a 
critique of marriage as slavery gradually emerged across Europe.  Alongside the development of the 
transatlantic slave trade and abolitionism, the slavery analogy was alternately used in non-racialised 
contexts or in direct reference to emerging colonial institutions of chattel slavery.  For Europeans, 
however, colonial slavery was always characterised by geographic distance.  As this rhetoric began 
to emerge in the United States, its existence alongside the institution of chattel slavery meant that it 
became what can more clearly be understood as discourses of slavery. 
Chapter Two considered the most prominent incarnation of the woman-slave analogy, the 
comparison between marriage and slavery.  Prior to radical abolitionism, abstract discourses of 
slavery were used to critique the institution of marriage and the contradictions surrounding romantic 
love.  The emergence of the antislavery movement, together with the experiences of the reformers 
themselves, influenced the direct associations that would be made with American chattel slavery.  
While reformers positioned true marriage and companionate marriage as an ideal, they often viewed 
the average marriage as inherently oppressive for women.  Southerners, too, engaged with this 
rhetoric in the context of the hierarchy of southern organic culture, but only insofar as this 
challenged the oppression experienced by privileged white women.  African Americans also used 
this rhetoric with reference to marriage, but with considerably more ambivalence.  When the 
women’s rights trope of the fugitive wife emerged during the 1860s, as a direct development on the 
antebellum figure and literary trope of the fugitive slave, it represented the way discourses of 
slavery were increasingly appropriated to describe white women’s oppression. 
Chapter Three brought together disparate threads of fashion critique, from antifashionists to 
radical and conservative dress reformers.  In their pursuit of a new type of women’s dress, women’s 
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rights and dress reformers situated fashionable dress as inherently oppressive.  In this context, the 
woman-slave analogy was largely predicated on abstract discourses of slavery, which were 
sometimes envisaged through the visual metaphor of the caged bird.  Alternately, the reformed 
dress and reformed underwear offered an embodied alternative of freedom in response to this 
rhetoric, but these initiatives often received much condemnation.  The comparison between fashion 
and slavery, however, was perhaps least connected with the racial overtones of chattel slavery.  
Only in the decade immediately prior to the Civil War would direct associations between fashion 
and chattel slavery emerge with any prominence.  In contrast, African American reformers used 
discourses of slavery to frame vastly different responses to the reformed dress.  The postbellum era 
saw a return to abstract discourses of slavery alongside a dress reform focus on emancipatory 
undergarments. 
The political discussions of surrounding women’s suffrage and citizenship framed Chapter 
Four.  During the antebellum era, pro-suffrage and anti-suffrage arguments alike relied on direct 
references to chattel slavery.  This continued steadily until the Civil War, when the Reconstruction 
amendments instigated a split in the women’s suffrage movement.  Although there was a rhetorical 
focus on African American women during this era, postbellum racial tensions came to dominate the 
suffrage debate.  The wording of the Reconstruction Amendments themselves impelled the use of 
the woman-slave analogy, while the example of African American manhood suffrage encouraged 
more frequent comparisons based on the categories of sex and race that led to a focus on white 
women’s rights.  The arguments of women suffragists also employed discourses of slavery with 
reference to the American Revolution, and this impetus also emphasised the need for the rights of 
white women to be secured.  This was increasingly justified because of the erroneous assumption 
that manhood suffrage guaranteed the rights of African Americans, and persisted until the federal 
passage of Nineteenth Amendment attained women’s suffrage in 1920. 
Chapter Five demonstrated how the woman-slave analogy was used to discuss the tensions 
surrounding women’s labour and domesticity throughout the nineteenth century.  The antebellum 
concepts of white slavery, free labour, and wage slavery influenced the rhetoric of women who 
worked for wages beyond the home.  Yet ambivalence remained surrounding the rhetorical 
association between labour and chattel slavery, and the exploitation engendered by each.  A cross-
class reliance on discourses of slavery remained crucial to critiques of women’s ideological 
exclusion from labour alongside a rapidly growing and industrialising economy.  But this rhetoric 
also drew attention to the multifaceted nature of women’s labour – within the home, beyond the 
home, as well as in the realm of social reform itself.  The woman-slave analogy provided a 
framework to critique the disempowerment and lack of fulfilment women found in their labours, as 
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well as to ameliorate work conditions and dignify women’s work.  These developments also 
influenced the changing meaning of white slavery. 
Ultimately, the transformation of the woman-slave analogy was the focus of Chapter Six.  
As ideas surrounding chattel slavery, prostitution, and marriage coalesced following the Civil War, 
these developments were encompassed in the rhetoric of white slavery.  This was informed by the 
growing belief among many reformers that women’s oppression was the only major unresolved 
form of oppression yet remaining.  From this perspective, women’s oppression was maintained 
through marriage, fashion, disenfranchisement, low wages, and sexual exploitation.  Collective 
memory impelled reformers to make a new analogy out of antebellum abolitionism, the Civil War 
and slave emancipation.  This was rhetorically related to the idea of the marriage market and the 
increased critique of the exchange of women in marriage.  The emphasis on white slavery and the 
marriage market rhetorically sidelined the oppressions resulting from race in a way the exploitation 
of chattel slavery had not been marginalised earlier in the nineteenth century.  Even so, African 
American reformers continued to use the woman-slave analogy to emphasise the visibility of 
African American women – whether enslaved or free – and demonstrate how they bore the 
consequences of intersectional oppressions.  For Lillie Devereux Blake in 1883, however, the 
alleviation of women’s “bondage” was one of the few social reforms the “champions of liberty” 
were yet to achieve.2 
The Woman-Slave Analogy 
During the antebellum era, the woman-slave analogy was often used as a flawed but fledgling 
expression of intersectionality.  Since antislavery reformers were acutely aware of the abuses of the 
plantation, the woman-slave analogy had some positive effects as a rhetorical device.  Labour 
reformers, too, frequently acknowledged the extreme abuses experienced by chattel slaves.  In spite 
of racial difference, the exploitation engendered by chattel slavery meant those who denounced it 
did not condone the oppression that it institutionalised.  When the woman-slave analogy was 
mobilised alongside direct comparisons to chattel slavery, the enslaved were not in fact wholly 
overlooked.  Rather, their exploitation was acknowledged and the oppression of enslaved women 
could even become a central concern. 
Following the Civil War, the abolition of chattel slavery created a fundamental shift in the 
use of the woman-slave analogy.  The absence of this institution meant many reformers no longer 
appreciated the degree to which racial hierarchy continued to shape the experience of African 
Americans.  Upon emancipation, freedpeople became subject to notions of the self-made man just 
like other Americans.  The problems that arose from racial oppression were not seen with the same 
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immediacy as chattel slavery, so when the woman-slave analogy developed into a comparisons 
between sex and race it became much more insidious in its foundation.  In this instance, “race” – 
unlike “slave” – incited contempt rather than an acknowledgement of oppression.  White women 
had been equating themselves with slaves since the beginning of American nationhood, but 
discourses of slavery in the postbellum era were increasingly claimed in a way that excluded 
African Americans – who were, ostensibly, no longer slaves.  This was most apparent in the 
“fugitive wife” trope, the majority of the rhetoric surrounding fashion, the suffrage debate following 
“the Negro’s hour,” and the changing meaning – from labour to sex – of “white slavery.”  The 
collective memory of chattel slavery, moreover, was predominantly used to prove that sex 
oppression was the only form of slavery left. 
Of course, this process was not wholly uniform, and neither was the woman-slave analogy 
solely mobilised within northern reform movements.  The mobilisation of this rhetoric amongst 
proslavery southerners and cultural conservatives demonstrated the way the woman-slave analogy 
permeated nineteenth-century American culture.  Many conservative commentators sought to 
reinscribe the hierarchies – based on woman and slave, or sex and race – at the foundation of this 
rhetoric.  Anti-suffragists, moreover, imitated this rhetoric for the purpose of ridicule.  Overall, 
however, the woman-slave analogy was much more prevalent among social reformers of all 
persuasions – white and black, female and male. 
To return to the proposition that the woman-slave analogy was a nineteenth-century attempt 
toward intersectionality, it is possible to determine that the antebellum expression of this rhetoric 
did enable social reformers to understand how different forms of oppressions intersected.  This was 
especially exemplified in the way African American reformers mobilised discourses of slavery 
throughout the nineteenth century.  But in the postbellum era, this became less important for many 
white reformers.  As the woman-slave analogy yielded to what would become a race-sex analogy, 
the implication that sex was white and female, and race was male, anticipated the feminist debates 
of the 1970s and 1980s. 
Still, it is important to demonstrate that the woman-slave analogy, in its nineteenth-century 
incarnation, was not purely racist, nor habitually mobilised to solely draw attention to the plight of 
white women.  The reformers who used this rhetoric called themselves “the abolitionists of slavery 
among women,” and were remembered as the “lady emancipators of America.”3  Still, it must also 
be emphasised that the woman-slave analogy could be – and certainly was – used in racist ways.  
By the end of the nineteenth century, the fugitive wife trope and a preoccupation with white slavery 
focused primarily on the experience of white women at the expense of a more intersectional 
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commitment.  The woman-slave analogy doubtlessly provided a platform through which racist and 
nativist sentiments were promulgated, but it also demonstrated a nineteenth-century attempt to 
understand the interconnected nature of oppression before there was the terminology to do so. 
Conclusion 
The woman-slave analogy was appropriated by different and often competing groups throughout the 
nineteenth century.  Other scholars consider the way some of these groups engaged in discourses of 
slavery, but such a focus does not account for the versatility of this rhetoric, nor the connections 
between the many ways in which reformers expressed discourses of slavery.  Frequently, scholarly 
discussions have only considered the rhetoric of white abolitionists and women’s rights reformers.  
In contrast, this thesis demonstrates how the woman-slave analogy permeated attitudes towards 
women’s oppression among a variety of individuals and across myriad reform movements, as well 
as within competing political ideologies and different geographical regions.  By bringing together 
the rhetorical strategies of these numerous and often disparate groups, it is possible to see that the 
woman-slave analogy was not simply a white reform woman’s rhetorical strategy.  It was instead 
used for a multiplicity of reasons – from anti-racist, to ambivalent, to fully reinscribing racial 
hierarchy.  The woman-slave analogy proved to consistently critique gender oppression in a culture 
preoccupied with race. 
Of course, northern social reformers employed the woman-slave analogy most prominently 
and prolifically, and they did use this rhetoric in a way that drew attention away from the enslaved 
and toward white women.  Yet, in observing how social reformers – women and men, white and 
black – engaged with this rhetoric, a broader picture of a culture permeated by discourses of slavery 
emerges.  Unlike antislavery and women’s rights reformers, dress reformers, sex radicals and free 
lovers also engaged with the woman-slave analogy, but without the same rhetorical self-awareness 
or thorough understanding of chattel slavery.  African American reformers and slave narrators often 
critiqued the logical underpinnings of the comparison between women and slaves, but they did not 
refute it altogether; instead, they sought to emphasise the plight of enslaved and mixed-race women 
rather than her free, white counterpart.  From the southern perspective, proslavery ideologues, 
plantation mistresses and diarists also engaged with the woman-slave analogy.  This demonstrated a 
growing awareness of women’s oppression within the plantation elite alongside a willingness to 
overlook the exploitations that arose from slavery.  Journalists and other cultural commentators, 
writing for both social reform periodicals and mainstream newspapers, were important 
promulgators of this rhetoric.  Their language often filtered down to and was re-expressed in letters 
back to periodicals, or worked to imitate the rhetoric of reformers, even if as a form of satire or 
ridicule.  Novelists, broadly speaking, used the woman-slave analogy to draw attention to women’s 
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oppression, but reform novelists often looked toward the liminal spaces in which oppressions based 
on enslaved status, race, mixed-race and gender intersected.  Overall, the transformation of 
expression – from slavery to race, and woman to sex – pre-empted the way the race-sex analogy 
would emerge within twentieth-century social movements. 
This thesis has demonstrated that the deployment of the woman-slave analogy was more 
complicated than previous studies suggested, and has sought to understand the way discourses of 
slavery were mobilised to elucidate gender oppression during the nineteenth century.  An 
understanding of the myriad ways the analogy was deployed leads to more complicated conclusions 
about its use and understanding.  Long before the feminist development of intersectionality in the 
1990s, antebellum reformers and cultural commentators struggled to understand how 
interdependent oppressions worked and interacted with each other.  The postbellum focus on sex 
rather than race somewhat overshadowed the complex and innovative ways many antebellum 
reformers addressed the intersectional nature of systems of oppression and domination. 
The woman-slave analogy sought to interrogate gender as a social category first and 
foremost.  In the process, however, the woman-slave analogy was employed to champion a 
multiplicity of perspectives which primarily asserted the existence of women’s oppression.  Its 
mobilisation by so many discrete groups in the United States during the nineteenth century 
demonstrates that, beyond white women, an understanding was emerging that women were, in fact, 
oppressed.  The rhetorical foundations of the woman-slave analogy worked to acknowledge that 
multiple sites of oppression existed, and very often, that women – all women – experienced the 
complexities that resulted from this reality. 
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